
International Registration designating India
Trade Marks Journal No: 1868 ,   24/09/2018           Class 1

2840387    09/06/2014
[International Registration No. : 1212424]
TECHNO-UMG CO., LTD.
9-2 Higashi Shinbashi 1-chome, Minato-ku Tokyo 105-0021 JP

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PHOENIX-LEGAL
Vaswani Mansion, Office No.17 & 18, 3rd Floor, 120 Dinshaw Vachha Road, Churchgate, Mumbai - 400020, India

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Chemicals and unprocessed plastics. 

6223



Trade Marks Journal No: 1868 ,   24/09/2018           Class 1 

Priority claimed from 01/07/2013; Application No. : 2013-050539 ;Japan
2914049    22/07/2013
[International Registration No. : 1230147]
TOYO INK SC HOLDINGS CO., LTD.
2-1, Kyobashi 2-chome, Chuo-ku 104-8377 Tokyo JP

Address for service in India/Agents address:
REMFRY & SAGAR.
REMFRY HOUSE, 8, NANGAL RAYA BUSINESS CENTRE, NEW DELHI - 110 046.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Chemicals used in industry, except chemicals used in agriculture, horticulture and forestry; chemicals for use in molding 
plastics; chemicals for use in the manufacture of color filters for liquid crystal displays; chemical agents for use in the 
formation of electrodes; organic chemical compounds for electroluminescence; chemical penetrating agents for treatment 
of concrete to prevent absorption of water; solvents; dampening water for lithography; chemicals in the form of paste for 
use in forming insulation layers; adhesives for industrial purposes; photographic supplies, namely, chemical preparations 
and reducing agents for used in photography, photographic developers, photographic emulsions, photographic paper, 
photographic sensitizers, unexposed photographic films and sensitized photographic plates; photographic sensitizers; 
photoresists; reagent paper; unprocessed plastics; synthetic resins, unprocessed.

6224



Trade Marks Journal No: 1868 ,   24/09/2018           Class 1 

Priority claimed from 28/09/2015; Application No. : VA 2015 02432 ;Denmark
3285207    23/10/2015
[International Registration No. : 1280031]
NOVOZYMES A/S
Krogshøjvej 36 DK-2880 Bagsværd Denmark

Address for service in India/Agents address:
GROSER & GROSER
D - 1/ 5 DLF, QUTAB ENCLAVE, PHASE 1, GURGAON - 122 002.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Granulated enzymes for use in the detergent industry.

6225



Trade Marks Journal No: 1868 ,   24/09/2018           Class 1 

Priority claimed from 07/01/2016; Application No. : VA 2016 00025 ;Denmark
3443724    06/07/2016
[International Registration No. : 1318867]
Chr. Hansen A/S
Bøge Allé 10-12, DK-2970 Hørsholm Denmark

Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALL LAHIRI AND SALHOTRA.
PLOT NO. B-28, SECTOR - 32, INSTITUTIONAL AREA, GURGAON - 122 001, HARYANA.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Bacteriological preparations other than for medical and veterinary use; bacteriological cultures for addition to food, milk 
and dairy products including fermented milk products, other than for medical and veterinary purposes; cultures of 
microorganisms other than for medical and veterinary use; cultures of microorganisms for use in food and beverage 
manufacture; lactobacilus for use in food and beverage manufacture; starter media and enzymes for use in cheese 
manufacture; enzyme preparations for industrial purposes; enzymes for use in the manufacture of milk and dairy products 
including fermented milk products.

6226



Trade Marks Journal No: 1868 ,   24/09/2018           Class 1 

3931451    04/07/2018
[International Registration No. : 1420140]
SAMYANG CORPORATION
(Yeonji-dong) 31, Jong-ro 33-gil, Jongno-gu Seoul Republic of Korea

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Polyamide resins; polybutylene terephthalate; polyester elastomer; polyethylene terephthalate; polycarbonate; 
polypropylene compound resins.

6227



Trade Marks Journal No: 1868 ,   24/09/2018           Class 1 

3938409    04/07/2018
[International Registration No. : 1420871]
SAMYANG CORPORATION
(Yeonji-dong) 31, Jong-ro 33-gil, Jongno-gu Seoul Republic of Korea

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Polyamide resins; polybutylene terephthalate; polyester elastomer; polyethylene terephthalate; polycarbonate; 
polypropylene compound resins.

6228



Trade Marks Journal No: 1868 ,   24/09/2018           Class 1 

Priority claimed from 08/03/2018; Application No. : 30 2018 005 765.5/01 ;Germany
3939158    27/06/2018
[International Registration No. : 1421838]
Levaco Chemicals GmbH
Chempark Leverkusen, Kaiser-Wilhelm-Allee 51373 Leverkusen Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Emulsifiers; dispersing agents; wetting preparations for use in paints and lacques.

6229



Trade Marks Journal No: 1868 ,   24/09/2018           Class 1 

3939173    26/05/2018
[International Registration No. : 1421642]
Levaco Chemicals GmbH
Chempark Leverkusen, Kaiser-Wilhelm-Allee 51373 Leverkusen Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Emulsifying preparations, dispersing agents, moistening [wetting] preparations for use in dyeing, plant protection 
products and other industrial applications.

6230



STAHL INTERNATIONAL B.V.
Sluisweg 10 NL-5145 PE WAALWIJK Netherland

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
REMFRY & SAGAR
REMFRY HOUSE AT THE MILLENNIUM PLAZA SEC 27, GURGAON 122009, NEW DELHI NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION 
INDIA

6231



REMBRANDTIN LACK GMBH NFG. KG
Ignaz-Köck-Straße 15 A-1210 Wien Austria

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
L.S. DAVAR & CO.,
32, RADHA MADHAB, DUTTA GARDEN LANE, KOLKATA-700010

6232



Flint Group Germany GmbH
Sieglestrasse 25 70469 Stuttgart Germany

Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALL LAHIRI AND SALHOTRA.
PLOT NO. B-28, SECTOR - 32, INSTITUTIONAL AREA, GURGAON - 122 001, HARYANA.

6233



Trade Marks Journal No: 1868 ,   24/09/2018           Class 3 

3134791    18/06/2015
[International Registration No. : 1260686]
IWI AG
Industriestrasse 13-C CH-6304 Zug Switzerland

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
H K ACHARYA & COMPANY
HK AVENUE,19 SWASTIK SOCIETY,NAVRANGPURA,AHMEDABAD 380 009,GUJRAT,INDIA.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Breath freshening sprays; dental bleaching gels; dentifrices; mouth washes, not for medical purposes.
THE MARK TO BE USED AS WHOLE AND AS PER LABLE PROVIDED IN THE BIRTH NOTIFICATION.

6234



Trade Marks Journal No: 1868 ,   24/09/2018           Class 3 

Priority claimed from 11/03/2015; Application No. : 165822 ;Morocco
3251645    02/09/2015
[International Registration No. : 1274189]
SHISEIDO COMPANY, LIMITED
7-5-5 Ginza, Chuo-ku Tokyo 104-0061 Japan

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DEPENNING & DEPENNING
120, VELACHERY MAIN ROAD, GUINDY, CHENNAI - 600 032.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Bleaching preparations and other substances for laundry use; cleaning, polishing, scouring and abrasive preparations; 
soaps; perfumery, essential oils, cosmetics, hair lotions; dentifrices.

6235



Trade Marks Journal No: 1868 ,   24/09/2018           Class 3 

Priority claimed from 13/10/2015; Application No. : 278902 ;Israel
3253961    20/10/2015
[International Registration No. : 1275714]
ENDYMED MEDICAL LTD.
12 Leshem Street, POB 3582, North Industrial Park Caesarea 30889 Israel

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SUBRAMANIAM & ASSOCIATES
7th Floor, M3M Cosmopolitan Sector 66, Golf Course Extension Road Gurugram – 122001 National Capital Region India 

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Gels, creams and cosmetic preparations.

6236



Trade Marks Journal No: 1868 ,   24/09/2018           Class 3 

Priority claimed from 20/10/2015; Application No. : 86793515 ;United States of America
3266257    09/11/2015
[International Registration No. : 1278046]
Make-Up Art Cosmetics Inc.
767 Fifth Avenue New York, NY 10153 United States of America

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SINGH & SINGH LALL & SETHI
D-17 SOUTH EXTENSION, PART-II, NEW DELHI 110049

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cosmetics; non-medicated skin care preparations.

6237



Trade Marks Journal No: 1868 ,   24/09/2018           Class 3 

3281925    12/06/2015
[International Registration No. : 1278632]
GORDASHEVSKY, VADIM
Apt 11C, 3005 Chapel Ave W Cherry Hill NJ 08002 United States of America

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
INTTL ADVOCARE
B-36 SECTOR -132 NOIDA EXPRESSWAY NOIDA - 201303

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
After-sun gels; after-sun milks; after-sun oils; antibacterial skin soaps; aromatic body care products, namely, body lotion, 
shower gel, cuticle cream, shampoo, conditioner, non-medicated lip balm, soap, body polish, body and foot scrub and 
non-medicated foot cream; aromatic oils for the bath; baby bubble bath; bath and shower gels and salts not for medical 
purposes; bath cream; bath crystals; bath foam; bath foams; bath gel; bath gels; bath lotion; bath milks; bath oil; bath oils; 
bath oils and bath salts; bath oils for cosmetic purposes; bath powder; bath salts; bath soaps; bath soaps in liquid, solid 
or gel form; bathing lotions; beauty creams for body care; bleaching preparations for cosmetic purposes; body and beauty 
care cosmetics; cleaning preparations that eliminate bacteria that cause products to age or produce foul odors; 
conditioners; cosmetic bath salts; cosmetic creams; cosmetic creams for skin care; cosmetic hand creams; cosmetic 
masks; cosmetic massage creams; cosmetic milks; cosmetic nourishing creams; cosmetic oils; cosmetic oils for the 
epidermis; cosmetic preparations against sunburn; cosmetic preparations for bath and shower; cosmetic preparations for 
body care; cosmetic preparations for protecting the skin from the sun"s rays; cosmetic preparations for skin care; 
cosmetic preparations for skin renewal; cosmetic preparations for the care of mouth and teeth; cosmetic preparations for 
the hair and scalp; cosmetic preparations, namely, firming creams; cosmetic preparations, namely, firming lotions; 
cosmetic preparations, namely, skin balsams; cosmetic products in the form of aerosols for skin care; cosmetic products 
in the form of aerosols for skincare; cosmetic skin fresheners; cosmetic soaps; cosmetic sun milk lotions; cosmetic sun 
oils; cosmetic sun-protecting preparations; cosmetic sun-tanning preparations; cosmetic sunscreen preparations; 
cosmetic suntan lotions; cosmetic suntan preparations; cosmetic tanning preparations; cosmetics; cosmetics in general, 
including perfumes; cosmetics in the form of milks, lotions and emulsions; face creams for cosmetic use; gels for 
cosmetic purposes; gift baskets containing non-medicated bath preparations and cosmetic preparations (terms 
considered too vague by the International Bureau - rule 13.2.b) of the Common Regulations); hair care creams; hair care 
lotions; hair care preparations; hair care products, namely, heat protection sprays; hair products, namely, thickening 
control creams; liquid bath soaps; liquid soap used in foot bath; lotions for cosmetic purposes; lotions for face and body 
care; milk for cosmetic purposes; mineral powder for use in cosmetic body wrap applications; mineral salt in the nature of 
bath salts not for medical purposes; moisturizing preparations for the skin; moisturizing solutions for the skin; nail care 
kits comprising nail polish; nail care preparations; nail care preparations, namely, nail softeners; non-medicated bath 
preparations; non-medicated bath salts; non-medicated lip care preparations; non-medicated preparations all for the care 
of skin, hair and scalp (terms considered too vague by the International Bureau - rule 13.2.b) of the Common Regulations); 
non-medicated skin care creams and lotions; non-medicated skin care preparation, namely, body mist; non-medicated skin 
care preparations; non-medicated skin care preparations, namely, creams, lotions, gels, toners, cleaners and peels; non-
medicated skin cream for general skin rash and irritation resulting from skin shingles; non-medicated skin creams; non-
medicated skin creams with essential oils for use in aromatherapy; non-medicated skin toners; non-medicated stimulating 
lotions for the skin; non-medicated sun care preparations; oil baths for hair care; oils for cosmetic purposes; scented 
bathing salts; seawater-based skin care preparations for skin renewal; shower and bath foam; shower and bath gel; skin 
abrasive preparations; skin and body topical lotions, creams and oils for cosmetic use; skin bronzer; skin bronzing 
creams; skin care preparation, namely, body polish; skin care preparations, namely, body balm; skin care preparations, 
namely, chemical peels for skin; skin care products, namely, non-medicated skin serum; skin clarifiers; skin cleanser in 
liquid spray form for use as a baby wipe alternative; skin cleansers; skin cleansing cream; skin cleansing lotion; skin 
conditioners; skin conditioning creams for cosmetic purposes; skin cream; skin creams; skin creams in liquid and in solid 
form; skin creams in liquid and solid (terms considered too vague by the International Bureau - rule 13.2.b) of the Common 
Regulations); skin creams in liquid and solid form; skin fresheners; skin lighteners; skin lightening creams; skin lotion; 
skin lotions; skin masks; skin moisturizer; skin moisturizer masks; skin moisturizing gel; skin soap; skin toners; skin 
whitening creams; skin whitening preparations; soaps; soaps for body care; sun care lotions; topical skin sprays for 
cosmetic purposes; wrinkle removing skin care preparations.

6238



Trade Marks Journal No: 1868 ,   24/09/2018           Class 3 

3283268    16/10/2015
[International Registration No. : 1278770]
NATERRA INTERNATIONAL, INC.
1250 Freeport Parkway Coppell TX 75019 United States of America

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PARKER & PARKER CO. LLP
A3 Trade Center, Stadium Circle, CG Road, Ahmedabad 380009. India

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Skin care products, namely, skin cleanser, skin lotion, skin moisturizer, skin cream, skin toner, night cream, body cream, 
non-medicated bath salts, liquid soaps for the hands, face and body, and skin soaps.

6239



Trade Marks Journal No: 1868 ,   24/09/2018           Class 3 

Priority claimed from 16/10/2015; Application No. : UK00003131961 ;United Kingdom
3403184    15/04/2016
[International Registration No. : 1311509]
AVON PRODUCTS, INC.
601 Midland Avenue Rye NY 10580 US

Address for service in India/Agents address:
S. MAJUMDAR & CO.
5, HARISH MUKHERJEE ROAD, KOLKATA - 700 025, INDIA.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Non-medicated toilet preparations excluding soaps and shampoos; toiletries excluding soaps and shampoos; skin care 
preparations; skin moisturizers; body and beauty care preparations; cleansers, creams and lotions, all for the face, hands 
and body; cosmetic suntan preparations; shower and bath preparations excluding soaps and shampoos; beauty masks; 
nail polish; nail polish remover; enamel for nails; false nails; adhesives for cosmetic purposes; cosmetics; eye cream, eye 
gel, eye lotion, eye makeup remover, eye shadow, eye liner, mascara, lipstick, lip liner, lip gloss; blusher; tissues 
impregnated with cosmetic lotions; cotton sticks for cosmetic purposes; cotton wool for cosmetic purposes; preparations 
for cleaning the teeth; shaving and aftershave preparations; perfumes, fragrances, toilet waters, cologne; deodorants for 
human beings; anti-perspirants for personal use (toiletries); essential oils (cosmetic)
THE MARK TO BE USED AS PER LABLE PROVIDED IN THE BIRTH NOTIFICATION.

6240



Trade Marks Journal No: 1868 ,   24/09/2018           Class 3 

3895020    16/04/2018
[International Registration No. : 1413013]
Curaden AG
Amlehnstrasse 22 CH-6010 Kriens Switzerland

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Non-medical mouthwashes and dental rinses, non-medical dentifrices, toothpastes, products for cleaning and polishing 
dentures.

6241



Trade Marks Journal No: 1868 ,   24/09/2018           Class 3 

3897215    04/07/2018
[International Registration No. : 1405949]
L'OREAL
14 Rue Royale F-75008 Paris France

Address for service in India/Agents address:
UNITED OVERSEAS TRADE MARK CO.
52, SUKHDEV VIHAR, MATHURA ROAD, NEW DELHI- 110 025.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cosmetics; make-up preparations.

6242



Trade Marks Journal No: 1868 ,   24/09/2018           Class 3 

Priority claimed from 23/01/2018; Application No. : 87766600 ;United States of America
3934503    10/07/2018
[International Registration No. : 1420701]
Harmonist Inc.
10736 Jefferson Blvd., 963 Culver City CA 90230 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Home fragrances; eaux de toilette; perfumes; eaux de parfum; perfume bases, namely, essential oils and flower extracts; 
perfume for linen, carpets and the atmosphere; incense; oils for perfumery; essential oils; oils for toilet purposes; bath 
oils; oils for cosmetic purposes; bases for flower perfumes; scented wood sticks for adding scent to a room; flower 
extracts sold as a component of cosmetics; scented polishing wax; scented powders for general purpose cleaning; 
cosmetics; cosmetic creams, namely, milk cream, shower cream, hand cream; lip balm not for medical use; milk for toilet 
purposes, almond milk for cosmetic purposes; powdered almond milk for cosmetic purposes; beauty mask; lotions for 
cosmetic purposes; skin care goods not for medical use, namely, skin lotion, skin cream, skin emollients, chemical peels 
for skin, fruit acid peels for skin, body polish, body balm, skin peels, non-medicated skin serum, skin clarifiers, skin 
cleansers, skin conditioners, skin conditioning creams for cosmetic purposes, skin lighteners, skin fresheners, skin gels 
for accelerating, enhancing or extending tans, skin masks, skin moisturizer, skin texturizers, skin toners, skin whitening 
creams; makeup; makeup remover; scented toilet water; tissues impregnated with cosmetic lotion or perfumed; soaps; 
toilet soaps; cosmetic preparations for bath; bath salts; shaving goods, namely, shaving lotions, shaving creams; shaving 
preparations; shaving soaps, aftershave lotions.

6243



Trade Marks Journal No: 1868 ,   24/09/2018           Class 3 

Priority claimed from 25/09/2017; Application No. : 87621613 ;United States of America
3939230    23/03/2018
[International Registration No. : 1421153]
Nail Alliance, LLC
6840 N Oak Trafficway Gladstone MO 64118 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Non-medicated nail and skin care preparations; beauty supplies, namely, nail care kits composed primarily of cuticle oil, 
UV top coat, nail primer, nail dehydrator, and also containing acrylic nail sculpting forms being artificial nail extensions; 
hand and body lotion; skin scrub; nail enamel.

6244



THE SPECTRANETICS CORPORATION
9965 Federal Drive Colorado Springs CO 80921 United States of America

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RNA, IP ATTORNEYS
401-402, 4TH FLOOR, SUNCITY SUCCESS TOWER, SEC-65, GOLF COURSE EXTENSION ROAD, GURGAON-122005 
NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION (HARYANA)

6245



VITAL TEARS, LLC
206 Porta Verde Nicholasville KY 40356 United States of America

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RNA, IP ATTORNEYS
401-402, 4TH FLOOR, SUNCITY SUCCESS TOWER, SEC-65, GOLF COURSE EXTENSION ROAD, GURGAON-122005 
NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION (HARYANA)

6246



ALTICOR INC.
78-2M, 7575 Fulton Street East Ada MI 49355 United States of America

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND.
B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

6247



ASTELLAS PHARMA EUROPE B.V.
Sylviusweg 62 NL-2333 BE Leiden

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RNA, IP ATTORNEYS
401-402, 4TH FLOOR, SUNCITY SUCCESS TOWER, SEC-65, GOLF COURSE EXTENSION ROAD, GURGAON-122005 
NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION (HARYANA)

6248



ROLF HEIDRICH
Anna-Louisa-Karsch-Str. 9 10178 Berlin Germany

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MIRANDAH ASIA INDIA
Mirandah Asia (India), Level 5, Caddie Commercial Tower, Hospitality District, Aerocity, IGI Airport, New Delhi-110037

6249



TCOAG IRELAND LIMITED
70 Sir John Rogerson's Quay Dublin 2 Ireland

Address for service in India/Agents address:
L.S. DAVAR & CO.
32, RADHA MADHAV DUTTA GARDEN LANE, KOLKATA - 700 010.

6250



H. Lundbeck A/S
Ottiliavej 9 DK-2500 Valby Denmark

6251



GT Biopharma, Inc.
1825 K Street, Suite 510 Washington DC 20006 United States of America

6252



Trade Marks Journal No: 1868 ,   24/09/2018           Class 6 

Priority claimed from 14/12/2015; Application No. : 86848170 ;United States of America
3365674    09/05/2016
[International Registration No. : 1302319]
WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC COMPANY LLC
1000 Westinghouse Drive, Suite 141 Cranberry Township PA 16066 United States of America

Address for service in India/Agents address:
L.S. DAVAR & CO.
32, RADHA MADHAV DUTTA GARDEN LANE, KOLKATA - 700 010.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Zirconium alloy components of nuclear fuel assemblies.

6253



KAESER KOMPRESSOREN SE
Carl-Kaeser-Straße 26 96450 COBURG Germany

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
FIDUS LAW CHAMBERS
G - 165, 1ST FLOOR, SECTOR-63 NOIDA-201301, U.P.

To be associated with:
2758100, 2758980

THE MARK TO BE USED AS WHOLE AND AS PER LABLE PROVIDED IN THE BIRTH NOTIFICATION.

6254



SIEBEC
9 route des Platanes, ZAC Vence Ecoparc F-38120 SAINT-EGREVE France

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DEPENNING & DEPENNING
120, Velachery Main Road, Guindy, Chennai 600 032, India

6255



HANWHA TECHWIN CO., LTD.
1204, Changwon-daero, Seongsan-gu, Changwon-si Gyeongsangnam-do Republic of Korea

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SHARDUL AMARCHAND MANGALDAS & CO.
AMARCHAND TOWERS, 216, OKHLA INDUSTRIAL ESTATE-PHASE III, NEW DELHI 110020

6256



NETZSCH-FEINMAHLTECHNIK GMBH
Sedanstraße 70 95100 Selb Germany

Address for service in India/Agents address:
L.S. DAVAR & CO.
32, RADHA MADHAV DUTTA GARDEN LANE, KOLKATA - 700 010.

6257



UNIARC LIMITED
Building No.1, Jinan Export Processing Zone, The East End of Jing Shi Dong Road, Jinan City 250102 Shandong Province China

6258



Systems Division A/S
Skælskørvej 64 DK-4180 Sorø Denmark

6259



Trade Marks Journal No: 1868 ,   24/09/2018           Class 8 

Priority claimed from 27/02/2015; Application No. : 1305582 ;Benelux
3209739    25/08/2015
[International Registration No. : 1266553]
KONINKLIJKE PHILIPS N.V.
High Tech Campus 5 NL-5656 AE Eindhoven

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
CANTWELL & CO.
No. 20 Velachery Main Road, Guindy, Chennai - 600032

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Electric and non-electric depilation devices, including shavers, epilators and trimmers.

6260



GRANDVISION GROUP HOLDING B.V.
Evert van de Beekstraat 1, Ruimtenr. 80, Tower C, 6th Floor NL-1118 CL SCHIPHOL NL

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
REMFRY & SAGAR
REMFRY HOUSE AT THE MILLENNIUM PLAZA SEC 27, GURGAON 122009, NEW DELHI NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION 
INDIA

6261



VIRTUAL COMMUNICATIONS, INC.
4099 William Penn Highway, Jonnet Building, Suite 600 Monroeville PA 15146 United States of America

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SHARDUL AMARCHAND MANGALDAS & CO.
AMARCHAND TOWERS, 216, OKHLA INDUSTRIAL ESTATE-PHASE III, NEW DELHI 110020

6262



NEXT BIOMETRICS GROUP ASA
Filipstad Brygge 1 N-0250 Oslo Norway

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KOCHHAR & CO.
3rd Floor, Tower B, Technopolis Building, DLF Golf Course Road, Sector - 54, Gurgaon - 122 002 (Haryana), India.

6263



OTTER PRODUCTS, LLC
209 S. Meldrum Street Fort Collins CO 80521 United States of America

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RNA, IP ATTORNEYS
401-402, 4TH FLOOR, SUNCITY SUCCESS TOWER, SEC-65, GOLF COURSE EXTENSION ROAD, GURGAON-122005 
NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION (HARYANA)

6264



CI Electronics Limited
2 Brunel Road, Churchfields Salisbury, Wiltshire SP2 7PX United Kingdom

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MANISHA SINGH NAIR
C/O LEX ORBIS INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY PRACTICE 709/710 TOLSTOY HOUSE, 15-17 TOLSTOY MARG NEW DELHI 
110001

6265



CARRARO S.R.L.
Via Sareia, 7 I-28040 Paruzzaro (NO) Italy

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
CHADHA AND CHADHA
F-46, Himalaya House, 23 Kasturba Gandhi Marg, New Delhi - 110001, India

6266



HUAWEI TECHNOLOGIES CO., LTD.
Administration Building Huawei Technologies Co., Ltd. Bantian, Longgang District, Shenzhen China

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SHARDUL AMARCHAND MANGALDAS & CO.
AMARCHAND TOWERS, 216, OKHLA INDUSTRIAL ESTATE-PHASE III, NEW DELHI 110020

6267



Thales UK Limited
350 Longwater Avenue Green Park, Reading, Berkshire RG2 6GF GB

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SINGH & SINGH LALL & SETHI
D-17 SOUTH EXTENSION, PART-II, NEW DELHI 110049

6268



WINSTARS TECHNOLOGY LTD.
1/4F, Building B, TongFuCun Industrial, Dalang St., LongHua Town, Bao'an District, Shenzhen City 518109 Guangdong Province China

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ADITYA & ASSOCIATES
HUBTOWN SOLARIS 121 1ST FLOOR N.S PHADKE MARG OPP. TELI GALI ANDHERI E MUMBAI 400 069

6269



VIRTUOUS CIRCLE SA
Via Guido Calgari 2 CH-6900 Lugano Switzerland

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ANOVIP
45/1, FLOOR NO:3, CORNER MARKET, MALVIYA NAGAR, NEW DELHI-110017

6270



KEYHOLE TIG LIMITED
22 Acrylon Road Salisbury South SA 5106 Australia

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SUBRAMANIAM & ASSOCIATES
7th Floor, M3M Cosmopolitan Sector 66, Golf Course Extension Road Gurugram – 122001 National Capital Region India 

To be associated with:
2461014

6271



PHILIPS LIGHTING HOLDING B.V.
High Tech Campus 45 NL-5656 AE Eindhoven NL

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
CANTWELL & CO.
No. 120 Velachery Main Road, Guindy, Chennai - 600032

6272



GOOGLE INC.
1600 Amphitheatre Parkway Mountain View CA 94043 US

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
FIDUS LAW CHAMBERS, ADV.
A-4, SEC 14 NOIDA-201301

6273



MIRAFLEX S.A.S.
Calle 76 N° 20B - 24 Of. 503 Bogotá Colombia

Address for service in India/Agents address:
S. MAJUMDAR & CO.
5, HARISH MUKHERJEE ROAD, KOLKATA - 700 025, INDIA.

THE MARK TO BE USED AS WHOLE AND AS PER LABLE PROVIDED IN THE BIRTH NOTIFICATION.

6274



Sony Corporation
1-7-1 Konan, Minato-ku Tokyo 108-0075 Japan

Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALL LAHIRI AND SALHOTRA.
PLOT NO. B-28, SECTOR - 32, INSTITUTIONAL AREA, GURGAON - 122 001, HARYANA.

6275



METAQUOTES SOFTWARE CORP.
P.O. Box N-341, Charlotte House, Charlotte Street Nassau, Bahamas

Address for service in India/Agents address:
H. K. ACHARYA & COMPANY.
HK Avenue, 19. Swastik Society, Navrangpura, Ahmedabad 380009, Gujarat, INDIA

6276



Newland Hi-tech. Group Co., Ltd
No. 1 Rujiang Road, Mawei District, Fuzhou Fujian China

6277



MTS Systems Corporation
14000 Technology Drive Eden Prairie MN 55344 United States of America

6278



Resprana Inc.
3D, 333 east 69th street New York NY 10021 United States of America

6279



Apple Inc.
One Apple Park Way Cupertino CA 95014 United States of America

6280



Thermo Fisher Scientific (Bremen) GmbH
Hanna-Kunath-Strasse 11 28199 Bremen Germany

6281



Airspan Networks Inc.
777 Yamato Road, Suite 310 Boca Raton Florida 33431 United States of America

6282



JIANGSU DONGCHENG POWER TOOLS CO., LTD.
Tianfen Town, Qidong City 226244 Jiangsu China

6283



Thermo Scientific Portable Analytical Instruments Inc.
2 Radcliff Road Tewksbury, MA 01876 United States of America

6284



Jinlongyu Group Co., Ltd.
Jinlongyu Industrial Park, No.288 Jihua Road, Jihua Street, Longgang, Shenzhen China

6285



Trade Marks Journal No: 1868 ,   24/09/2018           Class 10 

Priority claimed from 31/12/2014; Application No. : 86493194 ;United States of America
3072889    16/01/2015
[International Registration No. : 1252858]
COOK MEDICAL TECHNOLOGIES LLC
750 Daniels Way, P.O. Box 2269 Bloomington IN 47402 United States of America

Address for service in India/Agents address:
GROSER & GROSER
D - 1/ 5 DLF, QUTAB ENCLAVE, PHASE 1, GURGAON - 122 002.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Medical devices, namely, biliary extraction balloons.

6286



Trade Marks Journal No: 1868 ,   24/09/2018           Class 10 

Priority claimed from 29/01/2015; Application No. : 1013042 ;New Zealand
3163234    13/06/2015
[International Registration No. : 1263177]
FISHER & PAYKEL HEALTHCARE LIMITED
15 Maurice Paykel Place East Tamaki AUCKLAND 2013 New Zealand

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALL & SETHI
D-17, N.D.S.E-11 NEW DELHI- 110049

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Medical apparatus and instruments; medical equipment for the purpose of delivering oxygen and/or humidification 
therapy; humidification apparatus for medical use; medical apparatus for the treatment of breathing difficulties; medical 
apparatus for the treatment of obstructive sleep apnea; invasive and non-invasive ventilation apparatus and instruments; 
medical apparatus and instruments for continuous positive airway pressure (CPAP) therapy; breathing masks for use in 
treating obstructive sleep apnea; sleep apnea monitors; facial masks, oral masks, nasal masks, nasal cannula, 
mouthpieces, headgear, breathing circuits, breathing tubes, nasal tubes, tubing connectors for medical use, tubing for 
medical use and nasal prongs, all being for medical purposes; parts and fittings for all the aforementioned goods.

6287



Trade Marks Journal No: 1868 ,   24/09/2018           Class 10 

3220190    31/08/2015
[International Registration No. : 1268901]
KONINKLIJKE PHILIPS N.V.
High Tech Campus 5 NL-5656 AE Eindhoven

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
CANTWELL & CO
120 VELACHERY MAIN ROAD, GUINDY,CHENAI - 600032

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Medical image processing apparatus, excluding lamps for medical purposes, in particular surgical lamps.

6288



Trade Marks Journal No: 1868 ,   24/09/2018           Class 10 

Priority claimed from 06/07/2015; Application No. : 1313528 ;Benelux
3249372    28/07/2015
[International Registration No. : 1274127]
D.O.R.C. DUTCH OPHTALMIC RESEARCH CENTER (INTERNATIONAL) B.V.
Scheijdelveweg 2 NL-3214 VN ZUIDLAND

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MANISHA SINGH NAIR
C/O LEX ORBIS INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY PRACTICE 709/710 TOLSTOY HOUSE, 15-17 TOLSTOY MARG NEW DELHI 
110001

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Surgical and medical apparatus and instruments; syringes for medical use, whether or not associated with ophthalmic 
surgical fluids multifunctional surgical system for anterior and posterior ophthalmic surgery.

6289



Trade Marks Journal No: 1868 ,   24/09/2018           Class 10 

Priority claimed from 06/07/2015; Application No. : 1313535 ;Benelux
3250553    28/07/2015
[International Registration No. : 1274522]
D.O.R.C. DUTCH OPHTHALMIC RESEARCH CENTER (INTERNATIONAL) B.V.
Scheijdelveweg 2 NL-3214 VN Zuidland

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MANISHA SINGH NAIR
C/O LEX ORBIS INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY PRACTICE 709/710 TOLSTOY HOUSE, 15-17 TOLSTOY MARG NEW DELHI 
110001

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Surgical and medical apparatus and instruments; syringes for medical use, whether or not associated with ophthalmic 
surgical fluids multifunctional surgical system for anterior and posterior ophthalmic surgery.

6290



Trade Marks Journal No: 1868 ,   24/09/2018           Class 10 

3250831    18/09/2015
[International Registration No. : 1274192]
ICU Medical, Inc
951 Calle Amanecer San Clemente CA 92673 United States of America

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MANISHA SINGH NAIR
C/O LEX ORBIS INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY PRACTICE 709/710 TOLSTOY HOUSE, 15-17 TOLSTOY MARG NEW DELHI 
110001

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Medical devices including administration sets, extension sets, primary IV sets, secondary IV sets, anesthesia sets, filter 
extension sets, custom sets, huber needle sets and IV start and dressing change kits, all comprised of combinations of the 
following elements, namely, medical connectors and component parts thereof, stopcocks, check valves, medical tubing, 
hypodermic needles, enteral valves, adapters, antisiphon valves, y-sites, pump cassettes, burrette chambers, connectors, 
tubing caps, needleless connectors, caps for connectors, fluid filters, tubing clamps, IV bag spikes, drip chambers, luers, 
luer slips, luer locks, back check valves, roller clamps, filters, spin locks; medical devices including medical connectors 
and component parts thereof, stopcocks, check valves, medical tubing, hypodermic needles, enteral valves, adapters, anti-
siphon valves, y-sites, pump cassettes, burrette chambers, connectors, tubing caps, needleless connectors, caps for 
connectors, fluid filters, tubing clamps, IV bag spikes, drip chambers, luers, luer slips, luer locks, back check valves, roller
clamps, filters, spin locks, all used individually or in combination as component parts of administration sets, extension 
sets, primary IV sets, secondary IV sets, anesthesia sets, filter extension sets, custom sets, huber needle sets and IV start 
and dressing change kits.

6291



Trade Marks Journal No: 1868 ,   24/09/2018           Class 10 

Priority claimed from 18/08/2015; Application No. : 40201514401T ;Singapore
3327051    15/01/2016
[International Registration No. : 1290535]
SIVANTOS PTE. LTD.
18 Tai Seng Street #08-08 18 Tai Seng Singapore 539775 SG

Address for service in India/Agents address:
L.S. DAVAR & CO.
32, RADHA MADHAV DUTTA GARDEN LANE, KOLKATA - 700 010.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Medical hearing aids and parts thereof.

6292



Trade Marks Journal No: 1868 ,   24/09/2018           Class 10 

3939122    22/05/2018
[International Registration No. : 1421626]
MEDU-SCIENTIFIC (D.G.) LTD.
76 San Lian Nan Road, Lu Wu Administration District, Changping Town, Dongguan City 523587 Guangdong Province China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Medical instruments, namely, orthopedic apparatus and instruments; sex toys; pacifiers for babies; orthopedic supports; 
drainage tubes for medical purposes; artificial limbs; organoleptic diagnostic testing apparatus for medical, dental or 
cosmetic use; dental apparatus; electrotherapy devices for providing transcutaneous electrical nerve stimulation, infrared 
heat and compression; heating cushions for medical purposes [electrically or chemically-activated].

6293



NIHON TRIM CO., LTD.
8-34, Oyodo-naka 1-chome, Kita-ku, Osaka-shi Osaka 531-0076 Japan

6294



Trade Marks Journal No: 1868 ,   24/09/2018           Class 12 

Priority claimed from 13/03/2015; Application No. : 86563599 ;United States of America
3190813    13/08/2015
[International Registration No. : 1265192]
SPECIALIZED BICYCLE COMPONENTS, INC.
15130 Concord Circle Morgan Hill, CA 95037 United States of America

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RNA, IP ATTORNEYS
401-402, 4TH FLOOR, SUNCITY SUCCESS TOWER, SEC-65, GOLF COURSE EXTENSION ROAD, GURGAON-122005 
NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION (HARYANA)

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Bicycle frames; bicycles; all of the foregoing excluding tires, tire treads or repair kits for bicycle and motorbike tires and 
tubes comprising repair patches for perforations and tears, vulcanization, fluid and/or sandpaper.

6295



Trade Marks Journal No: 1868 ,   24/09/2018           Class 12 

Priority claimed from 23/07/2015; Application No. : 4020150055334 ;Republic of Korea
3294798    30/10/2015
[International Registration No. : 1281371]
HYUNDAI MOTOR COMPANY
12 Heolleung-ro, Seocho-gu SEOUL 137-938 Republic of Korea

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
D.P. AHUJA & CO
14/2 PALM AVENUE CALCUTTA 700019 INDIA

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Automobiles; sports cars; coach vans; parts and accessories for automobiles; suspension shock absorbers for vehicles; 
braking devices for vehicles; trucks; passenger cars; passenger cars for more than seven passengers; power 
transmissions and gearings for land vehicles; transmissions for land vehicles; automobile engines.

6296



Trade Marks Journal No: 1868 ,   24/09/2018           Class 12 

Priority claimed from 09/07/2015; Application No. : 4020150051353 ;Republic of Korea
3294818    30/10/2015
[International Registration No. : 1281383]
HYUNDAI MOTOR COMPANY
12 Heolleung-ro, Seocho-gu SEOUL 137-938 Republic of Korea

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
D.P. AHUJA & CO
14/2 PALM AVENUE CALCUTTA 700019 INDIA

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Automobiles; sports cars; coach vans; parts and accessories for automobiles; suspension shock absorbers for vehicles; 
braking devices for vehicles; trucks; passenger cars; passenger cars for more than seven passengers; power 
transmissions and gearings for land vehicles; transmissions for land vehicles; automobile engines.

6297



Trade Marks Journal No: 1868 ,   24/09/2018           Class 12 

Priority claimed from 10/01/2018; Application No. : 302018000001075 ;Italy
3940451    01/02/2018
[International Registration No. : 1421867]
Pirelli Tyre S.p.A.
Viale Piero e Alberto Pirelli, 25 I-20126 Milan Italy

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Vehicles and parts and fittings for vehicles; brakes for vehicles; horns for vehicles; spikes for tires; treads for vehicles; 
rubber goods for vehicles and tires; tires, solid, for vehicle wheels; pneumatic, semi pneumatic and/or solid tires; vehicle 
wheels; wheel rims; inner tubes for vehicle tires and mousse for vehicle tires; non-metallic support for use in or with tires 
for vehicles.

6298



HANS WRAGE & CO. GMBH
Alstertor 17 20095 Hamburg Germany

Address for service in India/Agents address:
L.S. DAVAR & CO.
32, RADHA MADHAV DUTTA GARDEN LANE, KOLKATA - 700 010.

6299



MBDA FRANCE
1 avenue Réaumur F-92350 LE PLESSIS-ROBINSON France

6300



Trade Marks Journal No: 1868 ,   24/09/2018           Class 14 

Priority claimed from 07/04/2015; Application No. : 674840 ;Switzerland
3153356    14/07/2015
[International Registration No. : 1261623]
RICHEMONT INTERNATIONAL SA
Route des Biches 10 CH-1752 Villars-sur-Glâne Switzerland

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SINGH & SINGH LALL & SETHI
D-17 SOUTH EXTENSION, PART-II, NEW DELHI 110049

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cuff links; tie clips; rings (jewelry); bracelets (jewelry); earrings (jewelry); necklaces (jewelry); broaches (jewelry); key 
rings of precious metal; timepieces and chronometric instruments; watches; chronometers; clocks (timepieces); watch 
cases; dials (clock and watch making); movements for timepieces; alarm clocks; watch straps; boxes of precious metal.

6301



Refratechnik Holding GmbH
Adalperostraße 82 85737 Ismaning Germany

6302



Trade Marks Journal No: 1868 ,   24/09/2018           Class 20 

3169495    04/08/2015
[International Registration No. : 1256092]
Comfort Revolution, LLC
187 Route 36, Suite 205 West Long Branch NJ 07764 United States of America

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
H K ACHARYA & COMPANY
HK AVENUE,19 SWASTIK SOCIETY,NAVRANGPURA,AHMEDABAD 380 009,GUJRAT,INDIA.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Pillows, mattresses, and mattress toppers.
THE MARK TO BE USED AS WHOLE AND AS PER LABLE PROVIDED IN THE BIRTH NOTIFICATION.

6303



C & J Clark International Limited
40 High Street Street, Somerset BA16 0EQ United Kingdom

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ALMT LEGAL BANGALORE
NO 2, LAVELLE ROAD, BANGALORE 560 001

6304



TOMÁS GARCÍA ABELLÓN
San Bartolomé de Tirajana, 25-27 1er Bloque 1ºB E-03195 Arenales del Sol Spain
ANTONIO GARCÍA ABELLÓN
Avda. Unesco, nº 6 E-03202 Elche Spain
FRANCISCO JESÚS GARCÍA ABELLÓN
Luis Gonzaga Llorente nº 2 - 2º derecha E-03202 Elche (Alicante) Spain

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ANOVIP
45/1, FLOOR NO:3, CORNER MARKET, MALVIYA NAGAR, NEW DELHI-110017

THE MARK TO BE USED AS WHOLE AND AS PER LABLE PROVIDED IN THE BIRTH NOTIFICATION.

6305



I-ne CO., LTD.
3-12-22, Minamisemba, Chuo-ku, Osaka-shi Osaka 542-0081 Japan

6306



Trade Marks Journal No: 1868 ,   24/09/2018        Class 28 

3267647    26/10/2015
[International Registration No. : 1277982]
DIMENSION FITNESS PRODUCTS PTY LTD
815-817 Port Rd Woodville SA 5011 AU

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PARKER & PARKER CO. LLP
A3 Trade Center, Stadium Circle, CG Road, Ahmedabad 380009. India

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Apparatus for playing sports; balls for playing sports; sports training apparatus; sports balls; training appliances for 
sportsmen; training appliances for sportswomen.

6307



Trade Marks Journal No: 1868 ,   24/09/2018        Class 29 

Priority claimed from 18/01/2018; Application No. : 017705872 ;European Union
3934502    05/07/2018
[International Registration No. : 1420386]
AAK Sweden AB
SE-374 82 KARLSHAMN Sweden

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Edible oils and fats; solutions based on edible vegetable oils and fats for use as ingredients in plant based food products.

6308



Trade Marks Journal No: 1868 ,   24/09/2018        Class 29 

3940164    11/01/2018
[International Registration No. : 1421737]
Shenzhen Sijiyoumei Industrial Co., Ltd
A Seat No.2105-2106, Sunhope eMetro, Futian area, Shenzhen city Guangdong province China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Poultry, not live; fish-based foodstuffs; crystallized fruits; vegetables, preserved; eggs; edible fats; fruit jellies; seeds, 
prepared; vegetable-oriented snacks (terms considered too vague by the International Bureau - rule 13 (2) (b) of the 
Common Regulations); milky tea (mainly milk).

6309



Trade Marks Journal No: 1868 ,   24/09/2018        Class 30 

3932736    08/07/2018
[International Registration No. : 1420473]
Pike, Dailey D.
13846 Wyandotte St. Van Nuys CA 91405 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Hot chili soy sauce.

6310



Trade Marks Journal No: 1868 ,   24/09/2018        Class 31

Priority claimed from 24/01/2018; Application No. : 4422199 ;France
3937921    21/06/2018
[International Registration No. : 1421056]
AGRO SELECTIONS FRUITS
La Prade de Mousseillous F-66200 ELNE France

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.31;Fresh fruit; non-prepared fruit; apples; raw apples; fresh apples; non-prepared apples.

6311



Trade Marks Journal No: 1868 ,   24/09/2018        Class 32 

3231422    23/04/2015
[International Registration No. : 1270186]
TRADE HOUSE LEGEND OF BAIKAL LLC.
Dekabrskikh sobity str., 125 RU-664007 Irkutsk Russian Federation

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ANOVIP
45/1, FLOOR NO:3, CORNER MARKET, MALVIYA NAGAR, NEW DELHI-110017

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Soda water; aerated water; mineral water [beverages]; waters [beverages]; table waters; non-alcoholic beverages.

6312



Trade Marks Journal No: 1868 ,   24/09/2018        Class 32 

3255319    22/10/2015
[International Registration No. : 1217141]
ESSENTIA WATER, INC.
Suite 220, 22833 Bothell Everett Highway Bothell WA 98021 United States of America

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ANOVIP
45/1, FLOOR NO:3, CORNER MARKET, MALVIYA NAGAR, NEW DELHI-110017

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Bottled water.

6313



Trade Marks Journal No: 1868 ,   24/09/2018        Class 32 

Priority claimed from 07/01/2014; Application No. : 86159403 ;United States of America
3255417    22/10/2015
[International Registration No. : 1239719]
ESSENTIA WATER, LLC
Suite 220, 22833 Bothell Everett Highway Bothell WA 98021 United States of America

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ANOVIP
45/1, FLOOR NO:3, CORNER MARKET, MALVIYA NAGAR, NEW DELHI-110017

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Purified water with electrolytes.

6314



Trade Marks Journal No: 1868 ,   24/09/2018        Class 32 

3940015    27/12/2017
[International Registration No. : 1421452]
Qingdao Zhengzhuang Industrial Co.,Ltd
zhengzhuang, Licang District, Qingdao City Shandong Province China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Beer; malt wort; lactic acid beverages (fruit products, non-milk) (terms too vague in the opinion of the International 
Bureau – Rule 13 (2) (b) of the Common Regulations); plant drinks; bean beverages; non-alcoholic beverages; waters 
[beverages]; essences for making beverages; preparations for making beverages.

6315



Trade Marks Journal No: 1868 ,   24/09/2018        Class 33

Priority claimed from 23/05/2018; Application No. : 017903762 ;European Union
3938327    28/05/2018
[International Registration No. : 1421201]
CONSORZIO VINI ASOLO MONTELLO
VIA SAN GAETANO, 35/3 I-31044 MONTEBELLUNA (TV) Italy

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.33;Wine, sparkling wine, prosecco.

6316



Trade Marks Journal No: 1868 ,   24/09/2018        Class 34 

3146870    13/04/2015
[International Registration No. : 1260530]
SYNDEXIS SÀRL
Case Postale 7517 CH-1003 Lausanne Switzerland

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SUBRAMANIAM & ASSOCIATES
CENTRAL SQUARE, SUITE-328, PLAZA III, 20 MANOHARLAL KHURANA MARG, BARA HINDU RAO (OFF RANI JHANSI 
ROAD), DELHI 110006

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Tobacco; smokers" articles; matches; pipes; hookahs.

6317



Trade Marks Journal No: 1868 ,   24/09/2018        Class 34 

Priority claimed from 15/12/2014; Application No. : 64826/2014 ;Switzerland
3148943    10/06/2015
[International Registration No. : 1237451]
PHILIP MORRIS BRANDS SÀRL
Quai Jeanrenaud 3 CH-2000 Neuchâtel Switzerland

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ANA LAW GROUP
INDIABULLS FINANCE CENTRE TOWER -2 11TH FLOOR 1103 ELPHINSTONE ROAD MUMBAI 400013 INDIA

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Tobacco, raw or manufactured; tobacco products; cigars, cigarettes, cigarillos, tobacco for roll-your-own cigarettes, pipe 
tobacco, chewing tobacco, snuff tobacco, kretek; snus; tobacco substitutes (not for medical purposes); electronic 
cigarettes; tobacco products for the purpose of being heated; electronic devices and their parts for the purpose of 
heating cigarettes or tobacco in order to release nicotine-containing aerosol for inhalation; smokers" articles, cigarette 
paper, cigarette tubes, cigarette filters, tobacco tins, cigarette cases, ashtrays, pipes, pocket apparatus for rolling 
cigarettes, lighters, matches.
THE MARK TO BE USED AS WHOLE AND AS PER LABLE PROVIDED IN THE BIRTH NOTIFICATION.

6318



Trade Marks Journal No: 1868 ,   24/09/2018        Class 35 

3160654    02/10/2014
[International Registration No. : 1262387]
PETRON CORPORATION
Podium B, SMC Head Office Complex, No. 40 San Miguel Avenue Mandaluyong City Philippines

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SUBRAMANIAM & ASSOCIATES
7th Floor, M3M Cosmopolitan Sector 66, Golf Course Extension Road Gurugram – 122001 National Capital Region India 

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Retail store services featuring the sale of gasoline.

6319



Trade Marks Journal No: 1868 ,   24/09/2018        Class 35 

Priority claimed from 02/01/2018; Application No. : 017651911 ;European Union
3939095    28/06/2018
[International Registration No. : 1421563]
eSales S.r.l.
Viale Berengario, 9 I-20149 Milano (MI) Italy

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Retail services relating to automobile accessories; wholesale services relating to automobile parts; wholesale services 
relating to automobile accessories; retail services relating to automobile parts; retail services in relation to gardening 
products; retail services in relation to building materials; retail services connected with the sale of clothing and clothing 
accessories; online retail services relating to clothing; retailing in relation to abrasives, vehicle cleaning preparations,
pipes, flexible ducts and tubes, and accessories therefor, including valves of metal, raw and semi-processed materials of 
metal, not intended for any specific purpose; retailing of hardware of metal, containers and articles for transport and 
packaging of metal, pumps, compressors and fans; retailing of generators of electricity, moving and handling equipment, 
machines and machine tools for the treatment of materials and for manufacture, dispensing medicines, machines for 
sweeping, cleaning, washing and laundering, hygienic and beauty implements for humans and animals; retail services in 
relation to edged and blunt weapons; retailing of hand-operated apparatus, utensils and instruments for the treatment of 
materials and for construction, repair and maintenance; retailing of lifting instruments, apparatus, instruments and cables 
for electricity, optical devices, image enhancers and correctors; retailing of life-saving, safety, protective and signalling 
devices, instruments, indicators and regulators for measuring, detecting and monitoring; retailing of flexible tubing and 
pipes and fittings therefor, including valves, and fittings for rigid pipes, none of the aforesaid of metal; retailing of fittings, 
mastics and putties, insulating and soundproofing articles and materials, polyesters, mineral fibres, semi-processed 
plastic substances, elastomers, synthetic and composite materials, resins in extruded form, materials for the restoration 
and repair of tyres, packing and cushioning material, vibration dampers, roofing, semi-processed synthetic filtering 
materials and membranes, adhesive tapes, strips, bands and films; retailing of furniture and furnishings, containers, and 
closures and holders therefor, not of metal; retailing of staircases and escalators, not of metal, brushes and other articles 
for cleaning purposes, brush-making materials; retail services in relation to tableware, cookware and containers; retailing 
of articles for cleaning purposes, gardening gloves, clothing, footwear, headgear; business management of wholesale 
outlets; business management of retail outlets; administration of sales and promotional incentive schemes; clerical 
services for the taking of sales orders; business management of wholesale and retail outlets; mediation of agreements 
regarding the sale and purchase of goods; management of a retail enterprise for others; sales promotions at point of 
purchase or sale, for others; retail services relating to horticultural equipment; presentation of goods on communication 
media, for retail purposes; administration of incentive award programs to promote the sale of the goods and services of 
others.

6320



Trade Marks Journal No: 1868 ,   24/09/2018        Class 36 

Priority claimed from 28/05/2014; Application No. : UK00003057516 ;United Kingdom
3071029    28/11/2014
[International Registration No. : 1257379]
RECIPCO HOLDINGS LTD.
1295 Johnston Street Vancouver V6H 3R9

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SHARDUL AMARCHAND MANGALDAS & CO.
AMARCHAND TOWERS, 216, OKHLA INDUSTRIAL ESTATE-PHASE III, NEW DELHI 110020

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Monetary affairs namely, providing a global currency and unit of account for use via a global computer network, all the 
aforesaid relating to issuance of units of value constituting a novel trading currency as a constituent element of a new 
global economic architecture that enable entities to unlock their available capacity, which in addition to its commercial 
applications common to mercantile trade shall be used as a means of trade for the advancement of humanitarian aid.

6321



Trade Marks Journal No: 1868 ,   24/09/2018        Class 36 

Priority claimed from 19/12/2014; Application No. : 86486842 ;United States of America
3113468    01/06/2015
[International Registration No. : 1257428]
Lendable, Inc.
85 Broad Street, 28th Floor New York NY 10004 US

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
H K ACHARYA & COMPANY
HK AVENUE,19 SWASTIK SOCIETY,NAVRANGPURA,AHMEDABAD 380 009,GUJRAT,INDIA.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Financial analysis and consultation services; consulting services related to financial risk management and evaluation 
through the use of data analysis and algorithms; financial analysis, namely, compiling and analyzing statistics, data and 
other sources of information for financial purposes; financial predictive analytics services; corporate finance services, 
namely, consultation in the field of asset sales; financial advisory and consultancy services relating to micro credits, 
micro finance, and energy products; financial consulting services, namely, expert analysis in finance and investments; 
financial analysis and consultation services in the field of institutional debt for collateralized products.

6322



Trade Marks Journal No: 1868 ,   24/09/2018        Class 36 

Priority claimed from 15/05/2014; Application No. : 997819 ;New Zealand
3151273    24/07/2014
[International Registration No. : 1261226]
IUG ASSET MANAGEMENT LIMITED
PO Box 74562, Greenlane Auckland 1546 NZ

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SUJATA CHAUDHRI IP ATTORNEYS
2106 Express Trade Towers 2, First Floor, B-36, Sector 132, Expressway, NOIDA 201303, Uttar Pradesh, India

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Financial services; insurance services; advisory services relating to insurance claims; insurance claims adjustment 
services; processing of insurance claims; warranty services; brokerage or underwriting of warranties and guarantees; 
advice and information in relation to the foregoing.

6323



Trade Marks Journal No: 1868 ,   24/09/2018        Class 36 

3164831    03/06/2015
[International Registration No. : 1263446]
PINNACLE INVESTMENT MANAGEMENT LIMITED
Level 38, 71 Eagle Street Brisbane QLD 4000 Australia

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Funds management services; investment services; funds management and compliance services; providing information in 
the field of funds investment/management; consultancy and advisory services in relation to funds 
investment/management; all of the above excluding accounting services, insurance and life assurance services, loan 
financing, lending against security, mortgage broking, mortgage lending, mortgage originating, leasing and lease 
financing including financing for leasing of motor vehicles.
THE MARK TO BE USED AS WHOLE AND AS PER LABLE PROVIDED IN THE BIRTH NOTIFICATION.

6324



Trade Marks Journal No: 1868 ,   24/09/2018        Class 36 

Priority claimed from 28/03/2015; Application No. : 86579823 ;United States of America
3283033    27/09/2015
[International Registration No. : 1278321]
RECIPCO HOLDINGS LTD.
1295 Johnston Street Vancouver

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SHARDUL AMARCHAND MANGALDAS & CO.
AMARCHAND TOWERS, 216, OKHLA INDUSTRIAL ESTATE-PHASE III, NEW DELHI 110020

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Monetary affairs namely, providing a global currency and unit of account for use via a global computer network.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1868 ,   24/09/2018        Class 36 

Priority claimed from 07/01/2016; Application No. : 86868207 ;United States of America
3317898    12/01/2016
[International Registration No. : 1286628]
VSE TRADEMARK, INC.
9002 San Marco Court Orlando FL 32819 US

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KHAITAN & CO.
ONE INDIABULLS CENTRE,13TH FLOOR,841 SENAPATI BAPAT MARG,ELPHINSTONE ROAD,MUMBAI 400013,INDIA.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Time-share services; vacation rental and ownership services.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1868 ,   24/09/2018        Class 36 

Priority claimed from 30/04/2018; Application No. : 201805805 ;Norway
3938579    30/05/2018
[International Registration No. : 1421722]
FSN CAPITAL PARTNERS AS
Karl Johans gate 27 N-0159 Oslo Norway

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Establishment of mutual funds; fund investment services; fund management; investment management and investment 
services; management of capital investment funds; investment advisory services.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1868 ,   24/09/2018        Class 38 

3058923    13/02/2015
[International Registration No. : 1250607]
MYDOC PRIVATE LIMITED
101C Telok Ayer Street Singapore 068574 Singapore

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GROVERLAW ADVO,
H-36 GREEN PARK EXTENSION NEW DELHI 110016

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Telecommunications services connecting customers and medical professionals and between medical professionals 
provided on an internet platform, Internet portal or other electronic media; providing access to databases; electronic 
message services; message storage and transmission (telecommunications); web messaging services; data 
communication services; data transmission.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1868 ,   24/09/2018        Class 41 

3293410    16/11/2015
[International Registration No. : 1282125]
LES MILLS INTERNATIONAL LIMITED
22 Centre Street Auckland 1010 NZ

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RNA, IP ATTORNEYS
401-402, 4TH FLOOR, SUNCITY SUCCESS TOWER, SEC-65, GOLF COURSE EXTENSION ROAD, GURGAON-122005 
NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION (HARYANA)

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Training services; education services; producing and conducting exercise to music classes and programmes; producing 
and conducting exercise classes and programmes synchronised to or accompanied by audio visual content; gymnasium 
services; health club services; fitness club services; exercise instruction, advisory and training services; sports tuition, 
coaching and instruction; information, advisory and consultancy services relating to any or all of the aforesaid; 
publication of printed matter, including the publication of video and visual resources with respect to fitness and health 
club related programs and training materials in digital format; the provision of on-line publications from the Internet.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1868 ,   24/09/2018        Class 42

3060871    10/11/2014
[International Registration No. : 1250414]
Forever, Inc.
One PPG Place, 20th Floor Pittsburgh PA 15222 United States of America

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SINGH & SINGH LALL & SETHI
D-17 SOUTH EXTENSION, PART-II, NEW DELHI 110049

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.42;Providing temporary use of online non-downloadable computer software for use in electronic storage of data and 
media.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1868 ,   24/09/2018        Class 42 

Priority claimed from 12/12/2014; Application No. : 86479519 ;United States of America
3092120    12/05/2015
[International Registration No. : 1254807]
REALNETWORKS, INC.
1501 1st Avenue S., Suite 600 Seattle WA 98134 US

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ALG INDIA LAW OFFICES LLP
A-2, First Floor, Neeti Bagh, New Delhi – 110049

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Electronic storage of electronic media, namely, digital images, videos, and audio data.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1868 ,   24/09/2018        Class 42 

3139185    07/03/2015
[International Registration No. : 1259929]
ICIMS, INC.
90 MATAWAN ROAD MATAWAN NJ 07747 United States of America

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
H K ACHARYA & COMPANY
HK AVENUE,19 SWASTIK SOCIETY,NAVRANGPURA,AHMEDABAD 380 009,GUJRAT,INDIA.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cloud computing featuring software for use in human resources data management; providing temporary use of on-line 
non-downloadable cloud computing software for human resources data management; providing temporary use of on-line 
non-downloadable software and applications for data management for human resources.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1868 ,   24/09/2018        Class 42 

3888438    23/04/2018
[International Registration No. : 1412131]
HEWLETT PACKARD ENTERPRISE DEVELOPMENT LP
11445 Compaq Center Drive West Houston TX 77070 United States of America

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALL & SETHI
D-17, South Extension Part - 2, New Delhi - 110049

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Information technology (IT) and cloud computing consulting services; consulting services in the field of design, selection 
and use of computer hardware and software for others; consulting in the field of cloud computing; computer technology 
consultancy; IT consulting including in the fields of computer project management and IT mobility; computer services, 
namely, cloud hosting provider services; providing virtual and non-virtual application servers, web servers, file servers, 
and database servers of variable capacity to others; rental of computers and computer software and hardware, and 
providing them on a subscription or pay-per-use basis; professional computer services, namely, network analysis, 
LAN/WAN design, wireless engineering, and computer project management.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1868 ,   24/09/2018        Class 42 

3895946    27/04/2018
[International Registration No. : 1413434]
Specialist Resources Global Inc.
Suite 250, 520 Royal Parkway Nashville TN 37214 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Consulting services in the field of design, selection, implementation, use and adaptation of computer software systems 
for others; design, selection and adaptation of computer software systems for others; design and development of 
databases for central or distributed data storage in order to provide a data source for data management, analytics and 
reporting in the field of healthcare; design and development of databases for central or distributed data storage for 
healthcare providers, payers and software vendors in order to provide a data source for performance and data quality 
assessment, data management and governance strategy with a roadmap, architecture and design, migration and 
consolidation of data warehouse and database data warehouse development and maintenance, data integration, KPI (key 
performance indicators) and metrics definition, and report and dashboard capability.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1868 ,   24/09/2018        Class 42 

Priority claimed from 12/02/2018; Application No. : 717888 ;Switzerland
3938494    18/06/2018
[International Registration No. : 1421303]
Jean Gurunlian
Southern Oceana, Apartment 302 Palm Jumeirah Dubai

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Scientific and technological services as well as research and design services relating thereto; industrial analysis and 
research services; design and development of computers and software; provision of learning software intended for 
companies and information services relating thereto.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1868 ,   24/09/2018        Class 43 

Priority claimed from 08/03/2018; Application No. : 17870712 ;European Union
3939162    06/06/2018
[International Registration No. : 1421831]
AUTOGRILL S.p.A.
Via Luigi Giulietti, 9 I-28100 Novara Italy

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Restaurants, including with self-service and take-away; bar services, snack bars, pizzerias, ice cream parlours, tea rooms; 
catering for the provision of food and beverages; cafeterias.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1868 ,   24/09/2018        Class 44 

3169268    05/08/2015
[International Registration No. : 1193504]
JOHN C.A. CHAO LIVING TRUST
100 S. First Street Alhambra CA 91801 US

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RNA, IP ATTORNEYS
401-402, 4TH FLOOR, SUNCITY SUCCESS TOWER, SEC-65, GOLF COURSE EXTENSION ROAD, GURGAON-122005 
NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION (HARYANA)

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Dental surgery services featuring gum reconstruction surgical technique.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1868 ,   24/09/2018        Class 44 

Priority claimed from 12/02/2015; Application No. : 013733449 ;European Union
3291182    11/12/2015
[International Registration No. : 1270894]
NOVO NORDISK A/S
Novo Allé DK-2880 Bagsvaerd Denmark

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ROBIN GROSER
D-1/5 DLF Qutab Enclave Phase 1 Gurgaon Haryana

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Providing of information relating to obesity; providing of information relating to obesity via a website; none of the 
aforesaid services being connected with mental health and mental illness.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1868 ,   24/09/2018        Class 44 

Priority claimed from 28/10/2015; Application No. : 682843 ;Switzerland
3320428    12/01/2016
[International Registration No. : 1287980]
NOVARTIS AG
CH-4002 Basel Switzerland

Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALL LAHIRI AND SALHOTRA.
PLOT NO. B-28, SECTOR - 32, INSTITUTIONAL AREA, GURGAON - 122 001, HARYANA.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Provision of medical information, including the results of clinical studies, for doctors and patients, relating to diseases 
and disorders of the respiratory system.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1868 ,   24/09/2018        Class 44 

Priority claimed from 27/11/2015; Application No. : 684442 ;Switzerland
3345207    23/02/2016
[International Registration No. : 1296643]
NOVARTIS AG
CH-4002 Basel Switzerland

Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALL LAHIRI AND SALHOTRA.
PLOT NO. B-28, SECTOR - 32, INSTITUTIONAL AREA, GURGAON - 122 001, HARYANA.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Provision of medical information, including the results of clinical studies, for doctors and patients, relating to diseases 
and disorders of the respiratory system.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1868 ,   24/09/2018        Class 44 

Priority claimed from 27/11/2015; Application No. : 684439 ;Switzerland
3345208    23/02/2016
[International Registration No. : 1296641]
NOVARTIS AG
CH-4002 Basel Switzerland

Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALL LAHIRI AND SALHOTRA.
PLOT NO. B-28, SECTOR - 32, INSTITUTIONAL AREA, GURGAON - 122 001, HARYANA.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Provision of medical information, including the results of clinical studies, for doctors and patients, relating to diseases 
and disorders of the respiratory system.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1868 ,   24/09/2018        Class 99 

Priority claimed from 02/10/2013; Application No. : 2013-076682 ;Japan
2858681    02/04/2014
[International Registration No. : 1219678]
NOBU. AIBA INC.
7th floor, Toranomon 40MT Bldg., 13-1. Toranomon 5-chome, Minato-ku 105-0001 Tokyo JP

Address for service in India/Agents address:
PUTHRAN & ASSOCIATES.
B-3, KESAVAN OARCHID 5/7, NORTH MADA ST., SRI NAGAR COLONY, SAIDAPET, CHENNAI-600 015. TAMIL NADU.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.3;Cakes of soap; liquid soap; soaps; shampoos; make-up preparations; make-up removing preparations; hair care 
preparations; bath oils; bath salts, not for medical purposes; cosmetic preparations for baths; bath preparations, not for 
medical purposes; nail care preparations; cosmetics; decorative transfers for cosmetic purposes; dentifrices; mouth 
washes, not for medical purposes; breath freshening sprays; breath freshening strips; nail art stickers; perfumery; 
essential oils; air fragrancing preparations; incense; scented wood.

Cl.33;Sake; sake-based cocktails.

Cl.41;Arranging of beauty contests; organization of competitions [education or entertainment]; organization of events 
for cultural purposes; organization of exhibitions for cultural or educational purposes; party planning [entertainment]; 
organization of fashion shows for entertainment purposes; presentation of live performances; entertainment information; 
entertainer services; entertainment; educational services; arranging and conducting of seminars; arranging and 
conducting of conferences.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1868 ,   24/09/2018        Class 99 

Priority claimed from 07/11/2013; Application No. : 01278343 ;Benelux
2877651    08/12/2014
[International Registration No. : 1203013]
DSM IP ASSETS B.V.
Het Overloon 1 NL-6411 TE Heerlen

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
REMFRY & SAGAR
MILLENNIUM PLAZA SECTOR 27, GURGAON - 122009 NEW DELHI

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
1493022, 1570953

IR DIVISION
THE MARK TO BE USED AS WHOLE AND AS PER LABLE PROVIDED IN THE BIRTH NOTIFICATION.

Cl.1;Chemical and biochemical products for industrial use for the production of food, beverages and dietary products; 
cultures and fermented preparations of microorganisms for industrial use for the production of food, beverages and 
dietary products; microbiologically produced products for industrial use for the production of food, beverages and dietary
products; chemical and biochemical products for preserving foodstuffs; fatty acids; omega-3 fatty acids.

Cl.5;Food supplements; dietary supplements; dietetic substances for medical use; ingredients for (dietetic) foods for 
medical use, namely food additives for use as nutritional supplements; food for babies; infant formula; milk for babies; 
food for the sick, for medical use; vitamins and vitamin preparations; medicinal oil; vitamin oil for human consumption.

Cl.29;Meat, fish, poultry and game; meat extracts; preserved, frozen, dried and cooked fruits and vegetables; jellies, 
jams, compotes; eggs, milk and milk products; edible oils and fats; algae oil, vegetable oil and cooking oil; soups, soup 
extracts; dairy products; dairy-based beverages; soy-based beverages used as milk substitutes; potato chips.

Cl.30;Coffee, tea, cocoa, artificial coffee; tapioca, sago; flour and preparations made from cereals; bread; pastry and 
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confectionery; ices; sugar; honey, treacle; yeast; yeast extracts; baking powder; chocolate; cereal bars, biscuits, cookies 
and cake; rice; rice products; pastas; muesli; sauces (condiments); spices; seasonings for food; salad dressings; snacks, 
not included in other classes; ready-to-eat meals included in this class.

Cl.32;Beer; non-alcoholic beverages; fruit drinks and fruit juices; syrups and other preparations for making beverages; 
non-alcoholic sport drinks; non-alcoholic energy drinks; soy-based beverages, other than milk substitutes.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1868 ,   24/09/2018        Class 99 

Priority claimed from 10/05/2013; Application No. : 30 2013 031 177.9/12 ;Germany
2904496    30/10/2013
[International Registration No. : 1228313]
THYSSENKRUPP MARINE SYSTEMS GMBH
Werftstrasse 112-114 24143 Kiel Germany

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
REMFRY & SAGAR
REMFRY HOUSE AT THE MILLENNIUM PLAZA SEC 27, GURGAON 122009, NEW DELHI NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION 
INDIA

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.6;Constructions made of metal, superstructures or deck houses for ships and boats, containers made of metal; 
loading pallets, conveying pallets and transport pallets made of metal; windows; window frames, doors, bulkhead doors, 
door frames, fire protection walls and grids made of metal; passenger staircases, staircases, gangways made of metal; 
fences, railings made of metal; pipes and pipelines made of metal; swimming pools; floating docks; steel masts, steel 
constructions; anchors, anchor plates, anchor buoys, chains made of metal, anchor chains; tanks and silos and 
installations comprised thereof made of metal; bollards made of metal.

Cl.7;Machines and machine parts, namely piston engines, steam turbines, gas turbines and water turbines, engines for 
boats and ships, gearboxes and clutches therefor, machine boilers and installations comprised thereof for ships" engines 
and fittings therefor, super heaters, compressors for refrigeration systems, condensers; lifting equipment and lifting gear, 
loading devices, loading bridges and cranes, goods hoists, control devices for machinery and motors; pumps [machines] 
floating or non-floating; ships" engines (motors); wind generators and installations comprised thereof; wind motors and 
installations comprised thereof; windmills for power generation and installations comprised thereof; wind turbines and 
installations comprised thereof; floating cranes; matching pile drivers, matching derricks, matching warping winches, 
adjustable ramps for ferries.

Cl.9;Scientific measuring apparatus and instruments; electrical, optical, weighing, measuring, signalling, checking 
(supervision), monitoring and teaching apparatus and instruments, ships" simulators, alarm devices, life-saving devices 
of all kinds for ships, in particular lifebuoys, life rafts, lifebelts, lifejackets, rescue ladders; ships" apparatus and 
instruments, in particular nautical apparatus and instruments, ships" signal installations, ships" compasses, sounding 
equipment, electronic and electro technical instruments and devices for ships, in particular navigation instruments,
bridge consoles, control devices, signal remote control devices, remote-control ignition devices, communication 
installations, transmitters, radio transceivers, radio masts, trailing antennae and receiving devices for trailing antennae, 
locating devices and apparatus, telegraphy devices; fire extinguishing equipment and instruments, firefighting vessels; 
accumulators (rechargeable batteries), batteries, charging devices for vehicles; fuel cells, fuel cells as a module for 
electrical drives, fuel cells as power supply systems, reformers for fuel cells, gas storage devices for hydrogen, oxygen in 
conjunction with fuel cells; computer software, computer operating programs, data processing devices, data carriers; 
electronic control devices for weapons systems on ships.

Cl.11;Apparatus for lighting, heating, steam generating, drying, refrigerating, ventilation, water supply and sanitary 
purposes for ships, ships" boiler equipment and spare parts for them, air conditioning systems for ships of all types, 
water purification devices and cooling devices, water supply devices.

Cl.12;Vehicles for transport on water, in particular ships (seagoing vessels), cruise ships, passenger ships, motor 
vessels, river vessels, fishing vessels, refrigeration vessels, tankers, container ships, workshop ships, oil cleaning ships; 
naval ships, namely submarines and naval surface ships; ferries, tug boats and river boats, launches; barges, pontoons, 
lighters (barges), tugs, rescue boats, yachts, ships" components and ships" spare parts, in particular ships" steering 
gears, ships" rudder devices, rudders, masts, ships" funnels; cleats (nautical), safety shutters for ships" windows and fan 
openings (ship); ships" propellers.

Cl.13;Firing devices and firing facilities for mines and for torpedoes, torpedo sections, torpedo loading devices; 
matching weapons containers; weapons and complete systems comprised thereof for ships" armaments.

Cl.19;Containers for missiles, non-metal structures and containers; windows, window frames, doors, bulkhead doors, 
door frames, masts not made of metal; non-metal pipes and pipelines; non-metal swimming pools; non-metal floating 
docks; supporting structures (not made of metal); non-metal passenger staircases, staircases and gangways; fences, 
railings (not made of metal); tanks and silos and installations comprised thereof (not made of metal); bollards (not made 
of metal).

Cl.35;Business consultancy, planning and organisational consultancy and preparing business management analyses 
in the field of shipbuilding; preparing radio communication invoices by means of service provider services.
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Cl.37;Shipbuilding; repair, servicing, maintenance, reconstruction and reconditioning of ships, ships" components and 
ships" spare parts; underwater installations and underwater repairs.

Cl.41;Organizing and conducting seminars, colloquia, workshops, congresses in the fields of shipbuilding and ship 
piloting; training in the fields of shipbuilding and ship piloting.

Cl.42;Technical planning and consultancy therefor in the fields of shipbuilding, ship logistics and ship management; 
construction planning, technical project planning; research in the field of technology and machine engineering, in 
particular shipbuilding; engineering work; preparing expert technical analyses; preparing and maintaining computer 
software and ships" simulators (software).
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1868 ,   24/09/2018        Class 99 

Priority claimed from 01/12/2014; Application No. : 86468195 ;United States of America
3065865    16/04/2015
[International Registration No. : 1251668]
DIGI INTERNATIONAL INC.
11001 Bren Road East Minnetonka, MN 55343 United States of America

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
P S DAVAR
N-220 Greater Kailash-1, New Delhi 110048 India

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
1909095

IR DIVISION
Cl.38;Computer services, namely, providing telecommunications access for device connectivity via computer 
networks; providing telecommunications access for mobile device connectivity by means of a host platform on the 
Internet.

Cl.42;Technical consulting and assistance with computer-based information systems and components, namely, 
technical consulting services in the field of datacenter architecture, public and private cloud computing solutions, and 
evaluation and implementation of internet technology and services; consulting in connection with cloud computing; 
computer systems integration services; computer software development; providing a website in the nature of a web 
hosting platform for allowing users and enterprise software applications to interface with remote devices and to allow 
connectivity, memory storage, device management, device monitoring, device tracking, and device auditing, all via a 
computer network; providing temporary use of on-line non-downloadable software allowing users and enterprise software 
applications to interface with remote devices and to allow connectivity, memory storage, device management, device 
monitoring, device tracking, and device auditing, all via a computer network; design and development of computer 
software and middleware for others; computer network design for others; consulting services in the field of design, 
selection, implementation and use of computer hardware and software systems and computer network connectivity 
hardware; computer consultation with regard to computer network connectivity software and middleware; computer 
software services, namely, development, maintenance, repair, installation, troubleshooting of problems, support in the 
nature of diagnosing problems, upgrade and updating, authoring, provision of information, consultation, design and 
customization of computer software and middleware; support services with regard to computer systems, computer 
network connectivity hardware and computer network connectivity software and middleware, namely, troubleshooting 
and diagnosing of computer hardware and software problems; computer services, namely, application service provider 
featuring software for use in providing remote connectivity, memory storage, device management, device monitoring, 
device tracking, and device auditing, all via a computer network; engineering design services in connection with 
computer hardware, computer software, electrical and electronic circuits; providing consulting services in connection 
with the design and integration of computer systems and networks containing computer hardware, computer software, 
semiconductor devices and wired and wireless connectivity devices.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1868 ,   24/09/2018        Class 99 

3067997    14/05/2015
[International Registration No. : 1252319]
LABORATOIRES QUINTON INTERNATIONAL, S.L.
C/ Aznar 6, PI Virgen del Carmen E-03350 Cox (Alicante) Spain

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LEXORBIS
709/710 Tolstoy House, 15-17 Tolstoy Marg, New Delhi-110001

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.5;Micro-filtered and cold sea water for pharmaceutical and veterinary use.

Cl.32;Micro-filtered and cold sea water for use in mineral waters.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1868 ,   24/09/2018        Class 99 

Priority claimed from 03/10/2014; Application No. : 013321039 ;European Union
3069470    01/04/2015
[International Registration No. : 1252395]
Industrilås i Nässjö Aktiebolag
Svedjegatan 1 SE-571 41 Nässjö SE

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SINGH & SINGH LALL & SETHI
D-17 SOUTH EXTENSION, PART-II, NEW DELHI 110049

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.6;Locks and latches of metal, other than electric; bolted locks and latches of metal; locks and latches of metal for 
vehicles and craft, other than electric; door handles of metal; facings of metal for handles; hinges of metal; parts and 
fittings for the aforementioned goods.

Cl.9;Electric locks and latches; electric locks and latches for vehicles and craft; parts and fittings for the 
aforementioned goods.

Cl.20;Locks and latches, other than electric, not of metal; locks and latches, other than electric, not of metal for 
vehicles and craft; door handles, not of metal; hinges, not of metal; parts and fittings for the aforementioned goods.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1868 ,   24/09/2018        Class 99 

Priority claimed from 08/07/2014; Application No. : 86331674 ;United States of America
3073572    08/01/2015
[International Registration No. : 1252986]
AH Capital Management, L.L.C.
2865 Sand Hill Road, Suite 101 Menlo Park CA 94025 United States of America

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SINGH & SINGH LALL & SETHI
D-17 SOUTH EXTENSION, PART-II, NEW DELHI 110049

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.35;Business consulting services, namely, providing assistance in development of business strategies and creative 
ideation; business development consulting services; business management consulting with relation to strategy, 
management, personnel, product development, marketing, loans, finance and capital, and operations matters; new 
business venture development services; talent recruiting services in the field of engineering.

Cl.36;Venture capital services for providing seed funds, financing and expertise to emerging and start-up companies; 
providing venture capital, working capital, development capital, private equity and investment funding; venture capital 
advisory, financing, funding and management services; incubation services, namely, providing financing to freelancers, 
start-ups, existing businesses and non-profits; financial services, namely, investment advice, investment management, 
investment consultation and investment of funds for others, including private and public equity and debt investment 
services.

Cl.41;On-line journals, namely, blogs in the field of venture capital and business development.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1868 ,   24/09/2018        Class 99 

Priority claimed from 10/04/2015; Application No. : 1686754 ;Australia
3077024    13/04/2015
[International Registration No. : 1253818]
JTM GLOBAL PTY LTD AS TRUSTEE FOR JTM GLOBAL UNIT TRUST
2-d Arab Rd Padstow NSW 2211 Australia

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ANOVIP
45/1, FLOOR NO:3, CORNER MARKET, MALVIYA NAGAR, NEW DELHI-110017

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.3;Soaps; perfumery; essential oils; cosmetics; hair lotions; hair products; beauty products; body creams and lotions;
skin care products; nappy cream.

Cl.5;Dietary nutritional supplements; milk calcium concentrate (nutritional supplement); milk powder for nutritional 
purposes for babies; milk sugar (nutritional supplement); mineral preparations for use as nutritional additives to 
foodstuffs for humans; nutritional meal replacement powders; nutritional meal replacements; nutritional supplements; 
dietary food supplements; dietary protein supplements; dietary supplements; dietary supplements for infants; mineral 
dietary supplements for humans; mineral food supplements; protein dietary supplements; protein supplements for 
humans; supplements (trace element) for foodstuffs for human consumption; vitamin preparations in the nature of food 
supplements; vitamin supplements; vitamin supplements for foodstuffs for human consumption; vitamin supplements for 
use by lactating women; vitamin supplements for use by pregnant women; preparations of vitamins; vitamin drinks; 
vitamin preparations; vitamin preparations for human consumption; preparations of minerals; milk foods for infants; 
powdered milk foods for infants; beverages for infants; medicated skin care preparations; nappies; nappy cream.

Cl.29;Drinks based predominantly on milk; drinks flavoured with chocolate and having a milk base; drinks made from 
dairy products; drinks made wholly or principally with milk; flavoured milk powder for making drinks; milk based drinks 
(milk predominating); milk drinks; beverages consisting principally of milk; beverages having a milk base; beverages 
made from milk; beverages with a milk base; dried milk; dried milk powder; dried milk products; foods prepared from 
milk; milk based beverages (milk predominating); milk based products (milk predominating); milk beverages (milk 
predominating); milk powder (other than for babies); milk products; non-alcoholic milk beverages (milk predominating); 
preparations for making beverages (milk based); preparations made from milk.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1868 ,   24/09/2018        Class 99 

Priority claimed from 11/09/2014; Application No. : 013253191 ;European Union
3088610    02/02/2015
[International Registration No. : 1255530]
Merck KGaA
Frankfurter Str. 250 64293 Darmstadt Germany

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SINGH & SINGH LALL & SETHI
D-17 SOUTH EXTENSION, PART-II, NEW DELHI 110049

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Valves.

Cl.9;Feed water quality control systems for laboratory use.

Cl.11;Apparatus for lighting and water supply for laboratory purposes.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1868 ,   24/09/2018        Class 99 

Priority claimed from 26/05/2014; Application No. : 2014-42138 ;Japan
3092948    30/05/2014
[International Registration No. : 1255723]
NIPPON DENKI KABUSHIKI KAISHA (NEC CORPORATION)
7-1, Shiba 5-chome, Minato-ku Tokyo 108-8001 Japan

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DEPENNING & DEPENNING
10 Government Place East, Kolkata 700 069, India

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Electric and electronic apparatus and instruments, all for the receiving, transmitting, storing, relaying, inputting or 
outputting of data; digital central office switching apparatus for network telecommunications, telephone and date 
communication exchangers; private branch exchanges (PBX), telephones, asynchronous transfer mode switches for 
telecommunications, packet switching apparatus for telecommunications, fiber-optic transmitters, digital transmitters, 
multiplexers, submarine telecommunication cables, CATV (cable television) apparatus, teleconferencing systems, mobile 
communication apparatus, microwave communication apparatus, satellite communication equipment (satellite-mounted 
and ground support communications equipment), laser communications equipment, television and broadcasting 
equipment, video and recording equipment for studios, electronic equipment for use with spacecraft and satellites, 
electronic equipment for use in guiding and controlling rockets; radio navigation and radar equipment; electronic 
equipment for use in defence industry; mobile and portable radio equipment, pagers, cellular phones, mobile phones, 
personal digital assistants, facsimile machines, key telephone sets, cordless telephone sets, electronic computers, 
mainframe computers, small business computers, personal computers, notebook computers, supercomputers, computer 
workstations [hardware], computer software, computer peripherals and terminals, computer keyboards, computer mouse, 
mouse pads, word processors, computer output printers, servers, computer disk drives, hard disk drives (HDD), CD-ROM 
drives, CD-recordable drives, CD-rewritable drives, DVD-ROM drives, rewritable DVD drives, monitors, projectors, 
modems, routers, optical disk, players, CAD/CAM and CAE programs, automated fingerprint identification system, remote 
control telemetering apparatus, communication network control apparatus, computer hardware and software for use in 
building automation equipment, educational electronic equipment, computer hardware and software for use in managing 
and controlling postal automation for mail sorting; computerized numerical control equipment; underwater ultrasonic 
application equipment for use in detecting bathymetric feature change and unidentified objects; measuring and testing 
apparatus, computer memories, microcomputers, gate arrays, standard cells, semiconductors, integrated circuits (ICs), 
integrated circuit packages, hybrid integrated circuits, application specific integrated circuits (ASICs), large scale 
integration (LSI), random access memories (RAMs), static random access memories (SRAMs), dynamic random access 
memories (DRAMs), central processing units (CPU), charge-coupled devices (CCDs), transistors, gallium arsenide field-
effect transistors, diodes, cathode ray tubes for electronic display panels, electronic indicator panels with fluorescent 
tubes, electroluminescent displays, liquid crystal displays (LCD), light emitting diode displays, printed wiring boards 
(PWBs), electronic tuners, lasers, not for medical use equipment, capacitors, relays, repeaters, amplifiers, transmitters, 
cables, electron tubes, gas lasers, not for medical purposes; variable resistors, keyboards, electrical connectors, 
television receivers, color plasma display panels, direct broadcasting satellite receivers, extended-definition television 
and radio receivers, video cassette recorders, compact disk players, surround amplifiers; decoders, nautical, surveying, 
Photographic, cinematographic, optical, weighing, measuring and teaching apparatus and instruments; laboratory 
apparatus and instruments; telecommunication machines and apparatus; electronic remote monitoring apparatus and 
instruments for use in fire alarms, gas alarms and burglar alarms; postage stamp checking apparatus; apparatus for 
recording, transmission or reproduction of sound or image; magnetic data carriers, recording discs; digital video discs 
and optical discs, pre-recorded audio, visual and video image digital video discs and optical discs; cash registers, data 
processing equipment; radios; MP3 players; headphones; videotapes; cables; electric cables and wires; submarine cable; 
fiber optic cables; submarine fiber optic cables; telecommunications cables; data cables; geophysical instruments,
namely, seismographs, submarine seismographs, digital seismic recorders, seismic digitizers, magnetometers, and 
geoelectrical instruments to measure changes in conductivity of the earth; vibration sensors; remote sensing devices; air 
traffic control communications systems consisting of computer hardware and computer software for displaying, 
transmitting, controlling, switching, routing, and receiving weather data; two-way radios for communication of voice, data,
images and video for use by military and other government agencies, computer software for use in the field of air traffic 
control, namely, for the supervision, maintenance, administration, troubleshooting and configuration of computer 
software for monitoring the performance of air traffic control systems, mapping definition, uploading software updates 
and releases, access control, user definition, circuit assignment, hardware editing, recovery and diagnostic reporting, 
computer software and hardware for use in controlling, managing and monitoring runway; automated fingerprint 
identification system; biometric device for providing identification and/or authentication of persons; optical sensors for 
the identification and authentication of persons; fingerprint and/or finger vein scanners; fingerprint and/or finger vein 
imagers; fingerprint and/or finger vein authentication system; computer software for biometric systems for the 
identification and authentication of persons; fingerprint and/or finger vein hybrid authentication system, automatic cash 
registers; automated teller machines (ATM); card readers, namely point of sale card readers; automatic coin cash sorting 
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and counting machines; coin counting and sorting machines; electronic machines for reading credit cards and recording 
financial operations; computer software for use in connection with the provision of banking services, financial services, 
investment services, loan services, insurance services, bank account management services, electronic funds transfer, 
payment services namely for online banking; downloadable computer software for online banking services via a global 
computer network and wireless devices; hand-held electronic devices for payment and value exchange services and for 
other personal information service, computer hardware and software for the provision of online banking services, 
financial services, investment services, loan services, insurance services, bank account management services, monetary 
transfer services, payment services, financial analysis and financial reports, financial management services, and 
information services in the field of banking and finance; IPTV (Internet protocol TV) set top boxes, digital receivers for 
receiving cable television, digital receivers to receive terrestrial television using format ATSC (advanced television 
systems committee), digital receivers to receive terrestrial television using format DVB-T (digital video broadcasting-
terrestrial), digital receivers to receive terrestrial television using format ISDB-T /SBTV (integrated services digital 
broadcasting; sistema brasileiro de televisao digital) and satellite television digital receiver; radio transmitting apparatus;
apparatus for analyzing digital images; transceiver modules; magnetic encoders; codecs, namely, video codecs, universal
codecs, audio codecs and voice codecs; converters, television receivers; direct broadcasting satellite receivers; 
extended-definition television and radio receivers; computer software for controlling and managing electronic medical 
charts; satellites; satellite digital receiver; computer software and hardware for use in monitoring, reporting, controlling,
measuring and detecting water seepage; sensors for use in monitoring, reporting, controlling, measuring and detecting- 
water seepage; water conservation and control system sold as a kit comprised of water leak detecting devices, water 
sensors, a CPU, a control unit with audible alarm and wireless transmitters; computer hardware, software and electronic 
controller for use in controlling, measuring and checking constant pressure frequency and for controlling automation 
frequency of electric pumps; electronic circuit cards for the control of pumps; computer programs and software for the 
management of pumps and water control systems; remote controls for variable frequency controllers for controlling 
constant pressure frequency and for controlling automation frequency of electric pumps; electric motor control 
equipments comprising electrical controllers for variable frequency controllers for controlling constant pressure 
frequency and controlling automation frequency of electric pumps; software programmable microprocessors; electric and 
electronic pressure sensors for variable frequency controllers for sensing constant pressure and sensing pressure in 
relation to automation of electric pumps; liquid level sensors; pressure sensors; temperature sensors; inverters; 
electronic equipment for point-of-sales (POS) systems, namely, point-of-sale terminals, bar code readers, optical readers, 
advertisement display monitors, keyboards, printers, scanners, radio transmitters, radio receivers, computer hardware, 
and computer operating software; computer software and hardware for use in watching, monitoring and securing under 
water, computer software and hardware for use in watching, monitoring and securing port and harbor; monitoring 
cameras; sensors; computer software for use in customer management, order management, billing management, route 
management, product management, inventory management, communication management and reporting and data 
management; devices for wireless radio transmission; radio frequency identification (RFID) credentials, namely, cards 
and tags, and readers for radio frequency identification credentials; electronic hardware for interfacing a computer with 
near field communication devices, namely, RPID tags, RPID stickers, RPID cards, RPID readers, smart card readers, and 
NFC readers, namely, near field communication (NFC) technology-enabled readers; computer software and hardware for 
use in managing, monitoring and controlling train network systems; computer software and hardware for use in 
managing, monitoring and controlling train traffic control, traffic control; computer hardware and software for use in 
managing, monitoring and controlling electronic tool collecting systems; computer software for use in managing, 
monitoring and controlling electronic toll collection systems; computer software and hardware for use in managing, 
monitoring, watching and controlling facilities, namely, police, fire department, prison and other official institutions; 
computer software and hardware for use in the field of paternity, immigration control, criminal, other identity 
investigations, citizen services, law enforcement; public administration services, critical infrastructure management, 
information management, emergency and disaster management and inter-agency collaboration; computer software and 
hardware for use in tracking mail; digital radio receiver; computer software and hardware for use in managing, monitoring 
and controlling digital radio networks; computer software and hardware for use in managing, monitoring and controlling 
fire operations center; computer software and hardware for use in charging emergency call from fire operations center to 
fire fighters; computers and computer software for converting elevation data point clouds from remote sensing devices 
into data, and for analyzing, displaying and printing the data in the field of three dimensional feature extraction, 
manipulation, display, and geographic registration; electronic apparatus and instruments for use in inertial navigation 
systems aided by global positioning system (GPS) and/or other sensor data, consisting of electronic hardware, sensors, 
and input and output devices with integrated computer software for use in manned and unmanned air, sea and ground 
platforms, robotics, remote sensing and mapping; cloud computing software for use in exchanging, distributing, 
transmitting, sharing, receiving, downloading, displaying, transferring, uploading, editing, collecting, managing, sending, 
organizing and storing data, information; computer software and hardware for consisting of cloud computing system; 
computer software in the field of energy consumption for use in tracking, monitoring, controlling and managing energy 
consumption; computer software for use in controlling, managing, and monitoring power storage systems; batteries, 
battery chargers and battery boxes; solar batteries; batteries and battery chargers for use in electric cars; accumulators, 
lithium-ion batteries, rechargeable batteries, battery packs, battery modules, electrical storage batteries, rechargeable 
storage batteries, battery cells, fuel cell electrodes; electric power storage apparatus; energy storage and supply systems 
comprised primarily of electric storage batteries and power supplies; power-supply machines and apparatus, namely, 
electrical power supplies, electrical storage batteries, charge controllers and inverters, power distributing boxes and 
power cables; energy management system consisting of computer hardware and computer software for managing, 
controlling and monitoring building energy environment; facility surveillance system consisting of computer hardware, 
computer software, monitoring cameras and sensors; computer software and hardware for use in filing and paying taxes; 
automatic computing machines for issuing copies of family registers and registered seals; computer software and 
hardware for use in making an inquiry into family registers information; computer software for managing student 
education systems; computer application software for mobile phones, portable media players, handheld computers, 
namely, software for in general education, namely, test preparation, foreign language; reading, writing, handwriting, 
spelling, English, math, social studies, history and science; downloadable electronic publications in the nature of 
periodicals in the field of life, education and entertainment; children"s educational software; computer and applications 
software programmes, platforms and apparatus for document management, and for creating searchable databases of 
information and data, all in the field of electronic publishing, and for use in professional development and education; 
computer software and computer applications software for use with mobile phones and tablet computers and computer 
software platforms for downloading, transmitting, receiving, providing, publishing, extracting, encoding, decoding,
reading, storing and organising audiovisual, videographic and written data; downloadable electronic publications in the 
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nature of articles, booklets, books, brochures, directories, journals, leaflets, magazines, newsletters, periodicals and 
reports; computer software and hardware for use in radio communication in the field; robust computers; robust laptop 
computers; robust tablet computers; robust personal digital assistants; robust telecommunication apparatus, namely, 
phones, cellular aforesaid goods.

Cl.35;Advertising services; provision of advertising through the development and business administration of digital 
signage systems and digital advertising systems for others; providing advertising space on websites on the Internet; 
information services for promoting the goods and services of others; consultant services and advisory services in the 
field of business; business information services; business development services; provision of information relating to 
business, business administration and business statistics; commercial sales promotion; provision of business 
information in CD-ROM format or via local and global computer information networks; importing and exporting of goods 
of others; import and export agency; tracking of inventory; import/export agency services, return management, namely, 
management of returned merchandise; consulting services for business management; business consulting and 
information services; business management consulting services and business management and consulting services 
relating to a computer system that integrates natural language processing (NLP), computational linguistics (CL), machine 
learning (ML), and information retrieval (IR), including text analysis, pattern recognition and image analysis and which is 
capable of understanding general human queries and formulating responses; data processing services and cloud-based 
business services, namely, business consultation services via cloud computing networks; business consulting with 
relation to strategy, technology deployment, sales and business processes; providing others with information relating to 
business, business administration and business statistics; providing others with business information via local and 
global computer information networks; on-line retail store service for consumer electronic devices and related 
accessories; customer relationship management; customer management services for others, namely, responding to 
customer inquiries for others in the fields of telecommunications, computer networking, computer hardware and software 
technology; arranging and conducting trade show exhibitions in the fields of computers, computer services, and 
information technology; arranging and conducting trade show exhibitions in the field of electronic business transactions 
via a global computer network; arranging and conducting trade show exhibitions in the field of a computer that integrates 
natural language processing (NLP), computational linguistics (CL), machine learning (ML), and information retrieval (IR), 
including text analysis, pattern recognition and image analysis and which is capable of understanding general human 
queries and formulating responses; preparation of reports on software defined networking (SDN), network functional 
virtualization, and network virtualization users and projects for commercial purposes; electronic data processing for third 
parties; business organizational consulting with relation to strategy, technology deployment, sales, and business 
processes in the field of power storage systems.

Cl.39;Logistics consultancy services in relating to tracking the transportation and transshipment; information services, 
namely, traffic information, train traffic information and air traffic information; energy distribution and storage services, 
namely, distribution and storage of electricity; distribution of energy; consultation services for the logistics of goods 
between shippers and carriers; logistic management services in the fields of computers and computer products; follow-
up services, namely the electronic tracking of freight documents, parcels, packets, letters and pallets; tracking the 
transportation, warehousing, inventory control, transshipment and distribution of goods.

Cl.42;Technical consulting services for creating, designing and maintaining web sites for others and technical 
consultation for design, programming and maintenance of computer programs and design and development of computer 
hardware; design of computer hardware, computer software, web sites and computer network systems for others; 
providing others with information relating to design, creation and maintenance of computer hardware and computer 
software; maintenance and updating of computer software and web sites; computer network systems analysis; services 
relating to the technical supervision and inspection of electronic apparatus and instruments including electronic 
computers; rental services of electronic computing apparatus, instruments and implements; repair services of computer 
software programs and web sites; providing environmental monitoring information, via an on-line computer web site, 
notifying individuals of natural and manmade disasters or acts of terrorism and how to respond to such disasters or acts 
of terrorism in the field of research, evaluation, diagnosis, analysis and study of risk management; providing 
environmental monitoring information, via a web site, about global warming, its effect on nature and the environment, 
suspended particles in the atmosphere, the reflectance of the earth"s surface, rain measurement, amount of water vapor 
and sea surface temperature in the field of research, analysis of natural disasters caused by environmental changes and 
measures to recover from them; consulting services in the field of energy efficiency management; energy remote 
monitoring services for others, namely, viewing or recording the timing or level of use and control of electricity used by 
selected devices; computer software development, computer programming and maintenance of computer software in the 
field of energy usage management and energy efficiency; design of home and business electric energy control systems 
for others and engineering services in the field of energy usage management monitoring; computer consulting services 
relating to design, construction, maintenance of computer systems and computerized information processing systems; 
advice on designing, selecting, and using computer hardware and systems; technical support services, namely, trouble-
shooting for computers, servers, and software problems; computer system design services for others; computer systems 
analysis; interconnecting computer hardware and software, namely, integrating computer systems, networks and 
software; testing computer software and hardware, namely, testing operation and functionality of software, computers 
and servers; software installation, updating and maintenance; design and development of computer programs for a 
disaster-prevention systems; cloud computing services for autonomous community; consultation and advisory services 
in the fields of computer hardware, computer software and computer network system design; information services in the 
field of energy efficiency; consulting services in the field of computer networking, computer network functional 
virtualization and computer network virtualization.
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[International Registration No. : 1257830]
The George Institute for Global Health 
Level 5, 1 King Street Newtown NSW 2042 AU

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SUJATA CHAUDHRI IP ATTORNEYS
2106 Express Trade Towers 2, First Floor, B-36, Sector 132, Expressway, NOIDA 201301, Uttar Pradesh, India

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Computer software, computer programs and recording discs related to the conduct, management, reporting, 
development, instruction and analysis of clinical research.

Cl.16;Printed matter for the conduct, management, reporting, development, instruction and analysis of clinical research 
including stationery, publications, reports, bookbinding, material, instructional, educational, teaching and training 
material (except apparatus).

Cl.35;Provision of management, coordination, and administration services in the field of clinical research; placement of 
personnel usually engaged in or associated with the clinical research industry, including all associated personnel 
management consulting.

Cl.41;Provision of training and education related to the conduct, management, reporting, development and analysis of 
clinical research.

Cl.42;Scientific and technological research, design and analysis services related to the conduct, management, 
reporting, development, instruction and analysis of clinical research; design and development of computer software and 
hardware for the conduct, management, reporting, development, instruction and analysis of clinical research; 
consultancy in the field of clinical research.

Cl.44;Medical analysis services.
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3111007    14/10/2014
[International Registration No. : 1257780]
KAUFLAND DIENSTLEISTUNG GMBH & CO. KG
Roetelstrasse 35 74172 Neckarsulm DE

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ANOVIP
45/1, FLOOR NO:3, CORNER MARKET, MALVIYA NAGAR, NEW DELHI-110017

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
THE MARK TO BE USED AS WHOLE AND AS PER LABLE PROVIDED IN THE BIRTH NOTIFICATION.

Cl.6;Locks of metal, in particular padlocks, long hoop locks and cycle locks; anti-theft devices for cycles, namely cable 
locks and chain locks.

Cl.9;CDs, DVDs and other digital data carriers; diving suits; underwater breathing apparatus; spectacles (optics), other 
than for motorcycling; anti-glare glasses, other than for motorcycling; spectacle cases, other than for motorcycling; 
spectacle frames, other than for motorcycling; spectacle lenses, other than for motorcycling; sun glasses, other than for 
motorcycling; sports glasses, other than for motorcycling; ergometers; GPS devices; altimeters; compasses; 
headphones; ear plugs for divers; signalling whistles; socks, electrically heated; scales; wrist devices for measuring 
and/or recording time, speed, acceleration, altitude, environmental temperature, humidity and purity; data collection 
apparatus for providing training instructions and for displaying data obtained during exercise; computer interfaces and 
software for the aforementioned goods; binoculars; protective clothing, other than for motorcycling; tachometers; 
chargers for batteries or battery lamps.

Cl.10;Orthopedic articles, in particular arch supports for shoes, orthopedic bandages; sphygmomanometer; pulse 
meters; wrist devices used for measuring and/or recording (other than for medical purposes) different physiological and 
other parameters, namely blood pressure, ventilation, body temperature, skin conductivity, blood glucose, lactic acid.

Cl.11;Lighting apparatus and devices, lamps, lights (headlights), in particular for bicycles; battery operated lamps, 
halogen lamps (front and back lights) with holding devices.

Cl.14;Electric clocks, wrist watches and pocket watches; chronometric instruments, in particular for sports and leisure 
purposes.

Cl.16;Printed matter, in particular books, magazines (periodicals).

Cl.18;Bags for sports; rucksacks, beach bags; belt bags; waist packs; boot bags; all aforementioned goods apart from 
goods in the field of motorcycling; walking and trekking poles, including accessories therefor.

Cl.20;Locks of plastic, in particular padlocks, long hoop locks and cycle locks.

Cl.21;Bottles; insulating flasks; drinking containers; hydration systems consisting of a drinking reservoir, a drinking 
tube and a mouthpiece; drinking reservoirs for hydration systems consisting of a drinking reservoir, a drinking tube and a 
mouthpiece; mouthpieces and connectors for hydration systems consisting of a drinking reservoir, a drinking tube and a 
mouthpiece; bottles sold empty; drinking flasks for travellers; plastic bottles sold empty; sports bottles sold empty; 
squeeze bottles sold empty; bottles having mouthpieces; bottles having bite-actuated mouthpieces; parts for all of the 
aforesaid bottles; drinking vessels and thermally insulated containers for drinking vessels and beverage dispensers 
which are integrated in belt pouches, waist packs and rucksacks; portable beverage dispensers.

Cl.24;Towels of textile; towels of microfiber; bath linen, except clothing; billiard cloth; flags, not of paper.

Cl.25;Sportswear, in particular running clothes, running jackets, running shirts, running shorts, running socks, sports 
underwear, swimwear, underwear for sports, sports suits, sports pants, sports skirts, sports clothes, raincoats, jackets, 
winter jackets, hooded jackets, all-weather jackets, coach jackets, outdoor jackets, sportswear of soft shell materials, 
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coats, club jackets, shirts, T-shirts, sweaters, sportswear of fleece, jerseys, sports shoes, especially for running, cycling, 
football, outdoor sports, tennis, indoor sports, basketball, golf, trekking, hiking; insoles; scarves; neckerchiefs; headgear, 
especially headbands, sweatbands, caps, hats, baseball caps; studs for football shoes; non-slip devices for footwear; all 
aforementioned goods apart from goods in the field of motorcycling.

Cl.27;Mats, in particular gymnastic mats.

Cl.28;Gymnastic and sporting articles not included in other classes, in particular balls, dumbbells, weights, weight 
benches, skipping ropes, foot trainers, equipment for training of balance, throwing equipment, flying discs (toys), 
trampolines, inline skates, in-line roller skates, roller skates, ice skates, sleds, sports rackets; equipment for physical 
exercise, exercise bikes, treadmills, rowing machines, scooters, skateboards, caster boards (vigorboards), skis, ski 
bindings, scrapers for skis, ski wax, sole coverings for skis, edges of skis, surfboards, ski poles, shin guards, ball bags, 
gloves made specifically for use in playing sports, protective supports for athletes; gymnastics equipment, in particular 
batons for training, hand-operated elastic bands for physical exercise, sports equipment in the form of tubes, balls and 
hand-held equipment and accessories therefor; kick scooters (sports articles).
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3124770    22/01/2015
[International Registration No. : 1259567]
Lichtenegger, Heinrich
Margaretenstr. 98 A-1050 Wien Austria

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
H K ACHARYA & COMPANY
HK AVENUE,19 SWASTIK SOCIETY,NAVRANGPURA,AHMEDABAD 380 009,GUJRAT,INDIA.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.6;Non-electric cables and wires of common metal; goods of common metal not included in other classes.

Cl.9;Apparatus and instruments for conducting, switching, transforming, accumulating, regulating or controlling
electricity; apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of sound or images and parts and accessories therefor, 
not included in other classes; objects, specially adapted for the arranging or suspending of apparatus for recording, 
transmission or reproduction of sound or images (terms considered too vague by the International Bureau - rule 13.2.b) of 
the Common Regulations); magnetic data carriers, recording discs; objects for storing magnetic data carriers and 
recording discs (terms considered too vague by the International Bureau - rule 13.2.b) of the Common Regulations); data-
processing equipment and computers.

Cl.20;Furniture.
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Magna Colours Limited
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Address for service in India/Attorney address:
H K ACHARYA & COMPANY
HK AVENUE,19 SWASTIK SOCIETY,NAVRANGPURA,AHMEDABAD 380 009,GUJRAT,INDIA.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Chemicals for use in industry; chemical substances for use in inks, pigments or colourants; chemical substances 
for use for the manufacture of inks, pigments or colourants; chemical substances for use as ingredients in printing inks 
and printing pastes; binding agents for use in the manufacture of printing inks, printing pastes, and coatings; thickeners; 
chemical additives for printing inks and printing pastes.

Cl.2;Printing inks; printing pastes; colourants; pigments; special effects pastes for printers; metals in foil and powder 
form for printers; preservatives for printing inks and printing pastes; varnishes and lacquers; water-based paints; 
wallpaper printing inks.

Cl.40;Advisory services relating to printing; advisory services relating to printing inks and printing ink formulations and
ingredients; advisory services relating to printing substrates; advisory services relating to printing processes.
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DLR Holding Company
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Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SINGH & SINGH LALL & SETHI
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Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.37;Construction management services.

Cl.42;Engineering services and architectural design services.
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[International Registration No. : 1260650]
Trans World Radio
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MANISHA SINGH NAIR
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110001

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.16;Printed publications, namely religious pamphlets, newsletters, calendars, study guides, teaching guides featuring 
Christian teaching and inspiration, brochures and pamphlets in the field of Christian missions.

Cl.41;Educational and entertainment services, namely providing on-going radio programs featuring Christian teaching 
and inspiration; production of radio programs; distribution of the education and entertainment radio programs of others 
in the field of Christian teaching and inspiration to MW and FM transmission providers.
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[International Registration No. : 1261837]
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CHADHA AND CHADHA
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Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
THE MARK TO BE USED AS WHOLE AND AS PER LABLE PROVIDED IN THE BIRTH NOTIFICATION.

Cl.5;Sperm containing the following animal species, namely bovine, ovine, porcine, equine, caprine, lapine.

Cl.9;Software integrated in reproduction equipment of the following animals, namely bovine, ovine, porcine, equine, 
caprine, lapine; software for monitoring the health of the following animals namely bovine, ovine, porcine, equine, 
caprine, lapine.

Cl.10;Apparatus and instruments for the reproduction of animals, namely bovine, ovine, porcine, equine, caprine, 
lapine; apparatus and instruments for monitoring the health of the following animals, namely bovine, ovine, porcine, 
equine, caprine, lapine.

Cl.31;Bovine embryos; Ovine embryos; Porcine embryos; Equine embryos; Caprine embryos; Embryos of live rabbits.

Cl.35;Retail sale or wholesale of genetic products, namely bovine, ovine, porcine, equine, caprine and lapine sperm for 
artificial insemination, and in particular for in vitro fertilization; retail sale or wholesale of genetic products, namely 
bovine, ovine, porcine, equine, caprine and lapine embryos; marketing of elite live animals, namely retail sale or 
wholesale of elite live animals; wholesale or retail sale of software embedded in animal reproduction equipment; 
wholesale or retail sale of apparatus and instruments for the reproduction of animals such as cattle, sheep, pigs, horses, 
goats and rabbits.

Cl.42;Research services in genetics, in particular in the field of artificial insemination of the following animal species, 
namely bovine, ovine, porcine, equine, caprine and lapine.

Cl.44;Animal breeding, namely, bovine, ovine, porcine, equine, caprine and lapine; artificial insemination and embryo 
transplantation.
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Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Adjustable smartphone and pc tablet stabilizers and mounts; apparatus for recording, transmission or 
reproduction of sound or images; armbands specially adapted for personal electronic devices, namely mobile phones, 
mp3 players, smart phones, tablets, computers, and voice recorders; audiovisual receivers; automated systems, namely, 
software, hardware and communications devices for planning, scheduling, controlling, monitoring and providing 
information on flash storage devices and parts thereof; backup drives for computers; battery charge devices; battery 
monitors; blank electronic storage media, prerecorded electronic storage media; computer storage devices, namely, flash 
drives; carrying cases, holders, protective cases and stands specially adapted for use with mobile devices, namely mobile
phones, mp3 players, smart phones, tablets, cameras, and voice recorders; cellular telephone apparatuses; charging 
appliances for rechargeable equipment; computer application and mobile application software, namely, software for use 
in electronic storage of data and mobile device feature and function monitoring; computer firmware for use in enabling, 
disabling, and monitoring mobile device features and functions; computer hardware, software and computer peripheral 
devices for data management, transmission, communication and processing; computer memory hardware; computer 
parallel ports; computer peripherals and parts thereof; computer software and firmware for operating system programs; 
data compression software; digital media receivers; mobile telephone accessories, namely, carrying cases, holders, 
protective cases and stands; blank usb flash drives, prerecorded usb flash drives; telecommunication cables; wearable 
computer peripherals; wireless computer peripherals; wireless transmitters and receivers.

Cl.38;Electronic, electric, and digital transmission of voice, data, images, graphics, video, signals, and messages; 
computer aided transmission of information and images; encrypted electronic transmission and delivery of recovered 
data; transmission of sound, video and information from mobile phones featuring live and recorded materials; wireless 
communications services, namely, transmission of graphics to mobile telephones.
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3153367    12/02/2015
[International Registration No. : 1261679]
DENBY BRANDS LIMITED
Denby Pottery Denby, Derbyshire DE5 8NX United Kingdom

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GROVERLAW ADVO,
H-36 GREEN PARK EXTENSION NEW DELHI 110016

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.21;Household, kitchen and bathroom utensils and containers, tableware, ovenware, giftware, ornamental articles, 
models (terms considered too vague by the International Bureau - rule 13.2.b) of the Common Regulations), statuettes, 
figurines, vases, coasters, glassware, chinaware, pottery, porcelain and earthenware.

Cl.24;Textile fabrics; household textile articles; curtain, cushion, upholstery and furnishing fabrics; bedding, bed and 
table covers, tablecloths, table runners, napkins, serviettes, tablemats, coasters, towels, curtains, cushion covers, blinds 
of textile materials and textile wall hangings.

Cl.35;Retail, wholesale, mail order, television shopping, telephone shopping, Internet shopping and factory shop 
services in the field of household, kitchen and bathroom goods, tableware, giftware, glassware, chinaware, pottery, 
porcelain, earthenware, stoneware, cookware, cutlery, home accessories and household textile articles.
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Priority claimed from 16/09/2014; Application No. : 30 2014 006 428 ;Germany
3158172    06/03/2015
[International Registration No. : 1262475]
FLÄKTGROUP DEUTSCHLAND GMBH
Südstraße 48 44625 Herne DE

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
FIDUS LAW CHAMBERS
C-39 SECTOR-20 NOIDA-201301

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Chemicals used in industry, science and photography, as well as in agriculture, horticulture and forestry; 
tempering and soldering preparations; adhesives used in industry; carbon for filters; filtering materials (chemical 
preparations); filtering materials (unprocessed plastics); filtering materials (mineral substances); filtering materials 
(vegetable substances); ceramic materials in particulate form, for use as filtering media.

Cl.6;Metal building materials; nozzles of metal; non-electric cables and wires of common metal; metallic pipes and 
tubes; pipe sections of metal; process equipment of metal, namely casks and containers; transportable buildings of 
metal.

Cl.7;Machines for use in power stations, for generating electricity and for use in the gas and processing industries; 
machine tools; motors and engines (except for land vehicles); machine coupling and transmission components (except 
for land vehicles); separators; steam engines; compressed air engines; pneumatic pumps; compressed air machines; 
compressors; heat exchangers for motors and engines; filters being parts of machines; filters being parts for motors and 
engines; separators with integrated filters; filtering machines; cartridges for filtering machines; dust removing 
installations for cleaning purposes; suction machines for industrial purposes; gas filtering chambers, namely consisting 
of dust containers being parts of machines, dust collectors, oil mist separators; none of the aforesaid goods relating to or 
being for use in the field of the exploration and production of oil and gas.

Cl.9;Regulating, controlling, measuring apparatus and devices and electric or electronic switch gears; apparatus and 
instruments for conducting, switching, transforming, accumulating, regulating and controlling electricity; apparatus and 
instruments for testing, measuring and analysing liquid or powdered preparations; data transmission installations and 
equipment, data processing installations and equipment, data output installations and equipment; process control 
systems, namely electrotechnical and electronic apparatus and equipment for process monitoring and process control, 
for the collection, processing and output of data; computers and computer software; transducers; parts for the aforesaid 
goods (included in this class); none of the aforesaid goods relating to or being for use in the fields of the exploration and 
production of oil and gas.

Cl.11;Apparatus for lighting, heating, steam generating, cooking, refrigerating, drying, ventilating, water supply and 
sanitary purposes; devices and apparatus for industrial heat technology, including for industrial ventilating, air 
conditioning and cooling as well as room ventilation installations, namely air handling units, dehumidifiers, air handlers, 
precision air-conditioning units, fan convector heaters, convector heaters, cold water generators, heat pumps, filters and 
filtration systems constructed therefrom; clean rooms (sanitary installations); heat exchangers [not parts of machines] 
and fittings for heat exchangers included in this class; filters for air conditioning; parts and accessories for the aforesaid 
apparatus and installations, included in this class; air conditioning installations; air conditioners; fans (air-conditioning);
fans (parts of air-conditioning installations); filters (parts of household or industrial installations); refrigerating chambers;
air heating apparatus; air sterilizers; air dryers; electric radiators; regulating and safety accessories for air conditioning
apparatus; heat pumps; heat recovery devices; heat accumulators; heat exchanger pipes, cooler pipes and condenser 
tubes, finned tubes and filter pipes for heat exchangers; including all the aforesaid goods custom made.

Cl.17;Plastic film, other than for wrapping or packaging; plates, sheets, blocks, bars of plastic (semi-processed 
products); filtering materials (semi-processed foams or films of plastic); plastic nonwovens being filter material; polymer 
nonwovens being filtering material.

Cl.19;Non-metallic building materials, in particular rolled, pressed, extruded, cast and forged components of plastic; 
pipes and pipelines of plastic.

Cl.21;Nonwoven glass fabrics, textile glass fibres and textile glass fibre fabrics for use in filters; nonwoven glass 
fabrics, textile glass fibres and textile glass fibre fabrics for use in filters.

Cl.24;Textiles and textile goods included in this class; filtering materials of textile.
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Cl.37;Building construction, including the installation of lighting, heating, steam generating, cooking, refrigerating, 
drying, air conditioning, ventilating, heat recovery, air filtering and water supply apparatus and of sanitary installations; 
repair of apparatus for lighting, heating, steam generating, cooking, refrigerating, drying, air conditioning, ventilating, 
heat recovery, air filtering and water supply and sanitary purposes, air filters and parts and accessories for the aforesaid 
apparatus; construction management services; building repair; interference suppression in electric apparatus and in air 
conditioning installations and apparatus; installation and maintenance of air conditioners and air conditioning 
installations; installation of electric apparatus; installation of refrigerating apparatus; installation and maintenance of 
machines; construction consulting.

Cl.40;Custom manufacturing for others of apparatus for lighting, heating, steam generating, cooking, refrigerating, 
drying, air conditioning, ventilating, heat recovery, air filtering and water supply as well as of sanitary installations; air 
conditioning; generating energy; generating heat; air purification; treatment of metal; freshening of air; air deodorising; 
rental of air conditioning apparatus; rental of space heating apparatus; water treatment services.

Cl.42;Scientific and technological services and research and design services relating thereto; industrial analysis and 
research services; construction drafting and consultancy; engineering services; providing of expert opinion related to 
lighting engineering, heating engineering, steam generating engineering, cooking engineering, refrigerating engineering, 
drying engineering, air conditioning engineering, ventilating engineering, heat recovery engineering, air filtering 
engineering and water supply engineering; technical consultation services related to the fields of lighting engineering,
heating engineering, steam generating engineering, cooking engineering, refrigerating engineering, drying engineering, 
air conditioning engineering, ventilating engineering, heat recovery engineering, air filtering engineering and water supply 
engineering; design, development, planning, project management and construction engineering design services of 
industrial and machine installations, lighting, heating, steam generating, cooking, refrigerating, drying, air conditioning, 
ventilating, heat recovery, air filtering and water supply apparatus and of sanitary installations, air filters; material testing; 
research and development for others; technical design of new products; writing of computer programs; research in the 
field of physics; services of a technical measuring and testing laboratory; engineering services; technical testing; 
scientific research; mechanical research; research in the field of climate technology; calibration and function testing of 
measuring apparatus; quality control; design and development of computer hardware and computer software for use in 
connection with air conditioning apparatus, cooling apparatus, ventilation apparatus and heating apparatus; data 
programming for others; electronic data storage.

Cl.45;Management, control and granting of license rights; copyright management; monitoring services (checking) in 
the field of intellectual property (licensing rights).
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Priority claimed from 09/03/2015; Application No. : 86557662 ;United States of America
3158807    13/07/2015
[International Registration No. : 1262651]
ONSHAPE INC.
One Alewife Center, Suite 130 Cambridge MA 02140 United States of America

Address for service in India/Agents address:
GROSER & GROSER
D - 1/ 5 DLF, QUTAB ENCLAVE, PHASE 1, GURGAON - 122 002.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Computer programs for Computer-Aided Design (CAD), namely, utility programs, language processors, and 
interpreters.

Cl.42;Providing temporary use of on-line non-downloadable software and applications for Computer-Aided Design 
(CAD), namely, utility programs, language, processors, and interpreters.
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3160671    19/11/2014
[International Registration No. : 1262398]
Heshan Donggu Flavoring & Food Co., Ltd.
No. 3 Maishui Industrial Development Zone, Gulao Town, Heshan City Guangdong Province China

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MANISHA SINGH NAIR
C/O LEX ORBIS INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY PRACTICE 709/710 TOLSTOY HOUSE, 15-17 TOLSTOY MARG NEW DELHI 
110001

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.29;Preserved cabbage; fermented bean curd; jams; tomato juice for cooking; sauerkraut; Chinese five spice pickled 
radishes; sesame oil; vegetables, preserved; fermented soybeans (natto).

Cl.30;Vinegar; seasonings powder; fermented soybean drink; cooking sauces; soya sauce; chili oil; Chinese five spice 
powder; ketchup [sauce]; oyster sauce; preserved ginger; Chinese five spice ginger.
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Priority claimed from 29/07/2013; Application No. : VA 2013 01926 ;Denmark
3163246    14/08/2015
[International Registration No. : 1220405]
FLEXA4DREAMS HOLDING A/S
Hornsyld Industrivej 4 DK-8783 Hornsyld Denmark

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ANA LAW GROUP
INDIABULLS FINANCE CENTRE TOWER -2 11TH FLOOR 1103 ELPHINSTONE ROAD MUMBAI 400013 INDIA

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.20;Furniture; bathroom furniture; bathroom cabinets; benches (furniture); bench tables; bookcases; bookshelves; 
tables (furniture); table tops; stands (furniture) for use with television; desks; living room furniture; divans; rechliners 
(chairs); sofas; bean bag chairs; stools; space dividers (furniture); clothes lockers; clothes hangers and clothes hooks; 
cupboards; coat pegs (not of metal); chests of drawers; furniture cabinets; bedroom furniture; extendible sofas; furniture 
being convertible into beds; beds, mattresses, pillows and cushions; bedding for cots (other than bed linen); dining 
tables; dining chairs; chairs; chair seats; seats (furniture); babies chairs; furniture for children; bumper guards for 
furniture (not of metal); shelves being nursery furniture; high chairs for babies; chests for toys; toy boxes (furniture); 
playpens for babies; mattresses for playpens; nappy changing tables; baby changing mats for babies; wall mounted 
nappy changing tables; babies bouncing chairs; garden furniture; office furniture; school furniture; blinds and fittings for 
curtains and blinds (not included in other classes); protective coverings for furniture (shaped); drawer handles (non-
metallic); mirror stands; mirrors (silvered glass); picture frames; magazine racks; racks for storage; cupboards 
(furniture); containers (not of metal) for transport and storage; portable boxes (containers) of wood; portable boxes 
(containers) of plastic; boxes made of laminated plastic; packaging containers, not of metal; boxes, not of metal; 
wickerware; baskets (not of metal); hampers (baskets); storing boxes (not of metal); collapsible boxes made of plastics 
materials for packaging; wooden, boxes for storing toys.

Cl.24;Bath linen, except clothing; towels of textile; bath towels; bath sheets; shower curtains of textile or plastic; 
shower curtains; wash cloths of textile materials; kitchen and table linens; tea cloths; bed linen; bed clothes and 
blankets; table linen (not of paper); table cloths (not of paper); textile napkins; table covers; dinner mats (not of paper); 
table linen of textile; oilcloth for use as table cloths; tablecloths of plastic; pillow covers (pillow slips); cot covers; duvet
covers; duvets; contour sheets of textile; shaped mattress covers; terry linen; sheets of textile; sheets for cots made of 
textile; mattress covers; lap rugs; quilt covers; bed covers; bed blankets; infants bed linen; cot blankets; quilts; sofa 
covers; upholstery for chairs backs (textile); coverings for furniture (not-fitted); loose covers made of textile materials for
furniture; bean bag covers; chair covers; furniture coverings of textile; coverings for mattresses and furniture; curtains of 
textile or plastic; roller curtains; tags of textile for attachment to clothing; wall coverings made of textile materials; 
upholstery fabrics; linen of piece goods; fabrics being textile piece goods; fabrics for use in the manufacture of furniture; 
fabrics for use in the textile material.

Cl.35;Wholesale and retail services, including via the internet, with apparatus for lighting, lamps, desk lights, ceiling 
fights, reading lights, bedside lamps, spot lamps, standard lamps, uplights, wall lights, decorative lighting, lanterns 
(colored), strings of lights, accessories for lamps (not included in other classes), lamp chimneys, lamp shades, furniture 
and furnishings, bathroom furniture, bathroom cabinets, benches (furniture), bench tables, bookcases, bookshelves, 
tables (furniture), table tops, stands (furniture) for use with television, desks, living room furniture, divans, rechliners 
(chairs), sofas, beanbags, stools, space dividers (furniture), clothes lockers, clothes hangers and clothes hooks, 
cupboards, coat pegs, chests of drawers, furniture cabinets, bedroom furniture, extendible sofas, furniture being 
convertible into beds, beds, bed clothes arid blankets, mattresses, pillows and cushions, bedding for cots (other than bed 
linen), dining tables, dining chairs, chairs, chair seats, seats (furniture), babies chairs, furniture for children, bumper 
guards for furniture, shelves being nursery furniture, high chairs for babies, chests for toys, toy boxes (furniture), 
playpens for babies, mattresses for playpens, nappy changing tables, baby changing mats for babies, wall mounted 
nappy changing tables, babies bouncing chairs, garden furniture, office furniture, school furniture, blinds and fittings for 
curtains and blinds, protective coverings for furniture (shaped), drawer handles (non-metallic), mirror stands, mirrors 
(silvered glass), picture frames, magazine racks, racks for storage, cupboards (furniture), containers (not of metal) for 
transport and storage, portable boxes (containers) of wood, portable boxes (containers) of plastic, boxes made of 
laminated plastic, packaging containers, not of metal, boxes, not of metal, wickerware, baskets (not of metal), hampers 
(baskets), storing boxes (not of metal), collapsible boxes made of plastics materials for packaging, wooden boxes for 
storing toys, bath linen, except clothing, towels of textile, bath towels, bath sheets, shower curtains of textile or plastic, 
shower curtains, wash cloths of textile materials, kitchen and table linens, tea cloths, bed linen, bed clothes and bed 
blankets, table linen, table cloths (not of paper), textile napkins, table covers, dinner mats (not of paper), table linen of 
textile, oilcloth for use as table cloths, tablecloths of plastic, pillow covers (pillow slips), cot covers, duvet covers, duvets,
contour sheets, shaped mattress covers, terry linen, sheets, sheets for cots, mattress covers, rugs, quilt covers, bed 
covers, bed blankets, infants bed linen, cot blankets, sofa covers, upholstery for chairs backs (textile), coverings for 
furniture (not-fitted), loose covers made of textile materials for furniture, bean bag covers, chair covers, furniture 
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coverings of textile, coverings for mattresses and furniture, curtains of textile or plastic, roller curtains, tags of textile for
attachment to clothing, wall coverings made of textile materials, upholstery fabrics, linen of piece goods, fabrics being 
textile piece goods, fabrics for use in the manufacture of furniture, fabrics for use in the manufacture of linens, carpets, 
rugs and mats, carpets (textile), wall and ceiling coverings (not of textile), wallpaper wall and ceiling coverings of textile 
material; assistance in management of business activities from franchisor to franchisee, administration of the business 
affairs of franchises.
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Priority claimed from 06/02/2015; Application No. : 013714795 ;European Union
3163928    23/03/2015
[International Registration No. : 1263108]
Axelos Limited
17 Rochester Row London SW1P 1QT United Kingdom

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SINGH & SINGH LALL & SETHI
D-17 SOUTH EXTENSION, PART-II, NEW DELHI 110049

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Computer firmware; computer software including education and training software; software applications; computer 
programmes; computer graphics software; computer networks servers; multi-media equipment; machine readable media; 
data processing apparatus; instruments and equipment for recording transmissions or reproduction of information or of 
sound and or images; file servers; electronic network components; magnetic data carriers; caller identification 
equipment; security apparatus and instruments; detection and sensing apparatus; publication in encrypted or encoded 
form; electronic publications (downloadable) and marketing materials, including those relating to the set up, operation, 
development and management of information technology systems; computer based training programmes in the form of 
computer software including powerpoint; computer databases; e-publications; CD-ROMs; DVDs; videos; recorded films 
and video films; sound recordings; cassettes and compact discs; slides; encoded/magnetic identity cards; audio visual 
recordings; laser discs; digital discs; interactive computer programmes; interactive media and multi-media presentations; 
magnetic data carriers; teaching apparatus and equipment; telecommunications apparatus; downloadable publications; 
publications in electronic format (downloadable); parts and fittings for all the aforesaid goods.

Cl.16;Printed matter; publications; guides; catalogues; training and educational guides; instructional and teaching 
materials; printed matter printed from materials supplied on-line; paper and paper articles (of stationery); writing 
implements; diaries; calendars; note pads; book marks; paper weights; letter openers; desk sets; typewriters and office 
requisites; directories; posters; manuals concerning project management and information technology; instructional and 
teaching material relating to project management and information technology; training aids other than apparatus; training 
material; packaging material; printed marketing material; certificates; syllabus (printed course materials); graphic images 
and tickets; stationery, envelopes, bags, labels, paper tags; newsletters; office requisites; magazines, pamphlets, 
periodicals; photographs; maps; printed advertising material; business cards; paper name badges, signboards and flags; 
stickers; plastic bags; parts and fittings for all the aforesaid goods.

Cl.35;Business information and advisory services; business management and organisation; business consultancy 
services; assessment and efficiency consultancy in the field of business management structures; business management 
assistance; business research; business appraisals; commercial and industrial management assistance and consultancy; 
business process modelling (predicting future trends and business needs); assessment analysis relating to business 
management; business examination services; market assessment services; data processing services; compilation of 
information into computer databases; information (in the form of statistics) services relating to business; business 
project assessment; resource planning; computerised database management; market research and marketing 
consultancy; recruitment and placement of personnel; data processing; employee relocation services; preparation of 
commercial or business reports; business project management services; project management best practice (promoting 
good business practices); business project monitoring; the provision of best commercial practice information and advice; 
business project portfolio management; bench marking services; management of business centres of excellence (centres 
where project managers and other management staff can meet and learn from each others experience); developing 
innovation and procurement methods for businesses; e-auctions; advertising; marketing; public relations services; 
compilation of documentation information and guides relating to business processes, project management and 
consultancy; managing databases; provision of validation standards (namely the provision of information to accredited 
partners regarding the standards that are required to be achieved in order to permit them to consult in the use of 
business products) for business and project management services; provision of operational standards (namely the 
provision of information to accredited partners regarding the business standards relating to business operations that 
they required to meet) for aforesaid; information retrieval; collection of data and audio visual images by electronic, 
satellite, cable and computing means.

Cl.41;Providing of electronic publications (not downloadable); publishing services; education and training services; 
educational and training services relating to project management, project management best practices and the use of 
information technology; educational assessment services; provision of skill assessment courses; educational 
examination and testing services; the accreditation of educational institutions; the assessment of accredited training 
organisations and accredited examination organisations to ensure that they teach and examine students correctly and to 
the necessary standard; the awarding of educational certifications; monitoring educational institutions; organisation of 
educational examinations; publication of books; publication of electronic books and journals online; publication of text; 
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production of radio programmes, television programmes and films; educational information services; computer based 
training; organisation of and facilitation of conferences, seminars, workshops, symposiums and educational meetings all 
relating to the use and utilisation of information technology; education and training services in relation to the 
management of information systems; education and training relating to project management; education, instructional and 
training services; guidance and training on e-procurement; education and training services for logistic support; training 
for programmes, project and portfolio management and best practices; provision of organisational and business change 
management programmes (for educational purposes); the provision of information, advice and consultancy relating to all 
of the aforesaid.

Cl.42;Electronic storage of information; storage of data and audio visual images by electronic, satellite, cable and 
computing means; provision of web pages relating to business management services.
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Priority claimed from 10/09/2014; Application No. : UK00003072045 ;United Kingdom
3163943    13/11/2014
[International Registration No. : 1263047]
Fosbel Inc
20600 Sheldon Road Brook Park, OH 44142 United States of America

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MANISHA SINGH NAIR
C/O LEX ORBIS INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY PRACTICE 709/710 TOLSTOY HOUSE, 15-17 TOLSTOY MARG NEW DELHI 
110001

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.19;Fired refractory products not of metal; refractory articles not of metal; refractory materials not of metal; refractory 
bricks not of metal for use in furnace applications; refractory blocks not of metal; refractory walls not of metal for use in 
furnace applications; refractory walls not of metal comprising modular interlocking bricks, mortars, blocks, refractory 
shapes not of metal or refractory components not of metal.

Cl.37;Repair and maintenance services for industrial processes and equipment; maintenance, repair and 
reconstruction of furnaces, refractory walls, coke oven walls, refractory products and components; ceramic welding for 
repair purposes, furnace rebricking and rebuilding; information relating to the condition, repair and maintenance of 
furnaces provided on line from a computer database or the internet.

Cl.42;Monitoring and inspection services relating to industrial/technical processes and equipment; monitoring and 
inspection of furnaces, refractory walls and components in order to identify the need for repair or reconstruction; 
consultancy, technical consultancy and advice relating to the maintaining and management of refractory walls, furnaces 
and their components.
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Priority claimed from 24/02/2015; Application No. : 86544047 ;United States of America
3175585    22/07/2015
[International Registration No. : 1264108]
MCGRAW-HILL GLOBAL EDUCATION HOLDINGS, LLC
Two Penn Plaza New York NY 10121 United States of America

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ALG INDIA LAW OFFICES LLP
A-2, First Floor, Neeti Bagh, New Delhi – 110049

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Computer software and CD-ROMs, DVDs, audio and video recordings, pre-recorded electronic and digital media all 
containing educational content in a variety of academic subject matters at the primary, secondary, college, undergraduate 
and professional levels; downloadable mobile applications containing educational content; downloadable educational 
ebooks featuring instruction in a wide variety of subject matters.

Cl.16;Printed tests, instructional, educational, and teaching materials in a variety of subject matters.

Cl.41;Education services, namely, providing online instruction in a variety of subject matters at the primary, secondary, 
college, undergraduate and professional levels; publishing services in the field of education, namely, publication of 
books, pamphlets, brochures, tests and testing sheets provided in print, electronic and electronic media; arranging and 
conducting educational conferences and exhibitions relating to the field of education.

Cl.42;Providing temporary use of on-line non-downloadable software featuring educational materials for instruction in a
variety of subjects at the for primary, secondary, college, undergraduate and professional levels; providing temporary use 
of on-line non-downloadable educational software for use by teachers to assist in lesson planning; providing temporary 
use of online non-downloadable adaptive software containing interactive educational materials and self-assessment 
student diagnostic tools in a variety of subjects at the for primary, secondary, college, undergraduate and professional 
levels and for use in connection with educational tests and assessments
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Priority claimed from 12/11/2014; Application No. : 86452625 ;United States of America
3176937    07/05/2015
[International Registration No. : 1264666]
Ooyala, Inc.
4750 Patrick Henry Dr. Santa Clara CA 95054 United States of America

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SINGH & SINGH LALL & SETHI
D-17 SOUTH EXTENSION, PART-II, NEW DELHI 110049

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Computer software, namely, a software platform allowing for the distributing, managing, streaming, delivering, 
publishing, sorting, compressing, viewing, displaying, personalizing and storing of audio, video, images, and multimedia 
content; computer software platform enabling content providers, content aggregators and advertisers to optimize and 
monetize video marketing campaigns through online behavioral profiling and targeting; software platform allowing 
product and service providers, content providers, content aggregators and advertisers, to selectively target specific 
online consumers based on an analysis of aggregated individual consumer data or video consumption data; computer 
programs for measuring, managing, syndicating, tracking, and/or monetizing videos.

Cl.35;Advertising services; placement and distribution of advertisements via computer, telecommunications, and 
broadband networks on multiple platforms and devices; advertising serving services, namely, managing the serving, 
targeting, monetization, tracking and reporting of advertisements; matching buyers of advertising with sellers of 
advertising; dissemination of advertising for others via the internet; marketing services, namely, conducting consumer 
tracking behavior research and consumer trend analysis; market research services relating to advertising and marketing, 
namely, providing website, application, and video consumption metrics, statistics, user activity data, and marketing and 
advertising reports of users' activities; advertising and promotion services; advertising by transmission of on-line 
publicity for third parties through electronic communications networks; making referrals in the field of entertainment 
services for products, services, events, activities, facilities, and locations; audience rating determination for audio, video,
and multimedia multicasts; advertising and business management services, namely, services in connection with 
measuring, managing, syndicating, tracking, and/or monetizing videos; advertising and business management services, 
namely, allowing users to submit advertising links and providing advertising links to products within videos.

Cl.38;Electronic transmission and streaming of digital media content for others via global and local computer networks;
streaming of audio, visual and audiovisual material via a global computer network; simulcasting broadcast television over 
global communication networks, the Internet and wireless networks; mobile media services in the nature of electronic 
transmission of entertainment media content; broadcast services in the nature of streaming of educational and 
entertainment video via a global telecommunications network.

Cl.41;Education and entertainment services, namely, providing online, non-downloadable audio and video content in 
the fields of music and popular culture via a global telecommunication network; education and entertainment services, 
namely, providing videos concerning animation, art, comedy, drama, video games, movie trailers, music, current events, 
blogs on a variety of topics, tutorials on a variety of topics, and sports, via a website; providing digital content 
recommendation services to consumers; providing targeted recommendations in the field of online audio, video, images 
and other multimedia content, based on user behavior trends and user data; providing viewers' ratings and 
recommendations of online audio, video, images and other multimedia content, via an online computer database.

Cl.42;Non-downloadable software platform allowing for the distribution, streaming, sorting, compressing, viewing, 
displaying, and storing of audio, video and multimedia content over the internet; application service provider (ASP) 
featuring software for use in online video delivery, online advertising and online marketing; application service provider 
(ASP), featuring computer software used for the dissemination of advertising via the Internet; providing temporary use of 
an on-line non-downloadable software platform for use by advertisers and audio and video content publishers for the 
purpose of managing the serving, targeting, tracking and reporting of advertisements and for maximizing advertising 
revenue; providing temporary use of on-line non-downloadable software and applications for enabling product and 
service providers to optimize online consumer monetization, marketing, and satisfaction; providing on-line non-
downloadable software platform for enabling product and service providers to optimize online consumer monetization, 
marketing and satisfaction through dynamic user profiling; application service provider (ASP), featuring software for 
tracking user activity, and for managing, monitoring and optimizing the performance and effectiveness of online 
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marketing campaigns; providing an online non-downloadable software platform for managing, collecting, integrating, and 
sharing a wide variety of data and information from various sources about video viewership, viewing trends, viewer 
behavior, and related metrics and analytics; online non-downloadable software platform allowing product and service 
providers and third-party advertisers to selectively target specific online consumers based on an analysis of aggregated 
individual consumer data.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1868 ,   24/09/2018        Class 99 

Priority claimed from 04/12/2014; Application No. : 1662530 ;Australia
3176964    19/12/2014
[International Registration No. : 1264731]
George Clinical Pty Ltd
Level 5, 1 King Street Newtown NSW 2042 AU

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SUJATA CHAUDHRI IP ATTORNEYS
2106 Express Trade Towers 2, First Floor, B-36, Sector 132, Expressway, NOIDA 201303, Uttar Pradesh, India

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Computer software including downloadable software, computer programs and recording discs related to the 
conduct, management, reporting, development, education and analysis of clinical research and diagnostics, consumer 
health and medicine; downloadable software applications (apps) in the fields of clinical research, consumer health and 
medicine.

Cl.16;Printed matter for the conduct, management, reporting, development, education and analysis of clinical research, 
consumer healthcare and medicine including publications, reports, instructional, educational, teaching and training 
material.

Cl.35;Provision of business administration services in the field of clinical research, consumer health and medicine; 
placement of personnel usually engaged in or associated with the clinical research industry, consumer health and 
medicine, including all associated personnel management consulting; information, consultancy and advisory services 
relating to the aforementioned services.

Cl.41;Provision of training and education related to the conduct, management, reporting, development and analysis of 
clinical research, consumer health and medicine; information, consultancy and advisory services relating to the 
aforementioned services.

Cl.42;Scientific and technological research, design and analysis services related to the conduct, management, 
reporting, development, education and analysis of clinical research, consumer health and medicine; design and 
development of computer software and hardware for the conduct, management, reporting, development, education and 
analysis of clinical research, consumer health and medicine; management, administration and coordination of scientific 
research projects; information, consultancy and advisory services relating to the aforementioned services.

Cl.44;Medical analysis services; medical treatment services, medical referral services; information, consultancy and 
advisory services relating to the aforementioned services.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1868 ,   24/09/2018        Class 99 

3178087    26/05/2015
[International Registration No. : 1264586]
MEDICODOSE SYSTEMS
2 rue Saint Jacques F-13006 MARSEILLE FR

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ANUATION
422, KAKROLA COMPLEX, DWARKA MOR, NEW DELHI-110078

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.5;Veterinary products and medicines; dietetic substances for medical use, chemical preparations for medical or 
pharmaceutical use, food supplements for human beings.

Cl.9;Interactive software package containing circuits for recording the use of the software package content and 
transmitting usage data via display units; scientific apparatus and instruments for recording and processing information 
and programs for computers; monitors for monitoring and tracking the administration of medicines, namely electronic 
and computer apparatus for monitoring, tracking and recording these processes; electronic equipment for compilation of 
medical data by means of wired or wireless transfer of information relating to packaging ofmedicine intended for personal 
computers or other data processing equipment.

Cl.10;Medicine dispensers for pharmaceutical use (pill boxes).

Cl.20;Boxes and containers for packaging of plastic materials for pharmaceutical products and medicines; including 
containers with electronic memories, data storage units and data display units.

Cl.21;Pill boxes for dispensing medicine for household use; pill boxes for personal use.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1868 ,   24/09/2018        Class 99 

Priority claimed from 13/08/2014; Application No. : 86365587 ;United States of America
3191737    12/02/2015
[International Registration No. : 1265005]
PLANVIEW, INC.
8300 N. MoPac Expressway 300 Austin TX 78759 United States of America

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SELVAM & SELVAM
9/3,Valliammal Street, Kilpuak, Chennai - 600 010. Tamil Nadu. India.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.35;Business management services, namely, consultation and advice for others in the fields of project planning and 
control, employee and resource allocation and management, time and progress reporting, cost management, workload 
management and work prioritization, information technology portfolio management, business process management, 
strategic planning and management solutions, best practices in business resource management and for business 
planning for new product development; project management services for online collaborative projects and integration of 
portfolio management with business and IT systems; project management services for others for business purposes in 
the fields of cloud computing services.

Cl.41;Organizing and providing webinars in the field of project planning and control, resource allocation and 
management, time and progress reporting, cost management, workload management and work prioritization, information 
technology portfolio management, business process management, strategic planning and management solutions, best 
practices in business resource management, and product development portfolio management and distribution of printed 
materials in connection therewith in hard copy or electronic format on the same topics.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1868 ,   24/09/2018        Class 99 

3198942    20/05/2015
[International Registration No. : 1267745]
Xiaohua Chen
Avd. Rosales, 16 - Portal C - 1° A E-28041 Madrid Spain

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
H K ACHARYA & COMPANY
HK AVENUE,19 SWASTIK SOCIETY,NAVRANGPURA,AHMEDABAD 380 009,GUJRAT,INDIA.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.14;Precious metals and their alloys and goods made of these materials or coated therewith not included in other 
classes; jewelry, precious stones; timepieces and chronometric instruments.

Cl.18;Leather and imitation leather, goods made of these materials not included in other classes; animal skins; trunks 
and suitcases; umbrellas, parasols and walking sticks; whips, harness and saddlery.

Cl.25;Clothing, footwear, headgear.

Cl.35;Issuing of franchises in connection with assistance in commercial business operation; advertising services; 
commercial intermediary services; assistance and advisory services relating to the management of industrial and 
commercial businesses and companies; sales promotion services for others; commercial representation services, 
compilation of advertisements for use as web sites and compilation of directories for publication on global computer 
networks, data management services for computer files; dissemination of advertising for others via global communication
networks, information research in computer files for others; advisory services relating to customer service; wholesale, 
retail sale and inclusive sale services via the global computer networks for textile products, decorative articles, jewelry, 
watches, spectacles, perfumes, cosmetics, essential oils, clothing, footwear, headgear, bags, suitcases, covers for mobile 
telephones, handbags, belts, wallets, purses, umbrellas, accessories for clothing.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1868 ,   24/09/2018        Class 99 

Priority claimed from 28/11/2014; Application No. : 30 2014 008 507 ;Germany
3200394    27/05/2015
[International Registration No. : 1267326]
MESAGO MESSE FRANKFURT GMBH
Rotebühlstraße 83-85 70178 Stuttgart Germany

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
P S DAVAR
N-220 Greater Kailash-1, New Delhi 110048 India

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.16;Printed matter, particularly newspapers, periodicals, magazines, cards, catalogues, pamphlets, handbooks, 
prospectuses, placards and photographs; instructional and teaching material (except apparatus).

Cl.35;Advertising; marketing research; telemarketing; personnel management consultancy; organization and 
conducting of trade fairs, exhibitions and special shows for commercial or advertising purposes; business management, 
particularly in respect of organizing and conducting trade fairs, exhibitions, special shows and selling events; 
presentation of business companies and their products and services, also via the Internet; sales promotion for others; 
merchandising (sales promotion); demonstration of goods for publicity purposes; arranging contacts between 
commercial partners in trade and industry, also via the Internet; rental of advertising space and advertising material; 
rental of booths for exhibitions and trade fairs; management consultancy, particularly in respect of organizing and 
conducting trade fairs, exhibitions, special shows and selling events; compilation and servicing of information in 
computer databases; publication of printed matter (also in electronic form) for advertising purposes; searches about 
business topics in computer databases and in the Internet; business advice, also on the Internet; providing information 
and advice in commercial matters.

Cl.41;Education; providing of training; entertainment; sporting and cultural activities; consultancy services relating to 
education and training; vocational guidance; organization and conducting of exhibitions and special shows for cultural, 
educational or tuition purposes; organization and conducting of instructional events, of congresses, seminars, 
conferences, symposia and workshops (education); arranging and conducting of colloquiums; production of shows; 
arranging of entertainment shows; organization and conducting of balls; organization and conducting of competitions 
(education and entertainment); presentation of live performances; musical performances (orchestra); party planning 
services (entertainment); providing online electronic publications, not downloadable; publication of printed matter (also in
electronic form), except for advertising purposes; publication of periodicals and books in electronic form, also in the 
Internet; game services provided online from a computer network; booking of seats and ticket agency services for 
entertainment events, also via the Internet.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1868 ,   24/09/2018        Class 99 

3208435    11/05/2015
[International Registration No. : 1267087]
DO-BEST, INC.
3-16, Nishikata 2-chome, Bunkyo-ku Tokyo 113-0024 Japan

Address for service in India/Agents address:
LEGASISI PARTNERS
B-105, ICC TRADE TOWER, SENAPATI BAPAT ROAD,PUNE-411 016.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.3;Soaps and detergents; dentifrices; cosmetics and toiletries; perfume and flavour materials; incenses and 
fragrances; false nails; false eyelashes.

Cl.21;Cosmetic utensils; industrial packaging glass containers for cosmetics; make-up removing appliances; perfume 
burners; soap dispensers.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1868 ,   24/09/2018        Class 99 

Priority claimed from 24/02/2015; Application No. : 013768171 ;European Union
3211150    21/03/2015
[International Registration No. : 1266261]
Cambridge Communication Systems Limited
Mount Pleasant House, 3rd Floor, Mount Pleasant Cambridge CB3 0RN United Kingdom

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SUJATA CHAUDHRI IP ATTORNEYS
2106 Express Trade Towers 2, First Floor, B-36, Sector 132, Expressway, NOIDA 201303, Uttar Pradesh, India

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Apparatus and equipment for telecommunications networks; telecommunications apparatus and equipment; 
apparatus and equipment for mobile telecommunications networks and wireless communication networks; 
telecommunications transmitters; telecommunications circuit board units; computer hardware for use in 
telecommunications networks; computer programmes for use in telecommunications; computer software for operating 
and managing telecommunications systems, networks and equipment; self-organising small cell microwave backhaul 
units for use in telecommunications networks; self-organising nodes for use in telecommunications networks.

Cl.37;Installation, repair and maintenance of telecommunications networks and equipment; advisory and consultancy 
services in relation to all of the aforesaid.

Cl.38;Telecommunications services; providing access to a mobile telecommunications network; advisory and 
consultancy services in relation to all of the aforesaid.

Cl.42;Design and development of telecommunications apparatus and equipment; providing online, web-based software 
applications for the operation and management of telecommunications systems and networks; providing software-as-a-
service for use in the operation and management of telecommunications systems and networks; technological 
consultancy and advisory services in connection with telecommunications networks and equipment; installation, 
maintenance and updating of computer software in the field of telecommunications; advisory and consultancy services in 
relation to all of the aforesaid.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1868 ,   24/09/2018        Class 99 

Priority claimed from 29/10/2014; Application No. : 86438765 ;United States of America
3211153    23/03/2015
[International Registration No. : 1266262]
VERILY LIFE SCIENCES LLC
1600 Amphitheatre Parkway Mountain View CA 94043 US

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALL & SETHI
D-17, SOUTH EXTENSION-II NEW DELHI-110049.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Downloadable computer software for measuring and monitoring neurological disorders and disabilities.

Cl.10;Medical devices, namely, devices for detecting and canceling hand tremors and other neurological disorders.

Cl.42;Design and development services in the field of medical devices, namely, devices to improve quality of life for 
individuals with disability or neurological disorders; advisory and consultancy services in the field of design and 
development in the field of medical devices, namely, devices to improve quality of life for individuals with disability or 
neurological disorders.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1868 ,   24/09/2018        Class 99 

3212455    09/12/2014
[International Registration No. : 1266633]
RAZER (ASIA-PACIFIC) PTE LTD
514 Chai Chee Lane 07-05 Singapore 469029 Singapore

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
BOAZZ LAW CHAMBER
313, Churchgate Chambers,5 New Marine Lines, Churchgate, Mumbai- 400 020

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.38;Telecommunications; communication and telecommunication services; telecommunication access services; 
communications by computer; communication between computers; electronic sending of data and documentation via the 
Internet or other databases; electronic transmission of data between computers and servers; transmission of data and 
news by electronic means; providing telecommunication access to websites and electronic news services online allowing 
the download of information and data; providing telecommunication access to web sites on the Internet; providing 
wireless telecommunications via electronic communications networks; wireless digital messaging, paging services, and 
electronic mail services, including services that enable a user to send and/or receive messages through a wireless data 
network; communication by computer, computer intercommunication; provision of telecommunications access and links 
to computer databases and the Internet; electronic transmission of streamed and downloadable audio and video files via 
computer and other communications networks; webcasting services (transmission); delivery of messages by electronic 
transmission; provision of connectivity services and access to electronic communications networks, for transmission or 
reception of audio, video or multimedia content; provision of telecommunications connections to electronic 
communication networks; providing telecommunication access to digital music web sites on the Internet; providing 
telecommunication access to MP3 web sites on the Internet; provision of telecommunications connections to the Internet 
or computer databases; electronic mail services; telecommunication of information (including web pages); streaming of 
video content via a global computer network; audio broadcasting; electronic transmission of data via communications 
networks; providing on-line bulletin boards for the transmission of messages among computer users concerning 
computer gaming and entertainment; rental and hire of communication apparatus and electronic mail-boxes; news 
agency services for electronic transmission; electronic communications consultancy; transmission of data by audio 
visual apparatus controlled by data processing apparatus or computers; information, advisory and consultancy services 
relating to all the aforesaid; provision of telecommunication access time to web-sites featuring multimedia materials; 
providing telecommunication access to databases and directories via communications networks for obtaining data in the 
fields of computer gaming and entertainment; providing users with telecommunication access time to electronic 
communications networks with means of identifying, locating, grouping, distributing, and managing data and links to 
third-party computer servers, computer processors and computer users; delivery of digital images; providing temporary 
Internet access to use on-line non-downloadable software to enable users to program audio, video, text and other 
multimedia content; providing user access to the Internet (service providers); providing communications services namely 
voice over Internet protocol (VOIP) peer-to-peer communications, electronic transmission of data and documents over 
computer terminals, and instant messaging services; rental of access time to the Internet to use on-line non-
downloadable software to enable users to program audio, video, text and other multimedia content; providing of user 
access to the Internet.

Cl.42;Application service provider (ASP) services featuring computer software; application service provider (ASP) 
services featuring software for authoring, downloading, transmitting, receiving, editing, extracting, encoding, decoding,
displaying, storing and organizing text, graphics, images, and electronic publications; scientific and technological 
services and research and design relating thereto; industrial analysis and research services; design and development of 
computer hardware and software; design and development of user interface for application software; design and 
development of user interfaces for computer devices for the purposes of computer gaming; design and development of 
computer software and hardware for use in telecommunications and voice over Internet protocol (VOIP) applications; 
providing temporary use of online, non-downloadable computer software that allows subscribers to utilize voice over 
Internet protocol (VOIP) communication services; providing online software for downloading by others that allows 
subscribers to utilize voice over Internet protocol (VOIP) communication services; computer hardware and software 
consulting services; rental of computer hardware and software apparatus and equipment; multimedia and audio-visual 
software consulting services; computer programming; support and consultation services for developing computer 
systems, databases and applications; graphic design for the compilation of web pages on the Internet; information 
relating to computer hardware or software provided on-line from a global computer network or the Internet; creating and 
maintaining web-sites; hosting the web-sites of others; providing search engines for obtaining data via communications 
networks; application service provider (ASP) services featuring software that enables users to play and program music 
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and entertainment-related audio, video, text and multimedia content, and software featuring musical sound recordings, 
entertainment-related audio, video, text and multimedia content; providing search engines for obtaining data on a global 
computer network; information, advisory and consultancy services relating to all the aforesaid; provision of search 
engines for the Internet; computer consulting and support services for scanning information into computer discs; hosting 
of a social networking website; computerized data storage services; computerized data storage services for text, data, 
image, audio, video, and multimedia content; hosting of an online searchable database of text, data, image, audio, video, 
and multimedia content; computer time-sharing services for communication apparatus; electronic storage of data, text, 
images, audio, and video; computerised data storage services for archiving electronic data; information and consultation 
in connection with electronic storage of data, text, images, audio, and video; information and consultation in connection 
with computerised data storage services for archiving electronic data.

Cl.45;Online social networking services.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1868 ,   24/09/2018        Class 99 

Priority claimed from 04/12/2014; Application No. : UK0003084556 ;United Kingdom
3213309    02/06/2015
[International Registration No. : 1268180]
FASHION TELEVISION LLC
246 West Broadway New York NY 10013 US

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GROVERLAW ADVO,
H-36 GREEN PARK EXTENSION NEW DELHI 110016

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.38;Providing telecommunications transmission and access to video and audio content via video-on-demand, 
interactive television, pay-per-view and pay TV subscription services; video-on-demand transmission services; 
broadcasting and transmission of interactive television providing access to third party information sources; transmission,
consumption and/or integration of commercial video-on-demand to social networks; broadcasting services and providing 
telecommunications access to films and television programs via a video-on-demand service; broadcasting services and 
providing telecommunications access to video and audio content via a video-on-demand service.

Cl.41;Providing non downloadable films and television programs via a video-on-demand service; production and post-
production for television and film; production and post-production based on location or in studio; dubbing service and 
library services.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1868 ,   24/09/2018        Class 99 

3226031    01/06/2015
[International Registration No. : 1269781]
DAMO SNC
Via Cadrega 2 I-37121 Verona (VR) Italy
DAVIDE ALBERTINI
Via Cadrega 2 I-37121 Verona (VR) Italy

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
P S DAVAR
N-220 Greater Kailash-1, New Delhi 110048 India

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Sports glasses; sunglasses; sunglass lenses; sunglass chains and cords; frames for spectacles and sunglasses; 
dustproof glasses; magnifying glasses; opera glasses; theatre glasses; cases for mobile phones; leather cases for mobile 
phones; glasses for sports; reading glasses; field-glasses; ski glasses.

Cl.18;Umbrellas; bags for umbrellas; beach umbrellas; beach bags; belt bags; boston bags; book bags; bum bags; 
clutch bags; courier bags; diaper bags; duffel bags; evening bags; flight bags; gladstone bags; gym bags; hunting bags; 
key bags; leather bags; overnight bags; school bags; shoulder bags; sports bags; sport bags; travel bags; traveling bags; 
travelling bags; waist bags; weekend bags; garment bags for travel made of leather; shopping bags made of skin; leather 
bags, suitcases and wallets; leather and imitation leather bags; bags and holdalls for sports clothing; wheeled shopping
bags; tool bags sold empty; textile shopping bags; string bags for shopping; sportsman"s hunting bags; sling bags for 
carrying infants; shopping bags with wheels attached; shoe bags for travel; school book bags; reusable shopping bags; 
mesh shopping bags; leather shopping bags; leather bags and wallets; imitation leather bags; hunters" game bags; 
garment bags for travel; feed bags for animals; duffel bags for travel; cosmetic bags sold empty; carry-on bags; carry-all 
bags; canvas shopping bags; luggage; luggage tags; luggage label holders; suitcases; leather suitcases; small suitcases; 
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wallets; key wallets; card wallets; leather wallets; pocket wallets; wallets with card compartments; coin holders in the 
nature of wallets; purses; clutch purses.

Cl.25;Suits; bathing suits; body suits; dress suits; ladies" suits; sailor suits; skirt suits; shirts for suits; running suits; 
play suits; suit coats; women"s suits; dresses; T-shirts; shirts; night shirts; shirt fronts; sleep shirts; sport shirts; sports
shirts; sweat shirts; tee-shirts; gloves; fingerless gloves; knitted gloves; ski gloves; gloves with conductive fingertips that
may be worn while using handheld electronic touch screen devices; skirts; pants; leather pants; sports pants; denim 
jackets; bomber jackets; hunting jackets; jacket liners; knit jackets; leather jackets; long jackets; rain jackets; reversible 
jackets; sports jackets; wind-jackets; light-reflecting jackets; sleeveless jerseys; sports jerseys; miniskirts; shoes; rubber 
shoes; sports shoes; wooden shoes; esparto shoes or sandals; athletic shoes; canvas shoes; gymnastic shoes; leather 
shoes; women"s shoes; infants" shoes and boots; boots; boots for sports; boot uppers; half-boots; lace boots; ladies" 
boots; ski boots; winter boots; after ski boots; belts for clothing; belts; belts made of leather; belts made from imitation 
leather; waist belts; neckties; scarfs; shawls.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1868 ,   24/09/2018        Class 99 

3226335    08/09/2015
[International Registration No. : 1270297]
OCUSOFT, INC.
P.O. Box 429 Richmond TX 77406 United States of America

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR INTERNATIONAL SERVICES
BLOCK NO. 8, BUILDING NO. 2, RAJINDER NAGAR, NEW DELHI-110060

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.3;Body and beauty care cosmetics; soaps including hand soaps; hair care preparations including hair lotions; facial 
scrub, namely, eyelid scrub; foaming facial cleansers, namely, eyelid cleansers; disposable wipes impregnated with 
cleansing compounds for use on eyelids; facial cleansers, namely, foams, creams, gels, lotions and balms for eyelid and 
eyelash cleansing.

Cl.5;Sanitary sterilizing preparations; ophthalmic lubricants in the forms of gels, solutions, drops, creams, and 
ointments; eye drops; medicated facial cleansers, namely, medicated eyelid scrub; medicated facial cleansers, namely, 
medicated lid scrub with foaming eyelid cleanser; medicated ointments for treating dermatological conditions of the 
eyelids; contact lens solution; eye patches for medical purposes, namely, warm eye compresses and therapeutic eye care 
pads; oral nutritional supplements for the support of dry eyes; medicated pre-moistened wipes; medicated facial 
cleansers, namely, foams, solutions, creams, gels, lotions and ointments for eyelid cleansing and removal of encrustation 
and other foreign matter from the eyelids, eyelashes, and periocular area.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1868 ,   24/09/2018        Class 99 

Priority claimed from 05/03/2014; Application No. : 30 2014 001 567.6/38 ;Germany
3228370    05/09/2014
[International Registration No. : 1269569]
MARCEL HARTMANN
Obere Weingartenstraße 34 73092 Heiningen Germany
ALEXANDER HARTMANN
Binsenbachweg 3 73098 Rechberghausen Germany

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
INTTL ADVOCARE
B-36 SECTOR -132 NOIDA EXPRESSWAY NOIDA - 201303

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Recorded data, particularly data bases [electronic], data bases for identifying mobile communications subscribers, 
data bases for recording identification features of mobile communications subscribers, data bases for recording a 
plurality of profiles of mobile communications subscribers in mobile networks; software, particularly application software,
software downloadable from the Internet, restored software for mobile phones and mobile devices, communications 
software, network administration software, programs for mobile phones and mobile devices, application programs for 
mobile phones and mobile devices, software applications for mobile phones and mobile devices (downloadable); software
for mobile phones and mobile devices, software for identifying callers for mobile phones and mobile devices, software for 
parallel transmission of speech data and identification data, software for parallel transmitting speech data and 
identification data in mobile networks using different channels for speech transmission and data transmission, software 
packages for mobile phones and mobile devices, particularly in relation to providing or forwarding caller information for 
mobile phones or mobile devices in mobile networks using data provided in data bases, particularly in relation to centrally
stored and via identification features assignable and forwardable data; all aforementioned goods except for RFID 
transponders, RFID systems, products comprising RFID transponders, systems for identifying, locating and 
authenticating objects and persons.

Cl.35;Advertising, marketing and promotional services, other referral services, organizing business contacts, 
negotiation and referral services, particularly in relation to providing and forwarding caller information for mobile phones 
or mobile devices in mobile networks using data stored in data bases; commercial trading and consumer information 
services, namely retail and wholesale services in relation to providing and forwarding caller information for mobile 
phones or mobile devices in mobile networks using data provided in data bases; business assistance, business 
management and administrative services, particularly in relation to providing caller information for mobile phones or 
mobile devices in mobile networks using data provided in data bases; consulting and information in relation to the 
aforementioned services included in this class.

Cl.38;Telecommunication services, particularly telephone and mobile phone services, provision of callstream 
telephone lines, computerized telephony services, transmission of data by radio paging, wireless digital messaging 
services, wireless telephone services, wireless telephony, provision of communications by telephone, cellular telephone 
communication, mobile telephony, mobile telephone services, telephone and telecommunication services, transfer of data 
by telephone, transfer of information by telephone, cellular telephone communication, teleconferencing services, 
transmission of telephone calls, transmission of messages by telephone, call screening services, transfer of telephone or 
telecommunication calls, computer telecommunications and Internet access services, providing access to content, web 
pages and Internet portals, providing access to computer data bases, providing access to computer programs in data 
networks, telecommunication services for accessing data bases, telecommunication gateway services, providing access 
to electronic messaging systems, providing telecommunications access to data bases and the Internet, providing access 
to electronic communications networks, providing electronic communication links, computer-aided data transmission, 
providing communications between computers, computer-aided transmission of messages, data transmission, remote 
data transmission services, electronic transmission of data, data transmission services, data transmission services 
between interconnected mobile phones and mobile devices, wireless electronic transmission of data, electronic 
transmission of messages, electronic data exchange services, electronic transmission of data, particularly between 
mobile phones and mobile devices, electronic mail, electronic message sending, particularly between mobile phones and 
mobile devices, services for the electronic transmission of messages, particularly between mobile phones and mobile 
devices, electronic instructions transmission services, electronic transmission of messages in mobile networks, 
electronic exchange of data from data bases that are accessible via telecommunications networks, electronic message 
transfer, particularly in mobile networks, communications via mobile networks, communications between mobile phones 
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and mobile devices, telecommunications services in mobile networks, services for the electronic transmission of 
messages, transmission of information by electronic means, transmission of information between mobile phones and 
mobile devices in mobile networks, particularly providing caller information for mobile phones and mobile devices in 
mobile networks using data provided in data bases, forwarding caller information for mobile phones or mobile phones 
using data provided in data bases; consultation and information in relation to the aforementioned services included in 
this class.

Cl.42;Information technology consultancy services; particularly software development and programming services for 
application software for mobile phones and mobile devices; development, programming services and implementation in 
relation to data bases and registers in mobile networks, particularly in relation to providing caller information for mobile 
phones or mobile devices in mobile networks using data provided in data bases, forwarding caller information for mobile 
phones and mobile devices in mobile networks using data, particularly in relation to parallel transmission of speech data 
and identification data in mobile networks, particularly using different channels for speech transmission and data 
transmission; all of the aforementioned services except for programming RFID systems, RFID software and RFID utility 
programs.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1868 ,   24/09/2018        Class 99 

Priority claimed from 09/09/2014; Application No. : T1414429B ;Singapore
3228549    09/03/2015
[International Registration No. : 1270176]
AENOVA ASIA PACIFIC PTE LTD
4 Battery Road, #25-01 Bank of China Building Singapore 049908 SG

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
P S DAVAR
N-220 Greater Kailash-1, New Delhi 110048 India

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
3056227

IR DIVISION
THE MARK TO BE USED AS PER DEVICE PROVIDED IN THE BIRTH NOTIFICATION.

Cl.39;Filling and packaging of pharmaceutical products, dietetic products for medical use, food supplements and 
nutritional supplements, vitamin preparations, cosmetics; packaging of medical products.

Cl.40;Treatment of materials, namely treatment of medicines, dietetic products for medical use, food supplements for 
medical use, vitamin preparations, cosmetics and medical products.

Cl.42;Research and development of pharmaceutical products, nutritional supplements and additives, vitamin 
preparations, dietetic products for medical use, cosmetics, medical products; scientific and technological services and 
research in the field of pharmaceutical products, nutritional supplements, vitamin preparations, dietetic products for 
medical use, cosmetics, medical products; quality control and chemical analysis of pharmaceutical products, nutritional 
supplements and additives, vitamin preparations, dietetic products for medical use, cosmetics, medical products.

Cl.45;Granting of licenses of intellectual property rights in the field of pharmaceutical products, food supplements and 
nutritional supplements, vitamin preparations, dietetic products for medical use, cosmetics, medical products.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1868 ,   24/09/2018        Class 99 

Priority claimed from 09/09/2014; Application No. : 013239652 ;European Union
3232497    27/02/2015
[International Registration No. : 1270986]
DWT GMBH
Zur Halbinsel 12 45356 Essen Germany

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DEPENNING & DEPENNING
120, VELACHERY MAIN ROAD, GUINDY, CHENNAI - 600 032.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
THE MARK TO BE USED AS WHOLE AND AS PER LABLE PROVIDED IN THE BIRTH NOTIFICATION.

Cl.6;Common metals and their alloys; metal building materials; transportable buildings of metal; materials of metal for 
railway tracks; metal rails for lifting and transporting devices, namely metal rails for wall mounted swivels, metal rails for 
pillar swivels, modular celling metal rails for cranes and swivels, modular metal rails for cranes; non-electric cables and 
wires of common metal; ironmongery, small items of metal hardware; pipes and tubes of metal; pipe plugs for forming 
gas welding and for oxygen measurement; welding seals; rivets of metal; sockets and push-on bits for screwdrivers; 
winding spools of metal non-mechanical for flexible hoses; goods of common metal not included in other classes; ores.

Cl.7;Machines and machine tools for treatment of materials and for manufacturing; motors and engines (except for land 
vehicles); machine coupling and transmission components (except for land vehicles); agricultural implements other than 
hand-operated; automatic vending machines; generators of electricity; nitrogen generators, pneumatic and electric tools; 
impact wrenches, screwdrivers, pulse-type screwdrivers, camera and scanner screwdrivers; drilling, grinding and riveting 
machines; blind rivet guns; torque drivers; machines and installations for the automated screwing together of parts; 
multi-spindle, wheel, coupling and connecting rod screwdrivers; pneumatic hoists, chain hoists; mechanical winding 
spools for flexible hoses; dust extraction devices; devices for producing nitrogen; pumps for liquids and/or gases, in 
particular centrifugal pumps, double membrane pumps; milling machines, including electropneumatic electrode cap 
milling cutters; hand-held electropneumatic electrode cap milling cutters, milling apparatus for pipe ends; pipe cold 
cutting machines; hoists; parts and accessories for all the aforesaid goods, included in this class.

Cl.8;Hand tools and implements (hand-operated); hand-operated pipe and pipe working tools; hand operated fit-up 
tools; hand-operated pneumatic tools; hand-operated calibration tools; hand-operated impact wrenches and 
screwdrivers; hand-operated torque and click-type wrenches; hand-operated carriage systems, hand-operated swivel 
arms; hand-held milling cutters; hand-operated external and internal centring devices for pipeline construction; hand-
operated tensioning devices for pipes, pipe clip tensioners; hand-operated centring devices for pipes, hand-operated pipe 
centring chains; parts and fittings for aforesaid goods, all the aforesaid goods included in this class.

Cl.37;Building construction; repair, namely repair and maintenance of plants, machinery and machine tools; installation
services, namely installation of technical works, machines and machine tools; repair and maintenance relating to 
machines and machine tools for treatment of materials, metal treating and production, motors and engines (except for 
land vehicles), machine coupling and transmission components (except for land vehicles), agricultural implements other 
than hand-operated, automatic vending machines, generators of electricity, nitrogen generators, parts and fittings for the 
aforesaid goods; repair and maintenance relating to rail systems for lifting and transporting devices, pipe plugs for 
forming gas welding and for oxygen measurement, welding seals, rivets of metal, sockets and push-on bits for 
screwdrivers, pneumatic and electric tools, impact wrenches, screwdrivers, pulse-type screwdrivers, camera and scanner 
screwdrivers, drilling, grinding and riveting machines, parts and fittings for the aforesaid goods; repair and maintenance 
relating to blind rivet guns, torque wrenches, machines and installations for the automated screwing together of parts, 
multi-spindle, wheel, coupling and connecting rod screwdrivers, pneumatic hoists, chain hoists, winding spools for 
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flexible hoses, dust extraction devices, devices for producing nitrogen, devices for producing oxygen-rich air (oxygen 
generators), parts and fittings for the aforesaid goods; repair and maintenance relating to pumps for liquids and/or gases, 
centrifugal and double membrane pumps, milling machines, electropneumatic electrode cap milling cutters, milling 
apparatus for pipe ends, pipe cold cutting machines, parts and fittings for the aforesaid goods; repair and maintenance 
relating to hand tools and implements (hand-operated), hand-operated pipe and pipe working tools, hand-operated 
assembly tools, hand-operated pneumatic tools, parts and fittings for the aforesaid goods; repair and maintenance 
relating to hand-operated calibration tools, hand-operated impact wrenches and screwdrivers, torque and click-type 
wrenches, hoists, winding spools for flexible hoses, carriage systems, swivel arms, hand-held milling cutters, hand-held 
electropneumatic electrode cap milling cutters, external and internal centring devices for pipeline construction,
tensioning devices for pipes, pipe clip tensioners, centring devices for pipes, pipe centring chains, parts and fittings for 
the aforesaid goods; rental of tools, machine tools, metal-working and metal-treating machines and of technical apparatus
and installations.

Cl.40;Treatment of materials in the field of tool construction, metal finishing, surface coating.

Cl.41;Education; providing of training; providing of training and further training in the technical field; organising, 
arranging and conducting of conference, seminars, talks, training and workshops; organising of education exhibitions; 
providing electronic publications (non-downloadable); publication of texts, other than publicity texts; publication of 
printed matter, including in electronic form, other than advertising texts; entertainment; sporting and cultural activities.

Cl.42;Scientific and technological services and research and design relating thereto; industrial analysis and research 
services; engineering relating to machines and machine tools for the treatment of materials and production, motors and 
engines (except for land vehicles), machine coupling and transmission components (except for land vehicles), 
agricultural implements other than hand-operated, automatic vending machines, generators of electricity, nitrogen 
generators, parts and accessories for the aforesaid goods; engineering relating to rail systems for lifting and transporting 
devices, pipe plugs for forming gas welding and for oxygen measurement, welding seals, rivets of metal, sockets and 
push-on bits for screwdrivers, pneumatic and electric tools, impact wrenches, screwdrivers, pulse-type screwdrivers, 
camera and scanner screwdrivers, drilling, grinding and riveting machines, blind rivet guns, torque wrenches, parts and 
fittings for the aforesaid goods; engineering relating to machines and installations for the automated screwing together of 
parts, multi-spindle, wheel, coupling and connecting rod screwdrivers, pneumatic hoists, chain hoists, winding spools for 
flexible hoses, dust extraction devices, devices for producing nitrogen, devices for producing oxygen-rich air (oxygen 
generators), parts and fittings for the aforesaid goods; engineering relating to pumps for liquids and/or gases, centrifugal 
pumps, double membrane pumps, milling machines, electropneumatic electrode cap milling cutters, milling apparatus for 
pipe ends, pipe cold cutting machines, parts and fittings for the aforesaid goods; engineering relating to hand tools and 
implements (hand-operated), hand-operated pipe and pipe working tools, hand-operated assembly tools, hand-operated 
pneumatic tools, hand-operated calibration tools, hand-operated impact wrenches and screwdrivers, torque and click-
type wrenches, hoists, winding spools for flexible hoses, carriage systems, swivel arms, hand-held milling cutters, parts 
and fittings for the aforesaid goods; engineering relating to hand-held electropneumatic electrode cap milling cutters, 
external and internal centring devices for pipeline construction, tensioning devices for pipes, pipe clip tensioners, 
centring devices for pipes, pipe centring chains, parts and fittings for the aforesaid goods; design and development of 
computer hardware and software.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1868 ,   24/09/2018        Class 99 

Priority claimed from 21/04/2015; Application No. : UK00003104968 ;United Kingdom
3233384    29/07/2015
[International Registration No. : 1271198]
Glencoe Software Inc.
800 5th Avenue #101-259 Seattle, WA 98104-3102 US

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MANISHA SINGH NAIR
C/O LEX ORBIS INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY PRACTICE 709/710 TOLSTOY HOUSE, 15-17 TOLSTOY MARG NEW DELHI 
110001

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Computer software; computer software downloadable from the Internet; software tools; data access tools; data 
management tools; downloadable electronic publications; all the aforesaid being for use in connection with the 
accessing, visualisation, analysis, management, publication, sharing, storage and manipulation of biological and 
biomedical data and images, all being for use in the field of healthcare, life science and biomedical science.

Cl.35;Business services; data processing services; all the aforesaid services relating to the accessing, visualisation,
analysis, management, publication, sharing, storage and manipulation of biological and biomedical data and images, all 
being for use in the field of healthcare, life science and biomedical science; information, advisory and consultancy 
services in connection with the aforesaid services.

Cl.42;Design and development of computer software, software tools, data access tools and data management tools; 
computer programming; installation, maintenance and repair of computer software; design of computer websites and 
maintenance thereof; all the aforesaid services relating to the accessing, visualisation, analysis, management, 
publication, sharing, storage and manipulation of biological and biomedical data and images, all being for use in the field 
of healthcare, life science and biomedical science; information, advisory and consultancy services in connection with the 
aforesaid services.

Cl.45;Licensing of computer software for use in connection with the accessing, visualisation, analysis, management, 
publication, sharing, storage and manipulation of biological and biomedical data and images, all being for use in the field 
of healthcare, life science and biomedical science; information, advisory and consultancy services in connection with the 
aforesaid services.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1868 ,   24/09/2018        Class 99 

3234186    24/07/2015
[International Registration No. : 1271083]
FOSHAN GANI CERAMICS CO., LTD.
Room 201, 301-304, 401-404, 501-502, Block 4, No. 28 Jihua 1st Road, Chancheng District, Foshan City Guangdong Province China

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
FIDUS LAW CHAMBERS
C-39, SECTOR-20 NOIDA-201 301.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.19;Tiles, not of metal, for building; floors, not of metal; marble; gypsum; cement; refractory construction materials, 
not of metal; surfacings, not of metal, for building; building materials, not of metal; buildings, not of metal.

Cl.35;Commercial administration of the licensing of the goods and services of others; sales promotion for others; 
import-export, agencies; outsourcing services [business assistance]; business management assistance; presentation of 
goods on communication media, for retail purposes; advertising agencies; employment agencies; rental of vending 
machines; secretarial services.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1868 ,   24/09/2018        Class 99 

Priority claimed from 18/12/2014; Application No. : 86485481 ;United States of America
3234189    17/06/2015
[International Registration No. : 1271029]
Animal Equality
8581 Santa Monica Blvd., 350 West Hollywood CA 90069 United States of America

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
H K ACHARYA & COMPANY
HK AVENUE,19 SWASTIK SOCIETY,NAVRANGPURA,AHMEDABAD 380 009,GUJRAT,INDIA.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.35;Promoting public interest and awareness of animal cruelty and the humane treatment of animals.

Cl.36;Charitable fundraising services for the investigation of animal cruelty and promotion of the humane treatment of 
animals.

Cl.45;Animal cruelty investigation; providing information about preventing animal cruelty from a website.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1868 ,   24/09/2018        Class 99 

Priority claimed from 02/12/2014; Application No. : 40201401137V ;Singapore
3234211    01/06/2015
[International Registration No. : 1270482]
FASHION TELEVISION LLC
246 West Broadway New York NY 10013 US

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GROVERLAW ADVO,
H-36 GREEN PARK EXTENSION NEW DELHI 110016

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.38;Broadcasting services and provision of telecommunication access to video and audio content provided via video-
on-demand, interactive television programs, pay-per-view television programs and subscription television broadcasting 
services; video-on-demand transmission services; interactive broadcasting and transmission of television programs; 
providing access to information in computer networks; video-on-demand transmission services provided via the Internet 
or via a global computer network; broadcasting services and provision of telecommunication access to films and TV 
programmes provided via a video-on-demand service; broadcasting services and provision of telecommunication access 
to video and audio content provided via a video-on-demand service via the Internet; video-on-demand transmission 
services.

Cl.41;Provision of non-downloadable films and TV programmes via a video-on-demand service; television and movie 
production and post-production, location and studio production and post-production, dubbing and library services.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1868 ,   24/09/2018        Class 99 

3238225    29/06/2015
[International Registration No. : 1271627]
BIG STAR LIMITED
Wojska Polskiego 21/21a PL-62-800 Kalisz PL

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ANUATION
422, KAKROLA COMPLEX, DWARKA MOR, NEW DELHI-110078

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Eyeglass frames; spectacle cases; sunglasses.

Cl.18;Leather wallets; briefbags; haversacks; key cases; leather and imitation leather; vanity cases not fitted; Boston 
bags; baby carriers worn on the body; umbrellas; hiking rucksacks; trunks and suitcases; business card cases; wallets; 
purses; parasols; boxes made of leather; boxes of vulcanized fiber; net bags for shopping; bags for sports; school book 
bags; satchels; school knapsacks; garment carriers; shopping bags; beach bags; holdalls; wheeled shopping bags; 
handbags; suitcases.

Cl.25;Clothing; footwear; hats; neckerchiefs; underwear; sweat-absorbent underwear; brassieres; blouses; tracksuit 
tops; sweat shirts; hooded sweatshirts; hooded tops; overalls; spots caps and hats; knitwear; aprons; suits; gaiters; 
vests; trunks; shirts; bathing suits; sports shirts with short sleeves; printed T-shirts; neckties; leggings; jackets; fur 
jackets; parkas; underpants; babies pants; ear muffs; overcoats; waist belts; money belts; coats; bathrobes; tights; 
gloves; socks; pants; trousers shorts; trousers; skirts; sweaters; scarfs; lounging robes; knit jackets; maillots; layettes; 
morning coats; tops; boxer shorts; casual shirts; short-sleeved shirts; short-sleeved or long-sleeved T-shirts; boots for 
sports; lace boots; beach shoes; rain boots; fittings of metal for footwear; sports shoes; leisure shoes; footwear not for 
sports; footwear for men and women; berets; caps; sports caps; visors; hoods; cap peaks.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1868 ,   24/09/2018        Class 99 

3243266    14/01/2015
[International Registration No. : 1271565]
GRILL'D IP PTY LTD
C/- Deloitte Private Pty Ltd, Level 9, 550 Bourke Street Melbourne VIC 3000 Australia

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
FIDUS LAW CHAMBERS
C-39, SECTOR-20 NOIDA-201 301.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
THE MARK TO BE USED AS WHOLE AND AS PER LABLE PROVIDED IN THE BIRTH NOTIFICATION.

Cl.29;Foodstuffs and beverages in this class prepared for human consumption; burgers (meat patties); meat burgers 
(meat patties); vegetable burgers; meat, poultry, fish and game, including hamburger patties; meat extracts; sausages; 
meat products; chicken products; vegetable products; chicken nuggets; fried chicken; grilled meat; snack food products 
consisting primarily of meat and vegetables; processed meat based foods; croquettes; sandwich fillings consisting 
primarily of meat and vegetables; preserved, frozen, dried and cooked fruits and vegetables including potato chips; 
vegetable salads; fruit chips; fruit salads; pickles prepared from fruits and vegetables; potato and onion products 
included in this class; vegetable patties; eggs, milk and milk products including milk shakes and malted milks; preserves 
and pickles.

Cl.30;Foodstuffs and beverages in this class prepared for human consumption; hamburgers; steak sandwiches and 
sandwiches; preparations made from bread; sandwiches containing meat including steak and hamburgers; steaks and 
burgers contained in bread rolls; steaks and hamburgers (sandwich with filling); bread buns; hamburgers in buns; bread; 
biscuits; pastries; cakes; confectionery; prepared desserts (chocolate based); flavoured toppings for desserts; prepared 
desserts (confectionery); prepared desserts (pastries); salts included in this class, pepper, mustard, sauces, spices, 
vinegar, sauces (condiments); relishes.

Cl.35;Retail services in relation to foods and beverages including sauces, relishes and toppings; the bringing together 
for the benefit of others, enabling customers to conveniently view and purchase those goods in a food and beverage 
store; wholesale services; organisation and management of customer loyalty programmes; customer support services 
provided in relation to the sale of food and beverages and catering; data processing; database management; business 
management services in relation to franchising; business information, consultancy, advisory and assistance services; 
providing information, including by electronic means via a global computer network, about all of the aforesaid services; 
all of the foregoing relating to food and beverages and related products, restaurants, cafes and other outlets for the 
provision of food and beverages; business management services for events; public relations.

Cl.43;Preparation of food and beverages; services for providing food and beverages; services in this class relating to 
the operation of restaurants and other establishments or facilities engaged in providing food and beverages prepared for 
consumption; preparation and sale of take away foods; hospitality services; takeaway food and drink services; coffee 
shop services; cafe services; cafeteria services; Internet cafe services being the provision of food and drink; restaurant 
services; canteens; snack-bar services; bar services; catering services for hospitality; contract catering services; 
business catering services; mobile catering services; providing information, including by electronic means and via a 
global computer network, about all of the aforesaid services.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1868 ,   24/09/2018        Class 99 

Priority claimed from 11/08/2014; Application No. : 30 2014 057 317.2/07 ;Germany
3243273    09/02/2015
[International Registration No. : 1271853]
VORWERK INTERNATIONAL AG
Verenastrasse 39 CH-8832 Wollerau CH

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
INTTL ADVOCARE
B-36 SECTOR -132 NOIDA EXPRESSWAY NOIDA - 201303

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Electric apparatus for household and industrial purposes in the field of nutrition, namely, mills, shredding 
apparatus, juicers; machines and apparatus for the preparation of dishes and drinks, in particular for chopping, cutting, 
grinding, squeezing, grating, mixing, whipping, stirring, emulsifying and kneading; electric kitchen machines; electric 
kitchen machines with integrated cooking function and with integrated chopping, grinding and weighing functions; 
accessories for the aforementioned goods; electric knives, electric bread slicers, electric can openers, apparatus for the 
production of sparkling drinks; electric apparatus for household and industrial purposes in the field of cleaning surfaces 
and floors; vacuum cleaners, vacuum systems (apparatus), suction appliances; apparatus for cleaning fabric for furniture;
electric apparatus and machines for shampooing; apparatus for cleaning mattresses, window cleaning apparatus, steam 
cleaning machines, carpet cleaning apparatus, carpet sweeping apparatus, electric brushes, electric floor polishers, 
combined vacuum cleaner floor polisher, care and cleaning apparatus for hard floors, as well as accessories for the 
aforesaid apparatus included in this class, in particular nozzles, tubes, extension tubes, common use and consumer 
accessories for the said accessories, particularly, filters, brushes, bags for vacuum cleaners and systems (apparatus) for 
dust vacuum cleaning; vacuum cleaner accessories for disseminating perfumes and disinfectants; vacuum cleaner bags 
and vacuum cleaner filters of paper.
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Cl.9;Operating programs for computers (stored), computer programs and computer software, computer programs 
(stored), computer programs (downloadable), computer software (stored), computer software (downloadable), all of the 
above excluding software for technical and economic risk analysis; software for the operation of electric apparatus for 
household and industrial purposes in the field of nutrition; software for the operation of electric apparatus for household 
and industrial purposes in the field of cleaning surfaces and floors; electronic publications (downloadable and/or stored 
on data carriers); magnetic data carriers; recorded and blank mechanical, magnetic, magnetic optical, optical and 
electronic data carriers for sound and/or image and/or other data, digital data carriers, CDs, CD-ROMs, DVDs; USB sticks; 
surf sticks (also known as UMTS sticks).

Cl.11;Electric cooking apparatus; electric containers for cooking, namely pressure cookers; electric cooking apparatus 
with integrated chopping, grinding and weighing function; accessories for the aforementioned wares; electric 
microwaves; electric grills; electric yoghurt makers; electric ice-cream makers; apparatus for cooling drinks; bread 
baking machines; electric deep fryers; toasters; air cleaning apparatus; air ionization apparatus; air deodorizing 
apparatus; filters for water; water cleaning apparatus with filtering units.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1868 ,   24/09/2018        Class 99 

3244664    28/11/2014
[International Registration No. : 1272296]
BORSA ISTANBUL ANONIM SIRKETI,
Resitpasa Mahallesi, Tuncay Artun Caddesi, Emirgan Sariyer TR-34467 ISTANBUL TR

Address for service in India/Agents address:
CHADHA & CHADHA.
F-46, HIMALYA HOUSE, 23 KASTURBA GANDHI MARG, NEW DELHI -110001.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
THE MARK TO BE USED AS WHOLE AND AS PER LABLE PROVIDED IN THE BIRTH NOTIFICATION.

Cl.9;Devices and hardwares processed and transmitted data; magnetic, optical recording carriers and computer 
programs and softwares recorded to such, electronic publications can be downloaded via computer networks and can be 
recorded magnetic/optical medium, magnetic/optical reader cards for computer software, recording, transmission, 
reproduction of audio and video to the devices (including data processing, devices for communication and reproduction,
computer peripheral equipment).

Cl.35;Information, prices, statistical information within the scope of stock exchanges and organized market and 
calculations regarding financial and economic data of stock exchanges and organized market; accession of such 
information, prices and data to database; retention of database; arrangement and systematize of such information; 
computer aided processing information relating to stock exchanges and organized market; commercial services; 
information and consultancy services about services mentioned above; price analysis services; economic analysis and 
forecasting services, services regarding advertising, marketing and public relations; exhibition and trade fair organization 
services for commercial and advertising.

Cl.36;Financial and monetary services; computer aided analysis of securities and index values; computer aided 
financial services; organizational consulting services regarding financial and monetary services; computer aided services 
of providing of financial information; finance technologies.

Cl.38;Communications services by satellite; communication services between computers; communication services by 
telephone communication services; services for transmission of images and messages with the help of computer; 
electronic mail services, fax services, Internet services; namely; transmission services of price information, statistical 
data, index data, settlement and custody data, brokerage operations data and other all financial and economic data.

Cl.41;Education and training services; symposia, conferences, congresses and seminars organizing services, 
education services regarding finance technology computer software and hardware; publication services of price 
information, statistical data, index data, settlement and custody data, all financial and economic data regarding stock 
exchanges and organized market via books, periodical publications, magazines.

Cl.42;Computer software services are as follows; computer programming services, services regarding design of 
computer software, services of regarding maintenance of computer software, services of updating of computer software, 
consultancy services in the area of computer software and hardware, services of building computer database, services of 
computer data recovery, services of correction of computer data, services of computer system analysis, services of 
computer renting, services of computer software renting, services of increasing computer programs, services of 
installation and setup of computer software, together with information, prices, statistical information in the scope of 
organized markets and stock exchanges calculations regarding economic and financial data of other all organized 
markets and stock exchanges and entry of database of such information, price and data, preserving them within 
database; testing, editing and systematizing of such information; services of software development on the subject of 
computer aided processing of information regarding stock exchanges and organized markets; services of software and 
hardware development in order to ensure purchasing and selling of precious stones together with capital market 
instruments, foreign exchange and precious metals, other agreements, documents and values which approved by the 
capital market board; software development services relating to determining and announcing prices consisted in stock 
exchanges and organized markets; software development services collection, matching and surveillance of purchase and 
sale orders in order to finalize them; software and hardware development services for settlement and custody services; 
software and hardware development services regarding distribution and publishing of price information regarding 
securities and other capital market instruments, statistical data, index data, settlement and custody data, brokerage 
activities data; data center and hosting services, data center operation services, hardware maintenance and repair 
supporting services, communication link services.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1868 ,   24/09/2018        Class 99 

3248357    27/04/2015
[International Registration No. : 1273320]
Merck KGaA
Frankfurter Str. 250 64293 Darmstadt Germany

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SINGH & SINGH LALL & SETHI
D-17 SOUTH EXTENSION, PART-II, NEW DELHI 110049

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.10;Specially adapted protective covers for mattresses, duvets and pillows for medical purposes.

Cl.24;Textiles and textile goods.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1868 ,   24/09/2018        Class 99 

Priority claimed from 12/01/2015; Application No. : 013631932 ;European Union
3251626    12/02/2015
[International Registration No. : 1275294]
DENBY BRANDS LIMITED
Denby Pottery Denby, Derbyshire DE5 8NX United Kingdom

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GROVERLAW ADVO,
H-36 GREEN PARK EXTENSION NEW DELHI 110016

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE.1809.

Cl.21;Household, kitchen and bathroom utensils and containers; tableware; ovenware; ornamental articles, model 
figures [ornaments], figurines (statuettes), all made of China bone, china, ceramics, glass, cut glass, earthenware, crystal, 
porcelain and terracotta; vases; coasters; glassware; chinaware; pottery; porcelain; earthenware.

Cl.24;Textile fabrics; household textile articles; upholstery and furnishing fabrics; textile goods for use as bedding; bed
and table covers; tablecloths, table runners, napkins, serviettes; tablemats, coasters; towels; curtains; cushion covers, 
woven fabrics for cushions; textiles for blinds and textile wall hangings.

Cl.35;Retail, wholesale, mail order, television shopping, telephone shopping, Internet shopping and factory shop 
services connected with the sale of lighting apparatus, lamps and lamp bases, wall and floor tiles, household, kitchen and 
bathroom utensils and containers, kitchen and bathroom textile articles, kitchenware and ovenware, tableware, glassware,
chinaware, pottery, porcelain, earthenware, stoneware, cookware, cutlery, and household textile articles.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1868 ,   24/09/2018        Class 99 

Priority claimed from 13/03/2015; Application No. : 86564056 ;United States of America
3253609    11/09/2015
[International Registration No. : 1275411]
Inova Diagnostics, Inc.
9900 Old Grove Road San Diego, CA 92131 United States of America

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SINGH & SINGH LALL & SETHI
D-17 SOUTH EXTENSION, PART-II, NEW DELHI 110049

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
THE MARK TO BE USED AS WHOLE AND AS PER LABLE PROVIDED IN THE BIRTH NOTIFICATION.

Cl.1;Chemical products for scientific purposes, namely, in vitro diagnostic test reagents and control standards for 
medical research use.

Cl.5;Pharmaceutical and veterinary products, namely, in vitro test reagents and control standards for medical 
diagnostic use.

Cl.9;Computer software for use to centrally connect data inputs from, and outputs to, laboratory information systems, 
analyzers, microscopes and other laboratory instrumentation to coordinate workflow and reporting; microscopes.

Cl.10;Devices for medical diagnostics use, namely, electronic systems comprising plate readers, strip readers, data 
processors, data reduction software and fluid handlers; gels, gel plates, mounting media, well slides, coverslips, well 
slide holders, microwells, slide masks, control standards mounted on slides, reagent vials, and demonstration slide sets 
with protocols; medical apparatus and instruments for laboratory analysis and clinical diagnosis of human diseases, 
namely, immunoassay analyzers.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1868 ,   24/09/2018        Class 99 

Priority claimed from 05/09/2013; Application No. : 302013049700.7/18 ;Germany
3255336    21/09/2015
[International Registration No. : 1217411]
PUMA SE
Puma Way 1 91074 Herzogenaurach Germany

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RNA, IP ATTORNEYS
401-402, 4TH FLOOR, SUNCITY SUCCESS TOWER, SEC-65, GOLF COURSE EXTENSION ROAD, GURGAON-122005 
NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION (HARYANA)

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.18;Leather and imitations of leather and goods made of leather or of leather imitations, included in this class; bags 
and pouches (included in this class) as well as small articles of leather, included in this class; purses, pocket wallets, key 
cases; carrying bags, travelling bags, sports bags and sports pouches, included in this class; duffel bags, rucksacks, 
school bags, hip bags, toilet bags; trunks and travelling cases; umbrellas, parasols and walking sticks.

Cl.25;Clothing, footwear, headgear.

Cl.28;Games and playthings; gymnastic and sporting apparatus; gymnastic and sporting articles (included in this 
class); balls for games, golf balls; shin guards, knee, elbow and ankle pads for sports purposes; sporting gloves 
(included in this class); tennis rackets, cricket bats, golf clubs, hockey sticks, table tennis bats, badminton and squash 
rackets; bags for sporting articles adapted to the product they are intended to contain; adapted bags and coverings for 
tennis, badminton and squash rackets, table tennis and cricket bats, golf clubs and hockey sticks; roller skates, ice 
skates and in-line skates, tables and nets for table tennis.
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3266373    23/07/2015
[International Registration No. : 1277239]
LUBE HOLDING S.R.L.
Via dell'Industria, 4 I-62010 TREIA (MC) Italy

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PARKER & PARKER CO. LLP
A3 Trade Center, Stadium Circle, CG Road, Ahmedabad 380009. India

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.11;Cooktops; ovens; domestic ovens; electric cooking ovens; microwave ovens for cooking; cooking rings; electric 
cookers; appliances for cooking foodstuffs; grills [cooking appliances]; cooking apparatus and installations; domestic 
refrigerators; freezers; coffee machines, electric; street lamps; halogen lamps; pedestal lamps; table lamps; desk lamps; 
studio lamps; chandeliers; hanging lamps; lamp globes; wall lights; spot lamps; built-in spotlights; lamps for outdoor 
use; lanterns for lighting; lamp fittings; lamp bases; lamp supports; apparatus for lighting, heating, steam generating, 
cooking, refrigerating, drying, ventilating, water supply and sanitary purposes.

Cl.20;Furniture, mirrors, picture frames; furniture for kitchens; fitted kitchen furniture; credenzas [furniture]; meat 
chests, not of metal; kitchen display units; showcases [furniture]; trolleys [furniture]; tables; chairs; stools; desks; 
armchairs; chair beds; swivel chairs; office chairs; easy chairs; divans; sofa beds; racks [furniture]; chests of drawers; 
lockers; cupboards; furniture cabinets; dressing tables; beds; wooden beds; bed bases; mattresses; cushions; computer 
furniture.

Cl.21;Household or kitchen utensils and containers; basins [bowls]; table plates; cabarets [trays]; baskets for domestic 
use; cups; tea cups; drinking glasses; coffee glasses; coffee services [tableware]; drinks containers; bottles; cutting 
boards; whisks, non-electric, for household purposes; coffeepots, non-electric; brushes; cleaning sponges; plastic 
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buckets; cleaning instruments, hand-operated; gloves for household purposes; brooms; dustbins.

Cl.24;Household linens; table linen; tablecloths; textile napkins; tablecloths of textiles; dish towels for drying; bed 
linen; blankets; bed blankets; eiderdowns [down coverlets]; duvet covers; sheets [textile]; pillowcases; bath linen; towels;
curtains of textile or plastic.
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3270395    14/10/2015
[International Registration No. : 1277201]
DR DENIM AB
Kungsgatan 7A, 4tr SE-411 19 Göteborg Sweden

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SUBRAMANIAM & ASSOCIATES
7th Floor, M3M Cosmopolitan Sector 66, Golf Course Extension Road Gurugram – 122001 National Capital Region India 

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
2498229, 2498230

IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Spectacle frames, sunglasses, cases for spectacles and sunglasses, cases for mobile phones, cases for 
computers.

Cl.18;Bags of leather, bags of cloth, rucksacks, toilet bags, wallets, key covers, umbrellas.

Cl.25;Clothing, footwear, headgear, belts (clothing).

Cl.35;Retail services regarding spectacle frames, sunglasses, cases for spectacles, sunglasses, mobile phones and 
computers, bags, rucksacks, toilet bags, wallets, key covers, umbrellas, clothing, footwear, headgear, belts (clothing).
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Priority claimed from 17/06/2015; Application No. : 014271308 ;European Union
3274745    21/10/2015
[International Registration No. : 1279295]
ESSVE PRODUKTER AB
Box 770, SE-191 27 Sollentuna Sweden

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SUBRAMANIAM & ASSOCIATES
7th Floor, M3M Cosmopolitan Sector 66, Golf Course Extension Road Gurugram – 122001 National Capital Region India 

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Adhesives and glue for industrial purposes, silicones.

Cl.6;Screws, nails and other fastening elements of metal; metal wrappings.

Cl.7;Machine tools, compressors, drilling machines, saw blades (parts of machines), belt sanders (machines) and parts 
therefor, gas-operated nailing guns, electric nailing guns and electric glue guns.

Cl.8;Hand tools and implements (hand operated) including drills, bolt guns, nailing-guns and glue guns, saw blades, 
circular saw blades, screwing automates, for use as screwdriver with automatic feed.

Cl.16;Adhesives and glue for stationery or household purposes; plastic wrappings.

Cl.17;Sealing and insulating materials, sealant compounds for joints, sealing strips, fireproof seals.

Cl.19;Expanders and hooks, for use as fastening elements, not of metal (building materials).

Cl.20;Plugs and fastening devices, not of metal; plastic containers for packaging, plastic cases for packaging.
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3280255    22/10/2015
[International Registration No. : 1278807]
C.C.M. Beheer B.V.
De Pinckart 24 NL-5674 CC Nuenen

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SINGH & SINGH LALL & SETHI
D-17 SOUTH EXTENSION, PART-II, NEW DELHI 110049

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.10;Surgical and medical apparatus and instruments; orthopedic articles; the aforesaid goods exclusively relating to 
the measurement and treatment of vital organs, including the lungs.

Cl.42;Scientific and technological services and research and design relating thereto; industrial analysis and research 
services; the aforesaid services, exclusively relating to (goods for) the measurement and treatment of vital organs, 
including the lungs.

Cl.44;Medical services; services in the field of hygienic and beauty care for human beings; the aforesaid services 
exclusively relating to the measurement and treatment of vital organs, including the lungs.
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Priority claimed from 25/07/2014; Application No. : 30 2014 054 040.1/09 ;Germany
3281821    20/11/2014
[International Registration No. : 1278617]
TRUMPF GMBH + CO. KG
Johann-Maus-Straße 2 71254 Ditzingen Germany

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
P S DAVAR
N-220 Greater Kailash-1, New Delhi 110048 India

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
MARK TO BE USED AS A WHOLE AND AS PER DEVICE PROVIDED IN THE BIRTH NOTIFICATION.

Cl.9;Software for the design and for construction of workpieces; software for programming and production control of 
machines for material treatment; software for programming and production control of machine tools for material 
treatment; software for programming and production control of machine tools for sheet metal working.

Cl.42;Computer-aided remote monitoring of machines and machine tools; computer-aided remote control and remote 
monitoring of machines for material treatment; computer-aided remote control and remote monitoring of machine tools 
for material treatment; computer-aided remote control and remote monitoring of machine tools for sheet metal working; 
computer-aided remote maintenance and repair of machine software for machines and machine tools for material 
treatment and for machine tools for sheet metal working; development, creation, installation, maintenance and updating 
of software for the design and for construction of workpieces; development, creation, installation, maintenance and 
updating of software for programming and production control of machines for material treatment; development, creation, 
installation, maintenance and updating of software for programming and production control of machine tools for material 
treatment; development, creation, installation, maintenance and updating of software for programming and production
control of machine tools for sheet metal working.
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3283446    29/10/2015
[International Registration No. : 1279918]
ZHEJIANG CATHAYA INTERNATIONAL CO., LTD.
No.105 Tiyuchang Road, Hangzhou 310004 Zhejiang China

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PARKER & PARKER CO. LLP
A3 Trade Center, Stadium Circle, CG Road, Ahmedabad 380009. India

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.23;Yarn; thread; artificial wool; polyethylene single thread; threads of plastic materials for textile use; nylon string; 
spun wool; cashmere; darning thread and yarn; rayon.

Cl.24;Fabric; fabrics for textile use; non wovens; felt; wall hangings of textile; bed clothes; loose covers for furniture; 
bath mitts; white cloth strip; banners; fitted toilet lid covers of fabric; shrouds; door curtains.

Cl.25;Clothing; sashes for wear; wedding cloth.
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Priority claimed from 27/03/2015; Application No. : 86578692 ;United States of America
3286066    27/09/2015
[International Registration No. : 1280127]
Publicvine, Inc.
1340 Cypress Mill Rd. Florence AL 35630 United States of America

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
H K ACHARYA & COMPANY
HK AVENUE,19 SWASTIK SOCIETY,NAVRANGPURA,AHMEDABAD 380 009,GUJRAT,INDIA.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Computer software for creating an electronic social video market place by enabling vendors to register and upload 
electronic media, namely, audio/video content for sale or rent to a website and enabling consumers to use the internet or 
other communication networks to access the website, register and purchase or rent the uploaded audio/visual content; 
computer software for enabling vendors of electronic media, namely, audio/video content to connect with consumers by 
enabling the vendors to upload audio/video content over the internet and other communication networks and enabling 
consumers to access and stream the audio/visual content over the internet and other communication networks; computer 
software for creating an electronic social video marketplace that includes vendors and consumers as registered users 
and enabling the registered users to use the internet or other communication network to invite members of external social 
networks to join the electronic social video marketplace; computer software for creating an electronic social video 
marketplace for vendors to upload audio/visual content for sale or rent and for sharing the revenue derived from the sale 
among users of the electronic social video marketplace; computer software to enable uploading, posting, displaying, 
sharing and otherwise distributing electronic media over the internet and other communications networks.

Cl.42;Providing a web hosting platform for creating an electronic social video market place by enabling vendors to 
register and upload video content for sale or rent and enabling consumers to use the internet or other communication 
networks to register and purchase or rent the uploaded video content; providing software as a service featuring software 
for creating an electronic social video marketplace for vendors to upload audio/visual content for sale or rent and for 
sharing the revenue derived from the sale among users of the electronic social video marketplace; providing software as 
a service featuring software for enabling vendors of electronic media, namely, audio/visual content to connect with 
consumers by enabling the vendors to upload audio/visual content over the internet and other communication networks 
and enabling consumers to stream and access the audio/visual content; providing a web hosting platform for vendors of 
electronic media, namely, audio/visual content to upload audio/visual content and to engage in social networking with 
consumers that purchase or rent the audio/video content; providing a web site for enabling vendors of electronic media to
set a price for audio/visual content uploaded to the website and for permitting consumers to purchase or rent the 
audio/visual content based on the set price; providing software as a service featuring software for uploading, posting, 
displaying, sharing and otherwise distributing electronic media over the internet and other communications networks.
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Priority claimed from 04/05/2015; Application No. : 673751 ;Switzerland
3286606    02/06/2015
[International Registration No. : 1280638]
G-NIUS SCHWEIZ AG
Rundbuckstrasse 6 CH-8212 Neuhausen am Rheinfall Switzerland

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ANUATION
422, KAKROLA COMPLEX, DWARKA MOR, NEW DELHI-110078

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
THE MARK TO BE USED AS WHOLE AND AS PER LABLE PROVIDED IN THE BIRTH NOTIFICATION.

Cl.9;Apparatus and installations for monitoring, video monitoring systems, access control and alarm monitoring 
systems, radar monitoring devices, radar detectors (radar detectors), night vision apparatus, thermal imaging cameras, 
optical sensors, infrared sensors, proximity sensors, motion sensors, distance sensors, gas sensors, binoculars, flight 
simulators, protective masks, respirators, dust masks, infrared cameras, sights.

Cl.11;Apparatus and installations for lighting, high performance spotlights, spotlights, halogen lamps.

Cl.13;Weapons included in this class, ballistic weapons, guns (weapons), automatic firearms, side arms, weapons with 
own propulsion system, tear-gas weapons, calibre conversion sleeves for firearms and firearm, ammunition, weapon 
stores; sight devices for firearms (other than telescopic sights); tripods for firearms, firearm sights (other than telescopic 
sights).

Cl.25;Clothing, footwear, headgear of all materials, undergarments, namely clothing for men and women.

Cl.37;Maintenance, servicing and repair of weapon systems.

Cl.39;Logistics and supply, namely storage, transport and delivery of goods for others by air, rail, ship or truck.
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Priority claimed from 17/06/2015; Application No. : UK00003113630 ;United Kingdom
3288861    17/11/2015
[International Registration No. : 1280834]
SIGMATEX (UK) LIMITED
Manor Farm Road, Norton Runcorn Cheshire WA7 1TE United Kingdom

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PARKER & PARKER CO. LLP
A3 Trade Center, Stadium Circle, CG Road, Ahmedabad 380009. India

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.22;Ropes, string, nets, tents, awnings, tarpaulins, sails, sacks for transporting bulk materials, bindings, braces, 
cables, padding and stuffing materials which are not made of rubber or plastics; raw fibrous textile materials; carbon 
fibres for textile use; plastic fibres for textile use; textile fibres.

Cl.24;Textiles and textile goods; fabrics for textile use.

Cl.26;Lace and embroidery, ribbons and braid; buttons, hooks and eyes, pins and needles.

Cl.42;Research and design services relating to textiles and textile goods; industrial analysis relating to textiles and 
textile goods; material testing; textile testing.
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Priority claimed from 23/03/2015; Application No. : 1682895 ;Australia
3288970    30/06/2015
[International Registration No. : 1280082]
Kmart Australia Limited
Fl11 Wesfarmers House, 40 The Esplanade PERTH WA 6000 Australia

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SUJATA CHAUDHRI IP ATTORNEYS
2106 Express Trade Towers 2, First Floor, B-36, Sector 132, Expressway, NOIDA 201303, Uttar Pradesh, India

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.3;Cosmetics, toiletries; preparations for the hair; essential oils; perfumes and other perfumed products; bubble bath; 
bath and shower gel, soaps for personal use; body creams; body oils; personal care products and beauty products; 
aftershave gels and lotions; antiperspirant; artificial nails; artificial lashes; bath oil; beauty masks; facial masks 
(cosmetics); cleaning masks for the face; body paint; bath beads; bath salts; blush; body and skin lotions; body glitter; 
body cleanser; body wash; body scrub; body gel; body bronzers; cleanser for the face; cologne; cotton swabs; creams 
for the body; cream for cuticles; cream for the eyes; cream for the face; creams including, cream for hands or feet; 
deodorant; exfoliators; eye gels; eye makeup; eye make up pencils; eye shadow; eyeliner; eye lashes; false eye lashes; 
face mist; facial wipes impregnated with cleansers; face scrub; face toner; foundation; body splash; body mist; hair 
conditioner; hair dyes; hair shampoo; hair removal creams; hair spray; hair styling gel; hair styling mousse; lotion for the 
body; lotion for the hands; lotion for the face; lotion for the feet; lip balm; lip gloss; lip makeup pencils; lipstick; lip liner;
makeup; makeup remover; mascara; massage cream; massage oils; nail corrector pens; nail polish; nail polish remover; 
non-medicated blemish stick; non-medicated cleanser for the face; non-medicated spray; non-medicated massage 
ointment; oil blotting sheets for the skin; powders including powders for the body face or the feet; pumices; rouge; 
shaving cream; salt scrubs for the skin; shower gel and cream; skin bronzing cream; soaps, including soaps for the face, 
the hands or body; sun block for the body and face, suntan lotion for the body, suntan lotion for the face, sunless tanning 
lotion, pre sun tanning lotion, post-sun tanning lotion, powder and talcum powder; adhesive tapes for affixing false hair; 
adhesives for affixing false hair; bleaches for use on the hair; bleaching preparations for the hair; chemical preparations 
for the hair; colour rinses (for the hair); colouring lotions for the hair; conditioners for treating the hair; conditioners for
use on the hair; conditioning preparations for the hair; cosmetics for the use on the hair; creams for the hair; dyes for the 
hair; fixatives for the hair; gels for use on the hair; hair balm; hair bleaching preparations; hair care agents; hair care 
products; hair colorants; hair conditioning rinses; hair cream; hair cosmetics; hair curling preparations; hair fixers; hair 
fixing oil; hair gel; hair grooming preparations; hair moisturisers; hair mousse; hair setting lotion; hair styling aids; hair 
permanent treatments; hair wave solutions; hair thickeners; spirit gum for affixing false hair; topical preparations for 
promoting hair growth; tints for the hair; hair removing preparations; hair protection creams; bleaching preparations and 
other substances for laundry use; cleaning, polishing, scouring and abrasive preparations; dentifrices; all purpose 
cleaning and cleansing preparations, including, surface cleaning preparations, glass cleaning preparations and hand 
cleaning preparations; all purpose polishing, preserving, beautifying and protecting preparations including preservatives 
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and beautifiers for rubber, vinyl, leather and plastic; carpet cleaning preparations; laundry detergents; wheel and tyre 
cleaners; brake parts cleaner; carburettor cleaner; disposable wipes impregnated with chemicals for cleaning and 
protecting automobiles; degreasing preparations for engines and motor vehicles; windshield cleaning preparations; car 
cleaning preparations; car polish; car shampoos; room fragrances; room and car fragrancing preparations; deodorants 
for pets; shampoos for pets.

Cl.9;Scientific, nautical, surveying, photographic, cinematographic, optical, weighing, measuring, signalling, checking
(supervision), life-saving and teaching apparatus and instruments; apparatus and instruments for conducting, switching, 
transforming, accumulating, regulating or controlling electricity; electronic apparatus; batteries; electrical security and 
surveillance apparatus; compact disks, DVDs and other digital recording media; calculating machines; data processing 
equipment; video and/or audio electronic apparatus; electronic communication apparatus; computer programs; 
downloadable audio, video and image music file; downloadable software; computers; computer software; computer 
peripherals; laptop computers, tablet computers; personal digital assistants, computer terminals, electronic reading 
devices, electronic publications; network media players, helmet-mounted displays; wireless and wired remote controls for 
portable digital electronic devices, telephones, mobile telephones; smart phones, audio and video recorders and/or 
players for the home; portable and personal audio and video recorders and/or players; players and/or recorders for MP3 
and other digital audio and video formats; earphones, headphones; helmets, cameras, video cameras, television 
apparatus, mobile television sets, electronic circuits, magnetic disks, optical discs, magnetic and optical disks, CD-ROMs 
(ROM compact discs), magnetic tapes and encoded DVD-ROMs; electronic circuits, magnetic disks, optical disks, optical 
and magnetic disks, CD-ROMs (ROM compact disks), magnetic tapes and encoded DVD-ROMs containing video game 
programs for professional use; control modules, distributor boards (electricity); portable electric sockets (power boards); 
cable for electrical transmission; apparatus for locating electrical cables; apparatus for recording, transmission or 
reproduction of sound or images; fire-extinguishing apparatus; goggles for personal protection; protective helmets; 
protective masks; measuring tools; measuring calipers; digital calipers; vernier callipers; tape measures; spirit levels; 
protractors (measuring instruments); counters; gauges; marking gauges; magnets; mirrors for security and surveillance; 
scales, including, bathroom scales, electrical scales and kitchen scales; eyewear; and parts and accessories in this class 
for all of the aforementioned goods.

Cl.11;Apparatus for lighting, heating, steam generating, cooking, refrigerating, drying, ventilating, water supply and 
sanitary purposes; lighting equipment and apparatus including light bulbs, torches including rechargeable torches, 
lamps, lamp holders, lanterns; lighting installations including garden lighting, fairy lights, LED lighting, illuminated house 
numbers, security lighting including halogen floodlights and spotlight units, motion activated lights; bicycle lamps; 
bicycle lights; bicycle reflectors for attachment to spokes; lighting equipment for automobiles, including lamps; 
accessories, parts and fittings for the aforementioned products; Christmas lighting including coloured bulbs, flashing 
lights, musical flashing lights, sequential flashing lights; festoon lighting including moulded, harnessed and colour 
lamps; apparatus for heating, cooking, refrigerating, drying, ventilating, water supply and sanitary purposes; gas 
barbecues and grills and structural parts therefor; stands for barbecues, with and without wheels; outdoor gas heaters 
and structural parts therefor; lighting equipment for automobiles, being signals; non-metallic screens (partitions) for 
bathrooms; parts and accessories for the aforesaid goods included in this class.

Cl.12;Vehicles for locomotion by land; automobiles; accessories, parts and fittings for automobiles, including, axles, 
brakes, brake linings, bumpers, clutches for land vehicles and tires; engines and motors for land vehicles; suspension 
systems for land vehicles; shock absorbers and springs for land vehicles; shafts for land vehicles; wheel bearings and 
shaft couplings for land vehicles; seat covers for vehicles; transmissions for land vehicles; wheels; wheel hubs; 
windscreens; windscreen wipers; rims for land vehicle wheels; alarm systems for vehicles; anti-theft devices for vehicles; 
alarm systems for land vehicles; anti-theft devices for land vehicles; bicycles, non-motorised bicycles; racing bicycles; air
pumps for bicycles for the inflation of tyres; bells for bicycles; bottle carriers for bicycles; brakes for bicycles, cycles; 
carrying racks for bicycles; chains for bicycles; frames for bicycles; handle bars for bicycles; inner tubes for bicycles; 
pedals for bicycles; saddle bags specifically adapted for bicycles; spokes for bicycles, cycles; stands for bicycles, cycles 
(parts of bicycles, cycles); tires for bicycles, cycles; water bottle cages for bicycles; wheels for bicycles, cycles; 
accessories, parts and fittings for the aforementioned products.

Cl.18;Leather and imitations of leather, and goods made of these materials and not included in other classes; animal 
skins, hides; trunks and travelling bags; luggage and carrying cases; back packs; handbags; purses; belt bags; sports 
bags; school bags; tool bags (empty); soft sided tool bags; briefcase-type portfolios; cases, wallets and holders, all of 
either leather or imitation leather; clothing for pets; umbrellas and parasols; walking sticks; whips, harness and saddlery; 
parts, fittings and accessories in this class for any of the aforementioned goods.

Cl.19;Building materials (non-metallic); non-metallic rigid pipes for building; asphalt, pitch and bitumen; non-metallic 
transportable buildings; monuments, not of metal; non-metallic flooring; including, ceramic tiles, parquet flooring and 
concrete flooring blocks; interior window shutters; non-metallic screens, including, insect screens, insect screens for 
windows, acoustic screens and glass screens; walls (non-metallic structures); sun screens (outdoor), not of metal or 
textile; horizontal slatted blinds (outdoor), not of metal or textile; non-metallic blinds for exterior use; outdoor blinds, not
of metal or of textile; roller blinds for external use (not of metal or textile); vertical blinds (outdoor) of non-metallic 
materials; window blinds (outdoor) not of metal or textile; non-metallic shutters; roller shades (outdoor) of plastic; doors 
in this class, including, non-metallic doors and shutters; security doors, garage doors, grilles; non-metallic roller doors 
and roller shutters, insulated doors, sectional doors; overhead doors; insulated sectional overhead doors; wooden doors; 
non-metallic door frames and door systems; shelf units (structures) not of metal; non-metallic storage racks (structures); 
wooden racks (structures); non-metallic building materials for anchoring carpets; non-metallic frames, door frames and 
frames for windows; components of non-metallic materials for fencing; concrete fencing components; non-metallic 
fencing; non-metallic fencing materials; non-metallic fencing panels; non-metallic fencing posts; non-metallic fencing 
rails; parts, fittings and accessories in this class for any of the aforementioned goods.

Cl.20;Furniture, mirrors, picture frames; goods (not included in other classes) of wood, cork, reed, cane, wicker, horn, 
bone, ivory, whalebone, shell, amber, mother-of-pearl, meerschaum and substitutes for all these materials, or of plastics; 
plastic and wooden tool boxes and cabinets; ladders of plastic, fibreglass or wood; work benches; wall mirrors; pocket 
mirrors; cable clips (not of metal); caps and closures (not of metal); crates; racks; valves (not of metal); tables; trays, not
of metal; trestles; trolleys (furniture); storage containers (not of metal); storage bins; tool boxes and organisers of plastic;
tote boxes; clips and dividers in this class; cable and cord clips of plastics; cord management systems for use with 
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window shades and blinds; Austrian blinds; window blinds; window shades; roller blinds for use indoors; venetian indoor 
blinds; vertical blinds (in door); rods in this class, including, curtain rods, drapery rods, non-metallic suspension rods for 
hanging up articles, picture rods (frames) and support rods for curtains; furniture, being desks, tables and chairs; coat 
hangers, including, scented coat hangers; doors in this class, including, cabinet doors, cupboard doors, doors for 
furniture, flipper doors for storage units, wardrobe doors and paper screen doors; door handles; non-metallic shelf bars, 
brackets and dividers; non-metallic shelf supports; shelf units (furniture); frames in this class, being carved picture 
frames, display frames, frames for mirrors, frames for photographs and picture frames; brackets for frames; non-metallic 
containers in this class, including containers made of plastic; scented coat hangers for discharging room or closet 
fragrances; beds for domestic pets and household pets; carriers for transporting domestic pets (other than cages); 
hutches and kennels for pets; fishing stools; parts, fittings and accessories in this class for any of the aforementioned 
goods.

Cl.24;Textiles and textile goods, not included in other classes; bed covers; table covers; towels, including, bath towels, 
beach towels and face towels, covers for cushions; blanket throws; shams; tea towels; napkins; place mats; table cloths; 
bed skirts; furniture and upholstery fabrics; bed linen, including sheets, bed skirts, valances, pillow cases, cushion 
covers, bedspreads, bed covers, comforters, quilts, quilt covers, blankets, curtains, drapes, shower curtains; bath linen, 
including bath towels, hand towels and face cloths; table linen, including table cloths, napkins, table runners and place 
mats; fabrics for clothing and dressmaking; wall hangings made of textiles; lining fabric for shoes; parts, fittings and 
accessories in this class for any of the aforementioned goods.

Cl.25;Footwear; clothing, including, pants, shorts, shirts, t-shirts, pullovers, sweat shirts, sweat pants, underwear, 
sports bras, dresses, skirts, sweaters, jackets, socks, sweatbands, gloves, belts, hosiery, coats and vests; headgear, 
including caps; parts, fitting and accessories for the aforementioned products in this class.

Cl.28;Games and playthings; toys; activity sets; baby dolls; baby playthings; baby swings; bags adapted for carrying 
sporting articles; bath toys; balloons (toys); balls, including balls for play and balls made of foam; bathing floats; cards 
(games); children's playthings, including, children's ride-on toy vehicles; children's scooters; children's toy bicycles 
(other than for transport); children's toys; dolls and accessories for dolls, including, dolls' beds, dolls' clothes, dolls' 
furniture and dolls' houses; electronic playthings and toys, including electronic remote controlled toys; games for babies; 
games for children; merry-go-rounds; play tents; playground apparatus; jigsaw puzzles; roller skates; stuffed toy animals;
stuffed plush dolls; stuffed plush toys; gymnastic and sporting apparatus; gymnastic and sporting articles, balls for 
games, tennis rackets, cricket bats, cricket pads, golf clubs, hockey sticks, rackets for table tennis, badminton and 
squash; bags for carrying sports equipment and sports balls; roller skates and ice skates; surf boards; body boards; 
skateboards; tables and nets for table tennis; shin guards, elbow guards, knee guards, ankle guards being sports articles; 
gloves made specifically for use in playing sports; protective padding for playing sports; martial arts equipment and 
accessories; boxing equipment and accessories; articles, equipment, machines and apparatus for physical exercise; 
fitness articles, machines and apparatus; yoga and pilates equipment and apparatus; machines incorporating weights for 
use in physical exercise; weights for physical exercise; weight lifting belts (sports articles); wrist bands for use in playing
sports; sporting equipment for the disabled; apparatus for use in fishing; fishing articles; fishing equipment in this class; 
artificial fishing bait; audible indicating apparatus for use in fishing; bags adapted for fishing; bags adapted to hold 
fishing tackle; bite indicators (fishing tackle); bite sensors (fishing tackle); cases for fishing rods; creels (fishing traps);
decoys for hunting or fishing; fishing bags; fishing bait (synthetic), artificial fishing bait; fishing floats; fishing hooks, 
fishing holdalls; fishing ground baits; fishing lines; fishing line casts; fishing plumbs; fishing lures; fishing rod guides; 
fishing leaders; fishing reels; fishing reel cases; fishing rigs; fishing rods; fishing rod blanks; fishing rod cases; fishing 
rod rests; fishing rod supports; fishing sinkers; fishing tackle; fishing tackle boxes; fishing tackle float swivels; fishing 
tackle holdalls; fishing tackle wallets; fishing weights; flies for fishing; fly-tying materials for making flies for fishing; gut 
for fishing; landing nets for fishing; lures (artificial) for fishing; paternosters (fishing tackle) poles for fishing; swivels
accessories for the aforementioned products.

Cl.35;Wholesaling and retailing services, including, such services provided online; department store, specialty store 
and direct mail and online retailing services, advertising and business services, retail and online marketing and sales 
promotions including sales promotions at point of sale or purchase, sales promotions by means of display, presentation 
and demonstration; marketing services, including, direct mail marketing and marketing by electronic means; loyalty 
related services in this class, including, customer loyalty reward programs; registry services (administration services 
being recording and maintaining lists and information for others); presentation of gift hampers for sale including online; 
retailing of gift hampers and business management for delivery thereof, excluding delivery services.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1868 ,   24/09/2018        Class 99 

Priority claimed from 08/04/2015; Application No. : 013916267 ;European Union
3290076    05/10/2015
[International Registration No. : 1280677]
SAHM SPLICE GMBH
Herwigstrasse 38 27572 Bremerhaven Germany

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PARKER & PARKER CO. LLP
A3 Trade Center, Stadium Circle, CG Road, Ahmedabad 380009. India

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.6;Wire rope clamps; rope clamps for wire ropes.

Cl.7;Rope clamp presses; tension testing machines for wire ropes, fibre ropes, chains and shackles; annealing and 
separating machines for wire ropes.

Cl.8;Crimping jaws for clamps; hammer tools for the manufacture of compression joints; pressing pliers; wire rope 
shears; embossing spoons.
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Priority claimed from 04/06/2015; Application No. : 86651945 ;United States of America
3296053    04/12/2015
[International Registration No. : 1281246]
ESSEX LAKE GROUP LLC
Suite 705, 111 Broadway New York NY 10006 United States of America

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
L.S. DAVAR & CO.
GLOBSYN CRYSTALS,TOWER 1,2ND FLOOR,BLOCK EP,PLOT NO.11 & 12,SALT LAKE,SECTOR V,KOLKATA 700 
091,WEST BENGAL,INDIA

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
THE MARK TO BE USED AS WHOLE AND AS PER LABLE PROVIDED IN THE BIRTH NOTIFICATION.

Cl.35;Business management consulting.

Cl.42;Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for business management related to revenue growth, 
expense reduction, regulatory compliance, and fraud protection.
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Priority claimed from 06/05/2015; Application No. : Z-201570537 ;Slovenia
3296868    20/07/2015
[International Registration No. : 1281312]
OUTFIT7 LIMITED
1st Floor Sackville House, 143-149 Fenchurch Street EC3M 6BN London GB

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PARKER & PARKER CO. LLP
A3 Trade Center, Stadium Circle, CG Road, Ahmedabad 380009. India

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.3;After shave lotions; antiperspirants for personal use; aromatherapy preparations; aromatic oils; perfumed 
potpourris; incense sticks; baby wipes; bath salts; beauty masks; bubble bath; breath freshening sprays; cake flavorings 
[essential oils]; cleansing milk for toilet purposes; cosmetic creams; cosmetic kits; cosmetic pencils; cosmetic 
preparations for baths; cosmetics for animals; cosmetics; cotton sticks for cosmetic purposes; cotton wool for cosmetic 
purposes; decorative transfers for cosmetic purposes; dentifrices; deodorants; detergents for household use; eau de 
Cologne; essential oils; eyebrow cosmetics; eyebrow pencils; glitter for cosmetic purposes; false eyelashes; false nails; 
hair color; hair conditioner; hair moisturisers; hair cream; hair dyes; hair gel; hair lotions; hair spray; hair waving 
preparations; incense; lip balm; lipsticks; lotions for cosmetic purposes; make-up powder; make-up preparations; make-
up removing preparations; make-up; mascara; skin moisturisers; mouth washes; nail care preparations; nail polish; nail 
varnish; non-medicated bath preparations; perfumery; perfumes; pomades for cosmetic purposes; hair mousses; hair 
sprays; hair tonics; hair wax; pomades; skin cleansing cream; shaving preparations; shampoos for pets; shampoos; skin 
moisturizer; soaps; sun block preparations; sun-tanning preparations; tissues impregnated with cosmetic lotions; toilet 
water; non-medicated toiletries; cosmetics; scented room sprays; face creams; skin creams; skin lotions; cake 
flavourings [essential oils].

Cl.5;Absorbent cotton; absorbent wadding; adhesive bands for medical purposes; adhesive plaster; adhesive tapes for 
medical purposes; albuminous foodstuffs for medical purposes; antiparasitic collars for animals; antiseptics; antiseptic 
cotton; balms for medical purposes; bath preparations, medicated; bath salts for medical purposes; bandages for 
dressings; belts for sanitary napkins [towels]; capsules for medicines; capsules for pharmaceutical purposes; chewing 
gum for medical purposes; cotton for medical purposes; court plaster; cotton sticks for medical purposes; cotton wool 
for medical purposes; diapers made of cellulose; diapers made of paper; dietary food supplements; dietary and nutritional
supplements; dietetic beverages adapted for medical purposes; dietetic foods adapted for medical purposes; dietetic 
foods adapted for infants; dietetic substances adapted for medical use; disinfectants; disinfectants for hygiene purposes; 
dog lotions; dog washes; drugs for medical purposes; eye-washes; first-aid boxes [filled]; fly catching adhesives; fly 
catching paper; fly destroying preparations; fly glue; fungicides; herbicides; germicides; hygienic bandages; insect 
repellents; insecticides; lotions for pharmaceutical purposes; lotions for veterinary purposes; lozenges for 
pharmaceutical purposes; material for stopping teeth; dental wax; medical preparations for slimming purposes; medicinal 
alcohol; medicinal drinks; medicinal herbs; medicinal oils; medicinal tea; medicine cases [portable] [filled]; medicated 
confectionery; menthol; mineral food supplements; mothproofing paper; mothproofing preparations; mouthwashes for 
medical purposes; mud for baths; napkins for incontinents; ointments for pharmaceutical purposes; oxygen baths; pants, 
absorbent, for incontinents; poultices; compresses; protein dietary supplements; remedies for foot perspiration; 
repellents for dogs; royal jelly dietary supplements; salts for mineral water baths; sanitary napkins; sanitary pants; 
sanitary towels; smelling salts; sunburn ointments; sunburn preparations for pharmaceutical purposes; syrups for 
pharmaceutical purposes; sterilising preparations; therapeutic preparations for the bath; tissues impregnated with 
pharmaceutical lotions; vitamin preparations in the nature of food supplements.

Cl.9;Computer software development tools; laptop carrying cases; cell phone cases; cases for telephones; computer 
game software; computer games entertainment software; decorative magnets; memory devices; computer memory 
devices; data storage media; downloadable music files; downloadable image files; downloadable computer game 
programs; downloadable video game programs; earphones; eyewear cases; eyewear; headphones; interactive multimedia 
computer game programs; interactive multimedia computer programs; mouse pads; speech recognition apparatus; virtual
reality software; virtual reality game software; helmet communications systems; headsets; computer game software for 
use on mobile and cellular phones; animated cartoons; animated cartoons in the form of cinematographic films; computer
programmes; digital media, namely, CDs, DVDs, memory cards, downloadable audio, video and multimedia files featuring 
music, motion picture and animated cartoon characters; digital memory devices, namely, blank CDs and DVDs, 
audio/video discs, minidiscs, USB flash drives, flash memory cards; data storage devices; animated films; video tapes.

Cl.11;Air purifiers; barbecues; bed warmers; beverage cooling apparatus; bicycle lights; chandeliers; disinfectant 
dispensers for toilets; electric blankets, not for medical purposes; electric fans; electric kettles; electric lamps; electric 
lights for Christmas trees; electric toasters; flashlights; globes for lamps; hair dryers; ice boxes; lamp casings; lamp 
mantles; lamp reflectors; lamp shades; lamps; lampshade holders; ornamental fountains; pen lights; reading lights; toilet 
seats; water purifying apparatus; water sterilizers.
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Cl.14;Bracelets; buckles for watchstraps; clocks; chronometric instruments; imitation jewelry; jewelry chains; jewelry; 
necklaces; ornaments of precious metal in the nature of jewelry; pendants; watches; plastic key chains; plastic key rings.

Cl.16;Ball pens; bibs of paper; bookmarks; books; boxes of cardboard or paper; calendars; chalks; books for children; 
color pencils; crayons; coloring books; comic books; drawing instruments; drawing paper; drawing rulers; erasing 
products; office requisites; rubber erasers; erasers; ink erasers; fountain pens; gift boxes; glue for stationery or 
household purposes; greeting cards; loose-leaf binders; paper lunch bags; musical greeting cards; note books; packing 
paper; wrapping paper; writing pads; paintings; paper napkins; staplers; paper party decorations; pastes for stationery or 
household purposes; pen cases; pen boxes; pencil sharpeners; pencils; pens; photograph albums; paper place mats; 
coasters of paper; posters; printed publications; newspapers; periodical magazines; rubber stamps; stickers; table cloths 
of paper; table linen of paper; writing instruments; writing pads; memo pads; writing paper; wallpaper stencils.

Cl.18;Animal leashes; backpacks; bags for sports; book bags; briefcases; carrying cases; collars for pets; duffel bags; 
handbags; key cases; leather or leather-board boxes; luggage tags; luggage; bags; pouches of leather; purses; school 
satchels; sling bags for carrying infants; suitcases; toiletry cases sold empty; tote bags; travelling bags; umbrellas; 
wallets.

Cl.20;Bamboo blinds; beds; book shelves; boxes of wood or plastic; chairs; corks; cradles; cupboards; curtain hooks; 
curtain rails; curtain rings; curtain rods; cushions; desks; dressing tables; easy chairs; figurines made of wood; figurines 
made of plastics; furniture; wardrobes; high chairs for babies; mirrors; baskets, not of metal; non-metal bed fittings; non-
metal clothes hooks; photograph frames; picture frames; pillows; playpens for babies; sleeping bags; toy boxes and 
chests; wind chimes; works of art made of wood; works of art made of wax; works of art made of plaster.

Cl.21;Baby bathtubs; basins; baskets for domestic use; bath brushes; body sponges; beverage glassware; containers 
for beverages; bird cages; bottles; bowls; buckets; cages for household pets; cake molds; candlesticks; candy boxes; 
cleaning cloths; coasters, not of paper and other than table linen; cocktail shakers; combs; cookie jars; corkscrews; 
crockery; pots; dishes; drinking cups; saucers; bowls; serving bowls; serving trays; cups; cutting boards; dental floss; 
drinking flasks; dust bins; egg cups; fly swatters; foam drink holders; household utensils; fragrance oil burners; gloves 
for household purposes; brushes for pets; hairbrushes; heat-insulated containers; ice buckets; ice cube molds; ironing 
board covers; jugs; non-electric kettles; lunch boxes; mixing bowls; mixing spoons; mugs; napkin holders; non-electric 
food blenders for household purposes; non-metal piggy banks; china ornaments; glass ornaments; crystal ornaments; 
paper plates; pastry cutters; fitted picnic baskets; pitchers; portable coolers; soap boxes; soap dispensers; soap holders; 
sponges for household purposes; statues of porcelain; statues of glass; glass stoppers; tea pots; toilet brushes; toilet 
roll holders; toothbrushes; toothpick holders; toothpicks; trash cans; trays for domestic purposes; drinking troughs; 
vacuum bottles; vases; waste baskets; watering cans; works of art of porcelain, terra-cotta or glass; earthenware.

Cl.24;Banners; flags of textile; bath linen; bed linen; bedspreads; bed blankets; cloths; cotton fabrics; covers for 
cushions; curtain holders of textile material; curtains; fabrics for textile use; handkerchiefs of textile; mattress covers; 
pillowcases; quilts; textile place mats; textile tablecloths; towels; wall hangings.

Cl.25;Swimwear; swimsuits; jerseys; waterproof jackets; waterproof pants; rain wear; gloves; mittens; belts (clothing); 
underwear; sleepwear; pajamas; bathrobes; hats; caps (headwear); sun visors; berets; socks; stockings; pantyhose; 
shoes; sports shoes; slippers; sneakers; beach shoes; masquerade costumes; bandanas; jackets; knitwear; T-shirts; 
shirts; winter boots; jackets; coats; ski pants; cardigans; anoraks; wind resistant jackets; rain coats; shorts; dresses; 
skirts; coats; vests; sweaters; ties; scarves; sweatshirts; hooded sweatshirts; gowns; bibs, not of paper; leg warmers; 
arm warmers (clothing); trousers; rompers; hooded sweatshirts; footwear; headwear; sweat bands for the wrist.

Cl.27;Bath mats; carpets; rugs; door mats; floor coverings; linoleum; wallpaper.

Cl.28;Action figure toys; arcade games; arcade video game machines; articles of clothing for toys; balloons; balls for 
games; bath toys; battery operated action toys; board games; sleds (recreational equipment); bubble making wand and 
solution sets; card games; Christmas tree ornaments; dolls; plush toys; gaming machines for gambling; controllers for 
game consoles; ice skates; infant toys; inflatable toys; in-line roller skates; video game machines; kite reels; kites; 
mechanical toys; musical toys; parlor games; paper party favours; party games; pinball machines; hand-held pinball 
games; plush toys; protective padding for sports; puppets; roller skates; toys made of rubber; sailboards; sandbox toys; 
skateboards; skating boots with skates attached; action skill games; skis; snowboards; squeeze toys; stand-alone video 
game machines; surf boards; swings; card games; dice games; talking dolls; talking toys; toy masks; toy snow globes; 
toy vehicles; water toys; wind-up toys; stand-alone video game machines; electronic toys; plastic toys; jigsaw puzzles; 
magic tricks; electric action toys; body boards; boxing gloves; marbles for games; portable games with liquid crystal 
displays; rackets; ski bindings.

Cl.29;Bacon; bouillon; bouillon concentrates; broth; broth concentrates; butter; caviar; cheese; chocolate nut butter; 
charcuterie; croquettes; crystallized fruits; drinks made from dairy products other than whey; edible oils and fats; eggs; 
fruit peel; tinned fish; tinned fruits; food products made from fish; frosted fruits; frozen fruits; fruit chips; jellies, jams,
compotes, fruit and vegetable spreads; maize oil; margarine; marmalade; meat jellies; tinned meat; meat extracts; milk 
beverages; olive oil for food; preserved mushrooms; preserved fruits; preserved vegetables; prepared nuts; pates; peanut
butter; peanuts, processed; peas, preserved; potato chips; potato fritters; preparations for making bouillon; preparations 
for making soup; raisins; soups; yoghurt; processed seafood; vegetable salads; sauerkraut; sausages; sesame oil; tinned 
seafood; tofu; tomato purée; fruit salads; vegetable soup preparations; tinned vegetables; whipped cream; fruit jellies; 
dairy-based spreads; spreads consisting of hazelnut paste.

Cl.30;Almond confectionery; aromatic preparations for food; binding agents for ice cream [edible ices]; biscuits; bread 
rolls; buns; cakes; cake powder; caramels [candy]; cereal based snack food; food mixtures consisting of cereal flakes 
and dried fruits; coffee; cheese curls [snacks]; chewing gums; chocolate; chocolate bars; chocolate beverages with milk; 
chocolate coated nuts; chocolate confectionery; chocolate decorations for cakes; chocolate decorations for Christmas 
trees; chocolate coating; confectionery made of sugar; chocolate truffles; cocoa; cocoa-based beverages; cocoa 
beverages with milk; cocoa powder; cocoa based beverages and cocoa preparations; coffee-based beverages; coffee 
beverages; coffee flavourings; confectionery for decorating Christmas trees; confectionery ices; cookies; cooking salt; 
corn flakes; corn meal; crackers; curry spices; custard; edible ices; frozen yoghurts; fruit sauces; flavorings 
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[flavourings], other than essential oils, for cakes; gingerbread; honey; herbal infusions; herbal preparations for making 
beverages; ice cream; ice cream drinks; baking-powder; ketchup; liquorice; macaroni; marzipan; marzipan substitutes; 
mayonnaise; meat gravies; meat pies; meat tenderizers, for household purposes; oatmeal; pastry; popcorn; pancakes; 
pasta; pepper; peppers [seasonings]; pizzas; pretzels; puddings; puddings in powder form; ravioli; relishes; rice based 
snack food; rice cakes; rusks; salad dressings; sandwiches; sherbets [ices]; flavoring syrup; chocolate syrup; table 
syrup; spaghetti; spices; soy sauce; chocolate spreads; sweetmeats [candy]; sushi; sugar; tarts; tea based beverages; 
teas; tomato sauce; udon (Japanese style noodles); vinegar; condiments; wasabi paste; wheat flour; vanilla; waffles; 
candy.

Cl.32;Aerated water; aperitifs, non-alcoholic; beers; cider, non-alcoholic; cocktails (non-alcoholic); energy drinks; 
essences for making beverages; fruit drinks; fruit juices; fruit nectars, non-alcoholic; lemonades; milk of almonds 
(beverage); mineral water; non-alcoholic beverages; non-alcoholic fruit juice beverages; pastilles for effervescing 
beverages; powders for effervescing beverages; smoothies; soda water; soft drinks; sorbets (beverages); syrups for 
beverages; syrups for lemonade; syrups for making flavoured mineral waters; fruit juice concentrates; table waters; 
vegetable drinks; vegetable juices (beverages); waters (beverages); whey beverages; whey drinks.

Cl.35;Retail services in relation to computer hardware; retail services in relation to chocolate; retail services in relation 
to sorbets; retail services in relation to coffee; retail services in relation to lubricants; retail services in relation to threads;
retail services in relation to vehicles; retail services in relation to toys; retail services in relation to games; retail services
in relation to furniture; retail services in relation to desserts; retail services in relation to confectionery; retail services in 
relation to furnishings; retail services in relation to fuels; retail services in relation to tableware; retail services in relation
to foodstuffs; retail services in relation to horticulture equipment; retail services in relation to cleaning articles; retail 
services in relation to musical instruments; retail services in relation to printed matter; retail services in relation to 
sanitation equipment; retail services connected with stationery; retail services relating to food; retail services in relation 
to headgear; retail services in relation to fabrics; retail services in relation to cocoa; retail services in relation to jewellery;
retail services in relation to footwear; retail services in relation to lighting; retail services in relation to luggage; retail
services in relation to bags; retail services in relation to umbrellas; retail services in relation to toiletries; retail services in 
relation to clothing; retail services in relation to cookware; retail services in relation to metal hardware; retail services in
relation to educational supplies; retail services in relation to art materials; retail services in relation to recorded content;
retail services in relation to sporting equipment; retail services in relation to festive decorations; retail services in relation 
to wall coverings; retail services in relation to sewing articles; retail services in relation to baked goods; retail services in 
relation to dairy products; management of a retail enterprise for others; retail services in relation to cleaning 
preparations; retail services in relation to ice creams; retail services in relation to food cooking equipment; retail services
in relation to non-alcoholic beverages; retail services in relation to information technology equipment; retail services in 
relation to audio-visual equipment; retail services in relation to works of art; presentation of goods on communication 
media, for retail purposes; business management consulting with relation to strategy, marketing, production, personnel 
and retail sale matters; wholesale services in relation to computer hardware; wholesale services in relation to chocolate; 
wholesale services in relation to sorbets; wholesale services in relation to coffee; wholesale services in relation to 
lubricants; wholesale services in relation to threads; wholesale services in relation to vehicles; wholesale services in 
relation to toys; wholesale services in relation to games; wholesale services in relation to furniture; wholesale services in 
relation to desserts; wholesale services in relation to confectionery; wholesale services in relation to furnishings; 
wholesale services in relation to fuels; wholesale services in relation to tableware; wholesale services in relation to 
foodstuffs; wholesale services in relation to horticulture equipment; wholesale services in relation to cleaning articles; 
wholesale services in relation to printed matter; wholesale services in relation to sanitation equipment; wholesale 
services in relation to stationery supplies; wholesale services in relation to headgear; wholesale services in relation to 
fabrics; wholesale services in relation to cocoa; wholesale services in relation to jewellery; wholesale services in relation 
to footwear; wholesale services in relation to lighting; wholesale services in relation to luggage; wholesale services in 
relation to bags; wholesale services in relation to umbrellas; wholesale services in relation to toiletries; wholesale 
services in relation to clothing; wholesale services in relation to cookware; wholesale services in relation to metal 
hardware; wholesale services in relation to educational supplies; wholesale services in relation to art materials; wholesale
services in relation to sporting equipment; wholesale services in relation to festive decorations; wholesale services in 
relation to wall coverings; wholesale services in relation to sewing articles; wholesale services in relation to baked goods;
wholesale services in relation to dairy products; wholesale services in relation to cleaning preparations; wholesale 
services in relation to ice creams; wholesale services in relation to food cooking equipment; wholesale services in 
relation to non-alcoholic beverages; wholesale services in relation to information technology equipment; wholesale 
services in relation to audio-visual equipment; wholesale services in relation to works of art; advertising; marketing; 
organization of exhibitions for commercial or advertising purposes; publication of publicity texts; sales promotion (for 
others); advertising agencies; business management of performing artists; import-export agencies; compilation of 
information into computer databases; direct mail advertising; business management of hotels; marketing services; 
outdoor advertising; personnel recruitment; publicity agencies; radio advertising; television advertising; on-line 
advertising on a computer network; procurement services for others (purchasing goods and services for other 
businesses); rental of advertising time on communication media; office machines and equipment rental; rental of vending 
machines; production of television commercials; rental of advertising space.

Cl.38;Telecommunications; cable television broadcasting; communications by fiber optic networks; communications 
by telegrams; communications by telephone; computer aided transmission of messages and images; electronic mail; 
facsimile transmission; radio broadcasting; sending of telegrams; telegraph services; telephone services; television 
broadcasting; wire service; paging services; providing telecommunications connections to a global computer network; 
providing user access to a global computer network; telecommunications routing and junction services; electronic 
bulletin board services; teleconferencing services; music broadcasting; cable and satellite broadcasting services; 
computer aided transmission of messages, data and images; communications by computer terminals; news agency 
services; information and advisory services relating to telecommunication services; broadcasting services; data 
transmission; transmission of television programs by satellite; cellular telephone communication.

Cl.41;Entertainment services; amusement park and theme park services; animation production services; film 
production; production and distribution of radio programmes; distribution of television programs for others; arranging of 
competitions for education or entertainment; live comedy shows; live music performances; presentation of live show 
performances; entertainment in the nature of theater productions; live entertainment; providing entertainment information 
via a website; electronic publishing; music publishing; magazine publishing; book publishing; newspaper publishing; on-
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line gaming services; arranging of tournaments for education or entertainment; audio production; production of radio and 
television programs; production of sound recordings; production of motion pictures; rental of motion pictures; arranging 
and conducting of games; rental of sound recordings; video production services; video recording services; production of 
TV shows; production of animated cartoons; news programme services; production of a continuous series of animated 
adventure shows; providing on-line computer games; entertainment by mobile phone television.

Cl.42;Computer graphics design services; computer hardware and software consulting services; computer 
programming; computer software consulting; computer systems analysis; conversion of data or documents from 
physical to electronic media; services for the design of computer systems; hosting of websites; installation, maintenance, 
repair and servicing of computer software; web hosting services; graphic design; software design; computer hardware 
design services; software development; development of computer hardware; computer consultancy; updating and 
maintenance of computer software; providing temporary use of non-downloadable computer programs; data conversion 
of electronic information; engineering.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1868 ,   24/09/2018        Class 99 

3299195    27/10/2015
[International Registration No. : 1281128]
CRUST FRANCHISE PTY LTD 
HQ ROBINA, SUITE 14, LEVEL 1, 58 RIVERWALK AVENUE ROBINA QLD 4226 AU

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SUJATA CHAUDHRI IP ATTORNEYS
2106 Express Trade Towers 2, First Floor, B-36, Sector 132, Expressway, NOIDA 201301, Uttar Pradesh, India

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
THE MARK TO BE USED AS WHOLE AND AS PER LABLE PROVIDED IN THE BIRTH NOTIFICATION.

Cl.30;Pizza, pizza bases, pizza crusts, pizza dough, pizza flour, pizza mixes, pizza sauces, pizza spices, pizza products, 
preparations for making pizza bases, prepared pizza meals, calzones, pasta, pasta sauces, prepared pasta meals.

Cl.35;Franchising services: administration of the business affairs of franchises, business advisory and assistance 
services relating to establishment and operation of franchises, advertising, bookkeeping, business management, 
procurement services (purchasing goods and services for franchisees) and sales promotions for others.

Cl.39;Delivery of food and drink prepared for consumption, namely pizzas, calzones, salads, desserts and non 
alcoholic beverages.

Cl.43;Restaurant services, take away and catering food services in relation to pizzas, calzones, salads, desserts and 
non alcoholic beverages.
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3304648    27/10/2015
[International Registration No. : 1282850]
CRUST FRANCHISE PTY LTD 
HQ ROBINA, SUITE 14, LEVEL 1, 58 RIVERWALK AVENUE ROBINA QLD 4226 AU

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SUJATA CHAUDHRI IP ATTORNEYS
2106 Express Trade Towers 2, First Floor, B-36, Sector 132, Expressway, NOIDA 201303, Uttar Pradesh, India

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.30;Pizza, pizza bases, pizza crusts, pizza dough, pizza flour, pizza mixes, pizza sauces, pizza spices, preparations for 
making pizza bases, prepared pizza meals, calzones, pasta, pasta sauces, prepared pasta meals.

Cl.35;Franchising services: administration of the business affairs of franchises, business advisory and assistance 
services relating to establishment and operation of franchises, advertising, bookkeeping, business management, 
procurement services (purchasing goods and services for franchisees) and sales promotions for others.

Cl.39;Delivery of food and drink prepared for consumption, namely pizzas, calzones, salads, desserts and non 
alcoholic beverages.

Cl.43;Restaurant services, take away and catering food services in relation to pizzas, calzones, salads, desserts and 
non alcoholic beverages.
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3307667    25/09/2015
[International Registration No. : 1283489]
R-BIOPHARM AG
An der neuen Bergstrasse 17 64297 Darmstadt. Germany

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALL & SETHI
D-17, N.D.S.E.-II NEW DELHI-49
Used Since :10/04/2003

IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Chemicals for laboratory analysis and for use in science (not for medical or veterinary purposes), in particular for 
analysis of environment and food products; test-strips, test- kits, test-sets and test-packs for biochemical and 
immunological investigations (not for medical or veterinary purposes), included in this class.

Cl.5;In-vitro-diagnostics for medical purposes.

Cl.10;Apparatus for use in medical analysis.
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Priority claimed from 17/11/2015; Application No. : 014802136 ;European Union
3308095    18/11/2015
[International Registration No. : 1283592]
DKC WHOLESALE A/S
La Cours Vej 6 DK-7430 Ikast DK

Address for service in India/Agents address:
REMFRY & SAGAR
MILLENIUM PLAZA, SECTOR 27, GURGAON- 122002.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.18;Trunks and travelling bags; umbrellas and parasols; attaché cases; backpacks; bags; beach bags; boxes of 
leather or leather board; boxes of vulcanised fibre; briefcases; card cases [notecases]; cases, of leather or leatherboard; 
chain mesh purses; chin straps, of leather; frames for umbrellas or parasols; handbag frames; handbags; hat boxes of 
leather; haversacks; key cases; kid; leather laces; leather leads; leather straps; leather, unworked or semi-worked; 
leatherboard; net bags for shopping; parasols; pocket wallets; pouches, of leather, for packaging; purses; school bags; 
shopping bags; suitcase handles; suitcases; tool bags of leather, empty; travelling bags; travelling sets [leatherware]; 
travelling trunks; trunks [luggage]; umbrella covers; umbrella handles; umbrella or parasol ribs; umbrella rings; umbrella 
sticks; umbrellas; valises; vanity cases, not fitted; wheeled shopping bags; all the aforementioned goods for women and 
girls only.

Cl.25;Anti-sweat underwear; aprons [clothing]; ascots; babies" pants [clothing]; bandanas [neckerchiefs]; bath robes; 
bath sandals; bath slippers; bathing caps; bathing trunks; beach clothes; beach shoes; belts [clothing]; berets; bibs, not 
of paper; boas [necklets]; bodices [lingerie]; boot uppers; boots; boots for sports; brassieres; breeches for wear; 
camisoles; cap peaks; caps [headwear]; chasubles; clothing; clothing for gymnastics; clothing of imitations of leather; 
clothing of leather; coats; combinations [clothing]; corselets; corsets [underclothing]; cuffs; cyclists" clothing; 
detachable collars; dress shields; dresses; dressing gowns; ear muffs [clothing]; esparto shoes or sandals; fishing vests; 
fittings of metal for footwear; football boots; footmuffs, not electrically heated; footwear; footwear uppers; fur stoles; furs
[clothing]; gabardines [clothing]; gaiter straps; galoshes; garters; girdles; gloves [clothing]; gymnastic shoes; half-boots; 
hat frames [skeletons]; hats; headbands [clothing]; headgear for wear; heelpieces for footwear; heelpieces for stockings; 
heels; hoods [clothing]; hosiery; inner soles; jackets [clothing]; jerseys [clothing]; jumper dresses; knitwear [clothing]; 
lace boots; layettes [clothing]; leg warmers; leggings [trousers]; liveries; maniples; mantillas; masquerade costumes; 
miters [hats]; mittens; money belts [clothing]; motorists" clothing; muffs [clothing]; neckties; non-slipping devices for 
footwear; outerclothing; pants; paper clothing; paper hats [clothing]; parkas; pelerines; pelisses; petticoats; pocket 
squares; pockets for clothing; ponchos; pullovers; pyjamas; ready-made clothing; ready-made linings [parts of clothing]; 
sandals; saris; sarongs; sashes for wear; scarfs; shawls; shirt fronts; shirt yokes; shirts; shoes; short-sleeve shirts; 
shoulder wraps; shower caps; singlets; ski boots; ski gloves; skirts; skorts; skull caps; sleep masks; slippers; slips 
[undergarments]; smocks; sock suspenders; socks; soles for footwear; spats; sports shoes; stocking suspenders; 
stockings; studs for football boots; stuff jackets [clothing]; suits; suspenders; sweat-absorbent stockings; sweaters; 
swimsuits; tee-shirts; tights; tips for footwear; togas; top hats; topcoats; trousers; turbans; underpants; underwear; 
uniforms; veils [clothing]; vests; waterproof clothing; welts for footwear; wet suits for water-skiing; wimples; wooden 
shoes; clothing; footwear; headgear; all the aforementioned goods for women and girls only.

Cl.35;Advertising; business management; business administration; office functions; administrative processing of 
purchase orders; advertising by mail order; auctioneering; business research; commercial administration of the licensing 
of the goods and services of others; commercial information and advice for consumers [consumer advice shop]; 
commercial or industrial management assistance; compilation of information into computer databases; data search in 
computer files for others; demonstration of goods; direct mail advertising; dissemination of advertising matter; 
distribution of samples; invoicing; layout services for advertising purposes; marketing; on-line advertising on a computer 
network; organization of exhibitions for commercial or advertising purposes; organization of fashion shows for 
promotional purposes; organization of trade fairs for commercial or advertising purposes; business management 
consulting with relation to strategy, marketing, production, personnel, wholesale and retail sale matters; computerized 
on-line retail store services in the field of clothing, hereunder pants, trousers, jeans, dresses, skirts, shirts, jackets, 
jewellery, bags, belts, headgear, footwear hereunder shoes and boots; department store retail services connected with 
the sale of clothing, hereunder pants, trousers, jeans, dresses, skirts, shirts, jackets, jewellery, belts, belts, headgear, 
footwear hereunder shoes and boots; presentation of goods on communication media for retail and wholesale purposes; 
retail clothing boutiques; retail and wholesale services connected with the sale of clothing and clothing accessories; 
retail shop window display arrangement services; none of the aforementioned services are related to activities related to 
the cultural field namely services related to national museums and monuments, promotion and protection of the arts 
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hereunder visual, plastic, theatrical, musical, dance, architectural, literary, televisual and cinematographic, promotion and 
protection of the french culture, management of national archives, development of the digital culture heritage; none of the 
aforementioned related to goods for men and boys.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1868 ,   24/09/2018        Class 99 

Priority claimed from 09/06/2015; Application No. : 86656747 ;United States of America
3309928    26/10/2015
[International Registration No. : 1283802]
DLR Holding Company
6457 Frances Street, Suite 200 Omaha NE 68106 United States of America

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SINGH & SINGH LALL & SETHI
D-17 SOUTH EXTENSION, PART-II, NEW DELHI 110049

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.37;Real estate development services and construction management services.

Cl.42;Engineering services and architectural design services.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1868 ,   24/09/2018        Class 99 

3310216    09/07/2015
[International Registration No. : 1283762]
PROGUST, S.L.
AVDA. MAS VILA 102 N1 E- RIUDELLOTS DE LA SELVA (GERONA) Spain

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ANOVIP
45/1, FLOOR NO:3, CORNER MARKET, MALVIYA NAGAR, NEW DELHI-110017

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.29;Cream, dairy product; edible birds" nests; desiccated coconut; palm kernel oil for food; prepared nuts; olive oil 
for food; bone oil for food; corn oil; coconut oil; colza oil for food; linseed oil for cooking; turnip seed oil for food; 
whipped cream; palm kernel oil for food; palm oil for food; sesame oil; edible oils; olive oil for food; preserved olives; 
bone oil for food; cream of sunflower oil for food; cocoa butter; peanut butter; coconut butter; margarine; marmalade; 
butter; eggs; powdered eggs; yolk of eggs; whey; sesame oil; suet for food; salted foods; sausages; sausages in batter; 
preparations for making soup; fruit chips; soups; tomato juice for cooking; vegetable juices for cooking; tahini (sesame 
seed paste); tofu; tomato juice for cooking; preserved truffles; preserved mushrooms; charcuterie; sauerkraut; meat 
juices; fruit based snack foods (snacks); kefir; rennet; turnip seed oil for food; preserved peas; palm oil for food; raisins; 
liver pate; pâtés; duck liver; duck drumsticks; duck foie gras; duck magret; marinated duck; duck ham; canned foie gras; 
block of foie gras; mousse of foie gras; fresh schnitzels of foie gras; chips (English style); pectin for food; hams; fish 
products; piccalilli; pollen prepared for food; fruit pulp; preparations for making soup; preparations for making bouillon; 
dairy products; proteins for human nutrition; mashed tomatoes; snail eggs for consumption; lard; low fat French fries; 
buttercream; croquettes; kumis; dates; meat extracts; preserved beans; liver; potato flakes; fruit jellies; crystallized fruits,
preserved fruits; shrimps, not live crystallized fruits; meat jellies; fruit jellies; sunflower oil for food; preserved soybeans
for food; fat-containing mixtures for spreading on bread; albumen for culinary use; seaweed extracts for food; fruit 
preserved in alcohol; preserved meat; jams; frosted fruits/crystallized fruits; lobsters, not live; ajvar peppers (preserved); 
alginates for culinary purposes; roasted nori seaweed; preserved garlic; fruit salad; fruit salad; vegetable salads; poultry; 
meat; milk shakes; bouillon; tripe; game; bacon; meat extracts; pork; casein for food; onions (vegetables), preserved; 
white of eggs; fruit peel; cranberry sauce; bouillon concentrates; kimchi (foods based on fermented vegetables); aloe 
vera prepared for human consumption; gherkins; prepared almonds; fermented milk for culinary purposes; cheese; 
frozen fruits; cooked fruit; crystallized fruits; shrimps, not live; gelatin for food; jellies for food; coconut fat; edible fats;
fatty substances for the manufacture of edible fats; hummus (chickpea paste); isinglass for food; yogurt; vegetable 
julienne, vegetable soup preparations; dairy products; vegetable salads; lecithin for culinary use; seaweed extracts for 
food; non-alcoholic punch; ginger jam; chrysalis for food; dairy beverages, consisting mainly of milk; black pudding; 
preparations for making bouillon; potato fritters; meat jellies; prepared peanuts; coconut oil; apple purée; bouillon 
concentrates; confits; frozen fruits; onions, preserved vegetables; vegetable preserves; vegetable mousse; prepared 
sunflower seeds; prepared seeds; salad of cooked pulses; pulses, preserved; dried pulses; lentils; milk; albumin milk; 
soy milk as milk substitute; curds; cured pork sausage; butter cream; meat pies.

Cl.30;Unleavened bread; pastes; cake dough; fondant; sugar; soybean paste (seasoning); corn panellets; bread rolls; 
bread; breadcrumbs; ginger bread; cookies; rice cake; pasta; pepper; confectionery pastilles; pastry; petits fours (cakes); 
cakes; flavorings, other than essential oils, for cakes; meat pies; potatoes (flour) for food; peppers (seasoning); pesto; 
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dishes with flour; pearl barley; pizzas; fruit jellies (confectionery); crushed barley; yeast; nutmeg; cocoa beverages with 
milk; powders for ice cream; milk (coffee); milk beverages (chocolate); yeast in pill form, not for medical purposes; 
macaroni; mayonnaise; malt loaves; malt for food; malt for human consumption; maltose; marinades; honey; molasses 
for food; food prepared with noodles; mint (sweets); mint for confectionery; starch for food; mustard; mustard meal; 
mousse for dessert confectionery; chocolate mousses; muesli; whipped cream (preparations for stiffening); wafers; 
nutmeg and ginger; barley meal; powder for cakes; iced tea; aromatic preparations for food; salad dressings; 
sandwiches; soya flour; meat juices (sauces); artificial coffee; sugar; nib sugar for food; sushi; capers; tabbouleh; tacos; 
flat noodles; sauces; condiments; tapioca; tea; tostadas; tortillas; vanilla flavoring; artificial vanilla flavoring; beer 
vinegar; vinegar; golden syrup; chicory coffee substitute; chocolate; chocolate milk beverage; chutney condiments; 
linseed for human consumption; tapioca flour for food; spicy soy sauce; tomato sauce; foie gras sauce; cereal 
preparations; cake frosting [icing]; ham glaze; vegetable preparations for use as coffee substitutes; products for 
sterilizing whipped cream; starch products for food; cocoa products; flour products; meat tenderizers for household use; 
propolis for human consumption [bee product]; puddings; ravioli; frozen soft drink edible ices; rice snacks; cereal 
snacks; liquorice confectionery; relish condiment; spring rolls; semolina; maize semolina; barley semolina; semolina for 
human consumption; saffron condiment; sago; celery salt; salt for preserving foodstuffs; leavening agents for dough; 
Christmas tree decorations; cocoa-based beverages; ketchup sauce; hominy; milled corn; roasted corn; roasted corn 
popcorn; sweetmeats candy; sponge cakes; cocoa; cocoa products; cocoa beverages with milk; confectionery made with 
peanuts; coffee; coffee flavorings; corn sticks; vegetable preparations for use as coffee substitute; unroasted coffee; 
cinnamon spice; chow-chow condiment; oat-based food; oat flakes; oat semolina; milk coffee; corn flour, wheat flour; 
bicarbonate of soda for cooking; unleavened bread; gluten additives for culinary purposes; edible decorations for cakes; 
binding agents for sausages; sea water for cooking; seaweed condiments; starch products for food; star anise; aniseed; 
flavoring preparations for food; coffee flavorings; flavorings other than essential oils for beverages; flavorings, other than 
essential oils; rice; sticks of liquorice confectionery; high-protein cereal bars; beverage flavorings other than essential 
oils; beverages made with coffee; beverages made with tea; chocolate-based beverages; cookies and biscuits; candy, 
hulled oats; cracked oats; milk flour for food; bean flour; fermenting agents for paste and dough; vermicelli; corn flakes; 
chips [cereal products]; biscuits and cookies; petit-beurre biscuits; caramel coated nuts; natural or artificial ice; ice for 
refreshment; edible ices; powder for edible ices; royal jelly for food, not for medical purposes; wheat germ for human 
consumption; ginger spice; glucose for food; gluten for food; chewing gum not for medical purposes; halvah; 
cheeseburgers; preserved garden herbs [condiments]; non-medicinal infusions; frozen yogurt edible ices; edible ices; 
flours for food; bean meal; tapioca flour for food; confectionery; cocas; fruit coulis sauces; cream of tartar for cooking; 
crackers; custard; pancakes for food; guirlache; curry condiment; couscous; turmeric for food; flour products; spices; 
natural sweeteners; thickening agent for edible ices; thickening agent for cooking products; thickening agent for cooking 
foodstuffs; binding agents for sausages; natural sweeteners; essences for foodstuffs except etheric essences and 
essential oils; malt extract for food; starch for food; barley meal; wheat flour; corn flour; wheat flour; potato flour for food;
spaghetti.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1868 ,   24/09/2018        Class 99 

Priority claimed from 17/06/2015; Application No. : 86665312 ;United States of America
3312109    17/12/2015
[International Registration No. : 1284758]
MOUSER ELECTRONICS, INC.
1000 N. Main Street Mansfield TX 76063 United States of America

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
POOJA DODD
113, UDAY PARK, NEW DELHI-110049.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Electronic components, namely, antennas, batteries, battery clips, battery holders, battery snaps, electric buzzers, 
electrical cables, capacitors, electrical circuit boards, electrical clips adapted for use in holding electrical cables and 
wires and for securing electrical components in place; coils, namely, magnetic and electromagnetic coils, electrical 
inductors, electrical reactors, electrical transformers, and electrical transducers; radio frequency and audio frequency 
chokes, electrical connectors and sockets, earphones, fuses, fuse blocks, fuse clips, fuse holders, electrical heat sinks 
for use in electronic components, electrical instrument enclosure cases, electrical variable dial knobs, electric meters, 
microphones, potentiometers, electric relays, electric resistors, semiconductors, electronic sirens, audio speakers, 
electrical switches, terminal boards, transformers, and electrical wires.

Cl.35;Distributorship services in the field of electronic components; catalog ordering service featuring electronic 
components; electronic catalog services featuring electronic components; electronic commerce services, namely, 
providing information about products via telecommunication networks for advertising and sales purposes; mail order 
catalog services featuring electronic components; online wholesale and retail store services featuring electronic 
components provided by means of a general merchandise website on the global or local telecommunications network; 
wholesale and retail store services featuring electronic components provided by means of mail order catalogs; wholesale 
and retail store services featuring electronic components provided by means of telephone, facsimile, and mail order; the 
bringing together, for the benefit of others, of a variety of goods, namely, electronic components, enabling customers to 
conveniently view and purchase those goods from a general merchandise website on the global or local 
telecommunications network, and from a general merchandise catalog by mail order, telephone order, and facsimile 
order.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1868 ,   24/09/2018        Class 99 

3312123    22/10/2015
[International Registration No. : 1285098]
Lanolin Beauty International Pty Limited
17/19 McCauley Street Matraville NSW 2036 AU

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALL & SETHI
D-17, N.D.S.E-11 NEW DELHI- 110049

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
THE MARK TO BE USED AS WHOLE AND AS PER LABLE PROVIDED IN THE BIRTH NOTIFICATION.

Cl.3;Skin care preparations including skin care preparations for women, men, babies and infants; soaps; bath and 
shower gels and creams; body lotions; hand creams and lotions; facial creams and lotions; haircare products including 
haircare products for women, men, babies and infants; shampoos; hair lotions; hair styling products; cosmetics; 
cosmetic preparations for the body and face; toiletries; beauty masks; eye creams; lip care preparations; make-up and 
make-up removing preparations; cleansing preparations for personal use; pre-moistened or impregnated cleansing pads, 
tissues or wipes; facial packs; sun protection preparations; perfumed and scented body lotions; perfumes; massage 
preparations; deodorants for personal use; oils, creams and lotions for the skin; skin whitening preparations; nail care 
preparations; shoe cleaning preparations including shoe polish.

Cl.35;Retail and wholesale services; distribution of goods (not being transport services) (agent, wholesale, 
representative services, by any means); wholesale distribution of skincare and haircare preparations and cosmetics 
including online; organisation, operation, supervision and management of customer loyalty programmes and frequent 
buyer schemes; sales promotion through customer loyalty programmes (for others); administration of consumer loyalty 
services for commercial, promotional, and advertising purposes; business promotion services; promoting the goods and 
services of others by providing web-based links; advertising and promotional services; database management.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1868 ,   24/09/2018        Class 99 

3312256    15/10/2015
[International Registration No. : 1285189]
BEISTEGUI HERMANOS, S.L.
Polígono Industrial Jundiz (CTV), c/ Perretagana, 10 E-01015 Vitoria-Gasteiz (Alava) Spain

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SINGH & SINGH LALL & SETHI
D-17 SOUTH EXTENSION, PART-II, NEW DELHI 110049

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.12;Vehicles; apparatus for locomotion by land, air or water.

Cl.25;Ready-made clothing, footwear (included in this class), headgear.

Cl.28;Games, toys; gymnastic and sporting articles not included in other classes; decorations for Christmas trees.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1868 ,   24/09/2018        Class 99 

Priority claimed from 09/08/2015; Application No. : 86719136 ;United States of America
3314017    12/11/2015
[International Registration No. : 1285757]
KAISER, ERIK, A.
19 Balbrook Drive Mendham NJ 07945 United States of America

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
JEETEN KUMAR DHAL, ADVOCATE
ROOM NO.28,3RD FLOOR,40,WESTON STREET,KOLKATA 700 013,INDIA.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Attachments for cameras and smart phones, namely, apparatus comprised of brackets to hold phone and a mirror 
with LED lighting sold as a unit, for assisting a person in taking a selfie picture.

Cl.11;Lighting fixtures.

Cl.20;Mirrors enhanced by electric LED lights.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1868 ,   24/09/2018        Class 99 

Priority claimed from 19/05/2015; Application No. : 15 4 181 789 ;France
3314107    13/10/2015
[International Registration No. : 1285713]
BIOMÉRIEUX
F-69280 MARCY L'ETOILE France

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
L.S. DAVAR & CO.,
32, RADHA MADHAB, DUTTA GARDEN LANE, KOLKATA-700010

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Chemical preparations and reagents for scientific purposes, chemical and reagents preparations intended for 
laboratory research; chemicals and biochemicals products for industry and science.

Cl.5;Reagents, media and biological samples diluting solutions for medical, pharmaceutical and veterinary purposes.

Cl.9;Scientific apparatus and instruments for in-vitro diagnostics and their component parts, not for medical use, 
excluding pumps and vacuum pumps; laboratory apparatus for use in in-vitro diagnosis and their components, excluding 
pumps and vacuum pumps and parts thereof; pipetting and diluting samples not for medical use laboratory robots, 
namely, laboratory apparatus and instruments; laboratory beakers and tubes and holders thereof; storage of samples 
boxes, not for medical use; software used in the field of molecular biology.

Cl.10;In vitro diagnosis apparatus and instruments and their components, for medical pharmaceutical and veterinary 
use; apparatus and instruments and component parts thereof for pipetting and diluting samples, for pharmaceutical, 
veterinary and medical use; all the aforesaid goods excluding pumps and vacuum pumps.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1868 ,   24/09/2018        Class 99 

Priority claimed from 01/09/2015; Application No. : 2015-084260 ;Japan
3314297    09/09/2015
[International Registration No. : 1286106]
SONY CREATIVE PRODUCTS INC.
4-5, Rokubancho, Chiyoda-ku Tokyo 102-8353 Japan

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SHARDUL AMARCHAND MANGALDAS & CO.
AMARCHAND TOWERS, 216, OKHLA INDUSTRIAL ESTATE-PHASE III, NEW DELHI 110020

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.5;Oiled paper for medical purposes; wrapping wafers for medicine doses; gauze for dressings; empty capsules for 
pharmaceuticals; eye patches for medical purposes; ear bandages; menstruation bandages; menstruation tampons; 
sanitary napkins; sanitary panties; absorbent cotton; adhesive plasters; bandages for dressings; liquid dressings; breast-
nursing pads; pharmaceutical preparations [other than for agricultural purposes]; dental cements; dental abrasives; 
dental amalgams; dental impression materials; dental lacquer; dental mastics; dental composite materials; adult diapers; 
napkins for incontinents; babies" napkin-pants [diaper-pants]; paper diapers for babies; diaper covers; lacteal flour for 
babies; dietary supplements for humans; beverages for babies; food for babies.

Cl.9;Cell phone straps; telecommunication machines and apparatus; computer programs [downloadable software]; 
electronic machines, apparatus and their parts; standby screen for cell phone [downloadable]; animation image files 
[downloadable]; image and video files [downloadable]; sound and music files [downloadable]; electronic publications, 
downloadable; photographic machines and apparatus; cinematographic machines and apparatus; optical machines and 
apparatus; electronic circuits and CD-ROMs recorded with programs for hand-held games with liquid crystal displays; 
phonograph records; metronomes; electronic circuits and CD-ROMs recorded with automatic performance programs for 
electronic musical instruments; downloadable music files; exposed cinematographic films; exposed slide films; slide film 
mounts; downloadable image files; recorded video discs and video tapes.

Cl.16;Pastes and other adhesives for stationery or household purposes; packaging containers of paper; food wrapping 
plastic film for household use; hygienic hand towels of paper; towels of paper; table napkins of paper; hand towels of 
paper; handkerchiefs of paper; stationery; printed matter; photographs [printed]; photograph stands; trading cards other 
than for games; paper bags.

Cl.18;School bags; rucksacks; shopping bags; handbags; bags for umbrellas; traveling bags; bags for sports; felt 
pouches; leather pouches; Japanese utility pouches [shingen-bukuro]; pouches, of leather, for packaging; vanity cases 
[not fitted]; umbrellas; handbag frames; purse frames; horseshoes; industrial packaging containers of leather; clothing 
for pets; walking sticks; canes; metal parts of canes and walking-sticks; handles for canes and walking-sticks.

Cl.20;Cushions; Japanese floor cushions [zabuton]; pillows; mattresses; packaging containers of plastic; fans for 
personal use, non-electric; hand-held supermarket shopping baskets, not of metal; furniture; cradles; infant walkers; 
pocket mirrors; pocket mirror bags.

Cl.21;Cosmetic utensils; toilet utensils; industrial packaging containers of glass or porcelain; cruets; egg cups; pepper 
pots; salt cellars; sugar bowls; tableware (other than knives, forks and spoons); trays for domestic purposes; lunch 
boxes; bottle openers, non-electric; scoops (tableware); napkin rings; napkin holders; cooking utensils, non-electric; 
waffle irons, non-electric; chopsticks; porcelain basin, porcelain plates; porcelain kettles; porcelain tableware; porcelain 
jars; porcelain pots; drinking vessels; coffee grinders, hand-operated; buckets; washtubs; drinking flasks for travelers; 
dishes for soap; toothbrushes; toothpicks; toothpick holders; vacuum bottles; heat-insulated containers; coolers (ice 
pails); thermally insulated containers for food; portable coldboxes, non-electric; cleaning tools and washing utensils; 
toilet paper holders; piggy banks; flower vases; flower bowls.

Cl.24;Bath linen, except clothing; towels of textile; handkerchiefs of textile; face towels of textile; mosquito nets; 
bedsheets; quilts; quilt covers; pillowcases; blankets; shower curtains.

Cl.25;Clothing; garters; sock suspenders; suspenders [braces]; waistbands; belts for clothing; footwear [other than 
special footwear for sports]; clothes for sports; special footwear for sports; masquerade costumes.
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Cl.27;Bath mats for wash places; tatami mats and the like; floor coverings; wall hangings [not of textile]; artificial turf; 
gymnastic mats; wallpaper.

Cl.28;Toys; dolls; go games; Japanese playing cards [utagaruta]; Japanese chess [shogi games]; dice; Japanese dice 
games [sugoroku]; dice cups; Chinese checkers [games]; chess games; checkers [checker sets]; conjuring apparatus; 
dominoes; playing cards; Japanese playing cards [hanafuda]; mah-jong; game machines and apparatus; billiard 
equipment; sports equipment; amusement machines and apparatus for use in amusement parks; toys for domestic pets; 
butterfly nets; trading cards [card game]; video game machines.

Cl.29;Milk products; processed vegetables and fruits; pre-cooked curry, stew and soup mixes; dried flakes of laver for 
sprinkling on rice in hot water [ochazuke-nori]; seasoned powder for sprinkling on rice [furi-kake]; edible oils and fats; 
processed meat products; processed fish products for human consumption; fried tofu pieces [abura-age]; freeze-dried 
tofu pieces [kohri-dofu]; jelly made from devils" tongue root [konnyaku]; soya milk [milk substitute]; tofu; fermented 
soybeans [natto].

Cl.32;Carbonated drinks, non-alcoholic; fruit juices; vegetable juices [beverage]; whey beverages.

Cl.41;Providing on-line image files, sounds and music files, not downloadable, accessible by means of cell phones; 
providing on-line animation and other image files, sounds and music files, not downloadable, accessible by means of the 
Internet or cell phones; game services provided by means of the Internet or cell phones; publication of books; 
presentation of movies, shows, plays or musical performances; movie showing, movie film production, or movie film 
distribution; presentation of live show performances; direction or presentation of plays; presentation of musical 
performances; production of radio or television programs; providing online electronic publications, not downloadable; 
reference libraries for literature and documentary records; book rental.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1868 ,   24/09/2018        Class 99 

Priority claimed from 20/05/2015; Application No. : 014099295 ;European Union
3315239    17/11/2015
[International Registration No. : 1285761]
FAENA BRANDS, S.L.
Paraje El Olmico - Finca El Olmico, s/n E-30530 Cieza - Murcia ES

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
H K ACHARYA & COMPANY
HK AVENUE,19 SWASTIK SOCIETY,NAVRANGPURA,AHMEDABAD 380 009,GUJRAT,INDIA.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
THE MARK TO BE USED AS WHOLE AND AS PER LABLE PROVIDED IN THE BIRTH NOTIFICATION.

Cl.30;Coffee, tea, cocoa and substitutes thereof; sugar, natural sweeteners, sweet topping and filling products and bee 
products; ice, ice cream, frozen yogurt and sherbets; bakery products, pastry, chocolates and ice desserts containing 
fruit, chocolate desserts; salt, sauces, seasonings and condiments; processed cereals.

Cl.43;Services for providing food and drink; provision of prepared food and beverages; food and drink catering 
services; provision of food and beverages.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1868 ,   24/09/2018        Class 99 

Priority claimed from 16/06/2015; Application No. : 1312416 ;Benelux
3315264    10/12/2015
[International Registration No. : 1286354]
KONINKLIJKE PHILIPS N.V.
High Tech Campus 5 NL-5656 AE Eindhoven

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
CANTWELL & CO.
No. 120 Velachery Main Road, Guindy, Chennai - 600032

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Software for medical applications, in particular for the purpose of analysis for use in (external) defibrillators.

Cl.10;Medical apparatus and instruments, in particular (external) defibrillators.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1868 ,   24/09/2018        Class 99 

3322914    04/05/2015
[International Registration No. : 1288081]
SOL S.P.A.
Via Gerolamo Bogazzi, 27 I-20052 MONZA (MONZA E BRIANZA) Italy

Address for service in India/Agents address:
L.S. DAVAR & CO.
32, RADHA MADHAV DUTTA GARDEN LANE, KOLKATA - 700 010.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
THE MARK TO BE USED AS WHOLE AND AS PER LABLE PROVIDED IN THE BIRTH NOTIFICATION.

Cl.1;Oxygen; argon; hydrogen; carbon dioxide; acetylene; nitrous oxide; nitrogen; helium; protective gases for welding; 
gases and gas mixtures in liquid or gaseous form; chemical preparations, gas and mixtures of gas for research, science 
and industry; gas and gas mixtures for arc welding, reverse protection and plasma cutting; solidified gases for industrial 
purposes; methane; carbon; carbonic acid; carbonates; nitrates; anhydrides; silane, phosphine, sulphur hexafluoride, 
welding chemicals; chemicals for use in chromatography; chemicals for use in the semiconductor industry; chemicals for 
use in biotechnological product development; chemicals for use in biotechnological manufacturing processes; diagnostic 
preparations for scientific purposes; reagents for use in scientific apparatus for chemical or biological analysis; reagents 
for research purposes; reagents for scientific or medical research use; diagnostic preparations, other than for medical or 
veterinary purposes; enzymes derived from biotechnological processes for use in industry; chemicals used in industry, 
science and photography, as well as in agriculture, horticulture and forestry; unprocessed artificial resins, unprocessed 
plastics; manures; fire extinguishing compositions; tempering and soldering preparations; chemical substances for 
preserving foodstuffs; tanning substances; adhesives used in industry.

Cl.4;Solid fuels; liquid fuels; gaseous fuels; non-chemical additives for fuels; mineral fuel; solidified gases [fuel]; 
producer gas; fuel oil; industrial oils and greases; lubricants; dust absorbing, wetting and binding compositions; fuels 
[including motor spirit] and illuminants; candles and wicks for lighting.

Cl.5;Oxygen for medical purposes; oxygen baths; gases for medical purposes; chemical preparations for medical 
purposes; fumigation preparations for medical purposes; pharmaceutical preparations for inhalers; pharmaceutical 
cough preparations; pharmaceutical preparations for inhalation for the treatment of pulmonary hypertension; 
pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of asthma; pharmaceutical preparations for treating respiratory diseases; 
respiratory stimulants; pharmaceutical preparations for skin care; pharmaceutical preparations for enteral and parenteral 
nutrition; diagnostic preparations for medical purposes; diagnostic preparations for medical or veterinary purposes; 
biological and chemical reagents for medical or veterinary purposes; diagnostic reagents for medical or veterinary 
purposes; vaccines; vaccine preparations; therapeutic drugs and agents; biological preparations for medical purposes; 
biological preparations for veterinary purposes; biological tissue for implantation; pharmaceutical and veterinary 
preparations; sanitary preparations for medical purposes; dietetic food and substances adapted for medical or veterinary 
use, food for babies; dietary supplements for humans and animals; plasters, materials for dressings; material for 
stopping teeth, dental wax; disinfectants; preparations for destroying vermin; fungicides, herbicides.

Cl.6;Metal containers for compressed gas or liquid air; steel cylinders for compressed gas; metal tanks for compressed 
gas; metal cylinders for compressed gas or liquids, sold empty; security lock cylinders of metal; regulating valves 
[manually operated] for controlling the flow of gases [other than parts of machines]; valves of metal other than parts of 
machines; valves of metal, other than parts of machines, including those made from alloy steel and titanium; regulators 
[valves] of metal [other than parts of machines]; sealing caps of metal for bottles; bottles [metal containers] for 
compressed gas or liquid air; internal floating lids of aluminium for use with gas or liquefied gas storage tanks; tanks of 
metal for the storage of compressed gases; tanks of metal for the transportation of compressed gases; unprocessed and 
semi-processed materials of metal, for any use; metal hardware; doors, gates, windows and window fittings of metal; 
statues and works of art of common metals; containers, and transportation and packaging articles, of metal; common 
metals and their alloys; metal building materials; transportable buildings of metal; materials of metal for railway tracks; 
non-electric cables and wires of common metal; ironmongery, small items of metal hardware; pipes and tubes of metal; 
safes; ores.
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Cl.7;Pressure reducers [parts of machines]; pressure regulators [parts of machines]; caps [parts of machines]; valves 
[mechanical] for regulating fluid flow; safety valves [parts of machines]; pressure reducer valves [parts of machines]; 
pressure multipliers for gases; compressors for gases; blowing machines for the compression, exhaustion and transport 
of gases; machines and mechanical apparatus for the generation of compressed air; compressors [machines]; welding 
machines, electric; robots [machines]; pumps [machines]; welding machines, gas-operated; electrical welding apparatus; 
electrodes for welding machines; agricultural, earthmoving, construction, oil and gas and mining extraction equipment; 
pumps, compressors and fans; robots; current generators; moving and handling equipment; machines and machine tools 
for treatment of materials and for manufacturing; engines, transmission components, and generic machine parts; 
dispensing machines; sweeping, cleaning, washing and laundering machines; machine tools; motors and engines [except 
for land vehicles]; machine coupling and transmission components [except for land vehicles]; agricultural implements 
other than hand-operated; incubators for eggs; automatic vending machines.

Cl.9;Oxygen breathing apparatus, other than for artificial respiration; breathing apparatus, except for artificial 
respiration; oxygen masks, not for medical purposes; oxygen transvasing apparatus; oxygen regulators; electrical and 
electronic control apparatus for use with apparatus or installations for ventilation; computer hardware; computer 
software; computer software to be used with medical apparatus; computer networks and interfaces [software] for medical 
applications; apparatus and instruments for telemonitoring; software used in the medical field of parenteral nutrition and 
infusion solutions; software for tracking eye position and gaze; augmentative and alternative communication devices; 
augmentative and alternative communication software; polygraph machines, other than for medical purposes; pressure 
sensors; diagnostic apparatus, not for medical purposes; laboratory apparatus and instruments; scientific, nautical, 
surveying, photographic, cinematographic, optical, weighing, measuring, signalling, checking [supervision], life-saving 
and teaching apparatus and instruments; apparatus and instruments for conducting, switching, transforming,
accumulating, regulating or controlling electricity; apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of sound or 
images; magnetic data carriers, recording discs; compact discs, DVDs and other digital recording media; mechanisms for 
coin-operated apparatus; cash registers, calculating machines, data processing equipment, computers; computer 
software; fire-extinguishing apparatus.

Cl.10;Medical apparatus for oxygen therapy, ventilotherapy, aerosol therapy, for treating respiratory disorders during 
sleep and for artificial nutrition, all the aforesaid apparatus may also be used at home; medical apparatus and equipment 
for sleep therapy, emergency medicine and oxygen therapy and parts therefor; inhalation devices; narcosis machines; 
respirators; suction apparatus; apparatus for artificial respiration; respiration therapy devices; apparatus and instruments 
to support, maintain and checking up the respiration; apparatus and instruments for oxygen feed for respiratory 
purposes; resuscitation apparatus and instruments; pumps, hoses, connectors, connecting parts and sockets, filters, 
valves, masks, frames, fastening devices, all for medical respirators; oxygen concentrators and equipment for medical 
use in conjunction with oxygen concentrators, namely, nasal cannulae and oxygen concentrator carrying cases; oxygen 
concentrators for medical purposes; oxygen inhalers for medical purposes; oxygen masks for medical use; oxygen 
monitors for medical purposes; hyperbaric oxygen chambers for medical purposes; cannulae; aerosol dispensers for 
medical purposes; nebulizers for respiratory therapy; nebulizers for medical purposes; portable oxygen suppliers; 
inhalation apparatus; medical ventilators; pads [pouches] for preventing pressure sores on patient bodies; air mattresses,
for medical purposes; anti-bedsore air mattresses; electronic stimulation apparatus for physical therapy of skin lesions; 
pumps for medical purposes; artificial nutrition devices and their parts including pumps, hoses, clamps, nutrition and 
infusion bags, feeding tubes, connectors and connecting parts; nutrition bags for use in the field of artificial nutrition of 
patients; infusion devices for medical use; containers and apparatus for administration of enteral and parenteral solutions
for medical use; catheters; tube connectors for medical use; tube fasteners for medical use; injection ports for medical 
use; needleless connectors; needleless ports; valves for use in medical gas plants; blood sampling devices for medical 
use; infusion pumps for medical use; infusion bags for use in the field of artificial nutrition of patients; apparatus for 
administering medicines; infusion sets; facial masks for medical use; respiratory masks for medical use; eye tracking 
apparatus and equipment; apparatus for tracking eye position and gaze; medical devices for the treatment of respiratory 
disorders including nasal masks, full face masks, oro-nasal masks and nasal prongs; cushions for medical respiratory 
masks; headgear for medical respiratory masks; humidifiers for use with respiratory therapy apparatus; devices for 
screening, monitoring and diagnosing respiratory disorders and parts and accessories for all the foregoing, including 
chin restraints, water tubs, oxygen diverter valves, tubing wrap [insulation for air delivery tubes], air tubes, filters [all for
use with devices for respiratory therapy]; polygraph machines for medical purposes; medical apparatus and instruments 
for measurement of pulmonary functions; electrocardiographs; spirometers [medical apparatus]; ergometers for medical 
and diagnostic purposes; polysomnographs; medical apparatus and instruments for simultaneous recording of 
physiologic parameters during sleep; continuous positive airway pressure [CPAP] devices; breathing medical devices for 
sleep apnoea continuous positive airway pressure [CPAP] patient; patient monitoring, analysing and/or recording 
apparatus including digital apparatus; apparatus for investigating, monitoring, analysing, diagnosing and/or recording 
sleep, sleep related and respiratory disorders, respiratory function and respiration including portable monitoring 
apparatus; apparatus for investigating, monitoring, analysing, diagnosing and/or recording electrophysiological variables 
including variables relating to the nervous system, neurology, cardiology and physiology; apparatus for sleep staging; 
filters including low pass, high pass and notch filters, interface apparatus and sensors for monitoring patient variables 
including EEG [electroencephalogram], MEG [magnetoencephalogram], CT [computed tomography], EOG 
[electrooculorgram], EMG [electromyogram], SA02 [oxygen saturation], CO2 [carbon dioxide], nasal air flow, patient 
movement including leg movement, thoracic and abdominal respiratory movement, heart rate, body temperature including
rectal temperature, blood pressure, ph level, oesophagel pressure, snoring noises, CPAP [continuous positive air 
pressure] mask pressure, CPAP mask air flow, CPAP titration; radiology imaging apparatus including MRI [magnetic 
resonance imaging], FMRI [functional magnetic resonance imaging]; remote imaging and transmitting apparatus for use 
in the field of telemedicine, namely, electronic instruments for the monitoring of information on the physiologic state of 
patients in-home and the transmission of the data in real time to the doctor or hospital by computer via web or by means 
of wi-fi systems; telemedicine apparatus including equipment for teleradiology and tele-echo-cardiology; testing and/or 
calibrating apparatus for the above including apparatus for emulating physiological variables; pressometric ventilators; 
volumetric ventilators; presso-volumetric ventilators; negative pressure ventilators; cough assist machines; devices for 
bronchial aspiration for use in the field of respiratory therapy of patients; devices for secretion removal for use in the field
of respiratory therapy of patients; adaptive/servo ventilators; ultrasonic nebulizers; pneumatic nebulizers; scientific 
instruments and electronic apparatus for medical use; apparatus for clinical diagnosis; diagnostic apparatus for medical 
purposes; surgical, medical, dental and veterinary apparatus and instruments, artificial limbs, eyes and teeth; orthopaedic 
articles; suture materials.
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Cl.11;Regulating and safety accessories for gas apparatus; regulating and safety accessories for gas pipes; 
installations for the production, mixture and distribution of gas and gas mixtures in liquid or gaseous form; gas 
regulators; regulating apparatus for gas apparatus; safety valves for gas apparatus; stop valves for regulating gas; 
regulating valves [level controlling in tanks]; stop valves being safety apparatus for gas apparatus; gas purification 
apparatus; gas purification installations; installations for controlling the flow of gases; refrigerating appliances and 
installations; freezing installations; apparatus for lighting, heating, steam generating, cooking, refrigerating, drying, 
ventilating, water supply and sanitary purposes.

Cl.35;Presentation of goods on communication media, for retail purposes; demonstration of goods; advertising 
services for the promotion of goods; distribution of goods for advertising purposes; demonstration of goods and services
by electronic means; advisory and consultancy services relating to the procurement of goods for others; commercial 
administration of the licensing of the goods and services of others; procurement services for others [purchasing goods 
and services for other businesses]; commercial or industrial management assistance; business management 
consultancy; business services, including business management, administration and commercial information; 
commercial or industrial management assistance for import and export; import and export agencies, in particular in 
biomedical field; marketing, market research and market analysis; advertising of goods and services on the Internet and 
by means of mobile telephony services and by electronic mail; commercial information and advice for consumers 
[consumer advice shop]; retail and wholesale services, also on-line, of chemicals used in industry, science and 
photography, as well as in agriculture, horticulture and forestry, unprocessed artificial resins, unprocessed plastics, 
manures, fire extinguishing compositions, tempering and soldering preparations, chemical substances for preserving 
foodstuffs, tanning substances, adhesives used in industry, chemicals for use in biotechnological product development, 
diagnostic preparations for scientific purposes, reagents for scientific or medical research use, diagnostic preparations, 
other than for medical or veterinary purposes, gases and gas mixtures in liquid or gaseous form, chemical preparations, 
gas and mixtures of gas for research, science and industry; retail and wholesale services, also on-line, of solidified gases 
for industrial purposes, industrial oils and greases, lubricants, dust absorbing, wetting and binding compositions, fuels 
[including motor spirit] and illuminants, candles and wicks for lighting; retail and wholesale services, also on-line, of 
gases for medical purposes, oxygen for medical purposes, chemical preparations for medical purposes, pharmaceutical 
preparations, diagnostic preparations for medical purposes, diagnostic preparations for medical or veterinary purposes, 
biological and chemical reagents for medical or veterinary purposes, vaccines, vaccine preparations, biological
preparations for medical purposes, pharmaceutical and veterinary preparations, sanitary preparations for medical 
purposes, dietetic food and substances adapted for medical or veterinary use, food for babies, dietary supplements for 
humans and animals, plasters, materials for dressings, material for stopping teeth, dental wax, disinfectants, preparations 
for destroying vermin, fungicides, herbicides; retail and wholesale services, also on-line, of metal containers for 
compressed gas or liquid air, metal sealing devices for preventing leakage of gases, valves, common metals and their 
alloys, metal building materials, transportable buildings of metal, materials of metal for railway tracks, non-electric cables 
and wires of common metal, ironmongery, small items of metal hardware, pipes and tubes of metal, safes, ores; retail and 
wholesale services, also on-line, of pressure reducers [parts of machines], pressure regulators [parts of machines], 
pressure multipliers for gases, compressors for gases, blowing machines for the compression, exhaustion and transport 
of gases, pumps [machines], electrical welding apparatus, machine tools, motors and engines [except for land vehicles], 
machine coupling and transmission components [except for land vehicles], agricultural implements other than hand-
operated, incubators for eggs, automatic vending machines; retail and wholesale services, also on-line, of breathing 
apparatus, except for artificial respiration, oxygen transvasing apparatus, oxygen regulators, apparatus and instruments 
for telemonitoring, laboratory apparatus and instruments, scientific, nautical, surveying, photographic, cinematographic, 
optical, weighing, measuring, signalling, checking [supervision], life-saving and teaching apparatus and instruments, 
apparatus and instruments for conducting, switching, transforming, accumulating, regulating or controlling electricity, 
apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of sound or images, magnetic data carriers, recording discs, 
compact discs, DVDs and other digital recording media, mechanisms for coin-operated apparatus, cash registers, 
calculating machines, data processing equipment, computers, computer software, fire-extinguishing apparatus; retail and 
wholesale services, also on-line, of diagnostic apparatus for medical purposes, medical apparatus for oxygen therapy, 
ventilotherapy, aerosol therapy, for treating respiratory disorders during sleep and for artificial nutrition, medical 
apparatus and equipment for sleep therapy, emergency medicine and oxygen therapy and parts thereof, apparatus and 
instruments to support, maintain and checking up the respiration, medical devices for the treatment of respiratory 
disorders, devices for screening, monitoring and diagnosing respiratory disorders and parts and accessories for all the 
foregoing, scientific instruments and electronic apparatus for medical use, surgical, medical, dental and veterinary 
apparatus and instruments, artificial limbs, eyes and teeth, orthopaedic articles, suture materials; retail and wholesale 
services, also on-line, of regulating and safety accessories for gas apparatus, regulating and safety accessories for gas 
pipes, installations for the production, mixture and distribution of gas and gas mixtures in liquid or gaseous form, 
apparatus for lighting, heating, steam generating, cooking, refrigerating, drying, ventilating, water supply and sanitary 
purposes; advertising; business management; business administration; office functions [services on behalf of third 
parties].

Cl.37;Installation, maintenance and repair of apparatus for supplying gas and installations for the supply of gas for 
medical purposes; installation, maintenance and repair of systems for the distribution of gas for medical purposes; 
installation of apparatus for supply and distribution of gas; disinfecting; ventilating and water appliance mounting 
[installation], maintenance and repair services; installation, maintenance and repair of industrial machines and apparatus; 
construction of structures for the storage of natural gas; construction of structures for the production of natural gas; 
installation, maintenance and repair of gas and electricity systems; providing information relating to the repair or 
maintenance of medical machines and apparatus; installation, maintenance and repair of medical apparatus and 
instruments; installation of apparatus for lighting, heating, steam generating, cooking, refrigerating, drying, ventilating, 
water supply and sanitary purposes; installation, maintenance and repair of regulating, monitoring and control apparatus; 
installation, construction, maintenance, servicing and repair of energy and power generating apparatus, equipment and 
installations; providing information relating to the repair or maintenance of power distribution or control machines and 
apparatus; installation of machines and fitting for treating and processing metals; providing information relating to the 
repair or maintenance of metalworking machines and tools; repair of metalworking machines and apparatus; building, 
construction and demolition; rental of tools, plant and equipment for construction and demolition; mining, and oil and gas 
extraction; extermination, disinfection and pest control; cleaning services; rental of cleaning instruments and machinery; 
vehicle service stations [refuelling and maintenance]; repair or maintenance of vessels; shipbuilding; airplane 
maintenance and repair; upholstering; furniture restoration, repair and maintenance; installation, repair and maintenance 
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of heating equipment; cleaning of clothing; repair and maintenance of clothing; office machines and equipment 
installation, maintenance and repair; installation, maintenance and repair of telephone and communication equipment; 
clock and watch repair and maintenance; repair of shoes, bags and belts; electric appliance installation and repair; 
building construction [services on behalf of third parties].

Cl.39;Gas supplying; storage, distribution, transportation, shipping and delivery of gases for medical purposes; rental 
of storage containers; storage information; consultancy relating to the storage and transportation of goods; motor car 
transport services; arranging of transport services; transport services for patients; ambulance transport; transportation 
of patients by car; transportation of patients by ambulance; escorting of patients during transportation; transport services
and trips for disabled persons; arranging of transport and day trips for the disabled; salvaging [transport]; reservation 
and booking services for transportation; transport information; distribution of biological material; collection and storage 
of biological material; transport; packaging and storage of goods; travel arrangement [services on behalf of third parties].

Cl.40;Processing of gas; processing of precious and non-precious metals; food [foodstuff] processing services; 
preparation and treatment of fabric; processing and treatment of liquid, chemical substance, gas and air; energy 
production; rental of energy generating equipment; processing of natural gas; natural gas liquefaction; petroleum gas 
liquefaction; refining services; cryopreservation services; processing, handling, cryoconservation of biological material; 
custom manufacture of medical devices for others; processing of foodstuffs for use in manufacture; electro and metal 
coating, metal treating and casting, hardening of metal and metal products; soldering; metal tempering; grinding; 
millworking; nickel plating; metal plating; chromium plating; electroplating; treatment of rubber; processing of rubber; 
treatment and processing of plastic materials; rental of electric welding apparatus; consultancy in the field of energy 
generation; custom manufacture and assembly services; printing; duplication of audio and video recordings; air and 
water conditioning and purification; water treating; slaughtering of animals; food and beverage treatment; working of 
leather and furs; saddlery working; wool treating; custom tailoring; embroidery services; woodworking; timber felling and 
processing; framing of works of art; glass-blowing; glass etching; glass polishing; glass tempering; glass tinting; optical 
glass grinding; custom assembling of materials for others; services of a dental technician; pottery firing; printing; 
bookbinding.

Cl.41;Arranging and conducting of conferences, conventions, exhibitions, classes, lectures, seminars and training 
workshops in particular in the technical-scientific, biological, biomedical, biotechnological, pharmaceutical, diagnostic 
field; organization of training; conducting of training courses in the field of technology and innovation; providing of 
training and further training; instruction and training services; arranging and conducting of workshops [training]; 
publication of training manuals; publication and editing of printed matter, other than for advertising purposes; education; 
providing of training; entertainment; sporting and cultural activities [services on behalf of third parties].

Cl.42;Computer programming; computer software consultancy; development, installation, updating and maintenance of
data processing programmes; leasing of data processing programs [software] and computers [hardware]; technical 
consulting related to computer hardware for use in the medical field; chemical research; computer software design; 
advisory and information services relating to computer hardware, software and computer peripherals; rental of computer 
hardware and computer peripherals; design of machines, apparatus and instruments, and their parts, as well as systems 
composed thereof; engineering services for the gas industry; engineering services relating to gas transport and supply 
systems; technical design and planning of pipelines for gas, water and waste water; medical research; research and 
development services in the field of oxygen therapy; scientific and medical research and development; biological and 
chemical research; research and development activity of goods and processes in the biological, biomedical,
biotechnological, pharmaceutical, diagnostic field; biotechnological research; research and development services in the 
field of biotechnology; research and development services relating to vaccines; research and development services in the 
field of bacteriology, cytology, antibody technology, immunology, gene expression systems; consultancy in the field of 
biotechnology, pharmaceutical research and development, laboratory testing, and pharmacogenetics; consultancy 
relating to research and development in the field of therapeutics; chemical and biological laboratory services; analysis of 
biological material; preparation of biological samples for testing and analysis in research laboratories; research, product 
development and quality control services in the field of proteins, antibodies, microorganisms and cells, and consultancy 
relating thereto; engineering design; planning and technical design of laboratories and medical centers; architectural 
services for the design of laboratories and medical centers; professional services relating to architectural design; 
scientific and technological services and research and design relating thereto; industrial analysis and research services; 
design and development of computer hardware and software [services on behalf of third parties].

Cl.44;Home health care services; medical therapy services; rehabilitative oxygen therapy services; health care; medical 
equipment rental; advisory services relating to medical apparatus and instruments; rental of apparatus and installations 
in the field of medical technology; rental of medical apparatus and installations; consultation services relating to skin 
care; home health and care services and particularly oxygen therapy, aerosol therapy, respiratory failure care, ventilation, 
sleep disorders and other chronic illnesses; patient follow-up services; hospital services; nursing homes; convalescent 
or rest homes; medical assistance provided through telephone hotline accessed from home; medical assistance to 
individuals, namely nursing services and home help for the sick, elderly or disabled persons; home health care services 
for the elderly or disabled persons; remote medical help via telemonitoring devices; medical information by telephone; 
telemedicine services for the sick, elderly or disabled persons; medical screening; medical diagnostic services [testing 
and analysis]; rental of medical diagnostic apparatus; therapy services; medical analysis for the diagnosis and treatment 
of persons; medical testing for diagnostic or treatment purposes; pharmaceutical advice; medical services; veterinary 
services; hygienic and beauty care for human beings or animals; agriculture, horticulture and forestry services [services 
on behalf of third parties].
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PLOT NO. B-28, SECTOR - 32, INSTITUTIONAL AREA, GURGAON - 122 001, HARYANA.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
THE MARK TO BE USED AS WHOLE AND AS PER LABLE PROVIDED IN THE BIRTH NOTIFICATION.

Cl.7;Cartridges for filtering machines; filters for cleaning cooling air (for engines); filters (parts of machines or engines); 
filtering machines; cleaning devices for fuels; cleaning apparatus for fuels.

Cl.11;Filters (parts of household and industrial installations); water filtering apparatus; oil-scrubbing apparatus.
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IR DIVISION
Cl.5;Lacteal flour for babies; dietary supplement drinks for humans; dietary supplements for humans; dietetic foods 
adapted for medical purposes; dietetic beverages adapted for medical purposes; dietary supplements adapted for medical
purposes; beverages for babies; food for babies; dietary supplements for animals.

Cl.32;Beer; non-alcoholic beverages; carbonated drinks (refreshing beverages); powders for non-alcoholic beverages; 
granule for non-alcoholic beverages; pastilles for non alcoholic beverages; powders for effervescing beverages; pastilles 
for effervescing beverages; non-alcoholic fruit juice beverages; extracts of hops for making beer; whey beverages; 
vegetable juices (beverages).
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Cl.9;Scientific, surveying, measuring, signalling, checking [supervision] apparatus and instruments; apparatus for 
recording, transmission and reproduction of sound and images; telecommunications equipment; apparatus for the 
recording, storage, transmission and output of data; data processing and computer apparatus; peripherals adapted for 
use with computers; network controlling apparatus; network hubs; network management control apparatus; computer 
software; microprocessors; chips [integrated circuits]; interfaces for computers; electronic publications, downloadable; 
parts of all aforementioned goods included in class 9.

Cl.38;Telecommunications and communications services; electronic transmission of data, messages and images; 
telecommunication gateway services; telephone services; providing access to information on the internet; worldwide 
computer network access services; providing access to computer programs on data networks; providing 
telecommunications connections to a global computer network; providing access to databases; provision and rental of 
telecommunications facilities and equipment.

Cl.42;Scientific and technological services and research, and design services relating thereto; scientific and industrial 
research; consultancy relating to scientific and technical analysis; development of measuring and testing methods; 
quality control; technical measuring and analysis services; consultancy and information services relating to information 
technology [IT]; computer programming; rental of computer hardware and facilities; design and development of computer 
hardware and software; maintenance and installation of computer software; hosting services; hosting web portals and 
platforms on the Internet; software as a service [SaaS]; rental of computer software; design of homepages and internet 
pages.
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IR DIVISION
Cl.5;Pharmaceutical preparations; sanitary preparations for medical purposes; ear drops; medication for treating ear-
related illnesses; plasters; materials for dressings; disinfectants.

Cl.9;Software for hearing instruments; wireless transmission and receiving devices, particularly for hearing 
instruments; batteries; scientific, surveying, photographic, cinematographic, optical, weighing, measuring, signalling, 
checking (supervision) apparatus and instruments; apparatus and instruments for conducting, switching, transforming, 
accumulating, regulating or controlling electricity; apparatus for recording, transmission and reproduction of sound and 
images; magnetic data carriers; data processing equipment and computers; data processing programs; electronic 
publications [downloadable]; optical and magnetic data media.

Cl.10;Medical devices; medical apparatus and instruments; devices for hearing-impaired persons; hearing instruments; 
hearing aids; prosthetic hearing devices; audiometers; components and parts of the above goods as well as accessories 
for the above goods.

Cl.35;Retail, wholesale, online and mail order retail services for pharmaceutical preparations, sanitary preparations for 
medical purposes, ear drops, medication for treating ear-related illnesses, plasters, materials for dressing, disinfectants, 
software for hearing instruments, wireless transmission and receiving devices, particularly for hearing instruments, 
batteries, scientific, surveying, photographic, cinematographic, optical, weighing, measuring, signalling, checking 
(supervision) apparatus and instruments, apparatus and instruments for conducting, switching, transforming, 
accumulating, regulating or controlling electricity, apparatus for recording, transmission and reproduction of sound and 
images, magnetic data carriers, data processing equipment and computers, data processing programs, electronic 
publications [downloadable], data media, medical devices, medical apparatus and instruments, devices for hearing-
impaired persons, hearing instruments, hearing aids, prosthetic hearing devices, audiometers, components and parts of 
the above goods as well as accessories for the above goods.

Cl.37;Repair and installation of medical devices, medical apparatus and instruments, devices for hearing-impaired 
persons, hearing instruments, hearing aids, prosthetic hearing devices, audiometers as well as components and parts of 
and accessories for the above goods.

Cl.42;Scientific and technological services and research and design relating thereto; industrial analysis and research 
services; design and development of computer hardware and software; development of hearing instruments, devices for 
hearing-impaired persons and hearing aids.

Cl.44;Audiology services; medical advisory services for persons relating to restricted hearing capacity; services in 
audiological diagnosis; medical services; hygienic care for human beings; hospital services; medical clinic services; 
medical assistance.
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Cl.1;Soil improving preparations; coir fibre soil improvers; growing media made from coconut coir dust; peat moss soil 
improvers.

Cl.7;Machines for manufacturing of pots, including substrate pots.

Cl.16;Paper for manufacturing of pots, including substrate pots.

Cl.21;Pots, including pots for substrate; trays for plants.
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Cl.9;Measuring instruments; measuring instruments for track drive systems; measuring instruments for vehicle tracks, 
drive tracks, crawler tracks, belt tracks, rubber belt tracks; measuring instruments for integration into vehicle tracks, drive
tracks, crawler tracks, belt tracks, rubber belt tracks; measuring instruments for integration into parts of vehicle tracks, 
drive tracks, crawler tracks, belt tracks, rubber belt tracks; devices, apparatuses and instruments for measuring wear; 
devices, apparatuses and instruments for monitoring wear; parts and accessories of all aforesaid goods.

Cl.12;Track drive systems for vehicles; drive gears, track rollers and track supporting rollers for track drive systems; 
vehicle tracks; drive tracks; crawler tracks; belt tracks; rubber belt tracks; tracks for military vehicles; vehicle tracks, 
drive tracks, crawler tracks, belt tracks and rubber belt tracks with integrated measuring instruments; parts of vehicle 
tracks, drive tracks, crawler tracks, belt tracks and rubber belt tracks with integrated measuring instruments; chain links 
with integrated measuring instruments; pads for tracks; mud grousers; snow grousers; parts and accessories of all 
aforesaid goods.

Cl.17;Padding materials of rubber; padding materials of plastics; rubber and plastic components for vehicle tracks and 
track drive systems.

Cl.37;Maintenance, servicing, repair and rework of track drive systems and vehicle tracks; maintenance, servicing, 
repair and rework of parts of track drive systems and parts of vehicle tracks.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1868 ,   24/09/2018        Class 99 

Priority claimed from 17/11/2015; Application No. : 30 2015 107 972 ;Germany
3393738    16/02/2016
[International Registration No. : 1307791]
DST DEFENCE SERVICE TRACKS GMBH
Industriegelände 66629 Freisen Germany

Address for service in India/Agents address:
L.S. DAVAR & CO.
32, RADHA MADHAV DUTTA GARDEN LANE, KOLKATA - 700 010.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Measuring instruments; measuring instruments for track drive systems; measuring instruments for vehicle tracks, 
drive tracks, crawler tracks, belt tracks, rubber belt tracks; measuring instruments for integration into vehicle tracks, drive
tracks, crawler tracks, belt tracks, rubber belt tracks; measuring instruments for integration into parts of vehicle tracks, 
drive tracks, crawler tracks, belt tracks, rubber belt tracks; devices, apparatuses and instruments for measuring wear; 
devices, apparatuses and instruments for monitoring wear; parts and accessories of all aforesaid goods.

Cl.12;Track drive systems for vehicles; drive gears, track rollers and track supporting rollers for track drive systems; 
vehicle tracks; drive tracks; crawler tracks; belt tracks; rubber belt tracks; tracks for military vehicles; vehicle tracks, 
drive tracks, crawler tracks, belt tracks and rubber belt tracks with integrated measuring instruments; parts of vehicle 
tracks, drive tracks, crawler tracks, belt tracks and rubber belt tracks with integrated measuring instruments; chain links 
with integrated measuring instruments; pads for tracks; mud grousers; snow grousers; parts and accessories of all 
aforesaid goods.

Cl.17;Padding materials of rubber; padding materials of plastics; rubber and plastic components for vehicle tracks and 
track drive systems.

Cl.37;Maintenance, servicing, repair and rework of track drive systems and vehicle tracks; maintenance, servicing, 
repair and rework of parts of track drive systems and parts of vehicle tracks.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1868 ,   24/09/2018        Class 99 

Priority claimed from 17/02/2016; Application No. : 302016000015982 ;Italy
3394688    18/02/2016
[International Registration No. : 1307910]
UNITERS S.P.A.
Via Enrico De Nicola, 1 I-36075 MONTECCHIO MAGGIORE (Vicenza) Italy

Address for service in India/Agents address:
L.S. DAVAR & CO.
32, RADHA MADHAV DUTTA GARDEN LANE, KOLKATA - 700 010.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
THE MARK TO BE USED AS WHOLE AND AS PER LABLE PROVIDED IN THE BIRTH NOTIFICATION.

Cl.1;Chemical preparations to prevent mildew; currying preparations for leather; leather-waterproofing chemicals; 
chemical preparations for glazing leather; leather-renovating chemicals; chemical compositions for waterproofing articles 
of leather; textile-waterproofing chemicals; waterproofing chemical compositions; chemicals for use in treating leather; 
softeners for leather; chemical and organic compositions and substances for treatment of leather and textile.

Cl.2;Paints, colorants and dyes for animal skins, fabrics, wool, hide, wood, fabric coverings and microfiber or similar 
material; paints for retouching, renewing and dyeing animal skins, fabrics, wool, hide, wood, fabric and microfiber 
coverings or similar material; colorants for animal skins, fabrics, wool, hide, wood, fabric coverings and microfiber or 
similar material; color pigments; coatings in the nature of stains and paints, color paint sticks and color paint markers for 
touching up, renovating, repairing and coloring leather, hide, textiles including microfibers; wood preservatives, namely, 
colored creams and waxes for preserving wood; wood preserving oils; wood preserving substances; protective oils for 
wood; coloring wood; water-repellent paints; water based preservatives; solvent dyes for wood; waterproofing 
compositions in the nature of paint; anti-rust preparations for preservation; colorants; mordants; wood mordants; 
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mordants for leather.

Cl.3;Cleaning preparations; preparations for cleaning, maintaining, polishing, protecting and removing stains from 
leather, leather surfaces, textiles, wool, hide, wood, fabric and microfiber coverings; preparations in the nature of creams 
for maintaining and preserving animal skins and hide; preparations for degreasing fabrics, wool, hide, wood, fabric and 
microfiber coverings not for use in manufacturing processes; creams, waxes, and polishes for cleaning, preserving, 
polishing animal skins, fabrics, wool, hide, wood, fabric and microfiber coverings; creams and polishing creams for 
leather and leather surfaces; stain-removing sprays; stain-removing waxes; cleansing creams, scouring powders and 
waxes for cleaning and repairing leather, hides and textiles; preparations for the cleaning, maintaining and care of leather 
and hide, namely, creams and waxes; wood cleaners, namely, creams, waxes and polishes for cleaning and polishing 
wood; cleaning preparations for leather; cleaning preparations for fabrics; cleaning preparations for wood; cleaning 
preparations for glass; cleaning preparations for textiles; leather polishes; leather preservatives; creams for leather and 
hide; waxes for leather and hide; automotive cleaning preparations; carpet cleaning preparations.

Cl.36;Warranty services; warranty insurance services; warranty programme services.

Cl.37;Repair of leather, hide, textiles and textiles including microfibers; repair of leather surfaces; service of repair and 
regenerating of objects made of animal skins, fabric, wool, hide, wood, microfiber; service of cleaning and repair of items 
made of animal skins, fabric, wool, hide, wood and microfiber.

Cl.40;Anti-mould treatment; treatment, processing and dyeing services in respect of leather, hide, wood and textile 
products.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1868 ,   24/09/2018        Class 99 

3396310    07/06/2016
[International Registration No. : 1309006]
BIELLA MANIFATTURE TESSILI S.R.L.
Largo Santa Margherita, 1 I-36078 Valdagno (VI) Italy

Address for service in India/Agents address:
S. MAJUMDAR & CO.
5, HARISH MUKHERJEE ROAD, KOLKATA - 700 025, INDIA.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.23;Threads for textile use.

Cl.24;Textiles and textile goods, not included in other classes; bed and table covers.

Cl.25;Clothing, footwear, headgear.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1868 ,   24/09/2018        Class 99 

3424938    07/07/2016
[International Registration No. : 1315600]
L'ÉCOLE DE DESIGN NANTES ATLANTIQUE, ASSOCIATION LOI 1901
rue Christian Pauc F-44306 NANTES Cedex 3 France

Address for service in India/Agents address:
H. K. ACHARYA & COMPANY.
HK Avenue, 19. Swastik Society, Navrangpura, Ahmedabad 380009, Gujarat, INDIA

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
THE MARK TO BE USED AS WHOLE AND AS PER LABLE PROVIDED IN THE BIRTH NOTIFICATION.

Cl.41;Education; training; information relating to entertainment or education; publication of books; organization of 
competitions (education or entertainment); organization and conducting of colloquiums, conferences or congresses; 
organization of exhibitions for cultural or educational purposes; electronic publication of books and periodicals online; 
electronic desktop publishing.

Cl.42;Evaluations and assessments in the fields of science and technology provided by engineers; scientific and 
technical research; design and development of computers and software; research and development of new products for 
others; technical project studies; architecture; design of interior decor; development (design), installation, maintenance,
updating or rental of software; computer programming; computer system analysis; design of computer systems; 
consultancy in the design and development of computers; software as a service (SaaS); information technology (IT) 
consultancy; styling (industrial design).
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1868 ,   24/09/2018        Class 99 

Priority claimed from 04/12/2015; Application No. : UK00003139238 ;United Kingdom
3429486    12/04/2016
[International Registration No. : 1316862]
J & P Coats, Ltd.
1 George Square, Glasgow G2 1AL Scotland United Kingdom

Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALL LAHIRI AND SALHOTRA.
PLOT NO. B-28, SECTOR - 32, INSTITUTIONAL AREA, GURGAON - 122 001, HARYANA.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.17;Yarns and threads, not for textile use; elastic threads and elastic yarns, not for use in textiles; covered rubber 
thread and yarns, not for textile use; yarns and thread of carbon fibres, other than for use in textiles; yarns and threads of 
ceramic fibres, other than for use in textiles; yarns and threads of plastic materials, not for textile use; yarns and threads 
of rubber, not for use in textiles; yarns of carbon fibre, other than for textile use; carbon fibres, other than for textile use;
semi-worked polymer resins in the form of fibres; fibres impregnates with synthetic resins for use in manufacture; spun 
polyester fibre, other than for textile use; vulcanized fibre; plastics fibres, other than for textile use; glass fibre and glass
wool for insulation; chemical fibres not for textile use; synthetic fibres, other than for textile use; yarns, threads and fibres
for insulation, other than for textile use.

Cl.21;Yarns and threads, other than for insulation or textile use; glass yarns and glass threads, not for textile use; 
fibreglass yarns and threads, not for textile use; fibreglass other than for insulation or textile use; vitreous silica fibres,
not for textile use.

Cl.23;Yarns and threads, for textile use.

Cl.40;Custom assembling of spools of yarns, threads and fibres for others; custom manufacture of spools of yarns, 
threads and fibres for others; custom assembling services, namely, taking existing spools of thread, yarn and fibre and 
rewinding these on to new spools of the same or different sizes for others; dyeing services; dyeing of yarns, threads, 
fibres and zip fasteners; advisory, consultancy and information services relating to all of the aforementioned services.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1868 ,   24/09/2018        Class 99 

Priority claimed from 17/11/2015; Application No. : 014803928 ;European Union
3476422    24/03/2016
[International Registration No. : 1325095]
TSG 1899 Hoffenheim Fußball-Spielbetriebs GmbH
Horrenberger Str. 58 74939 Zuzenhausen Germany

Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALL LAHIRI AND SALHOTRA.
PLOT NO. B-28, SECTOR - 32, INSTITUTIONAL AREA, GURGAON - 122 001, HARYANA.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
PROVISIONAL REFUSAL SENT IN TIME. THE MARK IS DISTINCTIVE AND NO SIMILAR MARKS/IDENTICAL MARKS ON 
RECORD AS PER ER HENCE OBJECTION RAISED IN EXAMINATION REPORT HAS BEEN WAIVED AND APPLICATION 
ACCEPTED FOR PUBLICATION IN JOURNAL.

Cl.9;Apparatus, instruments and equipment for telecommunications; optical image viewers with three-dimensional 
graphic representation; apparatus for receiving, recording, transmission, processing, transforming, output and 
reproduction of data, speech, text, signals, sound and images; electronic entertainment goods, namely radio and 
television receivers, sound and/or image recording and reproduction apparatus, including such goods in portable form 
and for digital image-sound signals; electronic apparatus for interactive television; apparatus for receiving and 
transforming encoded signals (decoders); apparatus, including multimedia apparatus, for connecting and controlling 
audio, video and telecommunications apparatus and computers and printers, including such apparatus with electronic 
program management and control for interactive television viewing and/or pay TV; electronic program guides (software); 
accessories for computers, video and computer games and similar electronic and electrotechnical apparatus, namely 
joysticks, manual controls, control apparatus, adapters, modules for expanding functions and extending memory 
capacity; voice synthesizers, light pens, electronic 3-D spectacles, programmed and non-programmed cassettes, floppy 
discs, discs and games modules; boxes for storing cassettes, floppy disks and recording discs; program recorders, 
numerical keyboards, floppy disk stations principally comprising floppy disk drives, microprocessors and control 
electronics; electronic data processing apparatus, including monitors, input apparatus, output apparatus, printers, 
terminals and memories, including such apparatus being additional apparatus for a main piece of apparatus; computer 
programs on data carriers of all kinds; electronic data carriers; video games [computer games] in the form of computer 
programs recorded on data carriers; computer and video game cartridges, floppy disks, cartridges, disks and tapes and 
other programs and databases recorded on machine-readable data carriers, included in this class; recorded and 
unrecorded sound recording carriers, in particular recording discs, compact discs, audio tapes and audio cassettes 
(compact cassettes); recorded and unrecorded  image carriers (included in this), in particular video cassettes and dvds; 
films, exposed; photo cds; photographic, cinematographic, optical and teaching apparatus and instruments; pre-recorded 
magnetic, magnetic optical and optical carriers for sound and/or images; optical apparatus and instruments, included in 
this class, in particular spectacles, glasses and spectacle frames; spectacle cases; mobile phones; parts included in this 
class for all the aforesaid goods.

Cl.25;Clothing, including sportswear and leisurewear; sweat suits; gym shorts and shirts, football shorts and shirts, 
tennis shirts and shorts, bathing suits and beachwear, swimming trunks and swimsuits, including bikinis; corsetry, 
underwear; children's clothing, clothes for newborn babies; playsuits (clothing); shoes, footwear and boots including 
shoes and boots for sports and leisure; belts [clothing]; stockings, tights, socks; neckties, including ties, gloves 
(clothing); headgear, including headbands and sweatbands; gloves for cross-country skiing and cycling; costumes; 
scarves.

Cl.28;Games and playthings (including electronic); jigsaw and manipulative puzzles; masquerade masks for playing 
purposes, hobby and model kits with activity materials for playing purposes, toy figures of plastic, wood, rubber, 
porcelain and other materials; toy cars and lorries; automatic gaming machines (coin or token-operated); inflatable 
swimming pools (playthings) and swimming toys, slides, soft and rag dolls and animals, and figurines of fabric, fur and 
other materials; dolls and doll clothing; balloons; gymnastic and sporting articles and apparatus; fitness apparatus 
(included in this class), skiing, tennis and angling equipment; skis, ski bindings, ski poles; skate-boards, surfboards, 
roller skates, skates; balls, including sports and games balls; dumb-bells, shot putts, discus, javelins (sporting articles); 
tennis rackets and parts therefor, in particular grips, strings, grip bands and lead bands for tennis rackets; table tennis 
bats, badminton racquets, squash racquets, cricket bats, golf clubs and hockey sticks; tennis balls and shuttlecocks; 
tables for table tennis; clubs for gymnastics, sports hoops, nets for sporting purposes, goal post and ball nets; sports 
gloves, namely goalkeepers' gloves; knee, elbow, ankle and shin guards for sports purposes, fitted bags for sports 
equipment, golf bags, tennis racquet, table tennis bat, badminton racquet, squash racquet, cricket bat and hockey stick 
bags and covers; decorations for christmas trees; playing cards and card games; computer game accessories comprising
disk memories, manual controls and television games apparatus; video games, computer games and other electronic 
games adapted for use with external screens or monitors; automatic gaming and entertainment machines adapted for use 
with external screens, including video games and computer games; games and entertainment apparatus, adapted for use 
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with an external screen, including video and computer game apparatus; toy hats.

Cl.38;Radio and television broadcasts/programmes via wireless and cable networks; transmitting of film, television, 
radio, teletext and videotext programmes or broadcasts; telecommunications; press agency services, namely transmitting 
messages, press reports and market research data (including using electronic means and/or by computer); sound, image 
and data transmission by cable, satellite, computer (-networks), telephone and other lines, and any other transmission 
media; electronic television broadcasting within the framework of subscription television services (pay-TV), including 
video-on-demand, including for others, being a digital platform; providing access to an information database; 
transmission of information via wireless or cable networks; online services and transmissions, namely transfer of 
information and messages including e-mail; providing access to communications networks with the aid of digital 
multimedia technology, in particular for internet access, teleshopping and telebanking, including for use with television 
screens; arranging and allocating of user passwords for users of various communication networks; electronic 
transmission of data and computer programs on electronic networks, in particular on the internet and other electronic 
communications media providing information of all kinds, in particular from the fields of politics, economics, finance, law, 
social issues, sport, culture, religion, technology, computers, the internet; transmission of sound, speech, images and/or 
data; telephone communications and services, cellular telephone communication; e-mail data services, fax services, SMS 
services; providing access to information stored on databases, including in particular by means of interactive computer 
systems; telephone services by means of information, complaints and emergency hotlines; providing access to, and 
transmission of, information, texts, drawings and images; providing access to information and entertainment programs 
on the internet; broadcasting of web-TV programmes, interactive programmes and internet TV programmes; electronic 
transmission of information, including sound, image and data; electronic transmission of fee data; providing access to 
data on the internet; data transmission services between networked computer systems; providing access to networks for 
the transmission of messages, images, text, speech, signals and data; leasing of access time to online games on the 
internet and other electronic media; transmitting data.

Cl.41;Production, presentation and rental of films, video films and other television programmes; demonstration and 
rental of video and/or audio cassettes, tapes and discs and video games (computer games); rental of television receivers 
and decoders; education; entertainment, sporting and cultural activities; radio and television entertainment; organisation 
and presentation of sports events, shows, quizzes and musical events and organisation of competitions in the fields of 
entertainment and sports, also for recorded programmes or live broadcasts on radio or television; organisation of 
competitions in the fields of training, teaching, entertainment and sports; talent promotion through the providing of 
training; publication and editing of books, magazines and other printed matter and electronic media relating thereto, other 
than for advertising purposes; organisation of and conducting concert, theatre and entertainment events and sports 
competitions; production of film, television, radio, VTX (interactive video text) and videotext programmes or 
transmissions, radio and television entertainment; production of films and video films and other image and sound 
programmes for educational, instructional and entertainment purposes, including for children and young people; 
presentation and rental of sound and image recordings on video and/or audio cassettes, tapes and discs; theatrical 
performances, music performances; cultural, artistic, leisure and sporting activities, including the arranging thereof; 
arranging and conducting of cultural, entertainment and sporting events and congresses, seminars, lectures and 
multimedia presentations (for cultural and entertainment purposes); publishing (included in this class); production of 
web-TV programmes, interactive programmes and internet TV programmes; sports promotion through training; advance 
ticket sales (entertainment); ticket and seat reservations and advance sale of tickets for concerts, shows and other 
entertainment events; booking and reservation services for cultural and sporting events; operating facilities for children, 
young people and adolescents for leisure purposes, in particular in the field of sports; information on entertainment 
events and providing of sporting and leisure activities; rental of sports equipment (included in this class); editing of texts;
sports agency services, namely arranging of sporting activities; production of radio and television 
broadcasts/programmes via wireless or cable networks; arranging and conducting of cultural, entertainment and sporting 
events for charitable purposes; production of prize game broadcasts.

Cl.45;Personal and social services rendered to meet the needs of individuals; services of a sports association, namely 
legal services and representation to social and political decision-makers, and legal lobbying for the promotion of 
professional sports; security services for the protection of property and individuals; chaperoning services (personal body 
guarding); granting, providing, leasing and other exploitation (licensing) of rights to films, television and radio 
productions and other image and sound programmes, and of print media and other printed products, in particular football 
events, relating to the administration and exploitation (licensing) of copyrights and intellectual property rights, for others;
exploitation of film, television and other ancillary copyright in the field of merchandising; legal services and consultancy; 
dispute resolution services; consultancy relating to management of intellectual property and copyrights; exploitation 
(licensing) and administration of television transmission rights, in particular rights to the transmission of sporting events; 
arranging, exploitation (licensing) and administration of rights to press, radio, television and film articles for use on 
sound and image carriers; arranging, exploitation (licensing) and administration of rights to articles in newspapers and 
periodicals.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1868 ,   24/09/2018        Class 99 

Priority claimed from 22/04/2016; Application No. : 30 2016 103 803 ;Germany
3478406    09/05/2016
[International Registration No. : 1325176]
DR. WERNER RÖHRS GMBH & CO. KG
Oberstdorfer Str. 11-15 87527 Sonthofen Germany

Address for service in India/Agents address:
L.S. DAVAR & CO.
5/1, KALKAJI EXTENSION, NEW DELHI- 110 019.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
THE MARK TO BE USED AS WHOLE AND AS PER LABLE PROVIDED IN THE BIRTH NOTIFICATION.

Cl.6;Metal goods (terms considered too vague by the International Bureau - Rule 13(2)(b) of the Common Regulations);
unprocessed and semi-processed materials of metal, not specified for use (terms considered too vague by the 
International Bureau - Rule 13(2)(b) of the Common Regulations); building and construction materials, components and 
elements of metal; metal springs; springs predominantly of metal; pipes and tubes of metal, in particular flame tubes 
(terms considered too vague by the International Bureau - Rule 13(2)(b) of the Common Regulations); non-electric cables, 
wires and ropes of metal; metal clips, in particular rope and cable clips; vibration dampers of metal (terms considered too 
vague by the International Bureau - Rule 13(2)(b) of the Common Regulations); parts and fittings for all the aforesaid 
goods, included in this class.

Cl.7;Machine tools; machines for treatment of materials and for manufacturing; transporting equipment; lifting and 
hoisting equipment; lifting installations [other than ski lifts]; lifts [other than ski lifts]; elevators, in particular elevators for 
materials; pumps, compressors and fans; electric generators; engines, motors, powertrains and generic machine parts; 
coupling and power transmission components [except for land vehicles]; springs [parts of machines]; parts of machines, 
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vehicles, conveyances, lifts, cable cars and elevators, namely springs, in particular helical springs, compression springs, 
round wire springs, flat wire springs, tension springs, torsion springs, form springs, spiral springs, leg springs, leaf 
springs, torsion bar springs and multi-wire springs, spring combinations, spring sets, spring assemblies, spiral 
conveyors, waste gas conveyors, torsional vibration dampers, disconnection links, machinery mounts, surge and shock 
dampers, rope clips, T-bar-lifters, baffle plates and turbulators; torsional vibration dampers for motors and engines; 
engine and motor mounts [other than for land vehicles]; parts and fittings for all the aforesaid goods, included in this 
class.

Cl.12;Vehicles; conveyances, in particular chair lifts, ski lifts, tow lifts and cable cars; conveying installations [ski lifts]; 
T-bar-lifters and rope clips for chair lifts, ski lifts, tow lifts and cable cars; tow bars and tow platters for T-bar-lifters for
chair lifts, ski lifts, tow lifts and cable cars; engine and motor mounts for land vehicles; parts and fittings for all the 
aforesaid goods, included in this class.

Cl.37;Construction; installation, cleaning, repair, servicing, maintenance, overhauling and replacement services with 
respect to machines, vehicles, conveyances, lifts, cable cars and elevators, and parts thereof; installation, cleaning, 
repair, servicing, maintenance, overhauling and replacement services with respect to metal goods, pipes, tubes, springs, 
spring combinations, spring sets, spring assemblies, spiral conveyors, waste gas conveyors, torsional vibration dampers,
disconnection links, machinery mounts, engine and motor mounts, surge and shock dampers, rope clips, T-bar-lifters, 
baffle plates and turbulators; hire, rental and leasing of goods associated with the provision of all the aforesaid services, 
included in this class; consultancy and information services relating to all the aforesaid services, included in this class.

Cl.40;Custom manufacture and assembly services; custom manufacture of machines, vehicles, conveyances, lifts, 
cable cars and elevators, and parts thereof; custom manufacture of metal goods, pipes, tubes, springs, spring 
combinations, spring sets, spring assemblies, spiral conveyors, waste gas conveyors, torsional vibration dampers, 
disconnection links, machinery mounts, engine and motor mounts, surge and shock dampers, rope clips, T-bar-lifters, 
baffle plates and turbulators; hire, rental and leasing of goods associated with the provision of all the aforesaid services, 
included in this class; consultancy and information services relating to all the aforesaid services, included in this class.

Cl.42;Scientific and technological research; industrial analysis and research services; technical planning and 
consultancy (terms considered too vague by the International Bureau - Rule 13(2)(b) of the Common Regulations); testing, 
authentication and quality control; technical testing services; preparation of technical surveys; engineering services; 
technical calculation relating to technical springs (terms considered too vague by the International Bureau - Rule 13 (2) (b)
of the Common Regulations); measurement services; laboratory services, in particular services of a measuring and 
testing laboratory; product research and development; development of new products and technologies for third parties; 
design and development of machines, vehicles, conveyances, lifts, cable cars and elevators, and parts thereof; design 
and development of metal goods, pipes, tubes, springs, spring combinations, spring sets, spring assemblies, spiral 
conveyors, waste gas conveyors, torsional vibration dampers, disconnection links, machinery mounts, engine and motor 
mounts, surge and shock dampers, rope clips, T-bar-lifters, baffle plates and turbulators; technical consultancy with 
regard to machines, vehicles, conveyances, lifts, cable cars and elevators, and parts thereof; technical consultancy with 
regard to metal goods, pipes, tubes, springs, spring combinations, spring sets, spring assemblies, spiral conveyors, 
waste gas conveyors, torsional vibration dampers, disconnection links, machinery mounts, engine and motor mounts, 
surge and shock dampers, rope clips, T-bar-lifters, baffle plates and turbulators; development of concepts for the 
technical usage of (terms considered too vague by the International Bureau - Rule 13(2) (b) of the Common Regulations) 
machines, vehicles, conveyances, lifts, cable cars and elevators, and parts thereof; development of concepts for the 
technical usage of metal goods, pipes, tubes, springs, spring combinations, spring sets, spring assemblies, spiral 
conveyers, waste gas conveyors, torsional vibration dampers, disconnection links, machinery mounts, engine and motor 
mounts, surge and shock dampers, rope clips, T-barlifters, baffle plates and turbulators; hire, rental and leasing of goods 
associated with the provision of all the aforesaid services, included in this class; consultancy and information services 
relating to all the aforesaid services, included in this class
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1868 ,   24/09/2018        Class 99 

3479422    07/10/2016
[International Registration No. : 1324804]
LOW & BONAR GMBH
Rheinstraße 11 41836 Hückelhoven Germany

Address for service in India/Agents address:
L.S. DAVAR & CO.
32, RADHA MADHAV DUTTA GARDEN LANE, KOLKATA - 700 010.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.17;Merchandise made from synthetic material [semi-finished products], namely synthetic coated fabrics for technical
purposes; fabrics for insulation purposes; reinforced fabrics for the production of containers.

Cl.19;Textile construction material.

Cl.22;Synthetic fibre for textile purposes, textile fibres; tents, tarpaulins, sails, awnings, where applicable coated and 
flame retardant for transportation, tents and hall construction.

Cl.24;Fabrics for textile purposes, particularly multi-layer fabrics for the production of textile construction materials; 
fabrics [cloth] for the production of tents, sun blinds and tarpaulins; sun protection fabrics; coated fabrics; water-tight 
fabrics, particularly for the production of dinghies and life rafts; rubberized textile materials.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1868 ,   24/09/2018        Class 99 

Priority claimed from 16/10/2017; Application No. : 4396692 ;France
3888946    07/03/2018
[International Registration No. : 1412228]
CHASSIS BRAKES INTERNATIONAL B.V.
84 High Tech Campus, NL-5656 AG Eindhoven Netherlands

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
CHADHA AND CHADHA
F-46, Himalaya House, 23 Kasturba Gandhi Marg, New Delhi - 110001, India

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Chemical products for use in industry; brake fluids; braking circuit fluids; driving fluids for hydraulic devices.

Cl.7;Electric motors other than for land vehicles; compressed air machines; compressed air pumps; compressed air 
engines; shaft couplings (machines); control cables for machines, engines or motors; universal joints; hydraulic controls 
for machines, motors and engines; pneumatic controls for machines, motors and engines; compressors (machines); 
machine valves; fuel filters; oil filters; air filters for engines; hydraulic pumps; hydraulic control cylinders; hydraulic 
motors; hydraulic valves; hydraulic tanks; hydraulic filters; filling and draining apparatus for hydraulic motor-vehicle 
circuits, pneumatic valves; compressed-air brakes; pneumatic coupling apparatus; hydraulic coupling apparatus; pistons 
(parts of machines, motors or engines); pumps (machines); pumps (parts of machines, engines or motors); pressure 
regulators (parts of machines); valves (parts of machines).

Cl.9;Electrical and electronic measurement, control and adjustment apparatus for motor vehicles; power supply units; 
testing equipment for automobiles; apparatus for analyzing braking operation; electric coupling apparatus; electronic 
coupling apparatus; coupling and control apparatus for monitoring and controlling hydraulic and/or pneumatic systems; 
brake control apparatus; brake pressure control apparatus; computers; software; diagnostic instruments for automobile 
braking systems; equipment for simulations (testing equipment for automobile braking systems).

Cl.12;Vehicles for locomotion by air, water and rail; brake force amplifiers; A-arms for motor vehicle wheels; electronic 
handbrakes; handbrakes and active anti-start devices; electronic devices for braking power proportioning; brake calipers; 
brake drums; brake shoes; brake disks; air springs and gas springs for vehicles; suspension shock absorbers for 
vehicles; vehicle suspension springs; vehicle chassis; hydraulic circuits for vehicles; clutches for land vehicles; brakes 
for vehicles; shock absorbing springs for vehicles; mechanical coupling apparatus for vehicles; gear boxes for land 
vehicles; suspension shock absorbers for vehicles; transmissions for land vehicles; brake segments for vehicles; brake 
pads for vehicles.

Cl.16;Printing products (printed matter); posters; printed matter; books; pamphlets; journals (magazines); catalogs; 
diagrams; forms; flyers; instructional material except apparatus; blueprints.

Cl.17;Coupling linings; shock-absorbing buffers of rubber; clack valves of rubber; pipe seals; cylinder jointing; clutch 
linings; brake lining materials, partly processed; waterproof packings; junctions, not of metal, for pipes; flexible pipes not 
of metal; connection tubes and pipes made of rubber or plastic.

Cl.37;Installation, repair, servicing and maintenance services for motor vehicles and components thereof; information 
on the installation, repair, servicing and maintenance of motor vehicles and components thereof.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1868 ,   24/09/2018        Class 99 

Priority claimed from 19/01/2018; Application No. : 30 2018 100 595 ;Germany
3895278    13/04/2018
[International Registration No. : 1414086]
Bilz Werkzeugfabrik GmbH & Co. KG
Vogelsangstraße 8 73760 Ostfildern Germany

Address for service in India/Agents address:
INTTL ADVOCARE.
F-252, WESTERN AVENUE, SAINIK FARMS, NEW DELHI - 110 062.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Machine-driven tools and power-driven tools and parts thereof, in particular clamping devices, adjusting devices 
and changing devices, clamping sleeves, clamping chucks, extensions for clamping chucks, shrink-fit clamping chucks, 
collet chucks, setting sleeves, drill chucks, thread-cutting chucks, bolt screw-in chucks, chuck inserts, quick-change 
inserts, devices for clamping and releasing of tools in clamping chucks, in particular shrink-fit machines for thermal 
shrink-fit clamping of tools, thread-cutting devices configured as machine parts, auxiliary devices for machine-driven 
tools and power-driven tools, machine-driven balancing devices, machine-driven assembly ratchets, compressed air 
pistols and compressed air couplings.

Cl.8;Hand-driven tools; clamping and adjusting devices; hand-driven assembly ratchets.

Cl.9;Measuring, recognition, and monitoring instruments, devices and controllers for monitoring of tools and tool 
holders, in particular electric, mechanical and pneumatic test probes, signal transmitters, signal receivers and signal 
evaluation devices; software stored on data carriers of any kind for controlling, monitoring and evaluating afore-
mentioned goods in classes 7 and 9.
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Priority claimed from 11/07/2017; Application No. : 016972481 ;European Union
3895952    11/01/2018
[International Registration No. : 1413432]
altona Diagnostics GmbH
Mörkenstraße 12 22767 Hamburg Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Biological and chemical substances used in industry and for scientific and research purposes.

Cl.5;Pharmaceutical and veterinary preparations including biological substances and chemicals used for medical 
purposes; in-vitro diagnostic preparations for medical purposes.

Cl.9;Scientific apparatus and instruments for laboratory use and for the conducting and evaluation of diagnostic 
examinations; computers, data processing equipment and installations and parts therefore, software programs.

Cl.42;Technological services and research; development of computer hardware and software; consultancy services for 
scientific, technical laboratory research or testing and research purposes; research, analysis or testing services in the 
field of laboratories.
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Priority claimed from 05/02/2018; Application No. : 2018-014436 ;Japan
3896311    02/03/2018
[International Registration No. : 1413238]
FAST RETAILING CO., LTD.
717-1, Sayama, Yamaguchi City Yamaguchi 754-0894 Japan

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RNA, IP ATTORNEYS
401-402, 4TH FLOOR, SUNCITY SUCCESS TOWER, SEC-65, GOLF COURSE EXTENSION ROAD, GURGAON-122005 
NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION (HARYANA)

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.24;Textile material; cloth; tick [linen]; fabric; woven fabrics; knitted fabrics; jersey [fabric]; sheets [textile]; felts; non-
woven textile fabrics; oilcloth; gummed waterproof cloth; rubberized cloth; filtering materials of textile; plastic material 
[substitute for fabrics]; woven textile goods for personal use (not for wear); towels of textile; face towels of textile; 
handkerchiefs of textile; household linen; bed linen; bedsheets; quilts; futon quilts; kakebuton [futon quilts]; covers for 
futon quilts; quilt covers; bed covers; mattress covers; pillow covers; blankets; bed blankets; lap blankets; lap robes; 
baby buntings; tablecloths, not of paper; dish towels for drying; table napkins of textile; bath linen, except clothing; 
curtains; draperies [thick drop curtains]; loose covers for furniture; covers for cushions; wall hangings of textile; seat 
covers of textile; toilet seat covers of textile; labels of textile; sleeping bags.

Cl.25;Clothing; outerclothing; jackets; down jackets; wind resistant jackets; coats; overcoats; jumpers; rainwear; 
anoraks [parkas]; sweaters; knitwear [clothing]; cardigans; vests; waistcoats; shirts; blouses; polo shirts; layettes 
[clothing]; maternity clothing; waterproof clothing; pullovers; trousers; stretch pants; jogging pants; sweatshirts; sweat 
pants; suits; skirts; dresses; wedding dresses; leggings [trousers]; beach clothes; swimwear [bathing suits]; night 
gowns; dressing gowns; negligees; sleeping garments; sleepwear; Japanese sleeping robes [nemaki]; pajamas; 
bathrobes; underwear; undershirts; girdles; corsets [underclothing]; combinations [clothing]; chemises; drawers and 
underpants; slips; panties, shorts and briefs; trunks; brassieres; petticoats; camisoles; tee-shirts; tank tops; frocks; 
jerseys [clothing]; clothes for sports; masquerade costumes; Japanese traditional clothing; jeans; gloves and mittens 
[clothing]; scarves [scarfs]; bow ties; neckties; shawls; bandanas [neckerchiefs]; mufflers [clothing]; ear muffs [clothing]; 
headgear; hats; caps [headwear]; hosiery; socks; stockings; tights; garters; sock suspenders; suspenders [braces]; 
wristbands [clothing]; waistbands; belts for clothing; chasubles; sashes for wear; wimples; maniples; shower caps; sleep 
masks; footwear; Japanese style wooden clogs [geta]; Japanese style sandals [zori]; slippers; sandals; boots; shoes; 
sports shoes; boots for sports; football boots.
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3897204    12/02/2018
[International Registration No. : 1412867]
ATOMY CO., LTD.
52-101, Hanjeok 2-gil, Gongju-si Chungcheongnam-do 314-140 Republic of Korea

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KHURANA & KHURANA
E-13, UPSIDC Site IV, Kasna Road, Behind Grand Venice, Greater Noida, 201310

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.3;Cosmetics; cosmetics for the face and body; cosmetic preparations for skin care and skin treatment; beauty liquid; 
skin cleansers; lip gloss; lipsticks; mascara; make-up removing preparations; eyeliner; cosmetic pencils; make-up 
powder; shaving preparations; cosmetic preparations for bath and shower; cosmetic facial packs; beauty masks; oil 
removing papers for cosmetic purposes; topical skin sprays for cosmetic purposes; body sprays; shower preparations; 
sunscreen preparations; sun sprays; after-sun creams and preparations; cosmetics for hair and scalp; hair colorants; hair 
waving and setting preparations; hair care preparations, not for medical purposes; depilatory preparations; hair styling 
spray; perfumes and colognes; perfume body sprays; cosmetic cotton puffs; cotton wool and cotton tip sticks for 
cosmetic purposes; cotton wool balls for cosmetic use; pre-moistened cosmetic tissues; tissues impregnated with 
cosmetics; beauty soaps for personal use; toothpaste and mouthwashes; cosmetic preparations for the care of mouth 
and teeth; hand lotions; cosmetics for animals; shampoo; hair conditioners.

Cl.21;Containers for household or kitchen use; kitchen utensils; non-electric cooking utensils; portable cooking kits for 
outdoor use; combs and sponges; brushes; tableware (other than knives/forks and spoons); drinking vessels; portable 
beverage container holders; bottle openers, electric and non-electric; cosmetic utensils; liquid soap dispenser; soap 
holders and boxes; mist sprayers; deodorising apparatus for personal use; powder puffs; powder compacts; non-electric 
make-up removing appliances; hair, nail and tooth brushes; interdental toothbrushes; floss for dental purposes; 
toothbrush cases; toothbrush holders; non-electric apparatus for wax-polishing; cleaning tools and washing utensils 
(other than electric); cooking pots and pans (non-electric); non-electric frying pans; household cases for containing food 
products; heat-insulated containers; buckets; thermos bottle; isothermic bags; non-electric portable coldboxes; electric 
skin and pore cleaner; electric toothbrushes; brush for replacing electric toothbrush; vinyl gloves for household 
purposes; gloves for household purposes; disposable plastic gloves for household purposes; polishing gloves; 
gardening gloves; cotton gloves for domestic use; exfoliating mitts; loofahs for household purposes; exfoliating pads; 
abrasive sponges for scrubbing the skin; cosmetic brushes (non-electric).

Cl.29;Silkworm chrysalis for human consumption; edible oils and fats; edible oils; olive oils; sesame oil; processed 
dairy products; milk products; milk; soya milk (milk substitute); tofu; foods prepared from bean curds (tofu); bean 
processed foodstuffs (excluding bean curds and their processed foodstuffs); poultry (not live); processed egg foodstuffs; 
eggs; preserved meats and sausages; processed meat products; vegetable juices for cooking; preserved fish; preserved 
seaweed; tinned and bottled meat; tinned and bottled fish; tinned and bottled vegetables; tinned and bottled fruits; 
canned and bottled seaweed; preserved/frozen/dried and cooked fruits and vegetables; soups and preparations for 
making soups; jellies; meat, fish, poultry and game; frozen beans; food products made primarily from fruit; processed 
vegetable products; fermented vegetable foods; processed red ginseng; processed red ginseng products; red ginseng 
concentrates; red ginseng powders; lactic acid bacteria powder; lactic acid bacteria drinks; seaweeds for food 
(preserved); processed seaweed products; toasted laver; dried edible seaweed; fish and shellfish (preserved); food 
products made from fish and shellfish; salted mackerel; fermented vegetable dish (kimchi); preserved nuts (other than 
those frozen); roasted nuts; frozen nuts; processed nuts; processed fruit and nut based food bars.
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Priority claimed from 18/10/2017; Application No. : UK00003264464 ;United Kingdom
3902628    22/12/2017
[International Registration No. : 1414986]
BARCLAYS PLC
1 Churchill Place London E14 5HP United Kingdom

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
D.P. AHUJA & CO
14/2 PALM AVENUE CALCUTTA 700019 INDIA

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Apparatus for processing card transactions and data relating thereto and for payment processing; data encryption 
and security apparatus; magnetic cards; magnetically encoded and smart (programmable) cards; apparatus for verifying 
data on magnetically encoded cards; apparatus for data storage; computer data storage apparatus; data store 
instruments, machines and media; electronic scanning apparatus for documents; computer hardware and software; 
security devices for computer software; computer software for authorising access to data bases and stored information; 
mobile telephone software; data receivers for the secure registration, transfer, processing and reproduction of sounds, 
images or data; apparatus for guarding data communication systems against unauthorised access; computer software to 
facilitate online payments; electronic payments software; computer software and hardware for processing electronic 
payments and managing expenses; computer software designed for and specific to the financial and business sectors; 
apparatus for processing card transactions and data relating thereto, payment processing and managing expenses; 
computer software and hardware for transferring money and financial funds; software for authenticating online payments; 
downloadable smartphone software applications; application software for mobile devices, wireless devices and cloud 
computing services; parts and fittings for the aforesaid goods.

Cl.35;Advertising and promotional services; marketing; display services for merchandising; compilation, production 
and dissemination of advertising matter; business planning; business assistance and management services; business 
administration services; business networking services; office functions; business management assistance services; 
customer services, namely responding to business inquiries for others in the field of banking via telephone or other 
electronic means; business investigations and surveys; business relocation services; bookkeeping and accounting 
services; tax assessment preparation; preparation and completion of income tax returns; advice on tax preparation; 
accounting services relating to tax planning, and consultancy related thereto; business consultancy and advisory 
services; provision of information relating to accounts; provision of statements of account; registration, administration 
and secretarial services for companies; document reproduction services; data processing services; computerised record 
keeping, accounting and database management services; compilation of data relating to goods for purchase; business 
services relating to the making and compilation of surveys and indexes of consumer confidence and activity levels over 
the Internet; rental of advertising space; arranging and administration of exhibitions; organising of draws and 
competitions for promotional and advertising purposes; user incentive schemes relating to the use of credit cards, store 
cards, charge cards, cash cards, debit cards, payment cards, financial cards and purchase cards; organisation and 
management of discount card loyalty schemes; consultancy, information and advisory services relating to all of the 
aforesaid services.

Cl.36;Insurance services; financial services; private banking services; monetary affairs; online banking services; 
telephone banking services; banking services provided in person, over the counter in bank branches, via telephone, video
call, electronic mail messaging, SMS, online chat systems including webchat and social media, the Internet or other 
global communication network; financial and banking services provided via a branch network; financial management, 
administration and valuation services; financing and procurement of financing; financial loan advisory services; loan 
procurement services; mortgage, banking, investment management, trustee and financial advisory services; deposit 
taking, savings, investment, mortgage and real estate agency services; financial administration services; financing 
services for securing of funds; pension fund administration; financing services for the securing of funds for others and 
for the financing and arranging of loans; services for the financing of home loans; valuation of chattels; financial nominee 
services; stock broking services; tax services; pension fund services; public and private equity financing; funds transfer 
services; brokerage agencies for insurance and credit; management of wealth; issuing of traveller cheques; credit card, 
charge card, cash card, cheque guarantee card, purchase, payment and debit card services; financial planning and 
investment advisory services; provision of finance, money exchange and money transmission services; real estate 
appraisals, brokerage, leasing, management and valuations; real estate selection and acquisition; rent collection; renting 
and leasing of premises; credit card services; credit card services; issuance of tokens of value for use in loyalty 
schemes; tax planning services; information, advisory and consultancy services relating to the aforementioned services.

Cl.38;Telecommunication services; telecommunications services relating to electronic commerce and banking; Internet 
communication services; electronic mail services; receipt and/or delivery of messages, documents and other data by 
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electronic transmission; receipt and/or delivery of messages, documents and other data via the Internet; video messaging 
services; video telephone services; video transmission over digital networks; provision of electronic communication 
links; providing access to computer servers, databases and networks; providing access to the Internet; provision of 
telecommunications connections and access to the Internet; providing online chatrooms for the transmission of 
messages and multimedia content among users; instant messaging services; leasing of access time to databases; 
telecommunication gateway services; consultancy, information and advisory services relating to all the foregoing.

Cl.42;Scientific and technological services and research and design relating thereto; industrial analysis and research 
services; design and development of computer hardware and software; computer software and programming services; 
computer project management services; computer system development services; lease, hire and rental of computer 
equipment, hardware, software and programs; design of web sites; creating and maintaining websites; hosting the 
websites of others; encryption services; identification, authorisation, authentication and verification of data in the nature 
of data security services; electronic signature verification and authorisation services; digital signature verification and 
authorisation services; data security services; computerised and electronic data storage services; consultancy, 
information and advisory services relating to all the foregoing.
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Priority claimed from 11/12/2017; Application No. : 017581703 ;European Union
3902858    08/06/2018
[International Registration No. : 1414707]
Roche Diagnostics GmbH
Sandhofer Str. 116 68305 Mannheim Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Chemical, biological and biochemical preparations for scientific and research purposes; in vitro diagnostic 
reagents for scientific use; chemical reagents, preparations and test kits for laboratory analysis of nucleic acids for 
scientific purposes; chemical reagents, preparations and test kits for determining genetic variations for research use.

Cl.5;Chemical, biological and biochemical preparations for medical purposes; diagnostic reagents for medical 
purposes; chemical reagents for analyzing and testing body fluids to determine chromosomal or genetic abnormalities for 
medical purposes; test kits consisting primarily of reagents for nucleic acid detection and analysis for medical purposes; 
biological preparations for detecting genetic predispositions for medical purposes.

Cl.44;Medical services for genetic analysis; nucleic acid based testing for medical purposes; medical services in the 
field of nucleic acid analysis.
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3903695    18/04/2018
[International Registration No. : 1415213]
VIKING RIVER CRUISES (BERMUDA) LTD.
CLARENDON HOUSE, 2 CHURCH STREET HAMILTON HM 11

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.39;Transport of passengers and of goods; boat cruise services; cruise ship services; travel agency services, 
namely, making reservations and taking bookings for transportation of passengers; tour operating services; arranging of 
cruises; reservation services for transportation; cruise and cruise ship reservation services; organization of excursions; 
provision of information and advice relating to all the aforesaid services.

Cl.41;Arranging, organizing and hosting social entertainment events; entertainment and education services in the 
nature of live dance and musical performances; entertainment information; entertainment services, namely, organizing 
and conducting parties, contests, live stage performances, namely, plays, concerts, piano recitals, vocal recitals, comedy 
shows, monologue performances, poetry and narrative readings, nightclub shows, namely, plays, concerts, piano recitals,
vocal recitals, comedy shows, monologue performances, poetry and narrative readings, variety and comedy shows, and 
theatrical and musical floor shows provided at performance venues; entertainment services, namely, casino gaming; 
educational services, namely, conducting lectures and seminars in the fields of music, theatre, and film; video arcade 
services; libraries; provision of in-cabin interactive television programming; health club services, namely, providing 
instruction, classes, and equipment in the field of physical exercise; organizing and hosting cultural and arts events; 
organization of exhibitions for cultural or educational purposes.

Cl.43;Services for providing food and drink; providing temporary accommodations; hotel services; restaurant services; 
travel agency services for booking temporary accommodation; reservation and booking services for hotels, restaurants 
and temporary accommodations; consultancy and advisory services relating to all the aforesaid.
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Priority claimed from 19/10/2017; Application No. : 017369281 ;European Union
3903737    16/04/2018
[International Registration No. : 1414577]
Softhale NV
BioVille, Agoralaan Building Abis B-3590 Diepenbeek

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.3;Toiletries; perfumery and fragrances; ethereal oils; hair lotions; hair spray; cleaning and fragrancing preparations; 
laundry preparations; bleaching preparations; aromatic essential oils; antiperspirants [toiletries].

Cl.5;Pharmaceuticals; medical preparations; disinfectants; fungicides; herbicides; air deodorizers and air purifying 
preparations; medicinal oils.

Cl.10;Medical and veterinary apparatus and instruments; nebulizers for medical use; aerosol dispensers for medical 
purposes.

Cl.21;Household or kitchen utensils; containers for household or kitchen use; brushes and other articles for cleaning, 
brush-making materials; aerosol dispensers, not for medical purposes; perfume vaporizers.
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Priority claimed from 10/07/2017; Application No. : 30 2017 017 920 ;Germany
3903846    09/01/2018
[International Registration No. : 1415244]
MYFIT GMBH
Monzastr. 1 63225 Langen Germany

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
QUEST IP
122/104, SILVER OAKS APARTMENTS, DLF PH-1, GURGAON - 122 002

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Scientific, nautical, surveying, photographic, cinematographic, optical, weighing, measuring, signaling, checking 
(supervision), life-saving and teaching apparatus and instruments; apparatus and instruments for conducting, switching, 
transforming, accumulating, regulating or controlling electricity; apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of 
sound or images; magnetic data carriers, recording discs; compact discs, DVDs and other digital recording media; 
mechanisms for coin-operated apparatus; cash registers, calculating machines; hardware for data processing; 
computers; computer software; fire-extinguishing apparatus; downloadable image files; phototelegraphy apparatus; 
video telephones; bio chips; black boxes [data recorders]; chips [integrated circuits]; magnetic encoders; computer apps, 
in particular with the contents concerning personal size indications and profiling; encoded identification bracelets, 
magnetic; encoded magnetic cards; encoded key cards; compact discs [read-only memory]; compact discs [audio-video]; 
computer hardware; computer peripheral devices; computer keyboards; smartglasses; data processing apparatus; 
diagnostic apparatus, not for medical purposes; digital signage; floppy discs; disk drives for computers; printers for use 
with computers; dynamometers; photocopiers [photographic, electrostatic, thermic]; radiotelephony sets; computer 
operating programs, recorded; computer software, recorded; computer software [downloadable software]; Global 
Positioning System [GPS] apparatus; inductors [electricity]; interactive touch screen terminals; interfaces for computers; 
joysticks for use with computers, other than for video games; couplers [data processing equipment]; readers [data 
processing equipment]; light-emitting diodes [LED]; magnetic tape units for computers; magnets; solenoid valves 
[electromagnetic switches]; materials for electricity mains [wires, cables]; measuring apparatus; measuring instruments; 
micrometers; cellular phones; monitors [computer hardware]; monitors [computer programs]; navigation apparatus for 
vehicles [on-board computers]; navigational instruments; notebook computers; scanners [data processing equipment]; 
commutators; security tokens [encryption devices]; computer memory devices; electricity conduits; tablet computers; 
USB flash drives; vacuum tubes [radio].

Cl.25;Clothing; footwear; headgear; suits; babies" pants; layettes [clothing]; bathing suits; bathing trunks; bath robes; 
bathing caps; bath sandals; bath slippers; bandanas [neckerchiefs]; berets; clothing of imitations of leather; motorists" 
clothing; paper clothing; boas [necklets]; teddies [undergarments]; boxer shorts; brassieres; chasubles; dresses; ladies" 
breeches for wear; ladies" underpants; pocket squares; masquerade costumes; mittens; fishing vests; football shoes; 
gabardines [clothing]; galoshes; gaters; belts [clothing]; money belts [clothing]; clothing for gymnastics; gymnastic 
shoes; scarfs; gloves [clothing]; shirt yokes; shirts; shirt fronts; trousers; trouser straps; suspenders; girdles; hats; 
jackets [clothing]; jerseys [clothing]; stuff jackets [clothing]; judo uniforms; karate uniforms; kimonos; ready-made 
linings [parts of clothing]; camisoles; corsets [underclothing]; collars [neckties]; ascots; short-sleeve shirts; bibs, not of 
paper; clothing of leather; leggings [trousers]; underwear; liveries; detachable collars; cuffs; coats; mantillas; corselets; 
dressing gowns; muffs [clothing]; caps [headgear]; cap peaks; outerclothing; ear muffs [clothing]; combinations
[clothing]; parkas; pelerines; furs [clothing]; pelisses; petticoats; ponchos; pullovers; pyjamas; cyclists" clothing; 
waterproof clothing; skirts; sashes for wear; sleep masks; veils [clothing]; wimples; breeches for wear; lace boots; shoes 
[footwear]; overalls; aprons [clothing]; sweat-absorbent underclothing [underwear]; sweat-absorbent socks; sweat-
absorbent stockings; sweat- absorbent underclothing [underwear]; ski gloves; ski boots; skorts; underpants; socks; sock 
suspenders; boots for sports; sports shoes; boots; ankle boots; headbands [clothing]; esparto shoes or sandals; sports 
jerseys; sports singlets; shawls; fur stoles; beach clothes; garters; stockings; heelpieces for stockings; stocking 
suspenders; tights; sweaters; togas; jumper dresses; singlets; tee-shirts; gymnastic suits; overcoats; uniforms; 
underwear; petticoats (underskirts); wet suits for water-skiing; vests; hosiery.

Cl.35;Advertising; business management; business administration; office functions; updating and maintaining of data 
in computer databases; updating and maintaining of information in registries; updating of advertising material; cost price 
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analysis; providing of business information via a website; providing of an online marketplace for buyers and sellers of 
goods and services; book-keeping; computerized file management; data research in computer files for third parties; 
export-import agency services; retail and wholesale services, in particular mail order services [also online] in the fields: 
chemical preparations, coating agents, drugstore products, cosmetic and household goods, fuels and carburants, health 
care goods, machines, tools and metal goods, building products, do-it-yourself products and garden products, hobby 
needs and craft supplies, electric and electronic goods, sound carriers and data carriers, sanitary facilities, vehicles and 
vehicle accessories, fireworks, wristwatches/clocks and ornaments/jewelry, musical instruments, printed matter, 
stationery, office articles, bags/luggage and saddlery, furnishing and decoration goods, tents, tarpaulins, clothing, 
footwear and textiles, toys, sporting articles, food and beverages, agricultural products, horticultural goods and 
silvicultural goods, tobacco goods and other luxury food; design of advertising material; compiling of statistics; 
preparation of business opinions; compiling of statements of account; photocopying services; publication of advertising 
texts; advertising of business websites; design for advertising material; marketing; online advertising in a computer 
network; on-line retail services for chemical preparations, coating agents, drugstore products, cosmetic and household 
goods, fuels and carburants, health care products, machines, tools and metal goods, building products, do-it-yourself 
products and garden products, hobby needs and craft supplies, electric and electronic goods, sound carriers and data 
carriers, sanitary facilities, vehicles and vehicle accessories, fireworks, wristwatches/clocks and ornaments/jewelry, 
musical instruments, printed matter, stationery, office articles, bags/luggage and saddlery, furnishing and decoration 
goods, tents, tarpaulins, clothing, footwear and textiles, toys, sporting articles, food and beverages, agricultural products, 
horticultural goods and silvicultural goods, tobacco goods and other luxury food; web site traffic optimization; search 
engine optimization for sales promotion; organization of exhibitions and fairs for commercial and advertising purposes; 
presentation of goods on communication media for retail purposes; registration of written communications and data; 
radio advertising; news clipping services; sponsorship search; systematization of information into computer databases; 
telemarketing; organization of fairs for commercial or advertising purposes; dissemination of advertising matter; 
provision of commercial and business contact information; advertising by mail order; distribution of samples; direct mail 
advertising; document reproduction; administrative processing of purchase orders; demonstration of goods; compilation 
of information into computer databases; compiling indexes for commercial and advertising purposes.

Cl.38;Telecommunications; information about telecommunications; providing internet chatrooms; providing user 
access to global computer networks; providing online forums; news agency services; wireless broadcasting; electronic 
bulletin board services [telecommunications services]; telex services; communications by fiber optic networks; radio 
communications; communications by computer terminals; communications by cellular phones; telecommunications
routing and junction services; telephone communication; computer aided transmission of messages and images; satellite 
transmission; voice mail services; streaming of data; facsimile transmission; telephone services; teleconferencing; 
transmission of digital files; transmission of electronic mail; sending of messages and personal profiles; providing 
access to databases; providing access to internet platforms and portals; video conferencing; video-on-demand 
transmission; providing access to personal data profiles; electronic transmission of data and documents via the internet 
or other databases; providing data and news by electronic transmission; transmission of data in connection with 
downloading of information and data from the internet; providing access to web sites on the internet; transmission of data
and information via electronic media and computers; providing access to databases and registers; providing access to 
computer programs in data networks; providing access to information on the internet.

Cl.42;Scientific and technological services and research and design relating thereto; industrial analysis and research 
services; design and development of computer hardware and software; updating of computer software, computer 
security, computer technology, data security and internet security; providing information on computer technology and 
programming via a web site; providing search engines for the internet; cloud computing; computer software consultancy; 
computer system analysis; data collection by scanning objects, vehicles and other equipment; computer software design; 
computer system design; data encryption services; services of a physicist; engineering; digitization of documents 
[scanning]; calibration [measuring]; electronic data storage; computer programming; creating and designing website-
based indexes of information for others [information technology services]; surveying; off-site data backup; monitoring of 
computer systems by remote access; technical research; research and development of new products for others; creating 
and maintaining web sites for others; installation of computer software; conversion of computer programs and data [other
than physical conversion]; conversion of data or documents from physical to electronic media; duplication of computer 
programs; outsource service providers in the field of information technology; textile testing; software as a service [Saas]; 
monitoring of computer systems to detect breakdowns; monitoring of computer systems for detecting unauthorized 
access or data breach; technical writing; rental of computer software; computer rental; rental of web servers; 
maintenance of computer software; recovery of computer data; design and development of apps.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1868 ,   24/09/2018        Class 99 

Priority claimed from 11/07/2017; Application No. : 2017/19315 ;South Africa
3908365    10/01/2018
[International Registration No. : 1415569]
MICROSOFT CORPORATION
One Microsoft Way Redmond WA 98052-6399 United States of America

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
POOJA DODD
113, UDAY PARK, NEW DELHI-110049.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Computer hardware, software and software applications to provide Internet connectivity services to white space 
telecommunications channels, networks and databases.

Cl.35;Providing business information and consulting in the field of white space telecommunications and Internet 
connectivity; promoting public interest and awareness of white space telecommunications and Internet connectivity 
(terms considered too vague by the International Bureau - rule 13 (2) (b) of the Common Regulations).

Cl.38;Telecommunications services, namely providing Internet connectivity to white space telecommunications 
channels, networks and databases; Internet access provider services; telecommunications consultation and informational
services.

Cl.42;Consulting in the field of telecommunications technology; information technology services; design, development, 
and implementation of software in the field of white space telecommunications and Internet connectivity; research 
services in the field of white space telecommunications and Internet connectivity; design, deployment and management 
of wireless Internet computer networks for others; computer network design and computer software design in the field of 
the telecommunications industry; providing online non-downloadable software for wireless network management.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1868 ,   24/09/2018        Class 99 

Priority claimed from 13/11/2014; Application No. : 013457718 ;European Union
3931331    09/07/2018
[International Registration No. : 1258469]
Swedish Oat Fiber AB
Bua Hamn 6 SE-432 63 Bua Sweden

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.29;Oil (for food).

Cl.30;Cereal preparations consisting of bran; flour and nutritional preparations made from cereals; treated oats; 
foodstuffs made from oats.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1868 ,   24/09/2018        Class 99 

Priority claimed from 17/01/2018; Application No. : 87758397 ;United States of America
3932726    10/07/2018
[International Registration No. : 1420599]
Peerplays Blockchain Standards Association
47 Lockheed Crescent Debert B0M 1G0

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.35;Exchange services, namely, bartering of goods for others; barter exchange services, namely, providing 
commercial barter and trade exchange of products and services via a global computer information network.

Cl.36;Commodities exchange services; commodity exchange; financial exchange.

Cl.41;Betting services; wagering services.

Cl.42;Services for maintenance of computer software; updating and maintenance of computer software.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1868 ,   24/09/2018        Class 99 

Priority claimed from 25/01/2018; Application No. : 4162-2018 ;Honduras
3934501    03/07/2018
[International Registration No. : 1420374]
ZeniMax Media Inc.
1370 Piccard Drive Rockville MD 20850 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Computer game software for use with computers and video game consoles; downloadable computer and video 
game software offered via the internet and wireless devices; electronic devices featuring computer game software for use 
with computers and video game consoles; pre-recorded digital media in the nature of CD-ROMs and DVDs featuring 
computer games and video games, wallpapers, screensavers, digital music files, and graphics, videos, films, multimedia 
files, motion pictures, and animation in the field of video games and computer games; downloadable digital media, 
namely, downloadable images, downloadable artwork, downloadable text files, downloadable audio files, downloadable 
video files, downloadable game software, and downloadable motion pictures.

Cl.41;Entertainment services, namely, providing on-line interactive computer games; entertainment services, namely, 
providing information and entertainment in the nature of news, information, non-downloadable art pictures, non-
downloadable video clips, and non-downloadable trailers relating to electronic computer games via the internet; providing
non-downloadable electronic publications in the nature of books, magazines, journals and newspapers in the field of 
novels, comics and cartoons; movie film production; movie film distribution; rental of amusement machines and 
apparatus; rental of game machines and apparatus.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1868 ,   24/09/2018        Class 99 

Priority claimed from 31/01/2018; Application No. : 017752577 ;European Union
3934506    10/07/2018
[International Registration No. : 1420705]
Alfa Laval Corporate AB
Rudeboksvägen 1 SE-226 55 Lund Sweden

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Motors, drivelines and generic machine parts; machine couplings and transmissions, except for land vehicles; 
pumps, compressors and fans; pumps [parts of machines, engines or motors]; valves (parts of machines); valves 
operated automatically by hydraulic control; valves operated automatically by pneumatic control; check valves (non-
metallic -) [parts of machines]; monitoring apparatus for separators (parts of machines); separators; centrifugal 
separators; decanter centrifuges (horizontal separators for separating particles in liquids and gases); filters (parts of 
machines); heat exchangers (parts of machines); high-speed separators; disc-stack separators; separators for use in the 
food, dairy, beverage, starch, chemical, petrochemical, biochemical, pharmaceutical, pulp and paper industry, and other 
industries; parts and accessories for the aforementioned goods.

Cl.9;Apparatus and instruments for controlling electricity; measuring, detecting and monitoring instruments, indicators 
and controllers; thermostat control apparatus; electric thermostats; thermostat controllers; temperature control 
apparatus [thermostats] for machines; temperature control apparatus [thermostats]; flowmeters; electric flow meters; 
flow control installations [electric]; hygrometers; control, regulating and monitoring apparatus for separators and other 
process equipment; parts and accessories of the aforesaid goods.

Cl.37;Installation, cleaning, repair and maintenance of tanks, electric equipment, machinery, separators, filters, 
apparatus for heat exchange, heating, refrigerating, steam production, drying and water supplying.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1868 ,   24/09/2018        Class 99 

Priority claimed from 07/12/2017; Application No. : 1892857 ;Australia
3937918    07/06/2018
[International Registration No. : 1420979]
Wisetech Global Limited
U3A, 72 O'Riordan St ALEXANDRIA NSW 2015 Australia

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Computer software for freight forwarding, transportation brokers, customs broking and logistics including for 
airline carriers, ocean, river and water carriers, shippers, trucking and road haulage companies and warehouse facilities; 
computer software for database management, record creation, data transfer, document creation, accounting, workflow, 
training, testing and data sharing functions; training guides and manuals in the form of a computer program; electronic 
publications.

Cl.41;Education and training in relation to logistics for freight forwarding, transportation brokers, customs broking and 
logistics including for airline carriers, ocean, river and water carriers, shippers, trucking and road haulage companies and 
warehouse facilities; education and training in the use of computer software programs; computer based training; 
computer and computerised training; computer training advisory services; information in relation to the foregoing 
services.

Cl.42;Software as a service for database management, record creation, data transfer, document creation, accounting, 
workflow and data sharing functions; advisory services relating to computer software and computer systems; computer 
database consultancy services; design and development of computer software; installation, repair and maintenance of 
computer software including patching; cloud computing services; testing of computer software; support services for 
computer software; information in relation to the foregoing services; all the foregoing services relating to freight 
forwarding, transportation brokers, customs broking and logistics including for airline carriers, ocean, river and water 
carriers, shippers, trucking and road haulage companies and warehouse facilities.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1868 ,   24/09/2018        Class 99 

Priority claimed from 06/03/2018; Application No. : 2018 0632 ;Lithuania
3937920    11/06/2018
[International Registration No. : 1420972]
ANTANAS MARCELIONIS
Užupio g. 18-5 LT-01203 Vilnius Lithuania

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Recorded computer programs; computer programs (downloadable software); computer software platforms 
(recorded or downloadable); recorded computer software; computer game software; computer screen saver software 
(recorded or downloadable); application programs and software for mobile phones, hand-held computers, tablet 
computers and communication apparatus.

Cl.35;Advertising; business management; business administration; office functions; retail services in relation to 
computer software, computer programs, application programs; business consultancy; data compilation and 
systemization into computer databases.

Cl.42;Cloud computing; electronic data storage; outsource service providers in the field of information technology; 
information technology (IT) consultancy; providing information on computer technology and programming via a web site; 
computer technology consultancy; updating of computer software; computer software consultancy; computer software 
design; computer programming; rental of computer software; platform as a service (PaaS); software as a service (SaaS); 
software development in the framework of software publishing; web site design consultancy; creating and maintaining 
web sites for others.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1868 ,   24/09/2018        Class 99 

Priority claimed from 16/04/2018; Application No. : 2018-048043 ;Japan
3937964    21/05/2018
[International Registration No. : 1421128]
Nintendo Co., Ltd.
11-1, Hokotate-cho, Kamitoba, Minami-ku, Kyoto-shi Kyoto 601-8501 Japan

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Electronic game programs; downloadable electronic game programs; video game programs; downloadable video 
game programs; video game cartridges; cases for smartphones; computer game software; computer programmes 
[programs], recorded; compact discs [audio-video]; downloadable image files; downloadable music files; electronic 
publications, downloadable.

Cl.41;Entertainment services; entertainment information; providing on-line electronic publications, not downloadable;
providing on-line videos, not downloadable; providing on-line music, not downloadable; games equipment rental; toy 
rental; game services provided on-line from a computer network; organization of competitions [education or 
entertainment]; providing amusement arcade services; organisation of games.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1868 ,   24/09/2018        Class 99 

Priority claimed from 26/04/2018; Application No. : 2018-056303 ;Japan
3938071    08/05/2018
[International Registration No. : 1420842]
LUBE CORPORATION
Horizon 1, 30-16, Nishi-Waseda 3-chome, Shinjuku-ku Tokyo 169-0051 Japan

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.4;Solid lubricants; fuels; lubricating greases filled in cartridge; industrial oils; industrial greases; waxes.

Cl.7;Metalworking machines and apparatus; chemical processing machines and apparatus; textile machines and 
apparatus; plastic processing machines and apparatus; prime movers, not for land vehicles; parts of prime movers; 
pumps for lubricants; pumps for lubricating greases; cartridges for pumps for lubricating greases; pneumatic or 
hydraulic machines and instruments; machine elements, not for land vehicles.

Cl.35;Providing information concerning commercial sales; retail services or wholesale services for lubricating greases 
and industrial oils filled in cartridge.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1868 ,   24/09/2018        Class 99 

Priority claimed from 01/06/2018; Application No. : 87945099 ;United States of America
3938211    18/06/2018
[International Registration No. : 1420897]
Monica & Andy, Inc.
900 W. Armitage Avenue, Floor 3 Chicago IL 60614 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.24;Baby lovies comprising baby blankets; pillow cases; sheets; quilts; diaper changing pad covers, not of paper; 
baby blankets, burp cloths.

Cl.25;Maternity wear, namely, sleepwear, robes, jumpsuits, sweatshirts, sweatpants and dresses; footwear; clothing, 
namely, infantwear, dresses, tops, bottoms, one-piece garments for infants and toddlers; shirts; tunics; cloth bibs.

Cl.27;Floor mats.

Cl.28;Plush toys.

Cl.35;On-line retail store services featuring infant and toddler clothing, bibs and blankets and infant and toddler 
accessories.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1868 ,   24/09/2018        Class 99 

Priority claimed from 15/09/2017; Application No. : 1360895 ;Benelux
3938331    07/03/2018
[International Registration No. : 1421202]
Prodrive Technologies B.V.
Science Park Eindhoven 5501 NL-5692 EM Son Netherlands

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Machines and machine tools; motors and engines (except for land vehicles); machine coupling and transmission 
components (except for land vehicles); torque converters other than for land vehicles; catalytic converters; current 
generators; generators of electricity; emergency power generators; linear actuators.

Cl.9;Scientific, nautical, surveying, photographic, cinematographic, optical, weighing, measuring, signalling, checking
(supervision), life-saving and teaching apparatus and instruments; sensors for air quality measurements; electronic 
control systems; tracking and tracing apparatus to collect, process and present data of multiple sources of vehicles; 
apparatus and instruments for conducting, switching, transforming, accumulating, regulating or controlling electricity; 
electric converters; inverters [electricity]; chargers for electric batteries; charging stations for electric vehicles; battery
chargers; wireless charging systems; current sensors; electric drives namely dual head drive, dual servo drive, power 
amplifier DC, power amplifier DC; electrical power supplies; plasma power supplies; power distribution systems; 
thermostats; thermostats for vehicles; apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of sound or images; safety 
and security cameras; recording discs; compact discs, DVDs and other digital recording media; calculating machines, 
data processing equipment, computers; computer software; computer software applications; computer operating 
programs; interfaces for computers.

Cl.40;Treatment of materials; custom assembling of electronic components [for others].

Cl.42;Scientific and technological services and research and design relating thereto; industrial analysis and research 
services; engineering; mechanical research; mechatronics research; research and development of new products for 
others; conducting technical project studies; material testing; design and development of computer hardware and 
software; electronic data storage; cloud computing; computer programming; computer software design; computer 
system analysis; computer software consultancy; computer technology consultancy; consultancy in the design and 
development of computer hardware; data security consultancy.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1868 ,   24/09/2018        Class 99 

3938394    07/05/2018
[International Registration No. : 1420888]
EXIAS Medical GmbH
Kratkystraße 2 A-8020 Graz Austria

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.5;In vitro diagnostic reagents for medical purposes; diagnostic agents for medical or veterinary purposes.

Cl.9;Software for remote control of diagnostic testing apparatus.

Cl.10;Surgical, medical, dental and veterinary apparatus and instruments, in particular apparatus for in vitro, ex vivo or 
in vivo diagnostics in the intensive care; diagnostic apparatus for medical purposes; testing apparatus for medical 
purposes; mobile diagnostic and testing apparatus for medical purposes.

Cl.42;Development services in the field of diagnostic agents; design and development of diagnostic apparatus for 
medical or veterinary purposes.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1868 ,   24/09/2018        Class 99 

Priority claimed from 05/12/2017; Application No. : 87708099 ;United States of America
3938406    05/06/2018
[International Registration No. : 1420883]
Bravado Network, Inc.
660 4th Street, 193 San Francisco CA 94107 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Downloadable computer software for hiring and recruiting professionals and employees, aggregating information
regarding individual track records and performance metrics, creating a score that measures past deal history of 
salespeople to provide a credibility rating, and searching databases for potential candidates; downloadable podcasts in 
the fields of employment, recruitment, careers, job resources, job listings and resumes.

Cl.35;Providing online information in the fields of employment, recruitment, careers, job resources, job listings and 
resumes; providing online interactive employment counseling, resume posting, resume searching and recruitment 
services; providing online employment placement services, namely, resume and social profile matching services via a 
global computer network; consulting services in the fields of personnel recruitment; providing online advertising services 
to others in the fields of personnel recruitment and brand awareness; conducting an online employee incentive award 
program honoring top salespeople.

Cl.42;Software as a service (SAAS) services, namely, software for hiring and recruiting professionals and employees, 
aggregating information regarding individual track records and performance metrics, creating a score that measures past 
deal history of salespeople to provide a credibility rating, and searching databases for potential candidates; computer 
services in the nature of customized web pages featuring user-defined information, personal profiles, and images; 
computer services, namely, providing a search engine for obtaining job listings, resume postings, and other job search 
information via the Internet online computer services, namely, non-downloadable software for uploading, managing and 
searching resumes, professional profiles, job qualifications and personnel records.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1868 ,   24/09/2018        Class 99 

3938427    09/05/2018
[International Registration No. : 1421336]
BXB DIGITAL PTY LIMITED
LEVEL 10, Angel Place, 123 Pitt Street SYDNEY NSW 2000 Australia

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.35;Business consulting services relating to product distribution, operations management services, logistics, reverse 
logistics, supply chain, and production systems and distribution solutions; business management services, namely, 
managing logistics, reverse logistics, supply chain services, supply chain visibility and synchronization, supply and 
demand forecasting and product distribution processes for others; providing consulting services in the area of global 
sustainable business solutions; business management and information services relating to tracking of assets in transit, 
namely, vehicles, trailers, drivers, cargo and delivery containers for business inventory purposes; supply chain 
management services.

Cl.42;Data automation and collection service using proprietary software to evaluate, analyze and collect service data; 
data conversion of electronic information.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1868 ,   24/09/2018        Class 99 

Priority claimed from 30/03/2018; Application No. : 2018712654 ;Russian Federation
3938501    15/06/2018
[International Registration No. : 1421553]
ROSTIK INVESTMENT GROUP INC.
PO Box 3469, Geneva Place, Waterfront Drive, Road Town Tortola

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.29;Oils for food; olive oil for food; extra virgin olive oil for food; vegetables, preserved; vegetables, dried; 
vegetables, tinned; gherkins; pickles; olives, preserved; artichokes, preserved; preserved garlic; mushrooms, preserved; 
tomato purée; tomato paste; tomato juice for cooking; vegetable salads; fruit salads; berries, preserved; fruits, tinned; 
jams; frozen fruits; crystallized fruits; frosted fruits; fruit, stewed; fruit jellies; jellies for food; bouillon; broth; preparations
for making bouillon; soups; vegetable soup preparations; preparations for making soup; meat; fish, not live; salmon, not 
live; tuna, not live; fish, tinned; shrimps, not live; meat, preserved; pork; poultry, not live; black pudding; blood sausage; 
charcuterie; ham; bacon.

Cl.30;Pizzas, including frozen pizzas and fresh pizzas; pasta; macaroni; spaghetti; vermicelli [noodles]; ravioli; 
gnocchi; lasagne; pasta-based prepared meals; bread; unleavened bread; dough.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1868 ,   24/09/2018        Class 99 

3938504    07/06/2018
[International Registration No. : 1421549]
CHINA VANKE CO., LTD.
Vanke Center, No. 33 Huanmei Road, Dameisha, Yantian District, Shenzhen Guangdong Province China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.36;Commercial housing sales; rental of real estate; real estate agency services; real estate appraisal; real estate 
management; apartment house management; rental of apartments; accommodation bureau services [apartments]; rental 
of offices [real estate]; rental of farms; fiduciary; trusteeship; deposits of valuables; insurance underwriting; capital 
investment; art appraisal; lending against security; brokerage; charitable fund raising.

Cl.37;Commercial housing construction; construction; underwater construction; demolition of buildings; warehouse 
construction and repair; factory construction; masonry; building of fair stalls and shops; cleaning of buildings [interior]; 
upholstery repair; chimney sweeping; vehicle washing; vehicle polishing; anti-rust treatment for vehicles; vehicle service 
stations [refuelling and maintenance]; vehicle breakdown repair services; painting or repair of signs; window cleaning; 
upholstering; painting, interior and exterior; cleaning of buildings [exterior surface]; roofing services; street cleaning; 
elevator installation and repair; motor vehicle maintenance and repair; vehicle lubrication [greasing]; vehicle cleaning; 
electric appliance installation and repair.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1868 ,   24/09/2018        Class 99 

Priority claimed from 12/04/2018; Application No. : 30 2018 104 069 ;Germany
3938510    02/07/2018
[International Registration No. : 1421765]
Endress+Hauser SE+Co. KG
Hauptstrasse 1 79689 Maulburg Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;3D glasses; optical data carriers; analyzers; electric control apparatus; software for use with 3D glasses and optical
data carriers; mobile apps for use with 3D glasses and optical data carriers; all of the aforesaid goods in the fields of 
industrial process measurement, industrial process automation, environmental measurement and monitoring, laboratory 
measurement, laboratory automation technology, supply chain management, plant and inventory management, 
manufacturing and building automation.

Cl.35;Compilation of electronically transmitted data in the areas of industrial process measurement, industrial process 
automation, environmental measurement and monitoring, laboratory measurement, laboratory automation technology, 
supply chain management, plant and inventory management, manufacturing and building automation.

Cl.38;Internet communication services in the fields of industrial process measurement, industrial process automation,
environmental measurement and monitoring, laboratory measurement, laboratory automation technology, supply chain 
management, plant and inventory management, manufacturing and building automation.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1868 ,   24/09/2018        Class 99 

Priority claimed from 11/09/2017; Application No. : 61285/2017 ;Switzerland
3938612    09/03/2018
[International Registration No. : 1421803]
Bühler AG
Gupfenstrasse 5 CH-9240 Uzwil Switzerland

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.6;Wire nets and cloths.

Cl.7;Sieves (machines or parts of machines); sieving cloths (parts of machines), drum sieve mesh (parts of machines) 
for use in combination with sieving machines, separator machines or cleaning machines for grain processing, food 
processing and for processing foodstuffs for animals.

Cl.24;Sieving cloth.

Cl.42;Technological consultation services in the field of sieves (machines or parts of machines), sieving cloth and nets 
of metal; testing and research services in the field of sieves (machines or parts of machines), sieving cloth and nets of 
metal.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1868 ,   24/09/2018        Class 99 

Priority claimed from 29/05/2018; Application No. : 2018-071413 ;Japan
3939069    08/06/2018
[International Registration No. : 1421799]
Konica Minolta, Inc.
2-7-2 Marunouchi, Chiyoda-ku Tokyo 100-7015 Japan

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Label printing machines; laser printing machines; printing machines; printing machines for industrial purposes; 
ink-jet printing machines.

Cl.9;Label printers; laser printers; printers for use with computers; ink-jet printers.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1868 ,   24/09/2018        Class 99 

Priority claimed from 23/05/2018; Application No. : 201806784 ;Norway
3939071    06/06/2018
[International Registration No. : 1421886]
Sperre Industri AS
Ellingsøyveien 740 N-6057 Ellingsøy Norway

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Machine tools; engines (except for land vehicles); couplings and devices for transmission of power (except for land
vehicles); compressors; air compressors; compressor tanks.

Cl.12;Vehicles; apparatus for locomotion by land, air or water; propulsion machinery for land vehicles.

Cl.37;Building construction; repairs and installation of engines (except for land vehicles), couplings and devices for 
transmission of power (except for land vehicles), compressors, air compressors, compressor tanks, cooling installations
and machines.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1868 ,   24/09/2018        Class 99 

Priority claimed from 21/12/2017; Application No. : 87731089 ;United States of America
3939118    22/05/2018
[International Registration No. : 1421559]
AdRoll, Inc.
2300 Harrison Street, 2nd Floor San Francisco CA 94110 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.35;Advertising and advertisement services; Internet advertising and Internet marketing services; advertising and 
marketing services for mobile computing devices and mobile telephones; banner and display advertising; preparing video 
advertising; Email advertising services for others; advertising targeting and retargeting services, namely, using data and 
analytic tools to deliver personalized advertisements to consumers and businesses based on Internet browsing habits, 
consumption habits, and other data; advertising and marketing services offered to businesses, namely, using data and 
background technology to help businesses orchestrate sales strategies, optimize sales cycles, and help sales teams 
identify potential revenue and sales opportunities; media planning, namely, advising clients regarding advertising 
strategies on the Internet, on mobile computing devices, and on mobile telephones; design and implementation of 
advertising on the Internet, mobile computing devices, and mobile telephones; business management consultation 
relating to sales, advertising and marketing services for social media, Internet search engines, inquiry marketing, Internet 
marketing, blogs and other forms of passive, shareable, or viral communications channels; providing business data and 
other analytic information relating to commercial sales, marketing, advertising, advertising retargeting, and advertising 
campaigns; dissemination of advertising for others via an online communications network on the Internet; providing 
advertising information about consumer Internet usage and consumer web browsing for sales, marketing and advertising 
purposes; advertising and marketing services utilizing customer relationship management, demographic information, 
firmographic information, and other datasets for optimizing sales, advertising and marketing campaigns; design of 
advertising materials, implementation, and dissemination of coordinated advertising and marketing campaigns across 
computers, mobile computing devices, and mobile telephones.

Cl.38;Telecommunications services, namely, transmission of advertising communications and other marketing 
materials via digital communications networks; providing telecommunications connections to Internet websites for 
advertising and marketing; providing access to computer databases for tracking Internet usage and consumer web 
browsing habits.

Cl.42;Providing online non-downloadable computer software to enable the creation, tracking, and servicing of 
advertising and marketing materials and campaigns via the Internet; providing online non-downloadable computer 
programs relating to advertising, marketing, and promotion; providing online non-downloadable computer programs for 
use in placing advertisements and launching marketing campaigns based on consumer habits, web browsing data, and 
economic trends; providing online non-downloadable software for use in generating online advertising and marketing 
campaigns; providing online non-downloadable computer programs in the form of website landing pages and dashboards 
to enable customers to control and track advertising and marketing campaigns, and for reporting data relating to the 
performance of online advertising and marketing campaigns.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1868 ,   24/09/2018        Class 99 

Priority claimed from 11/01/2018; Application No. : 30 2018 000 340 ;Germany
3939128    18/05/2018
[International Registration No. : 1421614]
divide capital GmbH
An der Kirschallee 4 04159 Leipzig Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Software; software packages; computer programs [downloadable]; software applications for computers 
[downloadable]; downloadable computer programs from the internet; downloadable computer software from a global 
computer information network.

Cl.10;Static electrotherapy apparatus; training apparatus for medical rehabilitation purposes; sports equipment for 
medical rehabilitation purposes; training apparatus for medical rehabilitation purposes; sports equipment for medical 
rehabilitation purposes; exercise equipment for medical rehabilitation purposes; apparatus for medical rehabilitation; 
apparatus for practicing athletic mobility for medical rehabilitation purposes; apparatus for electrical muscle stimulation;
physiotherapy and rehabilitation apparatus for medical purposes; apparatus for muscle training for medical purposes; 
apparatus for therapeutic muscle toning; apparatus for therapeutic stimulation of the body; apparatus for the therapeutic 
stimulation of muscles; apparatus providing electrical stimulation for therapeutic treatments; electrotherapy devices.

Cl.28;Sports equipment, in particular EMS training equipment.

Cl.35;Wholesaling and retailing, including via the internet, featuring software, software packages, downloadable 
computer programs, downloadable computer software applications, downloadable computer programs from the internet, 
downloadable computer software from a global computer information network, static electrotherapy apparatus, training 
apparatus for medical rehabilitation purposes, sports equipment for medical rehabilitation purposes, training apparatuses 
for medical rehabilitation purposes, sporting equipment for medical rehabilitation purposes, exercise equipment for 
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medical rehabilitation purposes, apparatus for medical rehabilitation, equipment for practicing sport mobility for medical 
rehabilitation purposes, apparatus for electrical muscle stimulation, physiotherapy and rehabilitation equipment, 
apparatus for muscle training for medical purposes, therapeutic muscle toning apparatus, apparatus for the therapeutic 
stimulation of the body, apparatus for therapeutic stimulation of the muscles, stimulation current apparatus for 
therapeutic treatments, electrotherapy apparatus, sports equipment, in particular EMS training apparatus.

Cl.41;Fitness club services; fitness trainer services; sports camp services; conducting fitness classes; conducting live 
entertainment and sports events; publication of texts, other than publicity texts; providing non-downloadable online 
electronic publications; organization and arranging of conferences; organization and arranging of congresses; 
organization and arranging of symposiums; providing private lessons; organization of sports competitions; arranging and
conducting seminars; arranging and conducting workshops (training); rental of sports equipment, except vehicles; 
publication of books; training advice; training of trainers; conducting of training courses; organization of training 
courses; training and rental of fitness and exercise equipment; physical training services; providing information about 
fitness training through an online website; performing physical fitness training sessions.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1868 ,   24/09/2018        Class 99 

Priority claimed from 05/01/2018; Application No. : UK00003280689 ;United Kingdom
3939136    12/06/2018
[International Registration No. : 1421606]
PCME Limited
Clearview Building, Edison Road, St Ives, Cambridgeshire PE27 3GH United Kingdom

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Particle emission monitors, particle flow monitors, stack gas and air flow monitors, dust emission monitors; all for 
use in monitoring processes carried out in industrial plants; parts and fittings for all the aforesaid goods; computer 
software for use in connection with particle emission monitors, particle flow monitors, stack gas and air flow monitors 
and dust emission monitors.

Cl.37;Installation, maintenance and repair of particle emission monitors, particle flow monitors, stack gas and air flow 
monitors and dust emission monitors; advisory services connected with the aforementioned services.
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3939159    22/05/2018
[International Registration No. : 1421837]
Guangdong JZO Leather Technology Co., Ltd.
Rm.201-204, Bldg. D, Juda E-Business IND Park, 84 Zhongli Road, Zhouxi, Nanchen, Dongguan Guangdong China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.18;Card box [wallets]; pocket wallets [wallets]; handbags; briefcases; key cases; bags; credit card cases; leather 
straps; harness fittings; trimmings of leather for furniture.

Cl.25;Leather or imitation leather clothing; leather clothing; clothing; boots; shoes; girdles; caps; gloves [clothing]; 
suspenders; belts [clothing].
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3939161    20/06/2018
[International Registration No. : 1421833]
ThirdLove, Inc.
350 Rhode Island St. Suite 360 San Francisco CA 94103 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Computer programs for capturing images of a user to estimate that user's clothing size; computer software for 
exchanging clothing size information with users, and processing orders of clothing.

Cl.25;Lounge pants; pajama bottoms; pajamas; pyjamas; sleep pants; sleep shirts; sleeping garments; bath robes; 
dressing gowns and bath robes; bras; lingerie; panties; undergarments; underwear.

Cl.35;Computerized on-line retail store services in the field of clothing.
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Priority claimed from 22/12/2017; Application No. : 017642968 ;European Union
3939165    22/06/2018
[International Registration No. : 1421659]
GTI GmbH
Königsallee 92a 40212 Düsseldorf Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.5;Nutritional supplements; vitamin supplements; dietary supplement drink mixes; protein-containing beverage 
powders mixes being dietary supplements; nutritional supplement meal replacement bars for boosting energy; dietetic 
protein beverages for use as meal replacements.

Cl.21;Shakers; bottles.

Cl.25;Tee-shirts; tank tops; caps [headwear]; gloves [clothing].

Cl.30;Coffee-based beverages; drinking chocolate; candy bars; cereal bars; cocoa-based beverages.

Cl.32;Isotonic drinks; energy drinks; whey beverages; sports drinks.
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Priority claimed from 09/01/2018; Application No. : 87748380 ;United States of America
3939174    05/07/2018
[International Registration No. : 1421641]
Gritstone Oncology, Inc.
5858 Horton Street, Suite 210 Emeryville CA 94608 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.5;Pharmaceuticals; anti-cancer preparations; vaccines; vaccine preparations.

Cl.9;Next-generation sequencing (NGS) data processor; bioinformatics data processor; computer software; 
downloadable computer software for genome analysis, developing personal treatment strategies for patients with 
diagnosed cancer, analyzing, screening, identifying, quantifying, and interpreting data in the field of mass spectrometry.

Cl.42;Nondownloadable computer software; conducting evaluations in the field of pharmaceuticals; consulting services
in the fields of biotechnology and pharmaceutical research; pharmaceutical product development and evaluation 
services; pharmaceutical research and development; providing medical and scientific research information in the field of 
pharmaceuticals and clinical trials; research and development of pharmaceuticals for the treatment of cancer; research 
and development of vaccines and medicines; technical research in the field of pharmaceutical studies; development of 
platform technology, namely, cancer immunotherapy platforms for manufacturing therapeutics; conducting clinical trials 
for others in the field of pharmaceuticals for the treatment and prevention of cancer; consulting services for others in the 
field of design, planning, and implementation of clinical trials; collection of specific molecular and genomic data for 
analytical and clinical purposes, for the treatment of cancer and other diseases and disorders and for individuals' 
responses to drug treatments; providing scientific advice in the fields of cancer biology, cancer treatment, 
pharmaceutical side effects, genomics, cancer medicine and translational medicine; providing scientific analysis in the 
field of next generation sequencing (NGS), namely, the analysis and interpretation of genomic data obtained from cancer 
patients; providing an online, non-downloadable computer software platform for purposes of storing and providing 
information about an individual's cancer profile and genomic changes to enable physicians and healthcare professionals 
to optimize treatment in clinical practice.

Cl.44;Healthcare.
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3939212    06/03/2018
[International Registration No. : 1421158]
sCoolSuite Concepts B.V.
Van Boshuizenstraat 12 NL-1083 BA Amsterdam Netherlands

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Software applications for the administration, documentation, monitoring and reporting of training programs; 
software applications, for scheduling, attendance registration and scheduling of teaching hours; software applications for 
managing educational and educational files; software applications for distributing courses via internet with possibilities 
for online collaboration; software applications for an online student tracking system; online learning programs and 
training materials in electronic form; electronic diaries.

Cl.35;Business organization consultancy in the context of guiding changes within education; business process 
management services in the field of education, namely analyzing, arranging, implementing and optimizing of business 
organizational processes; business management services and business organizational advice and consultancy in the 
introduction of (project-based) innovation and change processes in the field of education; business management 
services, in particular business supervision of organizational changes within education (so-called "change 
management"); administrative services, namely attendance, registration, scheduling and agenda management.

Cl.41;Advising on education, also related to educational innovation; coaching (education) and training of people and 
organizations aimed at organizational change; individual and group coaching [education, instruction] aimed at personal 
and professional development in the context of guidance of change processes; education, training, training, 
entertainment and coaching [education, instruction] also related to improving education according to a certain method; 
education; transfer of knowledge, expertise or skills, being educational services; coaching [instruction] of teachers; 
professional consultation in pedagogical-didactic field; publishing and electronic online publication of books, magazines, 
magazines, brochures, leaflets, information bulletins, press releases, newsletters, learning materials and educational 
materials and other printed matter, whether or not via the internet; organizing seminars, workshops, lectures and events 
for cultural, entertainment and educational purposes; consultancy and information relating to the aforesaid services, also 
via electronic networks.
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Priority claimed from 16/11/2017; Application No. : 302017000131376 ;Italy
3940127    27/12/2017
[International Registration No. : 1421442]
Almo Nature S.p.A.
Piazza dei Giustiniani, 6 I-16123 Genova (GE) Italy

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.5;Veterinary preparations; food complements for animals; dietetic food adapted for veterinary use; probiotic bacterial
formulations for veterinary use; mineral dietary supplements for animals; mineral supplements for feeding livestock; 
vitamin supplements for animals; dietetic substances adapted for veterinary use; vitamins for animals; nutritional 
supplements for medical use; dietary supplemental drinks; dietetic beverages adapted for medical purposes; vitamin 
drinks; mineral food supplements; dietary supplements; medicated supplements for foodstuffs for animals; antiparasitic 
collars for animals; flea collars; flea sprays; disinfectant dressings; reagents for use in diagnostic tests [for veterinary 
purposes]; enzymes for veterinary purposes; dog lotions; lotions for veterinary purposes; pharmaceutical preparations 
for animals; bacterial preparations for medical and veterinary use; animal washes; feeding stimulants for animals; 
vaccines; disinfectants for veterinary use; sanitizers for household use; disinfectants for veterinary use; acaricides; 
fungicides; sanitary preparations for veterinary use; food additives for animals in the form of vitamins and minerals; 
vitamin and mineral preparations; disinfectants; repellents for animals.

Cl.31;Live animals, organisms for breeding; foodstuffs and fodder for animals; bedding and litter for animals; edible 
chews for dogs; beverages for pets; foodstuffs for puppies; yeast tablets for consumption by animals; foodstuffs for cats; 
dog treats [edible]; cat treats [edible]; edible treats for animals; synthetic animal feed; chewing bones for dogs; edible 
bones and sticks for pets; animal feed preparations; cereals products for consumption by animals; strengthening animal 
forage; foodstuffs for dogs; sanded paper for use in animal cages; sanded paper for pets [litter]; sanded paper for 
domestic animals (litter); seeds prepared for consumption by animals; malt for animals; meal for animals; animal 
foodstuffs for the weaning of animals; biscuits for animals; agricultural products not included in other classes; 
horticultural products not included in other classes; malt albumin for animal consumption [other than for medical use]; 
dried alfalfa for animals; yeast extracts for consumption by animals; milk-based foodstuffs for animals; pulses [foodstuffs 
for animals]; yeast for animal consumption; mixed animal feed; milled food products for animals; animal fattening 
preparations; grains for animal consumption; milk substitutes for use as foodstuffs for animals; animal foodstuff.
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Priority claimed from 14/11/2017; Application No. : 87683682 ;United States of America
3940450    28/11/2017
[International Registration No. : 1421983]
KINSANE ENTERTAINMENT, INC.
245 EAST 24TH STREET 17J NEW YORK NY 10010 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Video disks and video tapes with recorded animated cartoons; visual recordings and audiovisual recordings 
featuring music and animation; game software; motion picture films and films for television featuring children's 
entertainment.

Cl.38;Broadcasting programs via a global computer network; television broadcasting; broadcasting of animated 
television programs; wireless broadcasting.

Cl.41;Entertainment services in the nature of ongoing television programs in the field of children's entertainment; 
entertainment services in the nature of television cartoon series; animation production services; entertainment services 
in the nature of development, creation, production, distribution, and post-production of animated motion pictures, 
television shows, multimedia entertainment content; production of DVDs, videotapes and television programs featuring 
cartoons; provision of information relating to animated television, motion picture film, audio and radio production; 
entertainment services, namely, non-downloadable ringtones, pre-recorded music, and graphics presented to mobile 
communications devices via a global computer network and wireless networks; entertainment services, namely, providing
virtual environments in which users can interact for recreational, leisure or entertainment purposes; educational and 
entertainment services, namely, providing on-line interactive children's stories.

Cl.42;Animation design for others; designing and developing computer game software and video game software for use
with computers, video game program systems and computer networks; providing online non-downloadable game 
software; production of video and computer game software.
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CORRIGENDA
APPL 
NO 

CORRIGENDA DESCRIPTION  

384859 384859 - (877-0) 
877530 877530 - (1360-0) As per Order of Sh.S.B. Palo, Deputy Registrar of Trade Marks, 

the Opposition No.BOM-709679 is treated as withdrawn with no order as to 
costs. The Application No.877530 in Class 5 shall proceed to registration subject 
to amendment. 

877530 877530 - (1360-0) TM 16 dated 05.12.2012 is allowed and address for service 
amended to read as “Altacit Global” Creative Enclave, III Floor , 148- 150, Luz 
Church Road, Mylapore, Chennai – 600004 
TM 16 dated 30/09/2013 is allowed and the name of the applicant is amended to 
read as “ Cholayil Private Limited “ No 7, J Block , 6th Avenue, Anna Nagar East, 
Chennai -600102 by virtue of scheme of amalgamation. 

877532 877532 - (1342-0) TM-16 dated 04.05.2007 is allowed by virtue of assignment dated 
29.03.2001 and name of the applicant is amended to read as “Dorcas Market 
Makers Limited”. 
TM 16 dated 04.10.2003 is allowed and 
i) address for service amended to read as “Altacit Global” Creative Enclave, III 
Floor , 148- 150, Luz Church Road, Mylapore, Chennai – 600004 
ii) The name of the applicant is amended to read as “ Cholayil Private ALimited “ 
No 7, J Block , 6th Avenue, Anna Nagar East, Chennai -600102 by virtue of scheme 
of amalgamation. 

877532 877532 - (1342-0)As per Order of S.B. Palo, Deputy Registrar of Trade Marks, the 
Opposition No. BOM- 247517 is treated as withdrawn with no order as to costs. The 
Application No. 877532 in Class 3 shall proceed to registration subject to 
amendment. 

2035935 2035935 - (1853-0) 
The colour claim and clerical amendment has been done as per TM 1. 

2161593 2161593 - (1848-0) 
THE COLOURS ARE CLAIMED AS PER TM 1 AND CLERICAL AMENDMENTS ARE 
DONE. 

2321900 2321900 - (1863-0) AMENDMENTS DONE AS PER TM 1.
2465381 2465381 - (1848-0) 

Clerical changes done as per TM 1. 
2486088 2486088 - (1849-0) 

Amendments done as per TM 1. 
2580890 2580890 - (1857-0) 

The name of applicant is amended to be MERCK SHARP & DOHME CORP. also the 
legal status is amended to be A NEW JERSEY, USA CORPORATION. 

2592530 2592530 - (1857-0) The legal status is amended to be A NEW JERSEY USA 
CORPORATION as per TM 1. 

3152315 3152315 - (1857-0) TM-M dated 04.09.2018 is allowed agent name and address for 
service amended to read as “ZeusIP Advocates LLP” ZeusIP Advocates LLP, J-29, 
3rd Floor,Jangpura Extension, New Delhi – 110014 

3261413 3261413 - (1857-0) TM-M dated 28.08.2018 is allowed agent name and address for 
service amended to read as “SEN - OBEROI” ‘Sen-Oberoi, Attorneys-at-Law A - 18, 
CHITTARANJAN PARK, NEW DELHI - 110 019’. 

3076251 3076251 - (1857-0) TM-M dated 28.08.2018 is allowed agent name and address for 
service amended to read as “SEN - OBEROI” ‘Sen-Oberoi, Attorneys-at-Law A - 18, 
CHITTARANJAN PARK, NEW DELHI - 110 019’. 

3066532 3066532 - (1857-0) TM-M dated 28.08.2018 is allowed agent name and address for 
service amended to read as “SEN - OBEROI” ‘Sen-Oberoi, Attorneys-at-Law A - 18, 
CHITTARANJAN PARK, NEW DELHI - 110 019’.  

3238230 3238230- (1857-0) TM-M dated 28.08.2018 is allowed agent name and address for
service amended to read as “SEN - OBEROI” ‘Sen-Oberoi, Attorneys-at-Law A - 18, 
CHITTARANJAN PARK, NEW DELHI - 110 019’.
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Following Trade Mark applications have been Registered and registration certificates 
are available on the official website 

643274 814405 877530 877532 957786
969667 974751 1495126 1510522 1530407
1616602 1648568 1718600 1718608 1729869
1734586 1757417 1768934 1789177 1825189
1915328 1941499 1949100 1960986 1971503
2056708 2058625 2060945 2066450 2069522
2078357 2082586 2089282 2098997 2098999
2099000 2099005 2099009 2100766 2100846
2105586 2107544 2109318 2115850 2125942
2129542 2133906 2142781 2144465 2155039
2160089 2161651 2161652 2162170 2163218
2168613 2181149 2191700 2192316 2192317
2193434 2193816 2212742 2212743 2220395
2221133 2228889 2229492 2229500 2229501
2233170 2233615 2233769 2234705 2236014
2237336 2238679 2239683 2242417 2242784
2243466 2243473 2244339 2245320 2245798
2247254 2252957 2260818 2267597 2275162
2286292 2288118 2289061 2291652 2293384
2299825 2300328 2301713 2302215 2302446
2302448 2303503 2303968 2304551 2304562
2308425 2311002 2311621 2314655 2317658
2318136 2318374 2319467 2319651 2320035
2320176 2320331 2321885 2321912 2323906
2323907 2324495 2324754 2326472 2326473
2326583 2327509 2328009 2330320 2330544
2332059 2335003 2335423 2335614 2335642
2335645 2337581 2338135 2338361 2338641
2340757 2341729 2342456 2342947 2342957
2345952 2345953 2345954 2346158 2346204
2346251 2346508 2346517 2346533 2347051
2347606 2347705 2347720 2348548 2348855
2349621 2349689 2349847 2350269 2350308
2350325 2350365 2350514 2351759 2352009
2352691 2352692 2354505 2356095 2356189
2357041 2357708 2357801 2358019 2358238
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2359782 2361147 2363742 2366423 2371660
2373591 2374785 2376641 2376674 2380246
2385314 2385640 2386323 2387737 2388858
2394638 2395659 2395660 2396056 2396077
2396078 2396105 2397764 2398193 2398680
2399407 2399999 2400768 2401489 2402046
2403067 2403461 2404107 2405097 2405549
2406476 2407789 2408365 2408895 2409755
2409885 2409919 2411442 2411848 2414173
2414448 2415213 2417573 2417632 2417688
2418148 2418487 2418534 2418753 2420752
2420966 2421091 2421100 2421208 2421209
2421210 2423561 2423860 2424754 2427131
2427844 2427947 2428284 2430720 2431304
2431866 2432038 2432164 2432219 2432221
2432223 2432226 2432227 2433005 2433506
2434099 2434100 2434113 2434564 2434576
2434583 2435519 2436628 2436795 2436796
2437075 2437079 2437460 2437461 2438435
2438471 2438709 2439098 2439215 2439664
2439865 2440037 2440297 2440359 2440362
2440485 2440497 2440500 2440501 2440502
2440504 2440589 2440869 2442075 2442204
2442789 2442896 2442958 2443157 2443495
2443504 2443505 2443522 2444185 2444331
2444377 2444654 2444887 2444889 2444902
2444981 2445161 2445191 2445205 2445292
2445300 2445342 2445376 2445550 2445567
2445641 2445643 2445679 2445681 2445705
2445737 2445738 2445741 2445742 2445743
2445744 2445747 2445748 2445765 2445820
2445847 2445863 2446027 2446231 2446272
2446499 2446502 2446614 2446615 2446618
2446625 2446945 2446948 2446950 2446951
2446982 2447078 2447112 2447136 2447162
2447191 2447195 2447234 2447269 2447270
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2447374 2447771 2447920 2447945 2447952
2447965 2448026 2448027 2448028 2448071
2448342 2448549 2448639 2448640 2448654
2448670 2448674 2448675 2448815 2448818
2448819 2448854 2448934 2448948 2448985
2449017 2449036 2449155 2449218 2449284
2449285 2449384 2449398 2449481 2449488
2449740 2449840 2449841 2449850 2449851
2449852 2449866 2449868 2449884 2449978
2449980 2449981 2450034 2450035 2450058
2450155 2450191 2450206 2450239 2450240
2450325 2450326 2450327 2450423 2450445
2450451 2450469 2450470 2450471 2450492
2450560 2450620 2450765 2450780 2450869
2450870 2450874 2450875 2450876 2450877
2450917 2450918 2450919 2450920 2450927
2450928 2450929 2450931 2450974 2450976
2450979 2451003 2451004 2451026 2451111
2451112 2451148 2451150 2451152 2451162
2451163 2451173 2451188 2451236 2451352
2451473 2451484 2451513 2451514 2451515
2451666 2451684 2451771 2451783 2451785
2451823 2451852 2451866 2451871 2451911
2451947 2452081 2452101 2452106 2452107
2452115 2452163 2452250 2452313 2452315
2452319 2452320 2452354 2452374 2452428
2452436 2452439 2452489 2452596 2452608
2452609 2452618 2452625 2452626 2452628
2452633 2452715 2452719 2452720 2452721
2452722 2452723 2452724 2452728 2452730
2452731 2452733 2452736 2452743 2452744
2452746 2452747 2452755 2452786 2452787
2452788 2452789 2452790 2452792 2452793
2452794 2452818 2452819 2452821 2452860
2452911 2452912 2453002 2453013 2453093
2453118 2453155 2453318 2453348 2453349
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2453351 2453424 2453425 2453515 2453517
2453525 2453741 2453792 2453811 2453812
2453813 2453814 2453815 2454059 2454069
2454100 2454120 2454146 2454175 2454218
2454248 2454552 2454660 2454661 2454664
2454769 2454773 2454826 2454941 2455321
2455413 2455421 2455691 2455720 2455786
2455802 2455806 2455855 2455873 2455881
2455993 2455994 2456000 2456011 2456012
2456030 2456060 2456133 2456246 2456269
2456364 2456394 2456474 2456534 2456635
2456760 2456888 2456889 2456998 2457023
2457176 2457189 2457243 2457279 2457280
2457292 2457302 2457311 2457313 2457315
2457316 2457319 2457322 2457357 2457361
2457465 2457466 2457486 2457620 2457661
2457662 2457666 2457674 2457726 2457746
2457830 2457836 2457849 2457874 2457879
2457883 2457886 2457900 2457903 2457906
2457909 2457918 2457919 2457934 2457947
2457966 2457976 2457990 2458003 2458128
2458212 2458256 2458277 2458284 2458310
2458314 2458320 2458395 2458424 2458508
2458535 2458576 2458587 2458591 2458760
2458905 2458987 2458988 2459072 2459077
2459288 2459291 2459372 2459458 2459645
2459650 2459658 2459676 2459741 2459750
2459851 2459862 2459954 2460168 2460169
2460255 2460262 2460274 2460324 2460337
2460481 2460550 2460562 2460669 2460727
2460762 2460771 2460968 2461053 2461155
2461161 2461174 2461267 2461268 2461269
2461279 2461306 2461314 2461319 2461324
2461368 2461369 2461476 2461477 2461478
2461480 2461541 2461612 2461635 2461639
2461666 2461748 2461750 2461751 2461770
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2461776 2461777 2461788 2461789 2461806
2461818 2461914 2461915 2461955 2461963
2461971 2461972 2462017 2462042 2462051
2462130 2462131 2462132 2462133 2462136
2462137 2462186 2462189 2462190 2462192
2462248 2462358 2462361 2462472 2462473
2462501 2462502 2462503 2462574 2462626
2462674 2462709 2462747 2462748 2462749
2462792 2462863 2462864 2462918 2462944
2462958 2463023 2463024 2463025 2463026
2463152 2463154 2463169 2463170 2463219
2463287 2463414 2463416 2463428 2463429
2463432 2463436 2463844 2463852 2464157
2464341 2464445 2464462 2464501 2464508
2464511 2464523 2464579 2464590 2465268
2465671 2465881 2466224 2466405 2466683
2466684 2466867 2466919 2466920 2466931
2466933 2466941 2466942 2466959 2466965
2467254 2467334 2467528 2467529 2467532
2467541 2467542 2467543 2467544 2467545
2467595 2467599 2476295 2476353 2480891
2482382 2488121 2488124 2488135 2493364
2495763 2496971 2501393 2506015 2510098
2510099 2510100 2511740 2511742 2517784
2518888 2528762 2528908 2533493 2537180
2540000 2550924 2552926 2553679 2554949
2560670 2560673 2560674 2568967 2576052
2581648 2584312 2585644 2587222 2587223
2591815 2595093 2597667 2597850 2601036
2602946 2605022 2608072 2608076 2608086
2608088 2608111 2613012 2614523 2622648
2635035 2635052 2636389 2638104 2643460
2646339 2648096 2648600 2651576 2651990
2652074 2652077 2654304 2654745 2656722
2656765 2657423 2657989 2658852 2661015
2663145 2663419 2664472 2664677 2665378
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2665812 2665844 2665889 2666402 2667657
2668451 2670245 2672667 2672746 2672965
2673340 2675325 2675823 2676707 2678012
2678460 2680496 2680932 2680933 2683365
2684402 2685482 2686264 2686994 2687377
2687826 2688342 2689097 2690810 2690977
2693068 2696431 2696937 2697158 2697823
2697824 2699497 2699536 2699551 2701331
2701610 2701661 2702037 2702039 2702146
2702254 2702258 2702315 2702316 2702350
2702351 2702352 2702356 2702392 2702395
2702471 2702654 2702666 2702672 2702689
2702808 2702813 2702843 2702846 2703030
2703080 2703083 2703091 2703093 2703273
2703279 2703307 2703526 2703554 2703555
2703556 2703557 2703687 2705138 2705375
2705381 2705382 2705555 2705658 2706144
2706184 2706250 2706253 2706431 2706564
2706891 2707037 2707044 2707045 2707453
2707464 2707465 2707469 2707471 2707730
2707761 2707791 2707946 2707989 2707991
2707993 2708100 2708101 2708138 2708462
2709241 2709244 2709250 2709369 2709750
2710044 2710094 2710291 2710338 2710501
2710654 2710662 2710719 2710730 2710798
2710811 2711204 2711354 2711365 2711368
2711809 2711825 2711827 2711832 2711913
2711917 2712043 2712062 2712083 2712184
2712187 2712212 2712343 2713284 2713487
2713754 2714063 2714139 2714199 2714219
2714222 2714310 2714312 2714322 2714332
2714352 2714402 2714567 2714644 2714747
2715326 2715675 2715701 2715751 2716106
2716178 2716179 2716269 2716274 2716276
2717123 2717227 2717228 2717230 2717323
2717326 2717380 2717386 2717388 2717429
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2717436 2717940 2717945 2717946 2717947
2717949 2718150 2718493 2718683 2718795
2718823 2718827 2718837 2718848 2719102
2719410 2719845 2721940 2722678 2722679
2722797 2723520 2723521 2723525 2723983
2723986 2725158 2725422 2725801 2725881
2725981 2725982 2725983 2726588 2726844
2726973 2726976 2726977 2727013 2727261
2727292 2727571 2728257 2728378 2728379
2728584 2728592 2728593 2728594 2728610
2728622 2728942 2729870 2729886 2730268
2730597 2730781 2730856 2730863 2731450
2732242 2732243 2733310 2733384 2733532
2734293 2735545 2735860 2736025 2736748
2736847 2737121 2737127 2738027 2738028
2738150 2738284 2738285 2738686 2738733
2738735 2738932 2739283 2739712 2741061
2741142 2741150 2741621 2741623 2743450
2743453 2743487 2743526 2743548 2743557
2743563 2743568 2743569 2743570 2743571
2743574 2743575 2743577 2743596 2743598
2743673 2743674 2743685 2743689 2743691
2744009 2744199 2744275 2744277 2744278
2744280 2744281 2744439 2744480 2744482
2744486 2744512 2744634 2744636 2744640
2744856 2744857 2745116 2745170 2745188
2745220 2745238 2745244 2745250 2745358
2745361 2745363 2745535 2745536 2745546
2745583 2745584 2745585 2745586 2745591
2745599 2745601 2745602 2745703 2745706
2745763 2745765 2745766 2745840 2745876
2745923 2745928 2745967 2745968 2745970
2745990 2746125 2746129 2746146 2746247
2746293 2746346 2746409 2746426 2746629
2746631 2746633 2746634 2746651 2746760
2746779 2746893 2746978 2746979 2747030
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2747090 2747108 2747175 2747201 2747242
2747424 2747477 2747540 2747571 2747584
2747688 2747701 2747786 2747842 2747844
2747846 2747847 2747929 2747930 2747931
2747932 2748135 2748138 2748139 2748282
2748314 2748379 2748383 2748385 2748395
2748396 2748397 2748492 2748552 2748556
2748713 2748714 2748791 2748794 2748795
2748844 2748845 2748846 2748869 2748873
2748901 2749006 2749010 2749011 2749013
2749033 2749121 2749122 2749189 2749201
2749202 2749203 2749211 2749319 2749320
2749326 2749761 2749762 2749780 2749832
2749853 2749873 2749920 2749921 2749922
2749974 2749978 2750010 2750042 2750120
2750150 2750184 2750186 2750319 2750320
2750486 2750566 2750623 2750629 2750738
2750743 2750797 2750879 2751182 2751196
2751200 2751203 2751206 2751207 2751276
2751294 2751295 2751369 2751419 2751524
2751542 2751545 2751546 2751603 2751604
2751710 2751728 2751791 2751929 2751970
2752020 2752032 2752033 2752034 2752095
2752109 2752148 2752187 2752209 2752245
2752248 2752284 2752289 2752311 2752328
2752368 2752369 2752406 2752412 2752414
2752419 2752420 2752422 2752425 2752466
2752639 2752668 2752672 2752690 2752691
2752764 2752910 2752912 2752913 2752914
2752915 2752920 2752921 2752922 2752930
2752932 2753021 2753025 2753047 2753102
2753103 2753107 2753108 2753139 2753145
2753190 2753261 2753263 2753291 2753350
2753356 2753653 2753749 2753753 2753805
2753817 2753998 2754003 2754006 2754074
2754075 2754093 2754179 2754180 2754181
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2754186 2754187 2754203 2754234 2754239
2754273 2754276 2754285 2754294 2754368
2754393 2754394 2754509 2754523 2754524
2754538 2754539 2754540 2754541 2754542
2754557 2754558 2754598 2754649 2754650
2754651 2754652 2754653 2754674 2754679
2754680 2754686 2754687 2754688 2754689
2754779 2754796 2754809 2754811 2754815
2754816 2754817 2754818 2754819 2754820
2754821 2754855 2754889 2754890 2754891
2754932 2754942 2754999 2755151 2755161
2755207 2755288 2755289 2755421 2755422
2755692 2755730 2755749 2755751 2755809
2755835 2755924 2755925 2756157 2756266
2756367 2756369 2756493 2756541 2756546
2756547 2756549 2756586 2756587 2756592
2756628 2756629 2756649 2756651 2756652
2756653 2756788 2756789 2756823 2756824
2756912 2756979 2757003 2757005 2757007
2757011 2757012 2757043 2757420 2757435
2757590 2757725 2757784 2757859 2757865
2757868 2757894 2757952 2758001 2758009
2758137 2758138 2758142 2758148 2758156
2758264 2758442 2758459 2758551 2758558
2758564 2758565 2758574 2758575 2758576
2758600 2758625 2758652 2758665 2758666
2758756 2758769 2758770 2758785 2758786
2758796 2758846 2758852 2758970 2759023
2759079 2759099 2759557 2759608 2759695
2759719 2759734 2759738 2759838 2759886
2759887 2759916 2759918 2760032 2760089
2760096 2760101 2760102 2760103 2760108
2760167 2760302 2760369 2760372 2760399
2760465 2760697 2760698 2760699 2760782
2760783 2760785 2760808 2760809 2760885
2760899 2760900 2761032 2761091 2761092
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2761164 2761165 2761217 2761231 2761237
2761239 2761258 2761273 2761322 2761335
2761337 2761338 2761339 2761341 2761342
2761344 2761348 2761351 2761352 2761368
2761373 2761403 2761410 2761422 2761470
2761598 2761641 2761642 2761645 2761656
2761690 2761691 2761753 2761754 2761755
2761756 2761757 2761758 2761759 2761760
2761857 2761862 2761863 2761864 2761865
2761866 2761929 2761932 2761950 2762024
2762056 2762059 2762179 2762180 2762248
2762249 2762251 2762256 2762334 2762364
2762365 2762370 2762397 2762415 2762422
2762502 2762503 2762549 2762552 2762555
2762558 2762572 2762578 2762592 2762593
2762595 2762612 2762654 2762786 2762813
2762849 2762862 2762863 2762982 2763031
2763154 2763161 2763205 2763255 2763491
2763550 2763640 2763869 2763872 2763889
2763894 2763898 2764120 2764172 2764173
2764211 2764301 2764302 2764318 2764319
2764320 2764346 2764389 2764391 2764392
2764437 2764623 2764742 2764752 2764769
2764770 2764772 2764843 2764844 2764845
2764875 2764876 2764880 2764884 2764885
2764887 2764888 2764891 2764901 2764906
2764907 2764908 2764969 2764982 2764992
2765003 2765007 2765010 2765012 2765048
2765049 2765050 2765183 2765195 2765197
2765215 2765216 2765246 2765289 2765293
2765400 2765458 2765459 2765463 2765464
2765479 2765486 2765487 2765488 2765489
2765490 2765559 2765568 2765573 2765612
2765629 2765671 2765677 2765716 2765717
2765718 2765722 2765727 2765729 2765798
2765801 2765809 2765811 2765812 2765813
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2765826 2765871 2765872 2765935 2766080
2766082 2766201 2766202 2766260 2766262
2766382 2766484 2766531 2766536 2766537
2766589 2766611 2766678 2766706 2766726
2766755 2766756 2766787 2766951 2767001
2767052 2767117 2767221 2767224 2767251
2767252 2767253 2767255 2767294 2767361
2767363 2767435 2767510 2767511 2767514
2767518 2767544 2767551 2767566 2767567
2767626 2767632 2767633 2767690 2767728
2767729 2767733 2767751 2767753 2767814
2767815 2767816 2767817 2767819 2767840
2767841 2767845 2767887 2767924 2767949
2767950 2767960 2768001 2768036 2768045
2768048 2768049 2768052 2768072 2768283
2768285 2768420 2768469 2768507 2768508
2768518 2768519 2768539 2768542 2768543
2768613 2768653 2768666 2768766 2768869
2769050 2769096 2769188 2769231 2769264
2769348 2769387 2769388 2769401 2769510
2769604 2769693 2769697 2769698 2769766
2769785 2769794 2769826 2769835 2769836
2769837 2769838 2769849 2769850 2769854
2769855 2769859 2769909 2769937 2769938
2769939 2769940 2769962 2769978 2770199
2770214 2770320 2770353 2770357 2770460
2770464 2770465 2770466 2770468 2770555
2770556 2770617 2770619 2770621 2770633
2770634 2770635 2770747 2770749 2770750
2770875 2770976 2770978 2770980 2770981
2770982 2770983 2770984 2770985 2770986
2771016 2771055 2771164 2771168 2771185
2771204 2771212 2771217 2771218 2771220
2771234 2771236 2771239 2771244 2771246
2771250 2771253 2771256 2771258 2771260
2771264 2771267 2771268 2771277 2771316
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2771317 2771321 2771349 2771511 2771548
2771597 2771599 2771607 2771616 2771763
2771811 2771812 2771816 2771817 2771818
2771829 2771920 2771958 2772020 2772023
2772026 2772027 2772029 2772084 2772104
2772113 2772192 2772194 2772302 2772458
2772513 2772560 2772595 2772600 2772617
2772637 2772676 2772694 2772702 2772703
2772733 2772734 2772779 2772780 2772788
2772866 2772914 2772916 2772917 2772924
2772925 2772926 2772927 2772929 2772985
2772989 2772993 2773042 2773045 2773052
2773070 2773196 2773197 2773198 2773225
2773231 2773284 2773298 2773374 2773416
2773418 2773448 2773449 2773451 2773511
2773512 2773655 2773656 2773670 2773691
2773693 2773698 2773710 2773711 2773716
2773717 2773718 2773719 2774015 2774018
2774019 2774020 2774099 2774101 2774153
2774161 2774162 2774169 2774178 2774340
2774341 2774342 2774401 2774632 2774895
2774897 2775040 2775041 2775140 2775141
2775325 2775326 2775726 2775728 2775729
2775737 2775782 2775783 2775920 2776101
2776130 2776558 2776597 2776947 2777257
2778218 2778224 2778228 2778233 2778763
2779156 2779620 2781500 2781993 2784431
2785183 2785372 2785374 2785375 2786093
2786805 2790046 2790774 2790777 2791921
2791957 2792758 2793484 2793759 2793823
2794786 2795603 2795909 2795955 2801057
2802467 2802831 2802849 2804799 2805553
2806603 2806646 2806720 2806797 2806817
2806833 2806843 2807206 2807255 2807256
2807295 2807299 2807302 2807303 2807308
2807309 2807311 2807312 2807320 2807321
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2807332 2807333 2807338 2807348 2807412
2807415 2807487 2807489 2807506 2807507
2807587 2807598 2807599 2807600 2807659
2807736 2807763 2807850 2807851 2807853
2807854 2807859 2808064 2808153 2808437
2808558 2808636 2808637 2808689 2808757
2808817 2808862 2808978 2808979 2808980
2808990 2808991 2808992 2808993 2808994
2808995 2809090 2809091 2809454 2809585
2809703 2809754 2809870 2809936 2809957
2810126 2810146 2810153 2810359 2810363
2810368 2810370 2810701 2810704 2810705
2810707 2810708 2810709 2810710 2810712
2810762 2810989 2811042 2811050 2811228
2811445 2811466 2811484 2811496 2811533
2811692 2811726 2811764 2811767 2811768
2811807 2811812 2811820 2811823 2811825
2811826 2811848 2811896 2812047 2812080
2812081 2812082 2812089 2812328 2812348
2812428 2812437 2812460 2812517 2812665
2812696 2812697 2812813 2813122 2813135
2813370 2813479 2813505 2813511 2813524
2813543 2813639 2813645 2813646 2813648
2813658 2813664 2813813 2813814 2813815
2813819 2813924 2813925 2813928 2814196
2814200 2814202 2814205 2814208 2814213
2814214 2814215 2814224 2814284 2814286
2814424 2814428 2814429 2814431 2814437
2814441 2814442 2814454 2814458 2814465
2814466 2814536 2814537 2814539 2814543
2814544 2814550 2814552 2814561 2814626
2814631 2814632 2814635 2814664 2814701
2814907 2814921 2814924 2814927 2814928
2814929 2814946 2814949 2815055 2815057
2815066 2815251 2815253 2815282 2815375
2815378 2815415 2815424 2815522 2815525
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2815549 2815551 2815553 2815554 2815596
2815597 2815598 2815600 2815628 2815638
2815874 2815876 2815881 2815939 2815960
2815969 2815972 2815980 2816137 2816178
2816203 2816209 2816241 2816245 2816295
2816360 2816367 2816493 2816575 2816576
2816615 2816616 2816622 2816631 2816674
2816834 2816857 2816860 2816863 2816866
2816867 2816870 2816898 2816909 2816910
2816950 2816951 2816952 2816953 2816954
2816955 2816956 2816957 2817026 2817121
2817122 2817175 2817280 2817281 2817284
2817286 2817320 2817416 2817433 2817437
2817439 2817445 2817446 2817447 2817449
2817456 2817457 2817458 2817464 2817472
2817482 2817483 2817488 2817490 2817491
2817498 2817501 2817513 2817514 2817550
2817578 2817583 2817610 2817769 2817770
2817771 2817996 2818015 2818018 2818023
2818031 2818032 2818033 2818036 2818039
2818088 2818089 2818091 2818097 2818098
2818099 2818260 2818262 2818264 2818275
2818277 2818279 2818281 2818312 2818314
2818391 2818589 2818641 2818681 2818802
2818965 2819009 2819010 2819063 2819105
2819106 2819107 2819211 2819336 2819337
2819397 2819522 2819577 2819580 2819585
2819619 2819628 2819695 2819705 2819751
2819843 2819852 2819855 2819937 2819990
2819991 2819996 2819997 2820005 2820007
2820008 2820009 2820015 2820019 2820020
2820021 2820022 2820023 2820024 2820025
2820026 2820028 2820035 2820036 2820037
2820040 2820044 2820045 2820046 2820048
2820049 2820077 2820079 2820085 2820096
2820097 2820104 2820221 2820245 2820246
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2820248 2820292 2820293 2820309 2820313
2820320 2820328 2820333 2820345 2820346
2820353 2820371 2820374 2820385 2820423
2820430 2820538 2820546 2820549 2820587
2820697 2820702 2820703 2820725 2820727
2820769 2820770 2820868 2821000 2821007
2821009 2821010 2821031 2821116 2821118
2821155 2821162 2821169 2821171 2821172
2821178 2821179 2821185 2821187 2821210
2821283 2821318 2821319 2821322 2821329
2821348 2821351 2821352 2821353 2821354
2821355 2821359 2821360 2821361 2821364
2821365 2821368 2821379 2821382 2821383
2821386 2821389 2821391 2821422 2821425
2821563 2821564 2821565 2821580 2821648
2821660 2821661 2821680 2821681 2821847
2821852 2821879 2821882 2821902 2821911
2821915 2821951 2822078 2822089 2822102
2822112 2822113 2822325 2822340 2822358
2822475 2822479 2822694 2822708 2822711
2822713 2822719 2822767 2822769 2822847
2822848 2822870 2822873 2822888 2822889
2822890 2822891 2822900 2822905 2823039
2823042 2823043 2823047 2823048 2823049
2823051 2823053 2823069 2823109 2823110
2823112 2823227 2823348 2823485 2823496
2823499 2823516 2823517 2823520 2823522
2823524 2823525 2823526 2823553 2823555
2823563 2823669 2823676 2823684 2823689
2823749 2823750 2823852 2823853 2823855
2823879 2823886 2823903 2823904 2823956
2824129 2824140 2824144 2824153 2824170
2824171 2824175 2824179 2824253 2824257
2824264 2824269 2824324 2824359 2824360
2824385 2824418 2824500 2824516 2824537
2824541 2824550 2824563 2824581 2824598
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2824604 2824608 2824774 2824775 2824776
2824812 2824831 2824832 2824845 2824849
2824851 2824899 2824925 2824976 2825063
2825064 2825066 2825067 2825069 2825119
2825207 2825245 2825253 2825480 2825481
2825490 2825493 2825514 2825640 2825715
2825716 2825731 2825734 2825743 2825751
2825755 2826013 2826135 2826137 2826219
2826220 2826221 2826254 2826315 2826327
2826330 2826388 2826389 2826401 2826500
2826535 2826538 2826540 2826572 2826580
2826582 2826587 2826628 2826672 2826683
2826685 2826686 2826815 2826820 2826821
2826852 2826853 2826855 2826917 2827043
2827076 2827103 2827465 2827510 2827531
2827693 2827698 2827699 2827773 2827827
2827932 2827935 2828002 2828133 2828148
2828149 2828255 2828256 2828293 2828317
2828318 2828336 2828337 2828339 2828340
2828344 2828352 2828357 2828370 2828384
2828417 2828419 2828420 2828422 2828424
2828425 2828429 2828430 2828434 2828474
2828489 2828565 2828747 2828751 2828764
2828765 2828768 2828828 2828829 2828855
2828902 2828903 2828907 2828913 2828943
2828965 2828972 2829050 2829052 2829089
2829090 2829162 2829252 2829253 2829261
2829291 2829299 2829307 2829309 2829364
2829367 2829491 2829492 2829493 2829499
2829520 2829655 2829671 2829693 2829695
2829703 2829704 2829842 2829905 2829907
2829910 2829966 2830013 2830017 2830230
2830231 2830232 2830270 2830278 2830279
2830286 2830341 2830349 2830353 2830401
2830409 2830413 2830415 2830420 2830563
2830577 2830760 2830761 2830769 2830770
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2830771 2830772 2830774 2830783 2830802
2830804 2830832 2830909 2830912 2830939
2830956 2830962 2830989 2830991 2831016
2831024 2831026 2831027 2831029 2831125
2831205 2831209 2831269 2831270 2831284
2831286 2831528 2831534 2831535 2831550
2831551 2831572 2831641 2831649 2831650
2831654 2831655 2831672 2831739 2831740
2831743 2831746 2831768 2831769 2831774
2831775 2831798 2831800 2831801 2831845
2831962 2831964 2831971 2831973 2831975
2831976 2831979 2831981 2831982 2831987
2832013 2832027 2832062 2832083 2832104
2832150 2832209 2832236 2832237 2832238
2832281 2832366 2832370 2832371 2832405
2832479 2832482 2832484 2832488 2832514
2832515 2832701 2832744 2832746 2832747
2832748 2832749 2832751 2832756 2832759
2832761 2832769 2832778 2832782 2832791
2832794 2832796 2832799 2832802 2832813
2832815 2832818 2832819 2832821 2832855
2832869 2832977 2832978 2832979 2832980
2832983 2833075 2833076 2833124 2833178
2833183 2833190 2833239 2833240 2833384
2833397 2833455 2833484 2833528 2833536
2833551 2833552 2833554 2833564 2833588
2833589 2833597 2833599 2833621 2833631
2833632 2833645 2833650 2833660 2833666
2833670 2833673 2833674 2833677 2833679
2833686 2833697 2833737 2833738 2833741
2833879 2834004 2834005 2834010 2834013
2834649 2834651 2834654 2834713 2834863
2835072 2835074 2835121 2835275 2835276
2835277 2835280 2835485 2835687 2835688
2835772 2835773 2835819 2836111 2836552
2836556 2836559 2836567 2836572 2836818
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2836845 2836846 2837851 2837852 2837853
2838424 2838471 2839041 2839191 2842033
2851957 2855613 2860146 2860723 2860724
2861907 2861973 2862941 2862942 2862943
2862967 2862993 2863307 2863512 2863513
2865029 2865502 2865916 2865923 2866018
2866021 2867232 2867855 2867890 2867891
2867892 2868502 2868503 2868908 2868909
2870215 2870217 2871658 2872131 2872618
2872619 2872963 2872964 2873240 2873312
2873599 2874116 2874120 2874168 2874340
2875011 2875014 2875289 2875291 2875293
2876923 2877379 2877941 2878190 2878192
2878295 2878686 2878687 2879584 2880740
2882618 2882619 2883116 2883614 2885379
2885798 2885890 2886716 2888142 2888143
2888319 2889242 2890999 2891000 2891001
2892217 2892219 2892220 2892224 2892827
2892828 2893349 2893350 2893893 2894584
2894594 2894617 2894620 2895551 2895652
2896530 2896997 2896999 2897040 2897100
2897559 2897828 2898754 2899586 2900389
2900885 2901196 2901384 2901750 2901913
2902505 2902594 2902676 2902678 2902683
2902684 2902685 2902686 2902687 2903135
2903139 2903154 2903155 2903156 2903157
2903158 2903159 2903161 2903552 2903553
2903554 2903555 2903831 2904746 2904747
2904852 2904934 2905208 2905209 2905614
2905784 2906606 2907214 2907539 2907706
2907710 2907712 2907713 2907714 2907794
2908317 2908320 2908326 2908330 2908494
2908500 2908501 2908502 2908503 2908575
2908613 2908916 2909889 2910090 2910428
2910431 2910432 2910670 2910790 2910895
2910964 2910965 2911013 2911196 2911198
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2911200 2911205 2911208 2911211 2911213
2911305 2912163 2912164 2912165 2912507
2912508 2912513 2912515 2912525 2912528
2912569 2914431 2915072 2915078 2915079
2915080 2915083 2915273 2915276 2915558
2915564 2916281 2916282 2916283 2916527
2917023 2917030 2917035 2917279 2918329
2918593 2919705 2919706 2919732 2919733
2919737 2919741 2920607 2920631 2920633
2920657 2920704 2920768 2920907 2920909
2920911 2920912 2921096 2921238 2921242
2921244 2921245 2921456 2921943 2921945
2922057 2922110 2922284 2922285 2922286
2922287 2922291 2922340 2922341 2922342
2922345 2922347 2922768 2922937 2923333
2923551 2923585 2923590 2924018 2924382
2924383 2924686 2924687 2925081 2925085
2925086 2925112 2925115 2925364 2925816
2925824 2925826 2926063 2926292 2926530
2926728 2926731 2926733 2926742 2926926
2926928 2926951 2926952 2926984 2927349
2927350 2927596 2928089 2928090 2928556
2928558 2928561 2928672 2928673 2928674
2928675 2928676 2928677 2928679 2928680
2928681 2928939 2928992 2929566 2929567
2929719 2929728 2929729 2929730 2929797
2929798 2929808 2929811 2930048 2930051
2930161 2930165 2930178 2930181 2930186
2931058 2931060 2931062 2931351 2931355
2931438 2931440 2931745 2931765 2932835
2932849 2933021 2933022 2933050 2933189
2933267 2933380 2933397 2933398 2933432
2933433 2933435 2933438 2933458 2933460
2933479 2933483 2933485 2933703 2933710
2933712 2933964 2933974 2933975 2934821
2935492 2935493 2936085 2936090 2936092
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2936105 2936106 2936108 2936109 2936110
2936111 2936247 2936826 2936827 2936829
2936832 2936835 2936838 2936839 2936843
2936845 2936846 2936848 2937220 2937285
2941535 2979441 3013009 3023732 3038195
3069560 3109151 3109912 3114336 3130067
3137171 3141235 3151812 3200744 3203300
3211328 3217968 3235287 3265419 3268413
3284940 3293134 3305907 3316155 3316462
3327312 3341694 3349022 3351895 3382356
3398143 3398149 3398151 3444617 3445837
3465847 3472007 3494572 3506462 3507961
3510130 3527667 3530725 3531802 3543599
3543601 3543604 3543605 3547313 3547569
3547599 3547616 3549809 3556818 3559187
3560798 3570854 3570856 3572940 3575809
3583473 3584683 3590105 3593141 3594578
3596889 3602586 3603570 3604034 3606955
3609591 3612042 3619462 3619555 3619636
3620805 3620806 3620807 3620836 3627031
3629877 3630524 3632791 3633068 3633785
3634166 3652681 3653117 3653610 3653612
3653916 3656782 3660143 3661623 3661624
3662010 3665032 3669329 3673384 3674711
3676768 3679460 3683464 3685128 3692186
3694917 3695811 3698790 3699694 3700438
3700439 3701796 3703395 3705167 3705168
3705949 3706300 3709331 3713882 3715022
3719082 3721153 3721666 3721798 3722566
3723428 3725066 3725509 3727842 3727844
3729136 3729522 3729782 3729783 3729785
3730411 3731370 3731613 3732540 3734509
3734773 3734848 3734984 3735162 3735907
3735922 3735923 3736519 3739279 3739280
3741139 3741476 3743330 3743808 3744258
3746518 3747633 3748097 3748436 3750172
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3750706 3750707 3751624 3752830 3753783
3754627 3755657 3755788 3756108 3756361
3757059 3757112 3757561 3757909 3758077
3758247 3758345 3758675 3758714 3758752
3758796 3758873 3758916 3758992 3758997
3759002 3759088 3759126 3759266 3759391
3759573 3759574 3759575 3759589 3759643
3760199 3760402 3760483 3760700 3760719
3760809 3760837 3761004 3761145 3761161
3761325 3761326 3761332 3761440 3761554
3761555 3761940 3761964 3762019 3762339
3762553 3762580 3762736 3762816 3763026
3763152 3763283 3763284 3763285 3763300
3763547 3763853 3763932 3764193 3764197
3764205 3764410 3764412 3764593 3764695
3764823 3764999 3765010 3765021 3765209
3765243 3765422 3765466 3765467 3765469
3765550 3765555 3765556 3765664 3765709
3765882 3765916 3765973 3766089 3766090
3766098 3766166 3766167 3766168 3766172
3766215 3766349 3766427 3766434 3766468
3766479 3766480 3766640 3766680 3766714
3766716 3766771 3766784 3766868 3766956
3766965 3767006 3767008 3767048 3767049
3767115 3767176 3767178 3767255 3767279
3767285 3767314 3767316 3767347 3767350
3767385 3767389 3767438 3767608 3767609
3767657 3767674 3767722 3767793 3767823
3767831 3767852 3767853 3767857 3767895
3767951 3768056 3768111 3768112 3768150
3768155 3768209 3768210 3768249 3768252
3768275 3768298 3768324 3768364 3768453
3768493 3768494 3768667 3768680 3768954
3768969 3769002 3769003 3769050 3769070
3769076 3769129 3769152 3769488 3769630
3769639 3769751 3769791 3769885 3769886
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3769914 3769915 3769917 3769918 3769919
3769920 3769960 3770002 3770004 3770007
3770225 3770227 3770293 3770506 3770573
3770718 3770805 3770875 3771296 3771297
3771346 3771524 3771525 3771546 3771762
3771770 3771771 3771772 3771774 3771797
3771827 3771829 3771830 3771831 3771832
3771833 3771834 3771851 3772217 3772218
3772220 3772221 3772429 3772608 3772610
3772622 3772768 3772769 3772770 3772771
3772772 3772773 3772785 3772888 3772890
3772892 3772893 3772894 3772895 3772936
3773033 3773035 3773039 3773040 3773046
3773273 3773277 3773293 3773465 3773467
3773468 3773470 3773602 3773698 3773699
3773700 3773701 3773808 3773839 3773857
3773968 3773991 3774006 3774007 3774008
3774009 3774014 3774023 3774024 3774025
3774155 3774162 3774164 3774167 3774485
3774595 3775098 3775105 3775193 3775198
3775200 3775601 3775603 3775604 3775605
3775606 3775607 3775608 3775609 3775610
3775611 3775761 3775762 3775763 3775764
3775765 3775766 3775804 3775805 3775806
3775808 3776176 3776265 3776272 3776275
3776413 3776480 3776495 3776515 3776518
3776520 3776523 3776524 3776630 3776634
3776649 3776651 3776667 3776668 3776669
3776670 3776691 3776727 3776728 3776729
3776730 3776731 3776773 3776924 3776926
3776927 3776932 3777029 3777104 3777105
3777106 3777147 3777165 3777331 3777369
3777500 3777503 3777504 3777514 3777576
3777579 3777591 3777634 3777681 3777695
3777696 3777705 3777706 3777713 3777718
3777814 3777816 3777821 3777823 3777825
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3777827 3777839 3777849 3777855 3777856
3777858 3777886 3777905 3777907 3777909
3777911 3777912 3777919 3777971 3777980
3777983 3777993 3778012 3778071 3778072
3778073 3778074 3778075 3778076 3778089
3778090 3778091 3778132 3778191 3778288
3778315 3778475 3778476 3778479 3778577
3778645 3778646 3778649 3778650 3778654
3778658 3778734 3778861 3778886 3779015
3779020 3779037 3779063 3779071 3779077
3779079 3779110 3779136 3779137 3779142
3779143 3779145 3779229 3779272 3779275
3779282 3779284 3779286 3779291 3779294
3779307 3779313 3779376 3779381 3779387
3779388 3779392 3779432 3779433 3779435
3779437 3779439 3779441 3779444 3779445
3779446 3779449 3779451 3779453 3779454
3779456 3779463 3779490 3779491 3779493
3779494 3779507 3779509 3779513 3779539
3779568 3779569 3779572 3779575 3779580
3779582 3779590 3779594 3779603 3779605
3779608 3779614 3779616 3779617 3779621
3779622 3779623 3779624 3779648 3779649
3779658 3779691 3779693 3779694 3779695
3779700 3779706 3779709 3779711 3779757
3779760 3779771 3779772 3779774 3779777
3779849 3779852 3779858 3779895 3779977
3779990 3779992 3780014 3780022 3780023
3780024 3780027 3780044 3780045 3780047
3780054 3780055 3780056 3780068 3780069
3780073 3780083 3780086 3780091 3780093
3780133 3780134 3780157 3780197 3780202
3780205 3780208 3780219 3780226 3780264
3780267 3780313 3780314 3780315 3780318
3780337 3780338 3780339 3780340 3780341
3780343 3780347 3780351 3780386 3780387
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3780388 3780442 3780443 3780444 3780445
3780452 3780486 3780491 3780493 3780494
3780495 3780496 3780500 3780502 3780508
3780509 3780510 3780511 3780517 3780543
3780544 3780546 3780547 3780548 3780562
3780563 3780579 3780586 3780588 3780614
3780617 3780618 3780626 3780709 3780720
3780739 3780741 3780772 3780776 3780780
3780784 3780789 3780825 3780828 3780829
3780830 3780856 3780858 3780862 3780865
3780866 3780878 3780925 3780927 3780933
3780944 3780946 3780947 3780948 3780949
3780963 3781025 3781039 3781041 3781042
3781044 3781045 3781046 3781047 3781048
3781052 3781090 3781091 3781094 3781098
3781125 3781140 3781211 3781217 3781236
3781241 3781244 3781267 3781268 3781271
3781353 3781400 3781402 3781404 3781419
3781421 3781422 3781426 3781454 3781502
3781504 3781505 3781507 3781512 3781513
3781514 3781515 3781516 3781536 3781537
3781538 3781539 3781542 3781543 3781545
3781547 3781548 3781559 3781599 3781601
3781614 3781621 3781622 3781628 3781632
3781652 3781674 3781676 3781720 3781721
3781726 3781751 3781753 3781755 3781756
3781758 3781759 3781772 3781775 3781796
3781806 3781809 3781810 3781811 3781815
3781819 3781830 3781832 3781837 3781839
3781846 3781847 3781849 3781852 3781860
3781861 3781863 3781864 3781870 3781873
3781877 3781879 3781880 3781881 3781885
3781886 3781888 3781909 3781911 3781913
3781915 3781927 3781929 3781935 3781977
3781978 3781981 3781992 3782006 3782007
3782008 3782013 3782014 3782018 3782022
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3782023 3782028 3782030 3782039 3782051
3782063 3782065 3782066 3782075 3782076
3782093 3782095 3782102 3782103 3782104
3782109 3782131 3782134 3782139 3782140
3782182 3782183 3782184 3782187 3782200
3782201 3782202 3782206 3782209 3782213
3782217 3782219 3782220 3782234 3782235
3782241 3782245 3782246 3782249 3782251
3782252 3782253 3782274 3782275 3782277
3782288 3782294 3782296 3782301 3782307
3782308 3782309 3782310 3782314 3782317
3782321 3782322 3782324 3782351 3782353
3782356 3782360 3782361 3782362 3782364
3782365 3782366 3782372 3782374 3782376
3782377 3782379 3782380 3782382 3782383
3782384 3782387 3782388 3782396 3782397
3782400 3782406 3782407 3782413 3782415
3782418 3782419 3782420 3782423 3782424
3782425 3782446 3782447 3782448 3782458
3782459 3782460 3782461 3782463 3782474
3782475 3782476 3782477 3782478 3782479
3782480 3782491 3782502 3782506 3782509
3782511 3782516 3782517 3782519 3782539
3782541 3782555 3782563 3782570 3782572
3782573 3782579 3782581 3782587 3782590
3782593 3782595 3782601 3782608 3782611
3782617 3782619 3782623 3782631 3782653
3782654 3782655 3782656 3782657 3782658
3782659 3782662 3782663 3782666 3782668
3782669 3782671 3782672 3782674 3782681
3782682 3782694 3782696 3782700 3782705
3782706 3782707 3782709 3782716 3782719
3782720 3782732 3782737 3782739 3782740
3782747 3782756 3782765 3782768 3782769
3782771 3782778 3782779 3782780 3782781
3782782 3782783 3782784 3782785 3782786
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3782787 3782788 3782789 3782794 3782795
3782799 3782801 3782803 3782805 3782809
3782810 3782811 3782814 3782815 3782818
3782819 3782826 3782833 3782834 3782836
3782837 3782838 3782839 3782840 3782842
3782844 3782845 3782847 3782848 3782849
3782853 3782854 3782857 3782858 3782860
3782861 3782865 3782870 3782872 3782882
3782890 3782912 3782915 3782918 3782930
3782936 3782945 3782950 3782953 3782960
3782962 3782964 3782965 3782966 3782968
3782969 3782972 3782976 3782979 3782986
3782990 3782994 3782995 3782996 3782997
3782999 3783000 3783003 3783010 3783022
3783023 3783024 3783025 3783026 3783027
3783028 3783032 3783035 3783040 3783044
3783045 3783047 3783053 3783054 3783056
3783057 3783059 3783060 3783071 3783074
3783080 3783081 3783085 3783096 3783103
3783113 3783114 3783115 3783118 3783121
3783124 3783126 3783127 3783132 3783143
3783146 3783152 3783153 3783155 3783157
3783158 3783159 3783160 3783182 3783183
3783187 3783194 3783196 3783208 3783212
3783213 3783216 3783217 3783226 3783230
3783238 3783240 3783243 3783244 3783250
3783260 3783261 3783262 3783263 3783264
3783265 3783266 3783268 3783279 3783280
3783281 3783284 3783285 3783286 3783287
3783288 3783289 3783290 3783292 3783294
3783295 3783299 3783300 3783302 3783303
3783310 3783314 3783315 3783321 3783322
3783323 3783325 3783331 3783332 3783333
3783334 3783340 3783349 3783351 3783352
3783353 3783354 3783355 3783358 3783361
3783362 3783364 3783366 3783374 3783375
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3783378 3783379 3783381 3783382 3783383
3783384 3783385 3783387 3783388 3783389
3783391 3783396 3783397 3783402 3783406
3783407 3783409 3783412 3783418 3783426
3783441 3783450 3783471 3783477 3783479
3783484 3783486 3783487 3783492 3783495
3783498 3783501 3783505 3783508 3783510
3783511 3783524 3783525 3783526 3783527
3783528 3783538 3783540 3783543 3783551
3783552 3783553 3783567 3783569 3783570
3783571 3783576 3783577 3783578 3783579
3783580 3783586 3783589 3783592 3783593
3783594 3783595 3783596 3783597 3783599
3783607 3783608 3783618 3783619 3783620
3783621 3783622 3783623 3783624 3783625
3783626 3783627 3783628 3783629 3783630
3783632 3783639 3783640 3783642 3783650
3783651 3783652 3783653 3783654 3783663
3783666 3783667 3783668 3783669 3783670
3783671 3783681 3783689 3783690 3783694
3783700 3783701 3783704 3783706 3783711
3783756 3783760 3783762 3783766 3783785
3783786 3783789 3783795 3783799 3783800
3783807 3783810 3783815 3783816 3783817
3783821 3783828 3783834 3783836 3783841
3783850 3783851 3783852 3783853 3783854
3783871 3783872 3783874 3783878 3783881
3783885 3783886 3783888 3783890 3783910
3783912 3783913 3783914 3783917 3783924
3783925 3783927 3783940 3783943 3783946
3783947 3783948 3783949 3783950 3783952
3783953 3783954 3783955 3783957 3783958
3783959 3783962 3783963 3783966 3783968
3783969 3783971 3783972 3783973 3783974
3783975 3783976 3783988 3783990 3783993
3783995 3783998 3784009 3784016 3784017
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3784023 3784024 3784031 3784035 3784041
3784049 3784050 3784051 3784054 3784055
3784056 3784060 3784061 3784063 3784079
3784095 3784097 3784103 3784104 3784127
3784129 3784131 3784139 3784140 3784156
3784158 3784160 3784176 3784194 3784198
3784199 3784200 3784201 3784202 3784205
3784206 3784211 3784216 3784222 3784223
3784224 3784225 3784226 3784228 3784229
3784230 3784232 3784263 3784264 3784266
3784267 3784270 3784277 3784293 3784296
3784318 3784323 3784325 3784327 3784338
3784340 3784343 3784344 3784345 3784346
3784347 3784348 3784349 3784350 3784351
3784353 3784354 3784355 3784356 3784366
3784370 3784371 3784372 3784374 3784375
3784377 3784378 3784379 3784388 3784390
3784398 3784399 3784400 3784401 3784402
3784403 3784406 3784419 3784420 3784423
3784425 3784426 3784431 3784436 3784439
3784440 3784442 3784443 3784444 3784445
3784448 3784449 3784458 3784467 3784474
3784476 3784478 3784481 3784489 3784497
3784498 3784499 3784500 3784502 3784503
3784504 3784510 3784513 3784514 3784516
3784518 3784522 3784524 3784527 3784528
3784529 3784532 3784533 3784535 3784537
3784541 3784542 3784543 3784544 3784545
3784546 3784547 3784548 3784549 3784550
3784552 3784553 3784560 3784562 3784563
3784576 3784577 3784578 3784579 3784580
3784583 3784584 3784586 3784587 3784589
3784592 3784595 3784596 3784597 3784598
3784599 3784600 3784603 3784605 3784606
3784607 3784627 3784628 3784629 3784660
3784661 3784662 3784663 3784664 3784666
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3784672 3784673 3784676 3784678 3784679
3784680 3784681 3784682 3784683 3784685
3784686 3784687 3784688 3784691 3784692
3784694 3784697 3784700 3784703 3784705
3784717 3784718 3784719 3784720 3784721
3784722 3784725 3784727 3784728 3784730
3784746 3784776 3784777 3784778 3784781
3784782 3784783 3784786 3784787 3784789
3784791 3784792 3784794 3784795 3784796
3784797 3784799 3784804 3784807 3784810
3784817 3784821 3784824 3784825 3784829
3784830 3784832 3784844 3784851 3784856
3784858 3784859 3784860 3784861 3784862
3784865 3784878 3784880 3784885 3784886
3784887 3784889 3784891 3784897 3784906
3784908 3784910 3784920 3784924 3784928
3784932 3784940 3784951 3784957 3784958
3784959 3784961 3784962 3784980 3784991
3784998 3784999 3785001 3785003 3785004
3785010 3785011 3785012 3785014 3785015
3785018 3785031 3785033 3785035 3785037
3785040 3785043 3785044 3785047 3785050
3785051 3785055 3785056 3785067 3785080
3785087 3785090 3785091 3785092 3785093
3785094 3785097 3785103 3785104 3785105
3785108 3785112 3785117 3785123 3785129
3785130 3785134 3785135 3785136 3785137
3785140 3785146 3785152 3785155 3785163
3785166 3785168 3785171 3785190 3785198
3785200 3785211 3785213 3785214 3785215
3785216 3785218 3785224 3785225 3785229
3785246 3785247 3785251 3785254 3785256
3785259 3785260 3785262 3785263 3785264
3785267 3785270 3785271 3785273 3785274
3785277 3785278 3785279 3785290 3785291
3785293 3785296 3785297 3785298 3785312
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3785315 3785319 3785320 3785322 3785336
3785338 3785340 3785345 3785346 3785348
3785352 3785353 3785366 3785368 3785369
3785373 3785374 3785377 3785378 3785379
3785380 3785382 3785384 3785386 3785389
3785391 3785393 3785394 3785398 3785400
3785401 3785403 3785409 3785411 3785412
3785415 3785416 3785417 3785436 3785437
3785438 3785441 3785445 3785451 3785458
3785459 3785465 3785466 3785469 3785474
3785476 3785490 3785497 3785499 3785500
3785503 3785507 3785511 3785512 3785515
3785523 3785525 3785526 3785527 3785528
3785529 3785530 3785532 3785535 3785536
3785537 3785538 3785539 3785545 3785546
3785547 3785551 3785554 3785555 3785556
3785563 3785564 3785566 3785567 3785568
3785569 3785570 3785571 3785572 3785574
3785580 3785581 3785587 3785595 3785597
3785599 3785602 3785603 3785612 3785613
3785615 3785617 3785618 3785619 3785622
3785623 3785624 3785627 3785628 3785629
3785630 3785634 3785638 3785654 3785656
3785657 3785664 3785672 3785676 3785677
3785678 3785691 3785708 3785709 3785710
3785711 3785714 3785715 3785721 3785723
3785724 3785725 3785726 3785727 3785744
3785745 3785746 3785747 3785748 3785749
3785750 3785751 3785763 3785766 3785767
3785769 3785771 3785772 3785776 3785777
3785778 3785786 3785796 3785815 3785816
3785823 3785824 3785825 3785826 3785827
3785828 3785829 3785832 3785836 3785838
3785840 3785841 3785842 3785845 3785847
3785848 3785849 3785852 3785853 3785855
3785859 3785860 3785861 3785862 3785863
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3785868 3785869 3785871 3785875 3785884
3785911 3785912 3785915 3785917 3785918
3785922 3785925 3785926 3785927 3785929
3785930 3785931 3785933 3785939 3785955
3785958 3785965 3785967 3785968 3785969
3785970 3785974 3785988 3785993 3785994
3785999 3786006 3786029 3786036 3786045
3786048 3786061 3786062 3786064 3786066
3786067 3786068 3786070 3786074 3786075
3786080 3786081 3786083 3786084 3786085
3786087 3786088 3786089 3786091 3786093
3786095 3786096 3786097 3786099 3786102
3786106 3786120 3786123 3786124 3786129
3786130 3786131 3786132 3786133 3786135
3786136 3786138 3786154 3786163 3786178
3786187 3786188 3786192 3786193 3786195
3786198 3786208 3786212 3786220 3786221
3786225 3786226 3786228 3786229 3786231
3786254 3786256 3786257 3786260 3786270
3786271 3786276 3786277 3786278 3786279
3786280 3786284 3786285 3786288 3786293
3786295 3786299 3786318 3786320 3786325
3786326 3786332 3786337 3786340 3786341
3786349 3786363 3786364 3786365 3786369
3786373 3786374 3786384 3786386 3786389
3786390 3786391 3786392 3786393 3786394
3786395 3786398 3786399 3786414 3786423
3786426 3786435 3786438 3786443 3786448
3786450 3786451 3786453 3786458 3786459
3786461 3786462 3786468 3786469 3786475
3786476 3786477 3786478 3786479 3786480
3786482 3786483 3786484 3786485 3786486
3786492 3786494 3786495 3786496 3786500
3786503 3786504 3786505 3786506 3786507
3786514 3786531 3786533 3786542 3786544
3786545 3786546 3786547 3786571 3786572
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3786573 3786592 3786593 3786594 3786595
3786601 3786610 3786611 3786612 3786613
3786616 3786617 3786619 3786620 3786621
3786626 3786630 3786631 3786632 3786636
3786644 3786645 3786649 3786650 3786651
3786652 3786653 3786661 3786662 3786664
3786667 3786677 3786690 3786692 3786694
3786696 3786699 3786703 3786705 3786710
3786711 3786713 3786719 3786723 3786732
3786735 3786738 3786739 3786749 3786789
3786801 3786802 3786803 3786809 3786810
3786812 3786813 3786814 3786816 3786817
3786819 3786821 3786822 3786838 3786841
3786843 3786854 3786856 3786861 3786866
3786940 3786946 3786948 3786951 3786954
3786955 3786958 3786964 3786965 3786968
3786971 3787022 3787025 3787054 3787056
3787057 3787058 3787078 3787079 3787080
3787081 3787082 3787086 3787087 3787090
3787095 3787098 3787099 3787100 3787102
3787103 3787104 3787105 3787106 3787113
3787115 3787119 3787123 3787124 3787125
3787126 3787127 3787128 3787129 3787130
3787137 3787138 3787140 3787149 3787159
3787160 3787161 3787162 3787164 3787165
3787166 3787167 3787169 3787174 3787175
3787176 3787177 3787182 3787185 3787186
3787200 3787201 3787202 3787203 3787205
3787207 3787258 3787266 3787267 3787268
3787281 3787288 3787293 3787294 3787295
3787304 3787305 3787306 3787318 3787325
3787326 3787333 3787345 3787346 3787347
3787349 3787350 3787351 3787356 3787358
3787359 3787361 3787364 3787367 3787370
3787372 3787373 3787377 3787378 3787381
3787382 3787383 3787387 3787388 3787389
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3787390 3787391 3787392 3787428 3787430
3787434 3787436 3787469 3787472 3787475
3787499 3787501 3787502 3787505 3787517
3787519 3787524 3787527 3787536 3787544
3787545 3787556 3787557 3787558 3787569
3787572 3787590 3787591 3787592 3787596
3787608 3787609 3787611 3787615 3787616
3787617 3787618 3787619 3787622 3787624
3787626 3787627 3787635 3787639 3787641
3787642 3787643 3787653 3787656 3787657
3787658 3787662 3787664 3787681 3787687
3787688 3787690 3787692 3787695 3787699
3787702 3787707 3787723 3787737 3787739
3787741 3787743 3787745 3787768 3787771
3787772 3787774 3787780 3787785 3787786
3787797 3787804 3787843 3787855 3787897
3787911 3787912 3787916 3787919 3787933
3787951 3787952 3787955 3787961 3787973
3787974 3787980 3787988 3788002 3788053
3788054 3788055 3788056 3788059 3788112
3788113 3788117 3788118 3788218 3788219
3788222 3788224 3788225 3788227 3788229
3788230 3788231 3788232 3788243 3788245
3788246 3788252 3788257 3788289 3788290
3788295 3788296 3788299 3788318 3788319
3788320 3788321 3788322 3788324 3788326
3788347 3788348 3788351 3788353 3788354
3788355 3788356 3788357 3788358 3788359
3788364 3788400 3788413 3788433 3788435
3788436 3788464 3788498 3788502 3788565
3788632 3788639 3788648 3788653 3788655
3788657 3788662 3788668 3788704 3788735
3788738 3788748 3788773 3788817 3788864
3788865 3788869 3788933 3788936 3788937
3788942 3788980 3788988 3788989 3788990
3788991 3788993 3788995 3789004 3789043
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1868 ,   24/09/2018

Following Trade Mark applications have been Registered and registration certificates 
are available on the official website 

3789044 3789045 3789046 3789047 3789048
3789173 3789181 3789182 3789183 3789184
3789240 3789258 3789260 3789264 3789265
3789266 3789269 3789271 3789272 3789277
3789311 3789320 3789364 3789373 3789404
3789428 3789431 3789463 3789464 3789468
3789470 3789486 3789529 3789542 3789545
3789546 3789547 3789551 3789673 3789719
3789765 3789771 3789774 3789831 3789927
3789928 3790027 3790029 3790030 3790051
3790057 3790058 3790059 3790147 3790150
3790151 3790164 3790178 3790179 3790182
3790186 3790187 3790192 3790193 3790197
3790329 3790358 3790608
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1868 ,   24/09/2018

Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  

APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
106091 34 15/02/2019
106092 34 15/02/2019
106093 34 15/02/2019
106094 34 15/02/2019
106095 34 15/02/2019
106096 34 15/02/2019
106097 34 15/02/2019
106098 34 15/02/2019
106099 34 15/02/2019
106100 34 15/02/2019
149489 5 20/06/2018
151060 5 13/10/2018
151152 1 22/10/2018
159077 7 02/06/2019
191394 34 03/08/2018
191931 5 04/09/2018
192129 5 16/09/2018
192919 7 22/10/2018
193310 2 16/11/2018
193365 3 18/11/2018
193621 5 09/12/2018
193640 1 11/12/2018
193944 3 05/01/2019
197466 5 17/08/2019
197467 5 17/08/2019
236032 9 24/06/2018
237372 17 01/09/2018
237380 5 02/09/2018
237467 7 08/09/2018
237653 5 17/09/2018
238165 3 11/10/2018
238396 34 21/10/2018
238514 7 27/10/2018
239543 1 19/12/2018
239544 2 19/12/2018
239545 10 19/12/2018
239546 17 19/12/2018
239547 19 19/12/2018
239548 1 19/12/2018
239549 10 19/12/2018
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1868 ,   24/09/2018

Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  

APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
239550 17 19/12/2018
240494 7 13/02/2019
241294 9 27/03/2019
286413 25 03/03/2018
290622 5 06/09/2018
290846 5 14/09/2018
290912 5 17/09/2018
290965 34 18/09/2018
291211 1 29/09/2018
291427 1 12/10/2018
291428 2 12/10/2018
291430 17 12/10/2018
291431 19 12/10/2018
291500 5 17/10/2018
291929 12 07/11/2008
292273 9 21/11/2018
292274 5 21/11/2018
292275 2 21/11/2018
292433 1 26/11/2018
292510 7 28/11/2018
293413 3 08/01/2019
296909 3 14/06/2019
296910 3 14/06/2019
296913 3 14/06/2019
296914 3 14/06/2019
296915 3 14/06/2019
359350 5 10/03/2018
363174 7 26/06/2018
363397 30 03/07/2018
365595 3 02/09/2018
365646 5 04/09/2018
365695 25 05/09/2018
365699 1 05/09/2018
365752 12 06/09/2018
365771 23 06/09/2018
365786 16 08/09/2018
365787 16 08/09/2018
365788 16 08/09/2018
365789 16 08/09/2018
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1868 ,   24/09/2018

Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  

APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
365868 10 09/09/2018
365880 9 09/09/2018
365929 10 10/09/2018
365934 7 10/09/2018
365955 21 10/09/2018
366251 7 17/09/2018
366597 7 24/09/2018
367422 9 10/10/2018
368232 9 03/11/2018
368926 31 24/11/2018
369097 30 29/11/2018
369788 1 17/12/2018
370449 3 01/01/2019
372605 5 23/02/2019
372676 5 24/02/2019
391077 12 30/11/2018
433847 17 14/02/2016
437381 12 06/05/2005
461818 14 16/10/2017
461940 10 20/10/2017
461941 10 20/10/2017
461942 10 20/10/2017
464743 3 17/12/2017
468747 6 05/03/2018
468894 11 09/03/2018
474971 7 10/07/2018
474972 9 10/07/2018
475444 10 17/07/2018
475447 10 17/07/2018
477626 7 31/08/2018
477661 24 01/09/2018
477700 5 02/09/2018
477701 5 02/09/2018
477702 5 02/09/2018
477728 16 02/09/2018
477814 10 03/09/2018
477865 1 04/09/2018
477961 10 08/09/2018
477993 1 08/09/2018
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1868 ,   24/09/2018

Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  

APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
478094 5 10/09/2018
478098 5 10/09/2018
478099 5 10/09/2018
478103 5 10/09/2018
478104 5 10/09/2018
478110 5 10/09/2018
478127 6 10/09/2018
478137 12 10/09/2018
478280 3 11/09/2018
478328 16 14/09/2018
478329 16 14/09/2018
478330 16 14/09/2018
478332 16 14/09/2018
478375 3 14/09/2018
478381 5 14/09/2018
478530 5 16/09/2018
478567 5 17/09/2018
478720 28 21/09/2018
479068 25 28/09/2018
479205 2 30/09/2018
479240 5 01/10/2018
479241 5 01/10/2018
479244 5 01/10/2018
479248 5 01/10/2018
479249 5 01/10/2018
479250 5 01/10/2018
479251 5 01/10/2018
479252 5 01/10/2018
479253 5 01/10/2018
479254 5 01/10/2018
479255 5 01/10/2018
479257 5 01/10/2018
479400 11 06/10/2018
479401 9 06/10/2018
479641 1 09/10/2018
479642 1 09/10/2018
479837 3 15/10/2018
479849 12 15/10/2018
480032 1 20/10/2018
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1868 ,   24/09/2018

Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  

APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
480033 2 20/10/2018
480034 10 20/10/2018
480035 17 20/10/2018
480036 19 20/10/2018
480081 5 21/10/2018
480085 5 21/10/2018
480716 5 06/11/2018
480730 19 09/11/2018
480759 1 09/11/2018
480770 9 09/11/2018
481310 24 19/11/2018
481561 5 24/11/2018
481562 5 24/11/2018
481564 5 24/11/2018
481735 1 27/11/2018
481843 9 30/11/2018
481907 31 30/11/2018
482087 7 03/12/2018
482088 8 03/12/2018
482089 24 03/12/2018
482090 26 03/12/2018
482114 14 03/12/2018
482182 30 03/12/2018
482263 12 04/12/2018
482279 12 04/12/2018
482997 31 21/12/2018
484107 5 12/01/2019
484350 9 18/01/2019
486232 3 22/02/2019
487953 9 24/03/2019
487954 16 24/03/2019
488611 12 04/04/2019
492556 3 10/06/2019
492557 3 10/06/2019
492558 3 10/06/2019
492559 3 10/06/2019
492562 1 10/06/2019
492563 1 10/06/2019
492564 1 10/06/2019
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1868 ,   24/09/2018

Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  

APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
492565 1 10/06/2019
492566 1 10/06/2019
492567 1 16/06/2019
493835 9 04/07/2019
495296 30 02/08/2019
495297 30 02/08/2019
497030 5 01/09/2018
497075 5 01/09/2018
497079 5 01/09/2018
497084 5 01/09/2018
497096 5 01/09/2018
497110 5 01/09/2018
497114 5 01/09/2018
497123 5 01/09/2018
497128 5 01/09/2018
497133 5 01/09/2018
497629 1 12/09/2018
498656 34 30/09/2018
499148 16 11/10/2018
499185 25 11/10/2018
499200 25 11/10/2008
499244 25 11/10/2018
499246 25 11/10/2018
499261 25 11/10/2018
499624 5 19/10/2018
502886 2 26/12/2018
503867 3 13/01/2019
503868 3 13/01/2019
536356 10 04/09/2017
539289 3 01/11/2010
543016 5 07/01/2015
544550 10 04/02/2015
550481 1 06/05/2018
554826 5 22/07/2011
560661 14 21/10/2018
563642 3 11/12/2018
565832 27 20/01/2019
565836 31 20/01/2019
565983 3 22/01/2012
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1868 ,   24/09/2018

Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  

APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
570369 7 30/03/2012
574230 9 29/05/2019
580739 5 08/09/2012
605245 11 26/08/2003
620842 21 28/02/2018
633040 5 05/07/2014
636403 5 10/08/2018
636589 20 01/08/2018
637909 5 24/08/2018
638981 5 05/09/2018
640284 2 15/09/2018
640285 28 15/09/2018
640286 6 15/09/2018
640601 11 20/09/2018
640955 9 22/09/2018
641056 5 23/09/2018
641284 5 27/09/2018
641974 1 04/10/2018
643182 12 17/10/2018
643183 8 17/10/2018
643705 3 21/10/2018
643723 12 21/10/2018
644646 29 01/11/2018
645367 32 11/11/2018
646715 5 25/11/2018
646716 5 25/11/2018
646718 5 25/11/2018
646719 5 25/11/2018
646721 5 25/11/2018
646722 5 25/11/2018
647153 25 29/11/2018
648168 3 08/12/2018
649152 3 19/12/2018
656806 7 24/02/2019
658529 24 13/03/2015
660899 25 29/03/2019
663104 34 20/04/2015
663105 34 20/04/2015
663106 34 20/04/2015
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1868 ,   24/09/2018

Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  

APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
663110 34 20/04/2015
663997 31 28/04/2019
666595 12 23/05/2019
671951 30 05/07/2019
673122 30 13/07/2019
674412 7 25/07/2019
675368 3 02/08/2019
678809 5 04/09/2019
685915 16 28/11/2015
685916 16 28/11/2015
696037 9 29/01/2016
699012 7 20/02/2006
715123 5 19/07/2006
740047 16 28/04/2017
754739 16 13/08/2017
754739 16 13/08/2017
774150 9 05/09/2017
780368 5 01/12/2017
780945 12 04/12/2017
780946 7 04/12/2017
780948 4 04/12/2017
780949 6 04/12/2017
780951 17 04/12/2017
784648 25 02/01/2018
788624 6 22/01/2018
796366 29 25/03/2018
798781 28 16/04/2018
799654 19 22/04/2018
801309 33 06/05/2008
801472 30 08/05/2018
801805 5 12/05/2018
803610 24 26/05/2018
803631 5 26/05/2018
809153 33 08/07/2018
809154 33 08/07/2018
812976 34 03/08/2018
815116 29 18/08/2018
816318 9 26/08/2018
816597 25 27/08/2018
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1868 ,   24/09/2018

Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  

APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
816708 29 27/08/2018
816848 9 28/08/2018
816919 7 31/08/2018
816921 9 31/08/2018
816979 9 31/08/2018
817019 32 31/08/2018
817111 9 31/08/2018
817112 12 31/08/2018
817113 13 31/08/2018
817114 14 31/08/2018
817116 25 31/08/2018
817120 31 31/08/2018
817291 29 01/09/2018
817393 30 02/09/2018
817411 7 02/09/2018
817412 9 02/09/2018
817413 7 02/09/2018
817414 9 02/09/2018
817415 7 02/09/2018
817429 5 02/09/2018
817430 5 02/09/2018
817431 5 02/09/2018
817432 5 02/09/2018
817433 5 02/09/2018
817435 11 02/09/2018
817449 31 02/09/2018
817465 2 02/09/2018
817466 2 02/09/2018
817467 2 02/09/2018
817468 2 02/09/2018
817469 2 02/09/2018
817470 2 02/09/2018
817471 2 02/09/2018
817472 2 02/09/2018
817494 5 02/09/2018
817496 5 02/09/2018
817497 5 02/09/2018
817555 30 03/09/2018
817565 5 03/09/2018
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1868 ,   24/09/2018

Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  

APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
817619 21 03/09/2018
817643 3 03/09/2018
817662 25 03/09/2018
817663 26 03/09/2018
817666 29 03/09/2018
817764 5 04/09/2018
817773 9 04/09/2018
817870 5 04/09/2018
817871 5 04/09/2018
818134 7 07/09/2018
818135 7 07/09/2018
818143 5 08/09/2018
818149 5 08/09/2018
818151 5 06/09/2018
818187 8 08/09/2018
818197 19 08/09/2018
818245 9 08/09/2018
818246 9 08/09/2018
818268 3 08/09/2018
818273 25 09/09/2018
818274 25 09/09/2018
818315 16 09/09/2018
818317 12 09/09/2018
818319 12 09/09/2018
818331 5 09/09/2018
818332 5 09/09/2018
818333 5 09/09/2018
818334 5 09/09/2018
818376 11 09/09/2018
818377 9 09/09/2018
818411 9 09/09/2018
818422 8 09/09/2018
818423 9 09/09/2018
818424 14 09/09/2018
818486 24 10/09/2018
818487 24 10/09/2018
818488 24 10/09/2018
818489 29 10/09/2018
818490 29 10/09/2018
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1868 ,   24/09/2018

Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  

APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
818496 5 10/09/2008
818511 25 10/09/2018
818528 9 10/09/2018
818529 16 10/09/2018
818587 9 10/09/2018
818597 33 10/09/2018
818631 16 11/09/2018
818632 16 11/09/2018
818633 16 11/09/2018
818645 5 11/09/2018
818654 5 11/09/2018
818674 29 11/09/2018
818675 29 11/09/2018
818749 30 11/09/2018
818853 25 14/09/2018
818920 30 14/09/2018
818976 9 14/09/2018
819022 32 14/09/2018
819024 30 14/09/2018
819031 5 14/09/2018
819032 3 14/09/2018
819033 29 14/09/2018
819123 5 15/09/2018
819348 25 16/09/2018
819402 21 16/09/2018
819445 30 16/09/2018
819446 30 16/09/2018
819447 25 16/09/2018
819448 34 16/09/2018
819449 3 16/09/2018
819450 21 16/09/2018
819511 8 17/09/2018
819522 5 17/09/2018
819523 5 17/09/2018
819524 5 17/09/2018
819525 5 17/09/2018
819528 5 17/09/2018
819529 5 17/09/2018
819530 5 17/09/2018
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1868 ,   24/09/2018

Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  

APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
819531 5 17/09/2018
819532 5 17/09/2018
819533 5 17/09/2018
819534 5 17/09/2018
819536 5 17/09/2018
819541 5 17/09/2018
819560 30 17/09/2018
819643 7 17/09/2018
819644 12 17/09/2018
819885 5 18/09/2018
819914 18 18/09/2018
820123 5 21/09/2018
820124 5 21/09/2018
820125 5 21/09/2018
820143 7 21/09/2018
820362 21 22/09/2018
820443 21 22/09/2018
820456 9 22/09/2018
820998 25 25/09/2018
821181 5 28/09/2018
821575 20 01/10/2018
821576 20 01/10/2018
821654 5 05/10/2018
821903 5 06/10/2018
821932 5 06/10/2018
821933 5 06/10/2018
822026 9 07/10/2018
822101 3 07/10/2018
822287 16 08/10/2018
822315 16 09/10/2018
822498 5 09/10/2018
822499 5 09/10/2018
822575 7 12/10/2018
822711 1 12/10/2018
822712 9 12/10/2018
823070 30 14/10/2018
823242 5 15/10/2018
823244 5 15/10/2018
823245 1 15/10/2018
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1868 ,   24/09/2018

Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  

APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
823246 5 15/10/2018
823288 5 15/10/2018
823289 5 15/10/2018
823302 32 15/10/2018
823311 32 15/10/2018
823315 29 15/10/2018
823316 30 15/10/2018
823317 32 15/10/2018
823716 19 20/10/2018
823718 19 20/10/2018
824282 5 26/10/2018
824380 9 26/10/2018
824386 6 26/10/2018
824387 7 26/10/2018
824388 9 26/10/2018
824763 21 28/10/2018
824777 30 28/10/2018
824778 30 28/10/2018
824788 7 28/10/2018
825158 9 29/10/2018
825351 34 30/10/2018
825353 34 30/10/2018
825354 34 30/10/2018
825549 16 02/11/2018
825628 25 02/11/2018
825891 31 03/11/2018
826013 5 05/11/2018
826282 2 06/11/2018
826283 3 06/11/2018
826284 4 06/11/2018
826285 5 06/11/2018
826286 6 06/11/2018
826287 16 06/11/2018
826288 17 06/11/2018
826291 29 06/11/2018
826292 31 06/11/2018
826407 7 06/11/2018
826709 5 09/11/2018
826902 12 10/11/2018
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1868 ,   24/09/2018

Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  

APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
827234 4 12/11/2018
827821 10 17/11/2018
828031 9 18/11/2018
828032 9 18/11/2018
828033 9 18/11/2018
828034 9 18/11/2018
828036 9 18/11/2018
828348 9 19/11/2018
828390 5 19/11/2018
828771 5 23/11/2018
828923 30 23/11/2018
829021 5 24/11/2018
829060 9 24/11/2018
829699 4 27/11/2018
829835 5 30/11/2018
829838 5 30/11/2018
829899 9 30/11/2018
830191 30 01/12/2018
830192 30 01/12/2018
830259 5 02/12/2018
830260 30 02/12/2018
830263 6 02/12/2018
830371 5 02/12/2018
830845 16 04/12/2018
830846 8 04/12/2018
830847 14 04/12/2018
830848 25 04/12/2018
830849 4 04/12/2018
830850 19 04/12/2018
830851 2 04/12/2018
831316 2 09/12/2018
831935 19 11/12/2018
832372 11 15/12/2018
832373 1 15/12/2018
832560 10 16/12/2018
832903 16 18/12/2018
833223 30 21/12/2018
833246 9 21/12/2018
833247 9 21/12/2018
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1868 ,   24/09/2018

Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  

APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
833702 25 23/12/2018
833732 5 23/12/2018
833733 5 23/12/2018
834054 25 28/12/2018
834106 5 28/12/2018
834302 9 29/12/2018
834480 3 29/12/2018
834580 5 30/12/2018
834581 5 30/12/2018
834713 25 31/12/2018
834758 5 31/12/2008
835373 5 05/01/2019
835388 5 05/01/2019
835665 5 07/01/2019
836094 24 11/01/2019
836099 25 11/01/2019
837688 23 21/01/2019
839945 5 04/02/2019
840408 29 08/02/2019
841759 28 18/02/2019
841874 7 18/02/2019
842702 30 24/02/2019
843372 12 01/03/2019
844560 12 10/03/2019
847681 28 08/02/2019
850004 7 07/04/2019
851203 19 13/04/2019
852697 9 22/04/2019
852700 9 22/04/2019
852701 9 22/04/2019
852702 9 22/04/2019
855214 9 07/05/2019
855215 16 07/05/2019
855569 9 10/05/2019
860353 5 10/06/2009
860575 21 11/06/2009
861710 24 18/06/2019
864124 12 06/07/2019
864125 7 06/07/2019
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1868 ,   24/09/2018

Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  

APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
868740 24 29/07/2019
869341 9 03/08/2029
869341 9 03/08/2029
869748 16 05/08/2019
871062 16 13/08/2019
872525 29 23/08/2019
873258 16 25/08/2019
873392 34 26/08/2019
921253 5 27/04/2010
930891 5 09/06/2010
932990 3 20/06/2010
932991 3 20/06/2010
953829 25 06/09/2010
968658 5 07/11/2010
1028132 11 18/07/2011
1081414 30 18/02/2012
1091631 11 02/04/2012
1094194 7 11/04/2012
1100565 24 29/04/2012
1116528 1 04/07/2012
1156550 5 09/12/2012
1197236 5 07/05/2013
1205188 5 10/06/2013
1209945 9 27/06/2013
1239145 23 23/09/2013
1243734 36 16/10/2013
1247095 37 31/10/2013
1262948 99 23/01/2014
1268043 41 19/02/2014
1290350 5 16/06/2014
1290351 3 16/06/2014
1299609 30 30/07/2014
1307427 35 08/09/2014
1314437 99 11/10/2014
1319284 9 05/11/2014
1328134 35 24/12/2014
1349164 5 06/04/2015
1352177 34 20/04/2015
1379770 44 25/08/2015
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1868 ,   24/09/2018

Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  

APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
1422400 9 17/02/2016
1424733 3 24/02/2016
1433508 23 22/03/2016
1460256 24 02/06/2016
1475158 35 01/08/2016
1476019 30 03/08/2016
1485103 5 07/09/2016
1488074 5 18/09/2016
1490059 7 22/09/2016 11:39:00
1506874 6 23/11/2016
1518976 5 11/01/2017
1538236 3 08/03/2017
1554913 5 03/05/2017
1557944 5 14/05/2017
1576207 99 05/07/2017
1577496 99 10/07/2017
1589500 99 10/08/2017
1601005 5 12/09/2017
1601770 11 13/09/2017
1604201 30 21/09/2017
1604202 30 21/09/2017
1604203 30 21/09/2017
1604204 30 21/09/2017
1616554 5 31/10/2017
1618322 12 05/11/2017
1625289 30 28/11/2017
1626214 5 29/11/2017
1626215 5 29/11/2017
1626216 35 29/11/2017
1631398 42 17/12/2017
1631399 42 17/12/2017
1631795 3 17/12/2017
1631796 5 17/12/2017
1631797 29 17/12/2017
1631798 30 17/12/2017
1631799 32 17/12/2017
1631800 33 17/12/2017
1637089 29 02/01/2018
1638588 3 07/01/2018
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1868 ,   24/09/2018

Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  

APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
1638712 31 07/01/2018
1643039 41 18/01/2018
1652801 29 12/02/2018
1654716 5 18/02/2018
1655165 19 19/02/2018
1658712 5 28/02/2018
1660675 37 04/03/2018
1661689 35 06/03/2018
1662121 99 07/03/2018
1662517 30 10/03/2018
1663399 16 11/03/2018
1663400 35 11/03/2018
1663402 35 11/03/2018
1667081 24 19/03/2018
1667449 11 20/03/2018
1670003 30 28/03/2018
1672095 99 03/04/2018
1672298 19 03/04/2018
1672924 5 07/04/2018
1674040 9 09/04/2018
1674108 5 09/04/2018
1675107 17 11/04/2018
1678253 17 21/04/2018
1678474 37 22/04/2018
1678507 30 22/04/2018
1680274 5 25/04/2018
1680275 5 25/04/2018
1680276 5 25/04/2018
1680278 5 25/04/2018
1682009 6 30/04/2018
1682761 5 01/05/2018
1683183 99 05/05/2018
1683805 30 06/05/2018
1686099 5 12/05/2018
1686861 24 13/05/2018
1687691 29 15/05/2018
1688540 42 19/05/2018
1690125 5 22/05/2018
1690266 5 22/05/2018
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1868 ,   24/09/2018

Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  

APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
1690267 29 22/05/2018
1690623 30 23/05/2018
1695036 5 04/06/2018
1696341 16 06/06/2018
1698232 35 12/06/2018
1698412 99 12/06/2018
1698482 42 12/06/2018
1699504 29 16/06/2018
1700992 99 19/06/2018
1702355 5 23/06/2018
1704330 99 27/06/2018
1705216 25 30/06/2018
1708176 36 09/07/2018
1708383 12 09/07/2018
1709602 9 11/07/2018
1709603 9 11/07/2018
1709604 9 11/07/2018
1709605 9 11/07/2018
1709606 9 11/07/2018
1709608 9 11/07/2018
1709609 9 11/07/2018
1709610 9 11/07/2018
1709611 9 11/07/2018
1709612 9 11/07/2018
1709613 9 11/07/2018
1709615 9 11/07/2018
1709616 9 11/07/2018
1709617 9 11/07/2018
1709618 9 11/07/2018
1709903 10 14/07/2018
1711010 1 16/07/2018
1711350 41 17/07/2018
1712046 9 19/07/2018
1712942 6 22/07/2018
1716682 37 31/07/2018
1717478 30 04/08/2018
1718415 41 05/08/2018
1720582 5 12/08/2018
1720583 5 12/08/2018
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1868 ,   24/09/2018

Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  

APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
1720742 6 12/08/2018
1721750 5 14/08/2018
1722693 42 19/08/2018
1722794 99 19/08/2018
1723270 3 21/08/2018
1723979 99 22/08/2018
1724367 41 25/08/2018
1724529 6 25/08/2018
1724635 7 25/08/2018
1724720 7 25/08/2018
1725042 37 26/08/2018
1725458 5 26/08/2018
1725530 24 26/08/2018
1725616 9 27/08/2018
1725619 16 27/08/2018
1725621 38 27/08/2018
1725622 41 27/08/2018
1725623 42 27/08/2018
1725625 16 27/08/2018
1725626 35 27/08/2018
1725627 38 27/08/2018
1725640 35 27/08/2018
1725764 5 27/08/2018
1725797 32 27/08/2018
1725826 24 27/08/2018
1725827 25 27/08/2018
1725853 25 27/08/2018
1725931 41 27/08/2018
1725937 35 27/08/2018
1725954 99 27/08/2018
1725955 99 27/08/2018
1726004 6 27/08/2018
1726095 35 27/08/2018
1726096 42 27/08/2018
1726124 32 28/08/2018
1726296 29 28/08/2018
1726297 30 28/08/2018
1726298 32 28/08/2018
1726299 33 28/08/2018
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1868 ,   24/09/2018

Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  

APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
1726300 35 28/08/2018
1726301 42 28/08/2018
1726351 14 28/08/2018
1726425 35 28/08/2018
1726584 9 28/08/2018
1726594 35 28/08/2018
1726619 41 29/08/2018
1726670 9 29/08/2018
1726708 42 29/08/2018
1726709 5 29/08/2018
1726710 5 29/08/2018
1726739 99 29/08/2018
1726829 24 29/08/2018
1726830 24 29/08/2018
1726831 24 29/08/2018
1726832 24 29/08/2018
1726833 24 29/08/2018
1726834 24 29/08/2018
1726835 24 29/08/2018
1726836 24 29/08/2018
1726837 24 29/08/2018
1726839 25 29/08/2018
1726840 25 29/08/2018
1726841 25 29/08/2018
1726842 25 29/08/2018
1726843 25 29/08/2018
1726844 25 29/08/2018
1726846 25 29/08/2018
1726847 25 29/08/2018
1726897 16 29/08/2018
1726925 35 29/08/2018
1726948 6 29/08/2018
1726981 5 29/08/2018
1726995 21 29/08/2018
1727064 42 29/08/2018
1727067 5 29/08/2018
1727068 5 29/08/2018
1727288 25 01/09/2018
1727292 25 01/09/2018
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1868 ,   24/09/2018

Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  

APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
1727296 35 01/09/2018
1727297 35 01/09/2018
1727317 5 01/09/2018
1727324 5 01/09/2018
1727326 5 01/09/2018
1727327 5 01/09/2018
1727328 5 01/09/2018
1727329 5 01/09/2018
1727331 5 01/09/2018
1727332 5 01/09/2018
1727333 5 01/09/2018
1727334 5 01/09/2018
1727335 5 01/09/2018
1727336 5 01/09/2018
1727337 5 01/09/2018
1727338 5 01/09/2018
1727339 5 01/09/2018
1727340 5 01/09/2018
1727341 5 01/09/2018
1727342 5 01/09/2018
1727343 5 01/09/2018
1727344 5 01/09/2018
1727345 5 01/09/2018
1727346 5 01/09/2018
1727351 5 01/09/2018
1727352 5 01/09/2018
1727384 24 01/09/2018
1727397 3 01/09/2018
1727417 12 01/09/2018
1727418 7 01/09/2018
1727420 41 01/09/2018
1727436 23 01/09/2018
1727492 3 01/09/2018
1727522 16 01/09/2018
1727566 28 01/09/2018
1727568 99 01/09/2018
1727573 11 01/09/2018
1727574 9 01/09/2018
1727621 31 02/09/2018
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1868 ,   24/09/2018

Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  

APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
1727656 7 02/09/2018
1727732 5 02/09/2018
1727753 19 02/09/2018
1727756 29 02/09/2018
1727761 9 02/09/2018
1727762 9 02/09/2018
1727801 9 02/09/2018
1727831 10 02/09/2018
1727853 41 02/09/2018
1727854 1 02/09/2018
1727855 2 02/09/2018
1727856 6 02/09/2018
1727857 7 02/09/2018
1727858 16 02/09/2018
1727859 21 02/09/2018
1727860 35 02/09/2018
1727861 36 02/09/2018
1727862 42 02/09/2018
1727873 41 02/09/2018
1727876 3 02/09/2018
1727902 41 02/09/2018
1727928 4 02/09/2018
1727961 20 02/09/2018
1727969 12 02/09/2018
1727971 12 02/09/2018
1728004 6 03/09/2018
1728005 35 03/09/2018
1728006 39 03/09/2018
1728007 25 03/09/2018
1728024 30 03/09/2018
1728047 5 03/09/2018
1728079 2 03/09/2018
1728111 25 03/09/2018
1728112 99 03/09/2018
1728113 99 03/09/2018
1728114 99 03/09/2018
1728115 31 03/09/2018
1728116 34 03/09/2018
1728117 25 03/09/2018
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1868 ,   24/09/2018

Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  

APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
1728239 99 03/09/2018
1728240 99 03/09/2018
1728241 99 03/09/2018
1728242 99 03/09/2018
1728243 99 03/09/2018
1728244 99 03/09/2018
1728245 3 03/09/2018
1728246 3 03/09/2018
1728255 20 03/09/2018
1728276 9 03/09/2018
1728297 9 03/09/2018
1728322 19 04/09/2018
1728323 35 04/09/2018
1728375 30 04/09/2018
1728397 9 04/09/2018
1728404 9 04/09/2018
1728447 44 04/09/2018
1728448 44 04/09/2018
1728449 42 04/09/2018
1728458 7 04/09/2018
1728463 16 04/09/2018
1728464 16 04/09/2018
1728465 16 04/09/2018
1728468 39 04/09/2018
1728472 99 04/09/2018
1728478 99 04/09/2018
1728480 5 04/09/2018
1728481 11 04/09/2018
1728520 41 04/09/2018
1728524 29 04/09/2018
1728525 30 04/09/2018
1728546 16 04/09/2018
1728547 38 04/09/2018
1728548 41 04/09/2018
1728567 36 04/09/2018
1728569 36 04/09/2018
1728625 5 04/09/2018
1728626 5 04/09/2018
1728651 41 04/09/2018
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1868 ,   24/09/2018

Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  

APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
1728671 6 04/09/2018
1728673 7 04/09/2018
1728683 29 04/09/2018
1728716 6 05/09/2018
1728741 37 05/09/2018
1728769 29 05/09/2018
1728777 21 05/09/2018
1728802 3 05/09/2018
1728811 9 05/09/2018
1728816 16 05/09/2018
1728822 25 05/09/2018
1728836 99 05/09/2018
1728837 99 05/09/2018
1728843 11 05/09/2018
1728863 35 05/09/2018
1728902 24 05/09/2018
1728919 9 05/09/2018
1728920 14 05/09/2018
1728921 16 05/09/2018
1728922 20 05/09/2018
1728923 21 05/09/2018
1728924 22 05/09/2018
1728925 23 05/09/2018
1728926 24 05/09/2018
1728927 25 05/09/2018
1728928 26 05/09/2018
1728929 27 05/09/2018
1728930 29 05/09/2018
1728931 30 05/09/2018
1728932 31 05/09/2018
1728935 42 05/09/2018
1728952 9 05/09/2018
1728953 14 05/09/2018
1728954 16 05/09/2018
1728955 25 05/09/2018
1728956 35 05/09/2018
1728957 38 05/09/2018
1728958 41 05/09/2018
1728959 42 05/09/2018
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1868 ,   24/09/2018

Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  

APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
1728963 5 05/09/2018
1728990 31 05/09/2018
1728991 31 05/09/2018
1728992 31 05/09/2018
1728993 31 05/09/2018
1728997 9 05/09/2018
1729007 32 05/09/2018
1729017 5 08/09/2018
1729026 5 08/09/2018
1729029 35 08/09/2018
1729081 4 08/09/2018
1729088 42 08/09/2018
1729091 42 08/09/2018
1729094 9 08/09/2018
1729098 12 08/09/2018
1729103 42 08/09/2018
1729128 7 08/09/2018
1729198 2 08/09/2018
1729343 23 08/09/2018
1729353 39 08/09/2018
1729375 99 08/09/2018
1729386 3 26/08/2018
1729391 5 26/08/2018
1729395 6 26/08/2018
1729397 35 08/09/2018
1729398 5 08/09/2018
1729399 5 08/09/2018
1729400 5 08/09/2018
1729401 5 08/09/2018
1729417 16 08/09/2018
1729422 43 09/09/2018
1729423 30 09/09/2018
1729430 30 09/09/2018
1729431 30 09/09/2018
1729432 30 09/09/2018
1729441 5 09/09/2018
1729442 5 09/09/2018
1729459 41 09/09/2018
1729474 9 09/09/2018
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1868 ,   24/09/2018

Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  

APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
1729565 30 09/09/2018
1729578 36 09/09/2018
1729579 37 09/09/2018
1729587 25 09/09/2018
1729591 41 09/09/2018
1729601 25 09/09/2018
1729652 30 09/09/2018
1729662 99 09/09/2018
1729663 99 09/09/2018
1729664 99 09/09/2018
1729665 99 09/09/2018
1729693 41 09/09/2018
1729694 35 09/09/2018
1729711 31 09/09/2018
1729719 5 09/09/2018
1729743 31 09/09/2018
1729745 25 09/09/2018
1729757 99 09/09/2018
1729788 99 09/09/2018
1729927 16 10/09/2018
1729928 16 10/09/2018
1729932 16 10/09/2018
1729944 6 10/09/2018
1729975 19 10/09/2018
1729976 6 10/09/2018
1730005 99 10/09/2018
1730104 99 10/09/2018
1730119 29 10/09/2018
1730137 18 10/09/2018
1730138 25 10/09/2018
1730140 38 10/09/2018
1730141 42 10/09/2018
1730147 12 10/09/2018
1730148 12 10/09/2018
1730155 9 10/09/2018
1730157 5 10/09/2018
1730209 16 10/09/2018
1730220 25 10/09/2018
1730244 31 10/09/2018
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1868 ,   24/09/2018

Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  

APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
1730270 42 10/09/2018
1730272 36 10/09/2018
1730274 35 10/09/2018
1730275 36 10/09/2018
1730276 42 10/09/2018
1730277 35 10/09/2018
1730284 19 10/09/2018
1730299 19 10/09/2018
1730301 99 10/09/2018
1730303 19 10/09/2018
1730304 19 10/09/2018
1730312 25 10/09/2018
1730313 25 10/09/2018
1730337 16 10/09/2018
1730338 29 10/09/2018
1730339 30 10/09/2018
1730340 42 10/09/2018
1730348 3 10/09/2018
1730356 30 10/09/2018
1730405 99 10/09/2018
1730413 20 10/09/2018
1730414 35 10/09/2018
1730415 41 10/09/2018
1730419 14 11/09/2018
1730420 14 11/09/2018
1730454 9 11/09/2018
1730463 9 11/09/2018
1730490 35 11/09/2018
1730491 7 11/09/2018
1730492 16 11/09/2018
1730554 5 11/09/2018
1730555 5 11/09/2018
1730556 5 11/09/2018
1730557 5 11/09/2018
1730566 30 11/09/2018
1730568 29 11/09/2018
1730618 5 11/09/2018
1730635 31 11/09/2018
1730763 99 11/09/2018
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1868 ,   24/09/2018

Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  

APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
1730764 99 11/09/2018
1730827 19 11/09/2018
1730828 19 11/09/2018
1730829 19 11/09/2018
1730830 19 11/09/2018
1730831 19 11/09/2018
1730832 19 11/09/2018
1730845 25 11/09/2018
1730846 28 11/09/2018
1730847 28 11/09/2018
1730848 25 11/09/2018
1730854 30 11/09/2018
1730855 29 11/09/2018
1730881 3 11/09/2018
1730884 25 11/09/2018
1730885 25 11/09/2018
1730886 99 11/09/2018
1730888 99 11/09/2018
1730889 99 11/09/2018
1730910 5 11/09/2018
1730922 20 11/09/2018
1730950 2 11/09/2018
1730967 5 12/09/2018
1730969 5 12/09/2018
1730971 5 12/09/2018
1730972 5 12/09/2018
1730973 5 12/09/2018
1731001 17 12/09/2018
1731009 99 12/09/2018
1731012 16 12/09/2018
1731019 99 12/09/2018
1731020 99 12/09/2018
1731046 99 12/09/2018
1731052 5 12/09/2018
1731054 37 12/09/2018
1731058 25 12/09/2018
1731114 34 12/09/2018
1731121 5 12/09/2018
1731192 37 12/09/2018
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1868 ,   24/09/2018

Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  

APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
1731266 42 12/09/2018
1731345 5 12/09/2018
1731369 35 12/09/2018
1731370 35 12/09/2018
1731373 9 12/09/2018
1731379 25 12/09/2018
1731394 11 12/09/2018
1731400 25 12/09/2018
1731402 35 12/09/2018
1731403 9 12/09/2018
1731411 9 12/09/2018
1731412 16 12/09/2018
1731413 16 12/09/2018
1731416 41 12/09/2018
1731437 25 12/09/2018
1731438 25 12/09/2018
1731440 41 12/09/2018
1731444 7 12/09/2018
1731468 1 12/09/2018
1731470 19 12/09/2018
1731471 19 12/09/2018
1731541 9 12/09/2018
1731544 18 12/09/2018
1731617 5 12/09/2018
1731618 5 12/09/2018
1731619 5 12/09/2018
1731631 18 12/09/2018
1731674 39 12/09/2018
1731710 99 15/09/2018
1731713 9 15/09/2018
1731714 42 15/09/2018
1731743 5 15/09/2018
1731757 19 15/09/2018
1731758 19 15/09/2018
1731759 19 15/09/2018
1731771 5 15/09/2018
1731773 5 15/09/2018
1731774 5 15/09/2018
1731775 30 15/09/2018
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1868 ,   24/09/2018

Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  

APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
1731841 42 15/09/2018
1731858 7 15/09/2018
1732148 99 15/09/2018
1732158 20 15/09/2018
1732193 7 15/09/2018
1732242 8 15/09/2018
1732306 1 15/09/2018
1732307 17 15/09/2018
1732315 25 15/09/2018
1732318 3 15/09/2018
1732360 34 15/09/2018
1732433 42 15/09/2018
1732471 30 15/09/2018
1732477 25 15/09/2018
1732498 99 16/09/2018
1732638 1 16/09/2018
1732639 1 16/09/2018
1732640 1 16/09/2018
1732644 16 16/09/2018
1732667 9 16/09/2018
1732668 37 16/09/2018
1732723 25 16/09/2018
1732729 5 16/09/2018
1732731 5 16/09/2018
1732778 99 16/09/2018
1732960 99 16/09/2018
1733061 9 16/09/2018
1733166 41 17/09/2018
1733167 41 17/09/2018
1733168 41 17/09/2018
1733172 36 17/09/2018
1733174 36 17/09/2018
1733177 34 17/09/2018
1733178 33 17/09/2018
1733179 33 17/09/2018
1733180 33 17/09/2018
1733181 29 17/09/2018
1733182 29 17/09/2018
1733183 29 17/09/2018
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1868 ,   24/09/2018

Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  

APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
1733184 32 17/09/2018
1733185 32 17/09/2018
1733186 32 17/09/2018
1733187 19 17/09/2018
1733188 19 17/09/2018
1733189 19 17/09/2018
1733227 19 17/09/2018
1733228 19 17/09/2018
1733280 7 17/09/2018
1733503 9 17/09/2018
1733549 32 17/09/2018
1733695 41 17/09/2018
1733901 5 18/09/2018
1733938 4 18/09/2018
1733939 4 18/09/2018
1733943 5 18/09/2018
1734089 5 18/09/2018
1734091 29 18/09/2018
1734397 21 19/09/2018
1734406 5 19/09/2018
1734407 5 19/09/2018
1734408 5 19/09/2018
1734411 5 19/09/2018
1734413 5 19/09/2018
1734414 5 19/09/2018
1734416 5 19/09/2018
1734418 5 19/09/2018
1734420 5 19/09/2018
1734425 5 19/09/2018
1734462 1 19/09/2018
1734463 6 19/09/2018
1734464 7 19/09/2018
1734465 12 19/09/2018
1734466 16 19/09/2018
1734467 21 19/09/2018
1734468 40 19/09/2018
1734534 5 19/09/2018
1734535 5 19/09/2018
1734545 1 19/09/2018
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1868 ,   24/09/2018

Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  

APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
1734546 19 19/09/2018
1734592 5 19/09/2018
1734602 25 19/09/2018
1734757 16 19/09/2018
1734801 38 19/09/2018
1734838 99 19/09/2018
1734842 25 19/09/2018
1734857 9 19/09/2018
1734877 99 19/09/2018
1734965 16 22/09/2018
1734967 41 22/09/2018
1735043 16 22/09/2018
1735044 29 22/09/2018
1735045 30 22/09/2018
1735046 16 22/09/2018
1735048 30 22/09/2018
1735049 5 22/09/2018
1735050 16 22/09/2018
1735053 1 22/09/2018
1735054 16 22/09/2018
1735055 29 22/09/2018
1735056 30 22/09/2018
1735057 5 22/09/2018
1735058 16 22/09/2018
1735059 29 22/09/2018
1735060 30 22/09/2018
1735061 16 22/09/2018
1735062 29 22/09/2018
1735063 30 22/09/2018
1735064 1 22/09/2018
1735065 29 22/09/2018
1735066 30 22/09/2018
1735086 25 22/09/2018
1735109 11 22/09/2018
1735175 39 22/09/2018
1735176 42 22/09/2018
1735194 5 22/09/2018
1735237 27 22/09/2018
1735357 7 22/09/2018
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1868 ,   24/09/2018

Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  

APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
1735405 28 22/09/2018
1735481 42 23/09/2018
1735549 35 23/09/2018
1735595 24 23/09/2018
1735634 30 23/09/2018
1735803 11 23/09/2018
1735832 99 23/09/2018
1735834 99 23/09/2018
1735972 5 24/09/2018
1735973 5 24/09/2018
1735974 5 24/09/2018
1735975 5 24/09/2018
1735976 5 24/09/2018
1735977 5 24/09/2018
1735981 5 24/09/2018
1735982 5 24/09/2018
1735983 5 24/09/2018
1735984 5 24/09/2018
1735986 5 24/09/2018
1735987 5 24/09/2018
1735992 10 24/09/2018
1736024 25 24/09/2018
1736164 3 24/09/2018
1736177 25 24/09/2018
1736337 24 24/09/2018
1736339 24 24/09/2018
1736527 1 24/09/2018
1736574 29 24/09/2018
1736678 4 24/09/2018
1736694 16 25/09/2018
1736896 9 25/09/2018
1736898 11 25/09/2018
1736900 13 25/09/2018
1736901 14 25/09/2018
1736902 15 25/09/2018
1736903 16 25/09/2018
1736912 25 25/09/2018
1736919 32 25/09/2018
1736920 33 25/09/2018
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1868 ,   24/09/2018

Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  

APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
1736922 35 25/09/2018
1736923 36 25/09/2018
1736925 38 25/09/2018
1736928 41 25/09/2018
1736929 42 25/09/2018
1737164 5 25/09/2018
1737165 5 25/09/2018
1737167 9 25/09/2018
1737169 99 25/09/2018
1737170 99 25/09/2018
1737171 99 25/09/2018
1737213 5 25/09/2018
1737214 5 25/09/2018
1737225 42 25/09/2018
1737232 5 25/09/2018
1737290 42 25/09/2018
1737291 42 25/09/2018
1737292 42 25/09/2018
1737338 99 25/09/2018
1737339 99 25/09/2018
1737373 37 26/09/2018
1737449 33 26/09/2018
1737480 30 26/09/2018
1737547 36 26/09/2018
1737548 37 26/09/2018
1737549 36 26/09/2018
1737550 37 26/09/2018
1737551 36 26/09/2018
1737552 37 26/09/2018
1737553 36 26/09/2018
1737555 36 26/09/2018
1737556 37 26/09/2018
1737559 36 26/09/2018
1737560 37 26/09/2018
1737564 36 26/09/2018
1737565 37 26/09/2018
1737726 9 26/09/2018
1737727 9 26/09/2018
1737804 9 26/09/2018
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1868 ,   24/09/2018

Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  

APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
1737839 12 26/09/2018
1737840 12 26/09/2018
1737913 99 26/09/2018
1738087 9 29/09/2018
1738088 11 29/09/2018
1738166 5 29/09/2018
1738418 17 29/09/2018
1738419 12 29/09/2018
1738463 25 29/09/2018
1738582 35 29/09/2018
1738583 35 29/09/2018
1738584 11 29/09/2018
1738586 99 29/09/2018
1738587 99 29/09/2018
1738588 99 29/09/2018
1738611 9 29/09/2018
1738612 99 29/09/2018
1738647 39 29/09/2018
1738648 39 29/09/2018
1738685 21 30/09/2018
1738852 9 30/09/2018
1738853 9 30/09/2018
1739043 24 30/09/2018
1739044 25 30/09/2018
1739101 11 30/09/2018
1739173 30 30/09/2018
1739273 33 30/09/2018
1739274 9 30/09/2018
1739275 7 30/09/2018
1739277 99 30/09/2018
1739281 12 01/10/2018
1739297 99 01/10/2018
1739299 99 01/10/2018
1739349 7 01/10/2018
1739446 5 01/10/2018
1739482 99 01/10/2018
1739621 5 03/10/2018
1739726 99 03/10/2018
1739778 5 03/10/2018
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Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  

APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
1740109 33 03/10/2018
1740394 28 06/10/2018
1740643 34 06/10/2018
1740707 35 06/10/2018
1740811 41 07/10/2018
1741049 5 07/10/2018
1741050 3 07/10/2018
1741052 42 07/10/2018
1741067 30 07/10/2018
1741086 25 07/10/2018
1741294 35 07/10/2018
1741383 4 08/10/2018
1741384 4 08/10/2018
1741390 35 08/10/2018
1741417 33 08/10/2018
1741441 35 08/10/2018
1741521 3 08/10/2018
1741554 9 08/10/2018
1741765 41 08/10/2018
1741777 33 08/10/2018
1741778 33 08/10/2018
1741907 34 10/10/2018
1741968 39 10/10/2018
1742058 99 10/10/2018
1742103 9 10/10/2018
1742104 16 10/10/2018
1742105 28 10/10/2018
1742106 18 10/10/2018
1742107 21 10/10/2018
1742108 24 10/10/2018
1742109 25 10/10/2018
1742162 32 10/10/2018
1742163 33 10/10/2018
1742164 33 10/10/2018
1742235 9 10/10/2018
1742286 41 10/10/2018
1742289 35 10/10/2018
1742473 37 13/10/2018
1742492 3 13/10/2018
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Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  

APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
1742493 99 13/10/2018
1742858 38 13/10/2018
1742859 41 13/10/2018
1742957 99 13/10/2018
1742962 99 13/10/2018
1743151 99 14/10/2018
1743319 4 14/10/2018
1743320 4 14/10/2018
1743321 4 14/10/2018
1743322 4 14/10/2018
1743414 99 14/10/2018
1743442 1 14/10/2018
1743443 17 14/10/2018
1743453 99 14/10/2018
1743467 21 15/10/2018
1743468 21 15/10/2018
1743469 21 15/10/2018
1743470 21 15/10/2018
1743471 21 15/10/2018
1743517 9 15/10/2018
1743595 3 15/10/2018
1743639 5 15/10/2018
1743704 10 15/10/2018
1743705 10 15/10/2018
1743706 10 15/10/2018
1743707 10 15/10/2018
1743708 10 15/10/2018
1743709 42 15/10/2018
1743710 10 15/10/2018
1743711 10 15/10/2018
1743712 10 15/10/2018
1743713 10 15/10/2018
1743714 42 15/10/2018
1743715 10 15/10/2018
1743718 10 15/10/2018
1743859 99 15/10/2018
1743860 99 15/10/2018
1743861 99 15/10/2018
1743937 5 15/10/2018
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Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  

APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
1744017 5 16/10/2018
1744064 25 16/10/2018
1744211 1 16/10/2018
1744212 1 16/10/2018
1744332 6 16/10/2018
1744346 9 16/10/2018
1744519 99 16/10/2018
1744757 3 17/10/2018
1744858 43 17/10/2018
1744994 6 17/10/2018
1745133 99 20/10/2018
1745149 30 20/10/2018
1745259 5 20/10/2018
1745279 42 20/10/2018
1745380 32 20/10/2018
1745381 32 20/10/2018
1745382 32 20/10/2018
1745384 32 20/10/2018
1745385 32 20/10/2018
1745386 32 20/10/2018
1745389 33 20/10/2018
1745390 33 20/10/2018
1745403 3 20/10/2018
1745404 3 20/10/2018
1745417 33 20/10/2018
1745418 32 20/10/2018
1745419 32 20/10/2018
1745420 32 20/10/2018
1745424 32 20/10/2018
1745427 33 20/10/2018
1745428 33 20/10/2018
1745552 27 20/10/2018
1745613 99 20/10/2018
1745673 30 20/10/2018
1745729 6 20/10/2018
1745730 8 20/10/2018
1746008 42 21/10/2018
1746036 12 21/10/2018
1746056 7 21/10/2018
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Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  

APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
1746271 19 21/10/2018
1746550 5 22/10/2018
1746552 24 22/10/2018
1746601 5 22/10/2018
1746602 5 22/10/2018
1746604 5 22/10/2018
1747033 9 22/10/2018
1747105 30 23/10/2018
1747305 99 23/10/2018
1747468 99 23/10/2018
1747578 25 24/10/2018
1748008 42 24/10/2018
1748009 36 24/10/2018
1748010 35 24/10/2018
1748011 21 24/10/2018
1748012 16 24/10/2018
1748013 7 24/10/2018
1748014 6 24/10/2018
1748015 2 24/10/2018
1748016 1 24/10/2018
1748017 42 24/10/2018
1748018 36 24/10/2018
1748019 35 24/10/2018
1748020 21 24/10/2018
1748021 16 24/10/2018
1748022 7 24/10/2018
1748023 6 24/10/2018
1748024 2 24/10/2018
1748025 1 24/10/2018
1748049 7 24/10/2018
1748070 32 27/10/2018
1748074 20 27/10/2018
1748115 7 27/10/2018
1748252 4 27/10/2018
1748253 4 27/10/2018
1748254 4 27/10/2018
1748255 4 27/10/2018
1748256 4 27/10/2018
1748257 4 27/10/2018
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Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  

APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
1748258 4 27/10/2018
1748259 4 27/10/2018
1748260 4 27/10/2018
1748261 4 27/10/2018
1748262 4 27/10/2018
1748263 4 27/10/2018
1748264 4 27/10/2018
1748265 4 27/10/2018
1748275 1 27/10/2018
1748276 2 27/10/2018
1748277 3 27/10/2018
1748278 4 27/10/2018
1748279 5 27/10/2018
1748280 6 27/10/2018
1748281 7 27/10/2018
1748282 8 27/10/2018
1748283 9 27/10/2018
1748284 10 27/10/2018
1748285 11 27/10/2018
1748286 12 27/10/2018
1748287 13 27/10/2018
1748288 14 27/10/2018
1748289 15 27/10/2018
1748290 16 27/10/2018
1748291 17 27/10/2018
1748292 18 27/10/2018
1748293 19 27/10/2018
1748294 20 27/10/2018
1748295 21 27/10/2018
1748296 22 27/10/2018
1748297 23 27/10/2018
1748298 24 27/10/2018
1748299 25 27/10/2018
1748300 26 27/10/2018
1748301 27 27/10/2018
1748302 28 27/10/2018
1748303 29 27/10/2018
1748304 30 27/10/2018
1748305 31 27/10/2018
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Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  

APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
1748306 32 27/10/2018
1748307 33 27/10/2018
1748308 34 27/10/2018
1748309 35 27/10/2018
1748310 36 27/10/2018
1748311 37 27/10/2018
1748312 38 27/10/2018
1748313 39 27/10/2018
1748314 40 27/10/2018
1748315 41 27/10/2018
1748316 42 27/10/2018
1748327 3 27/10/2018
1748332 5 27/10/2018
1748333 5 27/10/2018
1748354 41 27/10/2018
1748369 3 27/10/2018
1748456 7 27/10/2018
1748470 3 27/10/2018
1748609 30 28/10/2018
1748847 3 29/10/2018
1748848 44 29/10/2018
1748849 5 29/10/2018
1748850 42 29/10/2018
1748851 3 29/10/2018
1748876 6 29/10/2018
1748997 35 30/10/2018
1749081 99 30/10/2018
1749091 30 30/10/2018
1749449 44 31/10/2018
1749463 42 31/10/2018
1749550 99 31/10/2018
1749551 41 31/10/2018
1749767 6 03/11/2018
1750085 1 03/11/2018
1750086 17 03/11/2018
1750127 42 03/11/2018
1750191 99 03/11/2018
1750435 5 04/11/2018
1750484 30 04/11/2018
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Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  

APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
1750596 12 04/11/2018
1750645 31 04/11/2018
1750811 32 05/11/2018
1750812 33 05/11/2018
1750866 4 05/11/2018
1750974 9 05/11/2018
1751012 12 05/11/2018
1751129 9 05/11/2018
1751231 30 06/11/2018
1751232 39 06/11/2018
1751378 5 06/11/2018
1751665 35 07/11/2018
1751702 21 07/11/2018
1751965 34 07/11/2018
1752079 45 10/11/2018
1752080 45 10/11/2018
1752217 5 10/11/2018
1752305 9 10/11/2018
1752405 25 10/11/2018
1752423 42 10/11/2018
1752424 42 10/11/2018
1752425 38 10/11/2018
1752463 5 10/11/2018
1752548 1 11/11/2018
1752549 1 11/11/2018
1753032 36 12/11/2018
1753103 16 12/11/2018
1753104 41 12/11/2018
1753169 6 12/11/2018
1753174 31 12/11/2018
1753175 36 12/11/2018
1753176 37 12/11/2018
1753177 41 12/11/2018
1753178 35 12/11/2018
1753236 30 12/11/2018
1753373 5 12/11/2018
1753421 2 12/11/2018
1753488 9 12/11/2018
1753489 16 12/11/2018
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Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  

APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
1753490 25 12/11/2018
1753491 41 12/11/2018
1753492 9 12/11/2018
1753493 16 12/11/2018
1753494 25 12/11/2018
1753495 41 12/11/2018
1753528 99 13/11/2018
1753585 41 14/11/2018
1753586 42 14/11/2018
1753616 5 14/11/2018
1753622 38 14/11/2018
1753688 5 14/11/2018
1753766 35 14/11/2018
1754167 1 17/11/2018
1754466 99 17/11/2018
1754470 10 17/11/2018
1754535 3 18/11/2018
1754606 3 18/11/2018
1755012 25 18/11/2018
1755013 25 18/11/2018
1755068 9 18/11/2018
1755360 5 19/11/2018
1755361 5 19/11/2018
1755532 41 19/11/2018
1756084 5 20/11/2018
1756136 42 20/11/2018
1756137 42 20/11/2018
1756305 17 21/11/2018
1756306 1 21/11/2018
1756480 5 21/11/2018
1756481 5 21/11/2018
1756499 5 21/11/2018
1756653 41 21/11/2018
1756662 9 21/11/2018
1756663 16 21/11/2018
1756664 41 21/11/2018
1756665 42 21/11/2018
1756666 9 21/11/2018
1756667 16 21/11/2018
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Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  

APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
1756668 41 21/11/2018
1756669 42 21/11/2018
1757028 5 24/11/2018
1757032 5 24/11/2018
1757046 5 24/11/2018
1757047 5 24/11/2018
1757048 5 24/11/2018
1757507 21 25/11/2018
1757765 99 25/11/2018
1757800 11 25/11/2018
1757926 9 26/11/2018
1757927 9 26/11/2018
1758031 7 26/11/2018
1758032 9 26/11/2018
1758033 11 26/11/2018
1758034 6 26/11/2018
1758035 7 26/11/2018
1758036 9 26/11/2018
1758037 11 26/11/2018
1758038 21 26/11/2018
1758039 35 26/11/2018
1758040 37 26/11/2018
1758041 38 26/11/2018
1758042 39 26/11/2018
1758044 7 26/11/2018
1758047 21 26/11/2018
1758049 37 26/11/2018
1758051 39 26/11/2018
1758400 99 27/11/2018
1758467 12 27/11/2018
1758680 25 28/11/2018
1758708 3 28/11/2018
1758717 9 28/11/2018
1758791 99 28/11/2018
1758795 5 02/12/2018
1758796 5 02/12/2018
1758798 5 02/12/2018
1758799 5 02/12/2018
1758800 5 02/12/2018
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Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  

APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
1758801 5 02/12/2018
1758802 5 02/12/2018
1758803 5 02/12/2018
1758976 10 02/12/2018
1758994 42 02/12/2018
1759036 30 02/12/2018
1759037 30 02/12/2018
1759095 1 02/12/2018
1759097 17 02/12/2018
1759311 11 03/12/2018
1759425 5 03/12/2018
1759539 28 03/12/2018
1759631 37 03/12/2018
1759726 5 03/12/2018
1759745 35 03/12/2018
1759746 35 03/12/2018
1759817 33 04/12/2018
1759898 42 04/12/2018
1759933 30 04/12/2018
1759995 28 04/12/2018
1760012 5 04/12/2018
1760013 5 04/12/2018
1760083 7 04/12/2018
1760370 41 05/12/2018
1760371 42 05/12/2018
1760424 9 05/12/2018
1760459 30 05/12/2018
1760530 30 05/12/2018
1761143 35 06/12/2018
1761222 12 08/12/2018
1761887 18 10/12/2018
1761888 25 10/12/2018
1762012 99 10/12/2018
1762039 6 10/12/2018
1762041 9 10/12/2018
1762042 11 10/12/2018
1762550 7 11/12/2018
1762611 12 11/12/2018
1762638 30 11/12/2018
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Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  

APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
1762639 30 11/12/2018
1762935 10 11/12/2018
1763081 7 12/12/2018
1763346 5 12/12/2018
1763382 6 12/12/2018
1763384 8 12/12/2018
1763385 9 12/12/2018
1763386 10 12/12/2018
1763387 11 12/12/2018
1763388 12 12/12/2018
1763389 13 12/12/2018
1763390 14 12/12/2018
1763391 15 12/12/2018
1763392 16 12/12/2018
1763823 38 15/12/2018
1763855 42 15/12/2018
1764006 1 15/12/2018
1764119 5 16/12/2018
1764120 5 16/12/2018
1764122 5 16/12/2018
1764124 5 16/12/2018
1764126 5 16/12/2018
1764385 99 16/12/2018
1764495 31 16/12/2018
1764496 31 16/12/2018
1764884 10 17/12/2018
1764894 37 17/12/2018
1765275 30 18/12/2018
1765410 11 18/12/2018
1765424 3 18/12/2018
1765983 36 19/12/2018
1765984 36 19/12/2018
1765985 36 19/12/2018
1765986 36 19/12/2018
1765987 36 19/12/2018
1765988 36 19/12/2018
1765989 36 19/12/2018
1766042 99 19/12/2018
1766096 5 19/12/2018
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Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  

APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
1766100 99 19/12/2018
1766411 32 22/12/2018
1766917 7 22/12/2018
1767072 3 23/12/2018
1767073 3 23/12/2018
1767141 5 23/12/2018
1767145 5 23/12/2018
1767146 5 23/12/2018
1767215 25 23/12/2018
1767326 35 23/12/2018
1767559 29 24/12/2018
1767791 35 24/12/2018
1768438 36 26/12/2018
1768457 5 26/12/2018
1768854 9 29/12/2018
1769984 12 01/01/2019
1770036 25 01/01/2019
1770041 6 01/01/2019
1770042 6 01/01/2019
1770742 3 05/01/2019
1770953 42 05/01/2019
1770956 18 05/01/2019
1771203 25 06/01/2019
1771465 11 06/01/2019
1771738 7 07/01/2019
1772062 4 07/01/2019
1772063 4 07/01/2019
1772064 3 07/01/2019
1772065 3 07/01/2019
1772128 5 07/01/2019
1772134 5 07/01/2019
1772135 5 07/01/2019
1772136 5 07/01/2019
1772137 5 07/01/2019
1772138 5 07/01/2019
1773121 30 12/01/2019
1773392 39 13/01/2019
1773639 25 13/01/2019
1774074 16 14/01/2019
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Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  

APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
1774382 29 15/01/2019
1774383 29 15/01/2019
1774384 29 15/01/2019
1774385 29 15/01/2019
1774718 35 16/01/2019
1775099 18 16/01/2019
1775221 30 19/01/2019
1775327 21 19/01/2019
1775650 9 19/01/2019
1775718 21 19/01/2019
1775877 5 20/01/2019
1775878 5 20/01/2019
1776130 42 20/01/2019
1776216 43 20/01/2019
1776516 42 21/01/2019
1776845 99 22/01/2019
1777190 5 22/01/2019
1777425 31 23/01/2019
1777726 35 23/01/2019
1777918 5 27/01/2019
1778298 24 28/01/2019
1779601 99 30/01/2019
1779603 25 30/01/2019
1779614 99 30/01/2019
1779910 5 02/02/2019
1780472 9 02/02/2019
1780488 11 02/02/2019
1780602 5 03/02/2019
1781268 35 04/02/2019
1781354 41 04/02/2019
1781360 41 04/02/2019
1781362 41 04/02/2019
1781363 41 04/02/2019
1781364 41 04/02/2019
1782608 11 09/02/2019
1783174 25 09/02/2019
1783193 19 09/02/2019
1783228 30 09/02/2019
1783705 30 10/02/2019
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Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  

APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
1784713 12 12/02/2019
1785305 41 16/02/2019
1785556 30 16/02/2019
1786104 9 17/02/2019
1786172 7 17/02/2019
1786689 6 18/02/2019
1786690 40 18/02/2019
1786983 25 18/02/2019
1786984 42 18/02/2019
1786985 25 18/02/2019
1786986 42 18/02/2019
1787027 19 18/02/2019
1787663 43 20/02/2019
1787664 43 20/02/2019
1787820 7 20/02/2019
1787840 99 20/02/2019
1787841 99 20/02/2019
1788408 25 23/02/2019
1788719 27 24/02/2019
1788720 35 24/02/2019
1789253 99 25/02/2019
1789493 35 25/02/2019
1790282 29 27/02/2019
1790711 10 27/02/2019
1790712 10 27/02/2019
1790713 10 27/02/2019
1791153 5 02/03/2019
1791483 30 03/03/2019
1791484 30 03/03/2019
1791644 16 03/03/2019
1791645 16 03/03/2019
1791785 16 03/03/2019
1792304 5 04/03/2019
1792305 5 04/03/2019
1792306 5 04/03/2019
1792307 5 04/03/2019
1792310 5 04/03/2019
1793879 5 09/03/2019
1793880 5 09/03/2019
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Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  

APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
1794866 19 12/03/2019
1795211 41 13/03/2019
1795275 30 13/03/2019
1795311 99 13/03/2019
1795693 5 16/03/2019
1796282 11 17/03/2019
1796703 35 18/03/2019
1797038 11 19/03/2019
1797039 11 19/03/2019
1797233 5 19/03/2019
1797423 41 19/03/2019
1798144 6 20/03/2019
1798267 30 23/03/2019
1798769 25 23/03/2019
1799955 41 25/03/2019
1801075 42 30/03/2019
1804865 35 09/04/2019
1805102 20 13/04/2019
1805566 36 13/04/2019
1805567 36 13/04/2019
1805568 36 13/04/2019
1806147 35 14/04/2019
1806226 9 14/04/2019
1807619 41 16/04/2019
1808219 19 17/04/2019
1809276 30 21/04/2019
1809475 3 21/04/2019
1809512 25 21/04/2019
1810100 3 22/04/2019
1810107 5 22/04/2019
1810189 44 22/04/2019
1810768 9 23/04/2019
1812105 41 28/04/2019
1812125 10 28/04/2019
1813367 3 01/05/2019
1813799 31 04/05/2019
1814407 5 04/05/2019
1814409 5 04/05/2019
1814426 10 04/05/2019
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1814993 35 06/05/2019
1814994 39 06/05/2019
1816847 16 11/05/2019
1817003 6 12/05/2019
1817694 11 13/05/2019
1818090 19 14/05/2019
1818304 39 14/05/2019
1818686 12 15/05/2019
1818687 12 15/05/2019
1818689 12 15/05/2019
1818690 12 15/05/2019
1818691 12 15/05/2019
1818692 12 15/05/2019
1818693 12 15/05/2019
1818694 7 15/05/2019
1818695 7 15/05/2019
1818696 7 15/05/2019
1818932 99 15/05/2019
1819376 30 18/05/2019
1819377 30 18/05/2019
1819378 30 18/05/2019
1819563 5 19/05/2019
1819564 5 19/05/2019
1819576 18 19/05/2019
1819578 25 19/05/2019
1820590 5 21/05/2019
1822666 5 27/05/2019
1822667 5 27/05/2019
1823129 24 28/05/2019
1823130 25 28/05/2019
1823131 24 28/05/2019
1823132 25 28/05/2019
1825041 35 03/06/2019
1825272 11 03/06/2019
1826455 11 08/06/2019
1827417 25 09/06/2019
1827477 6 10/06/2019
1827478 6 10/06/2019
1827482 6 10/06/2019
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Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
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1828391 30 12/06/2019
1829414 34 15/06/2019
1829416 34 15/06/2019
1829954 9 16/06/2019
1830021 5 17/06/2019
1830208 9 17/06/2019
1830944 8 19/06/2019
1831323 14 22/06/2019
1831324 14 22/06/2019
1831325 14 22/06/2019
1831326 14 22/06/2019
1831327 14 22/06/2019
1831328 14 22/06/2019
1831579 24 22/06/2019
1831580 25 22/06/2019
1831741 42 23/06/2019
1831744 30 23/06/2019
1836812 30 06/07/2019
1837431 35 07/07/2019
1838143 99 09/07/2019
1838197 30 09/07/2019
1838376 11 10/07/2019
1839160 9 13/07/2019
1839161 11 13/07/2019
1839162 17 13/07/2019
1839664 5 14/07/2019
1839665 5 14/07/2019
1839734 32 15/07/2019
1839909 29 15/07/2019
1840043 12 15/07/2019
1841440 9 20/07/2019
1842823 5 22/07/2019
1843220 5 23/07/2019
1843223 5 23/07/2019
1843240 41 23/07/2019
1843384 35 24/07/2019
1843554 11 24/07/2019
1843595 99 24/07/2019
1844129 25 27/07/2019
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1844130 25 27/07/2019
1844552 5 28/07/2019
1844689 24 28/07/2019
1845601 29 30/07/2019
1845718 30 30/07/2019
1846268 99 31/07/2019
1846600 17 03/08/2019
1846601 17 03/08/2019
1847236 6 04/08/2019
1847237 11 04/08/2019
1847238 20 04/08/2019
1847239 17 04/08/2019
1847240 21 04/08/2019
1847386 5 04/08/2019
1847387 5 04/08/2019
1847388 5 04/08/2019
1847389 5 04/08/2019
1847559 3 05/08/2019
1847560 3 05/08/2019
1847578 14 05/08/2019
1847579 14 05/08/2019
1847580 14 05/08/2019
1848583 21 10/08/2019
1848987 5 10/08/2019
1848988 5 10/08/2019
1848990 5 10/08/2019
1848991 5 10/08/2019
1848992 5 10/08/2019
1848993 5 10/08/2019
1848996 5 10/08/2019
1848997 5 10/08/2019
1849000 5 10/08/2019
1849002 5 10/08/2019
1849004 5 10/08/2019
1849005 5 10/08/2019
1849007 5 10/08/2019
1849009 5 10/08/2019
1849603 17 11/08/2019
1849604 18 11/08/2019
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Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  

APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
1849605 19 11/08/2019
1849606 20 11/08/2019
1849607 21 11/08/2019
1849837 25 12/08/2019
1849843 25 12/08/2019
1850400 9 13/08/2019
1850577 17 13/08/2019
1851890 5 18/08/2019
1851891 5 18/08/2019
1851893 5 18/08/2019
1851895 5 18/08/2019
1851896 5 18/08/2019
1851897 5 18/08/2019
1851898 5 18/08/2019
1852527 3 20/08/2019
1852528 3 20/08/2019
1854322 24 25/08/2019
1854555 6 25/08/2019
1855121 14 26/08/2019
1855185 39 26/08/2019
1855597 16 27/08/2019
1855601 16 27/08/2019
1857644 5 02/09/2019
1858125 30 03/09/2019
1858983 31 07/09/2019
1859480 14 07/09/2019
1898185 12 24/04/2018
2217061 3 27/03/2016
3443471 1 11/11/2018
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SUBSEQUENT PROPRIETORS REGISTERED  
1265232 - 10, 1265228 - 5, 1265230 - 9, 1265229 - 5, 1265231 - 10: Proprietor Altered to NOBEL 
BIOCARE SERVICES AG , BALZ ZIMMERMANN-STRASSE 7, CH-8302 KLOTEN, SWITZERLAND 
NOBEL BIOCARE AB.

1371215 - 99, 1500694 - 99: Proprietor Altered to DACHSER SE , Thomas Dachser Strasse 2, 
87439 Kcmptcn, Germany. 
DACHSER GROUP SE & CO KG.

727089 - 21, 727090 - 21, 727088 - 21: Proprietor Altered to OJGAR S.R.O. , Under the Laws of 
Czech republic of prabha 5, smichov,krizova, 1018/6, postal code 150 00, Czech Republic 
SKLARNY KAVALIER A. S.

718613 - 7: Proprietor Altered to EFFER HOLDING S.P.A. , CASTEL MAGGIORE (BO, Via 
Bonazzi,12/14, Italy  
EFFER S.P.A.

1370546 - 35: Proprietor Altered to PALLADIUM ENTERPRISES LIMITED , 2nd Floor, Turnberry 
House, 100 Bunhill Row, London, EC1Y8ND, United Kingdom, 
PALLADIUM GROUP, INC.,

806104 - 11: Proprietor Altered to JOGEN PAREKH & AMIT PAREKH , 5D/603 Green Meadows, 
Lokhandwala Township, Kandivli(E), Mumbai 400101. 
SUSHIL ELECTRIC

630818 - 16: Proprietor Altered to CRYOVAC, INC , 200 RIVERFRONT BOULEVARD, ELMWOOD 
PARK,NEW JERSEY 07407-U.S.A. 
SEALED AIR CORPORATION (US)

1371221 - 42: Proprietor Altered to SOLARIS FINANCE PRIVATE LIMITED , 55 HANUMAN ROAD, 
CANNAUGHAT PLACE, NEW-DELHI-110001. 
RANBAXY HOLDING COMPANY

1370229 - 9, 1370230 - 42: Proprietor Altered to LAWSON SOFTWARE AMERICA INC , 1209 
ORANGE STREET, CITY OF WILMINGTON, 19801, U.S.A.  
HEALTHVISION SOLUTIONS, INC., HEALTHVISION SOLUTIONS, INC.

1370230 - 42, 1370229 - 9: Proprietor Altered to LAWSON SOFTWARE INC. , 1209 ORANGE 
STREET, CITY OF WILMINGTON, 19801, U.S.A.  
LAWSON SOFTWARE AMERICA INC

630818 - 16: Proprietor Altered to SEALED AIR CORPORATION (US) , 200 RIVERFRONT 
BOULEVARD, ELMWOOD PARK,NEW JERSEY 07407-U.S.A. 
SEALED AIR (NEW ZEALAND)

1265374 - 33, 1265375 - 33: Proprietor Altered to CAMPARI DO BRASIL LTDA , ALAMEDA RIO 
NEGRO, 585, EDIFICIO DEMINI, CONJUNTO 62 _ ALPHAVILLE _ 06454-000_ BARUERI-SP, 
BRAZIL 
SAGATIBA BRASIL S.A.

140716 - 7: Proprietor Altered to EMERSON POWER TRANSMISSION CORPORATION , 7120 New 
Buffington Road, Florence, Kentucky 41042, United States of America. 
SCHERING CORPORATION.

718613 - 7: Proprietor Altered to SOLGE S.P.A. , I-38068 ROVERETO (TN)VIALE CAPRONI,7 
EFFER HOLDING S.P.A.

1371222 - 42: Proprietor Altered to SOLARIS FINANCE PRIVATE LIMITED , 55-HANUMAN 
ROAD,CONNAUGHAT PALACE, NEW DELHI-10001 
RANBAXY HOLDING COMPANY

451420 - 5, 451421 - 1: Proprietor Altered to BASF SE , Carl-Bosch-Strasse 38, 67056 
Ludwigshafen, Germany 
BASF PERFORMANCE PRODUCT PLC

1264819 - 32, 1239477 - 41, 1239477 - 99: Proprietor Altered to RED BULL AG , Poststrasse 3, 
6341 Baar, Switzerland 
RED BULL (ASIEN) AG.,

1255652 - 1, 1536367 - 1, 1536367 - 3, 1536367 - 40, 1255653 - 3: Proprietor Altered to GIVAUDAN 
SA , Huizerstraatweg 28,
1411 GP Naarden,  
The Netherlands., 5, Ch. 
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De la Parfumerie, 1214 Vernier 1 Switzerland 
GIVAUDAN NEDERLAND SERVICES B.V.

725529 - 3: Proprietor Altered to TOMMY HILFIGER LICENSING B.V. , STADHOUDERSKADE 6 
1054 ES AMSTERDAM THE NETHERLANDS 
TOMMY HILFIGER LICENSING LLC.

746989 - 16, 788325 - 29, 909850 - 29, 1114966 - 29: Proprietor Altered to BRITANNIA NEW 
ZEALAND HOLDINGS PRIVATE LIMITED , C/o. DTOS Ltd .. 4th Floor. IBL House. Caudan. Port 
Louis. Mauritius. 
BRITANNIA INDUSTRIES LIMITED, BRITANNIA INDUSTRIES LIMITED, BRITANNIA INDUSTRIES 
LIMITED

152249 - 1, 262862 - 9, 706664 - 9, 262478 - 1, 171727 - 9, 499006 - 1, 167534 - 1, 706665 - 9, 498990 
- 1, 498998 - 10, 418080 - 9, 744859 - 1, 262859 - 1, 262861 - 1, 262860 - 1, 152249 - 1, 355748 - 9, 
498989 - 1, 798075 - 1, 798077 - 9, 499010 - 16, 829919 - 9, 656947 - 9, 656946 - 1, 794366 - 9, 
498991 - 1, 798076 - 9, 355746 - 9, 499000 - 10, 676428 - 9, 797067 - 9, 355747 - 1, 262476 - 9, 
498999 - 10, 676429 - 1, 758497 - 9, 1475183 - 99, 498996 - 10, 262477 - 1: Proprietor Altered to 
FUJIFILM CORPORATION , 26-30, NISHIAZABU 2-CHOME, MINATO-KU, TOKYO, JAPAN. 
FUJI PHOTO FILM CO. LTD., FUJI PHOTO FILM CO LTD., MEDIVIAL EXPORTS, FUJI PHOTO FILM 
CO LTD., MEDIVIAL EXPORTS, FUJI PHOTO FILM CO. LTD, FUJI PHOTO FILM CO., LTD., M/S 
AVON PRODUCTS, FUJI PHOTO FILM CO., LTD., FUJI PHOTO FILM CO. LTD., FUJI PHOTO FILM 
CO. LTD., FUJI PHOTO FILM CO.LTD., FUJIFILM CORPORATION, FUJI PHOTO FILM CO. LTD., 
FUJIFILM CORPORATION

1253006 - 6, 1253007 - 17, 1253008 - 17: Proprietor Altered to MECHOSHADE SYSTEMS,INC. , 42 
- 03, 
35th Street, Long 
Island City, New york 11101, U.S.A. 
JOEL BERMAN ASSOCIATES, INC.

1262932 - 39, 1262932 - 36, 1262932 - 35: Proprietor Altered to BRINK'S NETWORK, 
INCORPORATE , 203 BANCROFT BUILDING, 3411 SILVERSIDE ROAD, WILMINGTON, DELWARE 
19810, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
BRINKS INCORPORATED,

1265998 - 35, 1265998 - 39, 1265998 - 41, 1265998 - 42: Proprietor Altered to KABUSHIKI KAISHA 
PASONA GROUP, ALSO DOING BUSINESS AS PASONA GROUP, INC. , 1-5-1, MARUNOUCHI, 
CHIYODA-KU, TOKYO, JAPAN 
PASONA, INC.

1262933 - 35, 1262933 - 36, 1262933 - 39, 1262934 - 35, 1262934 - 36, 1262934 - 39: Proprietor 
Altered to BRINK'S NETWORK, INCORPORATE , 203 BANCROFT BUILDING, 3411 SILVERSIDE 
ROAD, WILMINGTON, DELWARE 19810, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
BRINKS INCORPORATED,

1262944 - 38, 1262945 - 38, 1262946 - 38: Proprietor Altered to AT&T INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY 
II, L.P. , 645 East Plumb Lane, Reno Nevada 89502, USA 
AT&T MOBILITY II, LLC

NAME,ADDRESS AND DESCRIPTION ALTERED IN THE RWGISTER OF THE 
FORM ARE SHOWN HERE IN ITALICS  
1262944 - 38, 1262946 - 38, 1262945 - 38: Proprietor Name Altered to AT&T MOBILITY II, LLC 
CINGULAR WIRELESS II, LLC

1378574 - 30: Proprietor Name Altered to L.T.FOODS LIMITED 
L.T. OVERSEAS LIMITED.

1253505 - 99: Proprietor Name Altered to ORANGE 
FRANCE TELECOM MSC

1500694 - 99, 1371215 - 99: Proprietor Name Altered to DACHSER GROUP SE & CO KG. 
DACHSER GMBH & CO. KG

1371221 - 42: Proprietor Name Altered to RHC HOLDINGS PRIVATE LIMITED. 
SOLARIS FINANCE PRIVATE LIMITED

1265375 - 33, 1265374 - 33: Proprietor Name Altered to SAGATIBA BRASIL S.A. 
SAB SOUTH AMERICAN BEVERAGES COMERCIAL S. A.

1370229 - 9, 1370230 - 42: Proprietor Name Altered to INFOR (US) INC. 
LAWSON SOFTWARE INC.

719414 - 11: Proprietor Name Altered to POWER FLAME INCORPORATED 
POWER - FLAME, INC.

1371222 - 42: Proprietor Name Altered to RHC HOLDINGS PRIVATE LIMITED. 
SOLARIS FINANCE PRIVATE LIMITED
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1370229 - 9: Proprietor Name Altered to HEALTHVISION SOLUTIONS, LL.C. 
HEALTHVISION SOLUTIONS, INC.

1372896 - 1: Proprietor Name Altered to CLARIANT PRODUKTE (DEUTSCHLAND) GMBH 
CLARIANT GMBH

1377974 - 9: Proprietor Name Altered to INTERWOVEN, LLC 
INTERWOVEN INC. ( INTERWOVEN)

1254320 - 28, 1254322 - 99, 1254315 - 28, 1256229 - 28, 1254318 - 28, 1254322 - 99, 1254319 - 28, 
1254317 - 28, 1254316 - 28: Proprietor Name Altered to MGA ENTERTAINMENT INC. 
MGA ENTERTAINMENT

1371559 - 1, 1371704 - 2, 1371705 - 3, 1371706 - 4, 1371707 - 5, 1371708 - 6, 1371709 - 7, 1371710 - 
8, 1379586 - 9, 1371711 - 10, 1371712 - 11, 1371713 - 12, 1371714 - 13, 1371715 - 14, 1371716 - 15, 
1371717 - 16, 1371718 - 17, 1371719 - 18, 1371720 - 19, 1371721 - 20, 1371722 - 21, 1371723 - 22, 
1371724 - 23, 1078220 - 9, 1371726 - 25, 1371727 - 26, 1371728 - 27, 1371729 - 28, 1371730 - 29, 
1371731 - 30, 1371732 - 31, 1371733 - 32, 1371734 - 33, 1371735 - 34, 1371736 - 35, 1371739 - 36, 
1371742 - 37, 1371745 - 38, 1371749 - 40, 1371750 - 41, 1371751 - 42: Proprietor Address Altered 
to 5-57, ROHTAK ROAD, UDYOG NAGAR INDUSTRIAL AREA,DELHI-110041. 
MICROTEK INTERNATIONAL LTD.

1252227 - 35: Proprietor Address Altered to E-484,GROUND FLOOR, NEAR MTNL MINI 
EXCHANGE, GREATER KAILASH-PART-II, NEW DELHI-110048 
RAVI S. RAMAKRISHNAN.

1378574 - 30: Proprietor Address Altered to UNIT NO. 134, RECTANGLE-1, SAKET DISTRICT 
CENTER, SAKET, NEW DELHI 110017. 
L.T.FOODS LIMITED

1378281 - 99: Proprietor Address Altered to 1-1, Marunouchi 1-Chome, Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo 100-
8253, Japan 
MITSUBISHI RAYON CO., LTD.

1253505 - 99: Proprietor Address Altered to 78, RUE OLIVIER DE SERRES, 75015 PARIS, FRANCE 
ORANGE

1370102 - 5: Proprietor Address Altered to 7-Community Centre, 2nd Floor, East of Kailash, New 
Delhi-110065, India. 
AGRIMAS CHEMICALS LIMITED

1371222 - 42: Proprietor Address Altered to 54- JANPATH, NEWDELHI-10001 
RHC HOLDINGS PRIVATE LIMITED.

1371221 - 42: Proprietor Address Altered to 55- JANPATH, NEWDELHI-10001 
RHC HOLDINGS PRIVATE LIMITED.

1260967 - 35: Proprietor Address Altered to 17, INDUSTRIAL AREA, YAMUNA NAGAR, 
HARYANA-135001 
CHUGH TRADING CO.

1369452 - 5: Proprietor Address Altered to 7-Community Centre, 2nd Floor, East of Kailash, New 
Delhi-110065, India. 
AGRIMAS CHEMICALS LIMITED

1369451 - 5: Proprietor Address Altered to 7-Community Centre, 2nd Floor, East of Kailash, New 
Delhi-110065, India. 
CORMANDEL AGRICO PRIVATE LIMITED

1370229 - 9: Proprietor Address Altered to 1209 ORANGE STREET, CITY OF WILMINGTON, 19801, 
U.S.A. 
HEALTHVISION SOLUTIONS, LL.C.

1265869 - 42: Proprietor Address Altered to ITC GREEN CENTRE, PLOT No. 10, SECTOR-32, 
GURGAON, HARYANA 
ITC LIMITED,

1377974 - 9: Proprietor Address Altered to 1140 Enterprise Way, Building G, Sunnyvale, 
California 94089, United States of America 
INTERWOVEN, LLC

1369453 - 5: Proprietor Address Altered to 7-Community Centre, 2nd Floor, East of Kailash, New 
Delhi-110065, India. 
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AGRIMAS CHEMICALS LIMITED

1254320 - 28, 1254319 - 28, 1254317 - 28, 1254316 - 28, 1254315 - 28, 1254318 - 28, 1256229 - 28, 
1254322 - 99: Proprietor Address Altered to 16380 Roscoe Boulevard, Van Nuys, California, USA 
91406 
MGA ENTERTAINMENT INC.

1262944 - 38, 1262945 - 38, 1262946 - 38: Proprietor Address Altered to 1025 Lenox Park 
Boulevard NE, Atlanta, Georgia 30319, USA 
AT&T MOBILITY II, LLC

1266355 - 35, 1266359 - 35, 1266358 - 35: Address for Service is altered to S.S. DATTA & 
ASSOCIATES, 288/1,B.B. CHATTERJEE ROAD,GROUND FLOOR,KOLKATA 700 042,WEST 
BENGAL,INDIA.,

1252712 - 99: Address for Service is altered to 2B, GROUND FLOOR, SOLITAIRE PLAZA, M. G. 
ROAD, GURGAON-122 002, NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION, trademark@depenning.com

1252940 - 9: Address for Service is altered to G-10 JANGPURA EXTENSION, NEW DELHI-14,

1252716 - 99: Address for Service is altered to 2B, GROUND FLOOR, SOLITAIRE PLAZA, M. G. 
ROAD, GURGAON-122 002, NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION, trademark@depenning.com

1252702 - 36: Address for Service is altered to 2B, GROUND FLOOR, SOLITAIRE PLAZA, M. G. 
ROAD, GURGAON-122 002, NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION, trademark@depenning.com

1252715 - 99: Address for Service is altered to 2B, GROUND FLOOR, SOLITAIRE PLAZA, M. G. 
ROAD, GURGAON-122 002, NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION, trademark@depenning.com

1252714 - 99: Address for Service is altered to 2B, GROUND FLOOR, SOLITAIRE PLAZA, M. G. 
ROAD, GURGAON-122 002, NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION, trademark@depenning.com

1378281 - 99: Address for Service is altered to B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013., 
trademark@anandandanand.com

1378612 - 11: Address for Service is altered to RAM MANSION, IST FLOOR, ROOM NO.4, N.F. 
ROAD, NEAR CITY WALK, COLABA, MUMBAI - 400 001.,

725529 - 3: Address for Service is altered to 52,SUKHDEV VIHAR, MATHURA ROAD, NEW DELHI-
1120 025.,

1375797 - 4: Address for Service is altered to A-48, YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI-110092,

1257636 - 35: Address for Service is altered to H. NO. 1563, ST. NO. 14 
JANAK PURI, LUDHIANA - 3.,

1265998 - 99: Address for Service is altered to TECHNOPOLIS BUILDING, TOWER-B, 3RD 
FLOOR, SECTOR-54, DLF GOLF COURSE ROAD, GURGOAN-122002.,
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1255519 - 2: Address for Service is altered to H-882, SATYAM VIHAR, AVAS VIKAS COLONY, 
KALYANPUR, KANPUR-208017, U.P.,

1263248 - 99: Address for Service is altered to 5, HARISH MUKHERJEE ROAD, KOLKATA - 700 
025, INDIA., cal@patentindia.com

1261064 - 99: Address for Service is altered to 2B, GROUND FLOOR, SOLITAIRE PLAZA, M. G. 
ROAD, GURGAON-122 002, NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION, trademark@depenning.com

1374839 - 16: Address for Service is altered to B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013., 
trademark@anandandanand.com

1374838 - 16: Address for Service is altered to B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013., 
trademark@anandandanand.com

1261056 - 99: Address for Service is altered to 2B, GROUND FLOOR, SOLITAIRE PLAZA, M. G. 
ROAD, GURGAON-122 002, NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION, trademark@depenning.com

1374837 - 16: Address for Service is altered to B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013., 
trademark@anandandanand.com

1374834 - 16: Address for Service is altered to B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013., 
trademark@anandandanand.com

1261564 - 99: Address for Service is altered to F-252, WESTERN AVENUE, SAINIK FARMS, NEW 
DELHI - 110 062.,

1261923 - 99: Address for Service is altered to B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013., 
trademark@anandandanand.com

451420 - 5: Address for Service is altered to B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013., 
trademark@anandandanand.com

1262944 - 38: Address for Service is altered to 2B, GROUND FLOOR, SOLITAIRE PLAZA, M. G. 
ROAD, GURGAON-122 002, NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION, trademark@depenning.com

1262945 - 38: Address for Service is altered to 2B, GROUND FLOOR, SOLITAIRE PLAZA, M. G. 
ROAD, GURGAON-122 002, NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION, trademark@depenning.com

1371222 - 42: Address for Service is altered to B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013., 
trademark@anandandanand.com

1377974 - 9: Address for Service is altered to K - 4, SOUTH EXTENSION - II, NEW DELHI - 110 
049.,

1257192 - 8: Address for Service is altered to 52, SUKHDEV VIHAR, MATHURA ROAD, NEW 
DELHI-110 025.,

1260379 - 5: Address for Service is altered to 15/1061, (2ND FLOOR), NAIWALA, KAROL BAGH, 
NEW DELHI - 110 005.,

630818 - 16: Address for Service is altered to 120, VELACHERY MAIN ROAD, GUINDY, CHENNAI - 
600 032., trademark@depenning.com

1255485 - 99, 1255493 - 42, 1255493 - 41: Address for Service is altered to REMFRY HOUSE AT 
THE MILLENNIUM PLAZA SEC 27, GURGAON 122009, NEW DELHI NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION 
INDIA, remfry-sagar@remfry.com

148974 - 1, 252546 - 1, 303272 - 1, 198561 - 1, 152850 - 1, 149024 - 1, 149025 - 1, 156596 - 1, 156602 
- 1, 156593 - 1, 156601 - 1, 183870 - 1: Address for Service is altered to 161, VIGYAN VIHAR, 
DELHI-110092,

1268160 - 39: Address for Service is altered to 12, GOLF APARTMENTS, SUJAN SINGH PARK, N. 
DELHI-3.,

1268161 - 39: Address for Service is altered to 12, GOLF APARTMENTS, SUJAN SINGH PARK, N. 
DELHI-3.,

746989 - 16, 909850 - 29, 788325 - 29, 1114966 - 29: Address for Service is altered to 6/B 
SHAHEEN APARTMENT,132 / 1, MODI STREET, POST BOX NO. 1865, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 001.,

1253973 - 99, 1252717 - 99: Address for Service is altered to PODAR CHAMBERS, S.A. BRELVI 
ROAD, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 001., trademarks@rkdewan.com

1255134 - 42: Address for Service is altered to 5/25 WEST PATEL NAGAR NEW DELHI-110008,
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1260314 - 35, 1260315 - 35, 1260316 - 99: Address for Service is altered to 3RD FLOOR HL 
ARCADE ABOVE AXIS BANK PLOT NO-14 SECTOR-5 DWARKA NEW DELHI-110075,

1375609 - 42: Address for Service is altered to ,
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The following list of Trade Marks have been removed from the Register as it has 
not been renewed on time in accordance with the Trade Marks Act,1999. 
APPL NO CLASS REMOVAL DATE
588092 25 18/09/2018 17:15:54
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: saucanaa : 
NOTICE

vyaapar icanh ko pMjaIkrNa ko ilae Aavaodk tqaa [sako AiBakta-AaoM sao 
ivaSaoYa $p sao yah p`aqanaa- kI jaatI hO ik p~acaar krto samaya saMbaMiQat 
vyaapar icanh rijaYTI/ kayaa-laya ka saMpUNa- saMdBa- , p~ saM#yaa ,tarIK , 
Aavaodna saM#yaa tqaa saMbaMiQat vaga- ik saM#yaa ka ja$r ]llaoK kroM 
ijasasao ik p~aoM ko yaqaaSaIGa\ inapTana krnao maoM sauivaQaa haogaI 
 
Applicants for registration of Trade Marks and their agents are 
particularly requested to quote in their replies full and complete 
Reference Letter No. and date, application number and the class to 
which it relates and send to the concerned office of Trade Marks 
Registry. This would facilitate quick disposal of letters. 
             

            Aaoma Pa`kaSa gauPta          Aaya.e.esa.
mahainayaM~k ,eksva 

AiBaklp tqaa vyaapar icanh
 

OM PRAKASH GUPTA , IAS
CONTROLLER-GENERAL OF PATENTS, 

DESIGNS, TRADE MARKS & GI 
 

             Baart sarkar vyaapar icanh rijasT/I ,mauMba[- 400037 
                           Wara p`kaiSat

                   Published by the Govt. of India, 

Trade Marks Registry, Mumbai-400037
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